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about the author •

Co!. Peter C. Bullard, former president of the West Coast District of the Florida
Shuffleboard Association, retired in 1952 after 42 years of active duty with the U. S.
Army, mainly the Engineers and Infantry. Since 1953 he has lived in his trailer home
at Lealman Trailer Court, St. Petersburg, where he has been amassing a staggering
amount of information on his favorite hobby - Shuffleboard!

During this time, he has collected the records of more than 500 shuffleboard tourna-
ments, which contain the names and records of more than 700 of the world's hest play-
ers. As few printed records exist prior to 1952, Colonel Bullard has had to rely for
his information upon names printed on trophies, newspaper articles and personal inter-
views with the players themselves. He now knows more about the statistical records of
shuffleboard than any other man living.

He usually can be seen at almost any major tournament. When not playing, he
always can be found sitting on the top row of the grandstand, busily writing down
situations as they appear on the courts and how the experts play them.

This book is the product of six years of observation and practice. It was printed in
The Sr. Petersburg Times during the summer of 1958 as a series of 155 articles. In-
cluded in this book are four articles which did not appear in The Times. Colonel Bullard's
"All-Time Roll of Champions," which rates the top shufflers over 30 years of play,
also is reprinted in this book.



Foreword by National Champion

This book should be commended for players of the

e of shuffleboard. Although the book is useful to the

The many diagrams throughout the text are most

and even contains points of which some masters

beginner, it is also of value to the experienced player,

of the game may not have been consciously aware.

The writer has observed and analyzed the play of

numerous experts, his analyses of the play are valuable and

merit commendation by their soundness and by the

darity of their presentation. As he says, not all shufflers

will agree with him on all points, but differences of

opinion make a horse race or a good contest in any game.

The author is both an engineer and an experienced

teacher of various subjects.

helpful in explaining the various types of shots, and the

text accompanying them tells when and how to

use the various shots.

The book fulfills a much-needed and long-felt want,

and I heartily recommend it for the study of all players.

National Open S~uffleboard Champion

Winter, 1957-1958



The author congratulates
All- Time Champion Carl Spillman
following one of the matches
they have played together
during the Florida shuffleboard season.
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Mrs. Miriam McDavid of St..Petersburg,
four times national women's champion,
shoots her disk down the court
during the 1957 Times - Mae Barber
Tournament at St. Petersburg.



1: INTRODUCTION

How To Play Shuffleboard
game o( shuffleboard has, LOW COST. The game is in- great deal can be learned from
. came ashore from ship- expensive. Individual equipment noting the exercise of judgment,

• 45 years ago, attracted ex- is very minor in amount and cost. and the plays used by excellent
interest and participation. Club dues are small, merely nom- players.

has been especially the case inal, and in some clubs, such as In observing the degree of ac-
ern climates, where the trailer parks, there are no mem- curacy in the shooting of excel-

can be played outdoors all bership dues. lent players, we consciously or
of the year, but it also unconsciously note two things:
to Northern states.where OBSERVING PLAYERS. A (I) they do make a high percent-

have been operating for great deal can be learned ab?ut age of accurate shots, and since
years and are increasing in shuffleboard play by observmg they do so others can also learn
s. good players, and espe~ially ex- to do so; 'and (2) on the other
eds of thousands of per- pert s~ufflers. In a locality where hand, they are not infallible; they

play the game. One of the therE~IS much tournament play. do make misses.
acturers of shuffleboard the times and places where prom-

- ment told us about three inent players participate may be There have been requests that
ago that his company alone published, as is done by The St. we cover the subject of shuffling
about 45,000disks per year. Petersburg Times. for those who are not experi-

, For example, a tournament . .
~EST: Shuffleboard Is.a run yearly at the St. Petersburg enced. Here we go. In this sertes,

ill which go~d fellowship Shuffleboard Club at Mirror Lake we shall also have some ideas
pleasant relationships are <The Ellen Risher Doubles) has from time to time for players
alent ' I d d 1" t izhte g~e itself is not merely me u et as tPaNrIt~IPanls FeIlg who are experienced.
ti it J f b bi '_ ~urren or pas . a tona or or- Let's start with a brief de-mg, I IS 0, a ,sor mg in Ida State champions. . .
, It IS fascinating. It de- Thi it h tt d d scription of the game, for be-
the use of both judgment t IS wr\er b a:: en e many ginners,

skill, and presents a wide va- ournamen s, u as never seen
of situations, Most of us who one where an entrance fee was THE OBJECT in the game of
it have grown so fond of it. charged to see tournaments, The shuffleboard is to propel disks by
we want to play practically grounds. and stands are open to means of a forked cue (about
day, the public, six feet long) onto the scoring

In closely watching the play of diagram at the opposite end of
.JUDGMENT AND SKILL, The this game as that of any other the court in order to score or to
ee ?f judgment and skill in- game, the' watcher unconsciously prevent the opponent from' scor-

ved IS surprisingly great, .as thinks of how he would make ing .
.:JeCOmesevident when a begln- the various shots, and compares .

plays against an experienced his ideas with the apparent plans There are. four red d.ISk~and
.~er, Judgment is used in the of the actual players. !our ?Iack disks, each SIXmCh.es
selection of the best type of shot ' ,., in diameter, made of plastic.

, ti I 't t' The gain from this method IS Yellow disks are frequently used- use in a par ICUar SIua IOn. ter Jf ·t· d . I '.. lied i th ti n f grea er I I IS one conSCIOUSy instead of red.IS app ~e m e execu 0 0 and purposefully. Accordingly the
shot WIth accurll:cy. On t?e watcher should constantly ask There may be four players

er hand, even .begmners, w~th himself before a shot, "How (doubles) or two players (sin-
Ie ?r no experience and skill, should he make that shot?" , gles).

can find pleasure in the game
from the first. In general, it is better to ob- For the doubles game (four

serve from the end of the court players) there are two players at
ALL AGES, TYPES, Shuffle- rather than from the side, be- one end playing against each oth-

board affords a mild form of ex- cause the observer can then er, and similarly two players at
ercise. It is suitable for persons judge the directions and angles' the other end, also playing
of any type or age group. Not better. It will be noted that most against each other. The two play-
only is the game suitable for grandstands are located at the ers at onposite ends and on the
women, but some important tour- ends of the courts. same side of the court are part-
naments have been won by wom- In observing good players, the ners; they use disks of the same
en in competition with men. widest variations in the technique color, and their scores are added
The game does not involve the of play can be seen; and in the together to make the team score.

violent exercise suitable for and question of technique it is hard
needed to a certain extent by the to determine what is correct or PLAY STA~TS. at the head of
young, but it invokes their com- best. Sometimes a player's form the court, ~hICh IS normally t~e
petitive skill and interest. It is' differs from another's merely be- end at WhICh the. scoreboard IS
played much by the aged, while; cause. of a difference of opini?n, placed. ,:!,hered disks are placed
cripples arthritics one-armed! sometimes because of long habits, m the right ha~f of the. starting
and on~legged per~ons, or even sometimes because of limitations area, n~t touching t~e lines: the
a person playing from a wheel, of a player's physique. ?lack disks are similarly placed
chair, have been seen to play: There is also a wide variation ill the left ~alf of the sta~tmg
well. 'in the selection of plays, but a area. (See diagram. The middle

space of the diagram has been
cut away and the ends brought
nearer together. Both ends of the
court are actually marked alike.)
The players at the head shoot

first. They play alternately, first

10- OFF
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PART 2: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY, SHOT BY SHOT (A)

Red, then and on the same side as his part- reached. Occasionally a game cinity, ~llen R Co., M & T Man
aaempt to place ner <Red left and Black right, score of 100 points, or 50 points, ufacturing Co., and Nemar Prod
scoring areas facing now in the opposite direc- may be used. ucts, or f~om.Harrell & Co:' th

f 't' ) h t th di k b k i th .., Tampa distributor for Dimeoopponent rom roni, s 00 e IS s ac m e There IS a wide variety of non- h f d 1kn k th . R d h ti fi t . . Gray Co. or per aps rom ea .- to oc eir op· same manner, e s 00 mg irst. standard and unofficial types of "II' 'f th f t
•..>:_1._ t..!... . Thi I t d ers St:: mg or ese manu ac ur·msas rrorn we scormg IS camp e,es a roun . games The most common of Th dd f th. . ers. e a resses a e manu,

For the next round, Black thes~ is that in 'YhlCh each game facturers are in the telephon
all eight disks have been shoots first at each end. There- consists of a fixed number of books.
from the head of the after the first shot in each round rounds (10, 12, or oth~r number), Copies of rules also have bee
a half-round has been continues to alternate regularly regardless of h~w .hlgh or low distributed through officials 0

ayed, and the score, is deter- between Red and Black at each the scor~, the wmmng pl.ayer or Florida Shuffleboard Associatio
i"nined and marked on the score- end. team. being the one which has to member-clubs for their indi
board E h di k ithi the higher score at the end. id I b. ac IS WI m a num- In a singles game (two play- VI ua mem ers.
bered area (and not touching a ers) the players shoot first from OFFICIAL RULES. Each shuf- In addition, the Annual Pr
line) scores the number of points the head of the court Red first. fIer should have a copy of the view of Florida Shuffleboard As
indicated by the number of the They then go to the' other end rules, of the latest edition, and sociation contains rules: this Pr
area. For a disk in the 10-off of the court and shoot back, should become familtar with them view also is distributed yearly t
area, or "kitchen," the score of Black first and playing on the member-clubs of the associatio
its owner is reduced by 10points. right. Copies of the rules may be ob- and is given free to club mern
Next, the players at the other GAME TERMINATES when a tained from three cue manufac- bers as far as available copie

end, each using the same color score of 75 points has been turers in St. Petersburg and vi- permit.

As an introduction, this part
is an illustration, shot by shot,
through a half-round of shuffle-
board play. In succeeding arti-
cles we shall present other simi-
lar illustrations.
The shots shown have been se-

lected to demonstrate various
types of shots. They are not in-
tended to show the best play for
each situation, but rather typical
plays that occur often.
A diagram is used to illustrate

each shot, and is correspondingly
marked.
The shuffler Red plays on the

right with the red disks, which
are placed in the right half of
the starting area. The shuffler
Black is on the left, with the
black disks in the left half of the
starting area.
Assuming that this is the be-

ginning of the first game, Red
shoots first, that is, "Red is out,"
or "Red out."
FIRST SHOT. To start wiu.

there is nothing on the board.
With his first turn, the first

shot of the half-round, Red shoots
to place a disk at A on his oppo-
nent's side of the court. The Red
disk stops at the point A desired
by Red, and is well-placed, about
halfway between the point of the
triangle and the side of the court..
It thus forms a guard, beyond

which Red may perhaps be able
later to hide another disk at or
near X, beyond A and largely
hidden by A, so that Black on
the left cannot see enough of it
to knock it away.
Most opening shots are of this

type.
SECOND SHOT. Only disk A,

drawn with a full line, is on the
board.
For his first play, the second

shot of the half-round, Black

2

shoots to spoil Red's guard disk
A so that Red will not be able
to hide a disk beyond it. His

A (.)

t
\
First shot

Second shot

shooting disk E hits A at an an-
gle and succeeds in knocking A
off the board. At the same time
'E glances to the right and hap-
pens to stop at point E-l.

FOURTH SHOT. Two disk
E-l and B-1, both drawn wit
full lines, remain on the boar
For his second play, the four

shot of the half-round, Blac
knows that it is urgent to kno
away Red's scoring disk at B-
In preparation for this, he sigh
from the extreme right side
his own starting area, and not
that he can "see" most of di
B-1, while the remaining part
B-1 is hidden by E-l.

THIRD SHOT. Only disk E-l
remains on the board.
In preparation for his second

turn, the third shot of the half-
round, Red steps over behind the
middle of Black's starting area
at the left and sights at disk E-l
and over it to the area beyond
it. He sees that if he places a He shoots at B-1. He hits it
disk at point Y, it will be cov- the right side, and his shooti
ered and protected from Black disk glances off the board to t
quite well by disk E-l. right. Disk B-1 is knocked di
Red goes back to his own side, onally to the left, and happe

and shoots from the extreme out- to stop in the kitchen, at B-
er edge of his starting area. His clear of the lines. It will cau
shot stops in the a-area, at B-1, 10 points to be subtracted fro
a little to the right of his aiming his opponent's score if it remai
point Y. This disk does not touch there.
a line, So t-hat it will score a
points for him if it remains in. FIFTH SHOT. Two disks,
'place. and B-2, remain on the boar

\
,~

'~Ell
! I
I,,

fourth shotThird shot



Man-
Prod-
., the

Dimeo-
deal-
actur-
manu-
phone

third turn, the fifth
half-round, Red pre-

lillock away his own
_ in the kitchen. He
shot at it.
. He hits it at an
outer side with his

- , and both disks
the board in differ-

DS.

SHOT. Only one disk,
=-emams on the board.

aration for his third
sixth shot of the half-

Black now sights from be-
- center of Red's starting

er disk E-1 and beyond,
~mines that if he can
a disk in scoring position
. Z, it will be largely

from his opponent by
3-l.
returns to his own side and
his shooting disk in the Fifth shot
e outer, or left, edge of

starting area. He aims for should knock away the black
Z and shoots. However, his scoring disk G. He shoots. He

_ is a lit~le to~ close to E-l hits it full and knocks it out
touches it, which causes the of court. At the same time his

s:::cting disk to glance slightly own shooting disk stops when it
:::e left. It eventually stops at hits G, and remains there in place

G. At the same time, the in scoring position at D-l.
_ clipping of disk E-1 causes=-- to move to the right to E-2.

disks,
with

board.
fourth
Black
knock
t B-l.
sights
'de of
notes
disk
rt of

,
,

)
~""~E2
:E1

,~ :
I 1

Sixth shot Seventh shot Eighth shot
no more turns in this half-round, in the 7-area. He shoots gently,
he cannot spoil whatever Black so as to tap D-1 just lightly
accomplishes with this last-shot. enough so that it will go as far
Black wishes to do about the as the kitchen and stop there.

same thing that Red has just Black's shooting disk hits D-1
done, that is, to spoil his oppon- full, and stops for a 7 at H. How-
ent's scoring disk and make a ever, the red disk D-l moves just
score for himself. But he also a little too far and stops on a line
hopes to put his opponent's disk at D-2.
D-1 in the kitchen, so that Red END OF HALF-ROUND. The
will lose 10 points. half-round has now been finished.
Black shoots to use D-1 as a The score is now determined and

backstop, so that his own disk is recorded on the scoreboard.
H will stop against it for a score Score: Red 0, Black 7.

ART 3: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY, SHOT BY SHOT (8)

EIGHTH SHOT. Two disks, E-2
SEVENTH SHOT. Two disks, and D-l, remain on the board.=-_ and G, remain on the board. Black now uses his last-shot,
Ith his fourth turn, the sev- or hammer shot, the eighth shot
shot of the half-round, Red of the half-round. Since Red has

This is a continuation of the il-
ation in the above article,
is therefore the second half-
d of the game. Assuming

;:.::;at this is a doubles game, the
o players at the foot of the
t now shoot their half-round

- the opposite direction. toward
zae head of the court.
Red, at the foot of the court.

.:aces his partner at the head of
e court, and is therefore on the

:eIt. At the foot of the court the
red disks are always on the left,
and the black disks are always
on the right.

(If on the contrary, we were
to assume this to be a singles
game, the two players after
shooting from the head of the
court. would then go to the
foot of the court and shoot the
second half-round toward the
bead of the court, Black on the
right and playing first.:

We have now added to the
diagrams a disk in each of the
lower corners to indicate the col-
or being played from each side
of the court.

FIRST' SHOT. To start with. he may be able to maneuver one shoots to hide a disk at point Y,
there is nothing on the board. or two disks into scoring area covered by disk A-I as a protec-
Red, playing on the left at the by hitting E-I at an angle. tive guard.

foot of the court. now plays the THIRD SHOT. There are now He fails to make the shot as
first shot of the half-round. He two disks on the board. A-I and desired; his disk goes too far,
places a disk A at A-I. alongside E-I (full circle). and stops on a line at B <broken-
the point of the triangle and on With his second turn. the third line circle).
his own side of the court, thus shot of the half round, Red (Disks already on the board are
forming a Tampa guard or Tam-
pa pilot. He hopes later to hide a
disk beyond it, at about point X,
where Black can hardly see it to
hit it.
SECOND SHOT. There is noth-

ing on the board but disk A-I
t drawr. with a full-line circle).
Black might shoot to spoil the

guard disk A-I. in order to pre-
vent Red from hiding beyond it.
He himself cannot hidr a disk be-
yond it, except on the center line.
or partially hidden in the 10-area
(the lauer not an easy shot i.
He shoots for a 10. expecting
to stop on the center line in case
he fails to stop in the 10-area.
His disk goes beyond the

10-area and "tops on the center
line at E-l <Disk drawn with
broken line.i As will be seen later, First Shot Secend Shot Third Shot

3

J _



is second turn, the
of the half-round

a double, that is, h~
tn score two disks at one

_ His shooting disk hits E-I
igbt of center and glances off

m the right to stop at F. At the
same time E-I is knocked diag-
onally onward to E-2. The disks
will score ~ and 7 if left in place,
so the gain for the shot is 15.
FIFTH .SHOT. There are now

four disks on the board, A-I, F,
E-2, and B.
~ed, in preparation for his 0 Fourth Shot e 0 fifth Shot ®' 0 .

.third turn, the fifth shot of the S",h Shot 0
half-round, sights from each side d.S~XTH SHOT. There are three disk would be exposed and could
of his starting area. He finds that. BIS s on the board, A-I, E-2, and readily be knocked away by
he can see all of the black scor- . BI k d h' .ing disk E-2 and all of the other .Bla~k, for the s.ixth shot and kit~~en an per aps put in the
black scoring disk F, that he can h~s thI:-d turn, desires to protect .
readily hit one or the other with hIS disk E-2 by placing a . Or, Red could play a comb in a-
a full hit, that in hitting either protective guard behind it (near- bon ,,~ot, to knock e.ither A-I or
disk he can leave his shooting er the starting area) and in the G agam~t E-2 to spoil the lat.te.r.
disk in scoring position, and that way of ~ possible shot by Red . He thm~s ~f a fOll:rth pos~IbIl-
either black disk struck can be to knock It away. ity and. tries It. He ~ts A-I light-
knocked away or perhaps put in .In order to see how Red might ly, hoping to bunt It gently into
the kitchen. aim such a shot, he sights from th.e scormg area for a 10 or an 8.
Alternatively, he can shoot to the extreme left edge of Red's DISk. A ~tops at A-2, and the

make a combination shot strik- starting area. He shoots and puts shootmg disk stops at D.
ing disk F on the right ~ide to ~isk G .right on Red's possible
knock it against E-2, hoping to lme of aim. EIGHTH SHOT. There are five
spoil both of them for a gain of SEVENT~ SHOT. There are disks on the board, D, G, A-2,
15 points. His shooting disk would now four disks on the board, A-I, E-2, and B.
necessarily glance to the right G, E-2, and B. For the eighth and last shot
outside of the scoring areas. With the seventh shot of the Black has most of the right side
.He .decides to attempt the com- half-round and his own f?urth and of t~e scoring diagram open for

bination. He shoots and succeeds last turn, Red cannot hit Black's scormg. He shoots for an 8 but
partially. He knocks a~ay disk scoring disk E-2 by a ?irec~ shot his disk stops on the 7-8 dross-
F, but F does not strike E-2, because of the other disks in the line at H.
which remains in place. way.
Gain for the shot: 8 (subtract- Although h ld 1 di
d f th

' .. e cou p ace a Isk
e rom e opponent s prospec- in scormg ar a th . htive score). . e on ~ open rig tSIde of the scormg diagram, the

Al

o Seventh Shot ®

o ®Eighth Shot

Adding the above to the score
END OF HALF-ROUND. scorelof the previous half-round, the

for the half-round: Red 0; Black score for the game becomes:
7. Red 0; Black 14.

PART 4: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY. SHOT BY SHOT (el

This is a continuation of the SECOND SHOT. There is only In order to re-open the path Black repeats the same shot,
two preceding articles. It starts one disk, E, on the board (disk to a hidden spot beyond E, Black that is, to knock away the disk
the second round, and shows the drawn with full-line circle). shoots to knock away A. The at point A.
third half-round of the illustra- Knowing that Black wants to shooting disk hits A on the side, . k .
tive game. I'd di k t E t hid b and both disks go off the board. SIXTH SHOT. Only dis E IS

S 1 e a IS pas 0 I e e- . on the board as for the second
The play now returns to the yond it, Red fills in the space FOURTH SHOT. Only disk E and fourth shots.

head of the court, and "Black between E and the center line is on the board. . . .
I'Sout." by putting disk A (drawn with R d t . h' ti f th Red shoots to Iill III with a. e repea s IS ac ion 0 e hi . k h h'broken-line circle) right in, the d h t d I th t ird dis at t e spot were ne

S T t t ith secon so, an paces ano er. I di k AFIRST HOT. 0 s ar WI ,way di k f'II' t th t previously has p aced IS •.. '. IS to 1 m a e same spo h h ts li htlthere IS nothmg on the board <DIsks already on the board h di k A However, e overs 00 s ig y,. . were IS was. d di k t th
BI k th 1 ft 1 are normally shown by full - line an the IS sOPS on e 8-10
ac ,on e e , .p aces .a circles. Those being put on the cross line at C. .

cross:guard at E, as did Red III board are usually indicated by FIFTH SHOT. There are two .S~VENTH SHOT. DISks E, and
the first half-round. He of course b k li . 1 ) di k th b d E d ther C lie on the boardro en - me circ es. . IS S on e oar an ano '.wants later to shoot past E at di k t . t A ' Black places a guard disk H
an angle and hide a disk at or IS a pom . in position to prevent Red from
near X, where Red would have THIRD SHOT. Disks E and A. We have again the same situa- shooting at C. He thus prevents
difficulty in hitting it. are on the board. .tion as for the third shot, and. Red from making a double with

4



E
@

C, which Red might other- EIGHTH SHOT_ Disks E, H
accomplish by stopping his and C lie on the board.
shooting disk gently against Red shoots for an 8 on .the
pushing the latter onward

~ e 8-area.

<'
open left side of the board, and for the half-round: Red 8, Black .
accomplishes it, stopping at D. O. Score in the game, thus far:
END OF HALF-ROUND~"Seore Red 8, Black 14.

E
~

t
~ fiRST SHOT 0 0 SECOND &. FOURTH 0 0 THIRD &. FIFTH 0

SHOTS SHOTS

re
e
s:

In order to prevent Black from
hiding beyond E, Red knocks it

FIRST SHOT. Black (on the off the board. His shooting disk
right) places a cross-guard E on hits E on the side and both disks

FOURTH SHOT. Red
clears the board.

o SIXTH SHOT 0 ~ SEVENTH'SHOT 0 o EiGHTH SHOT 0

o SEVENTH SHOT ~

ART 5: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY, SHOT BY SHOT (D)

o SECOND, FOUlTH It @
SIXTH SHOTS

FIFTH SHOT. The board is
clear.
Black repeats the play that he

. made for the first and third shots,
THIRD SHOT. The board IS by placing a cross-guard at E.

clear.
Black repeats by putting anoth-

er disk at the same spot where SIXTH SHOT. Red again clears
he put E at his first shot. the board.

This is a continuation of the the opposite (left) side of the fly off the board. In other words,
ee preceding articles, and is board, as did Red in the first he clears the board.

the fourth half-round of the illus- half-round and in the third half-
zrativa game. It shows a style of round.
play that is effective in any game,
and is especially seen in tourna-
ment play. SECOND SHOT. Only disk E is
The play returns to the players on the board.

at the foot of the court. Black is
out.

o fllST, THIID " e
fiFTH SHOTS

again SEVENTH SHOT. The board is
clear.
Black, with the seventh shot of

the half-round and his own last
turn, now shoots for a high 10,
just inside the point of the trian-
gle, at X, but not deep enough
in the triangle for Black to use
it readily as a backstop and stop
against it for a score. His disk
actually stops on the point of the
triangle, at H.

EIGHTH SHOT. Only disk H is
on the board.
Red, with the last-shot, now

scores at D in the a-area, on the
open left side of the board.

END OF HALF-ROUND. This
completes four half-rounds, or
two rounds of play. For the next
. alf-round, Red would start the
play at the head of the court.
Score for the half-round: Red

3. Black O. Score for the game
thus far: Red 16, Black 14.

o flGHTH SHOT @

5



6: TECHNIQUE OF SHOOTING (A)

10 general, the shooter holds mark, such as a piece of colored
the cue at the handle end, places plast~c tape, will aid as a guide
both prongs of the head against 10 doing this.
the disk aims takes about two POSITION OF BODY. Before
st 'd sh~ves the disk on. starting to shoot, the feet are ap-
eps, an proximately together, body bent

ward along the court. forward at the hips, the right
Since a jerky movement tends arm is at the side ~f the body.

to cause inaccuracy, the entire The degree of leamng forward
movement should be smooth, varies greatly with different per-
steady, long, and with a follow- sons. Most lean forward about
through. 45 degrees. A few lean forward

as much as 80 or 90 degrees, and
HOLDING THE CUE. The shuf- a very few stand erect.

fler may be right > handed or' The position of the body should
left . handed. There is no ad- be comfortable, without con-
vantage in favor of the o~e or straint, and in good balance. On
the other, and no difference 10 the windy days, in order to avoid
play. The descriptions of tech- being thrown off balance by a
nique are 'based upon the as- gust of wind, spreading the feet
sumption that the shuffler is right-' more may help.
handed; so that for ~ ~eft-~andedi The right hand holding the
player the terms right andi cue should be at the side of the
"left" should be interchanged. body and not in front of it. The,
The handle of the cue is held hand and arm may be about a

at or near its end, by the fingers foot forward of the body, or may:
of the right h.and. It is well to hang down almost vertically. The
hold the cue lightly between the arm is held loosely and slightly
thumb and forefinger. only, or bent. The arm sho;ld be able to'
the thumb and tw~ fmge~s. It swing to the front and rear with.
s.hould not be ~npp~d. tI~htly out striking the body. Practicing
like a club, as this grrp .ISliable a free swing usually helps, with,
to cause inadvertent SIdeward or without a cue in the hand.
m.ovements of. the cue ~nd dis~, CUE AGAINST DISK.' Both.
WIthresultant maccuracies. AVOId g f the cue should touch the"d th . " pron s 0a ea -grip, disk before shooting, and should
The cue should always be held be maintained against it by a.

so that, in shooting, the same. slight pressure. If only one prong;i
face IS always upward. Some' touches the disk jl'st before shoot-

ing, or if contact of bothprongs,
is broken temporarily, the for-
ward motion of the cue in shoot-
ing is liable to cause some side-
ward movement of the disx and
therefore reduce the accuracy of
the shot.
, AIMING. Many players do not
appear to aim, but step into place
quickly and shoot the disk with.
out pause. Other players, and
this includes most of the national
champions, regularly spend some
time and careful attention to
aiming. Careful aiming is a habit
to foster.
The first element in aiming is

to select an aiming point, that is,
the spot where it is desired to
place the shooting disk, or thei
particular point on a target disk
which it is desired to hit.
In shooting to place the shoot-:

ing disk in a given area, it is bet-
ter to aim at a spot, such as the
center of the a:' ~a, rather than at
the area as a W ole.
In trying to :, it a disk, the ex-

act spot on ute target disk a~
which to aim the center of the
[shocting disk should be s;lected,

URIP
... Carl, six times Nation-
al Open Singles champ-
ion, grasps his cue lightly
between thumb and first
two fingers. The push is
given the cue by the third
and fourth fingers, which
press tightly together and
against the butt of the
cue.
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SHOOTING POSITION

. . • Carl Spillman prepares to shoot by leaning for-
ward, glancing first at his cue, then onward to the
target. His left arm is bent somewhat.

FIRST SHORT STEP

is taken by Carl who is like a coiled spring,
crouching and ready to drive forward. His disk
has not yet moved; arm is at the rear of his body.

FINAL STEP AND SHOT

. . . Carl demonstrates the form that has helped
place him at the top of our All-Time Roll of Champ-
ions. He is stretched out after the follow-through.
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as: center, two inches right
r, left edge, one inch out-:

the left edge, etc. Since the
of hit controls the angles

which the two disks move
after the hit, this point is

rtant. It will be discussed
in connection with angles.

Having selected the aiming
_ . t, the shuffler place>. his cue
=ainst the disk, and the eye

ces along the line of the cue
disk to the aiming point, in

er to insure that the cue is
_ . ted directly at the aiming
_ . t. The player shuffles his, feet
- a tly to the right or left until
- cue is pointed correctly.
In order to sight over the cue

an especially careful shot,
shuffler should not only lean
ard but also to the right so

that the eye is over the cue. The
eye may be brought down almost

the level of the cue, which is,
men sighted almost like a rifle.
After pointing his cue accurate-
, the shooter should fix his eyes

directly upon the aiming point
and keep his eyes there just prior

shooting, while shooting, and
til the disk reaches the spot or

stops.

STEPS. Starting with the feet
approximately side by side, the
shuffler usually takes one or twoi
steps forward in shooting. '
For most players, two steps

are most suitable. The first step
- usually a short one with the
right foot, followed by a long step
. h the left foot.
Some shufflers prefer to take'

only one step in shooting, retain-
Ing the right foot apprcximately
- place and taking one long step
1h the left foot.
Whatever the number of steps

taken, the left foot should be for-
ard at the moment of releasing

the disk, with the weight on the
Mt foot. This favors suitable bal- aid to accuracy. Instead of a
ance of the body, as well as free jerky movement, characterized
movement of the right arm. by the, expenditure of consider-
Balance is important, as any' able muscular effort of the arm,

failure to maintain equilibrium the movement is a swinging
will injure the accuracy of the: movement, and it continues, aft-
shot, perhaps even cause a miss. ! 'er the. disk has left the cue, to
BODY AND ARM MOVE_!the full reach of the arm. A jerky

MENT. Of course, as the forward movemen~. tends to spoil the aim.
steps are taken, the body moves The s.wmg of the arm should
forward. During the first part of be straight fro~ rear t~ front,
the body movement, the head of and should not be permltt~d to
the cue does not move, hence, v~er to the rigntor left until the:
the arm swings smoothly to the disk has left the cue.
rear with relation to the body, Movements of the legs, bo?y
then th; arm moves forward and arm sho~ld become so .habl~-
smoothly, progressively increas-l ual that. their correct action IS
ing the speed of the cue and disk automatic.
until the arm is swung fully for-
ward in a follow-through.
The follow-through, which is

used in tennis, golf, polo, and
many other games, is a material

PART 7: TECHNIQUE OF SHOOTING (8)

W~en .sh?ot!ng in a desired di- can do this. Therefore a begin-
rectlon It IS .0 be expected that ner should not become disc our-
errors will occur of about one aged because of his errors. In
to four inches to the right or left, fact. if shufflers could always
and occasionally e~rors will be shoot with ~reliable ~accuracy.
greater. When shootmg to stop at most of the interest and fun or
a certain spot, the errors in dis- the game would be lost.
tance beyond or short are much The degree of slipperiness of
larger, frequently one to three a court, or speed of the court,
feet, and occasionally more. is one of its most important char-
Shooting at high speed tends to 'acteristics, Surfaces may vary in

involve jerky motions, and to slipperiness in different parts of
cause considerable inaccuracies the same court, and also from
in direction, with misses' from court to court.
time to time. For many shots, Also, while courts do occasion-
medium force with a smooth ally change in speed during a
stroke is usually better than high match, it is considered that in
speed. However, as will be dis- most cases when shufflers think
cussed later, high-speed shots they observe a change in speed
have distinct advantages for cer- of a court, what usually occurs
tain types of shots. is that the shufflers themselves

gradually change speed of shoot-
Th~ acc~racy of a shufflers ing without knowing it.

shootmg will vary from day t The best way for a shuffler to
day, from court to court, from adjust his play to the speed of
area to area on ~he same. court, the court is to practice a num-
and even f~om time to t~me. in ber of rounds on the court before
the same game. In consI~ermg a match starts. This practice ac-
whether to attempt any partlCul~r customs the mind and muscles to
sh.ot, t~e shooter should bear In the amount of effort required to
mind hIS degree of accuracy at propel the disks to various dis-
the moment. t ., ' . ances, over varIOUs areas, and
.No shuffler can expect to make finally to stop at the desired spot

hIS shots always exactly as he or to strike with the desired de-
plans them. Not even the experts gree of force.

This getting used to the court
is often called "getting the feel
of the court," or "getting the
touch of the court," It is import-
ant and greatly affects the play.
One round of prior practice is

a bare minimum, usually inade-
quate, and six or eight rounds
are far better, when practicable,
before an important match. At-
tention should especially be paid
to practicing the shots which re-
quire gentle force and delicate
touch, such as shooting to stop
at particular spots. The practice
should be along different lines
of shooting and to different areas
of the court.
Playing on a slow court after

playing on a fast one, or vice
versa, ruins the adjustment of
mind and muscle, and may re-
quire many rounds before a new
adjustment is made.
Practice before play also helps

by loosening and warming the
player's muscles. It is also im-
portant in attaining accuracy for
the day.
Yet, even when there has been

prior practice, adjustments are
often necessary during a game.
When the court is too slippery and
the disks slide too far, the shoot-
er should estimate the distance
the disks have been overshooting,
four feet for example, and should

POSITION

Carl takes position
to shoot. He faces partly
to left, at about the same
angle as one of the di-
agonal side lines of the
court diagram. Then, by
leaning forward he actual-
ly carries his body to the
left, without awkwardness
or restraint, so that his
eye is over his cue. He
does not consciously aim
his cue, but glances down
at it and points it directly
at the target.

SHOOTING

Carl at end of his
swing. His body is low, his
eyes on the target. His
swing is long and smooth.

VARIATIONS. While the -fore-
going techinque is believed' to be;
suitable for most shufflers, there
are of' course variations.

7



PART 8: TECHNIQUE OF SHOOTING {Cl

HERB HALL
. • • listed high on last season's Roll of Champions aims his
shot. He likes to steady his cue with his left hand. He leans
to his right to get his eye over the cue, takes a short right
step, a full left step and fires (photo at right). His eye remains
on too tar~f't through the entire snwoth delivery.

of the PlaCel.decrease progressively, until the
to stop, say, shooter no longer has to aim

. Of course the short.
should be directly at In a similar manner, when the

disks are stopping short of the
target. the shooter should aim at

the play progresses, the er-Ia point which is a suitable dis-
and correction usually will tance beyond his target spot.

, When Over-Shooting
A shuffler aiming at point Y

but continually sliding to Z
should change his point of aim
to about point X, about three or
four feet short of Y. The disk,
again sliding beyond the aim-
ing point (now X), should stop
at Y, the desired target.

When Under-Shooting

On a slow court a shuffler
aiming for point Y will fall
short. If the disk lauds at X,
the shooter should correct his
aim to point Z. His disk, again
falling short of the aiming point
(Z), should stop at Y, the de-
sired target.

TAKING AIM

. . . Mary Ruth Scalise, topmost all-time woman
shuffler, aims carefully at target down the court.'I~~

, Before starting to play each
,shot, the shuffler should think
iand plan his shot. In case the
problem is difficult, he should
take whatever time is necessary
'and not be worried about the
time element. Also, a change of
mind while actually" making a
shot will probably cause a fail-
ure.

,~---~-'- '-~~

FIRST STEP

... Mrs. Scalise takes first step with right foot. Her
right arm swings back. Disk barely starts to move.

•••
FINAL STEP

.•. Mrs., Scalise takes herfinal step and finishes her
stroke, a smooth stroke with a long follow-through.

8

In looking at the far end of tht
court while planning his shot,
player will frequently have occa-
sion to step over to his op-
ponent's side of the court in or-
der to sight. This is especiall
valuable in judging how the op-
ponent may later play, and there-
fore in counteracting his play.

•••



(e)

TAKING AIM
. . . Bess Henderson, one of the state's best shuf-
flers, .places both feet together while taking aim.

CALLING THE SHOT. In a (I) Complying with the play-
friendly game, it is very good ing rules, such as always plac-
aining for the two opponents to ing the disks fully within the

call their shots to each other, starting area, never stepping
that is, each announces to his over the base line, etc.
opponent the type of shot he
plans, just before shooting each (2) Knowing the score before
time. Each player may thus planning each shot; and usually
earn from the other, as well as looking at the scoreboard in or-
evelop his own judgment and der to do so.
lhe courage to announce it and
to follow it. (3) Planning shots deliberately
SPOTTING SHOOTING DISK. and carefully.

The shooter spots his shooting
disk in any part of the starting (4) Checking the disks for
area, clear of the lines, as will sand, grass, etc.
best favor his planned shot.

en, for example, it is desired (5) Taking care in aiming and
ce hit a disk that is partly hid- shooting.
en beyond another disk, the

shooting disk should usually be (6) Stepping well out of the
;»aced at the extreme right or way of the opponent when he is
t side of the starting area. shooting.

CHECKING THE DISKS. Pri-_
to each shot the shuffler .~~~=

-' auld slide the shooting disk
ck and forth with his cue, or

Ground and around, in order to
see if there is sand, grass or

er irregularity on the bottom
the disk or on the court which

::tight tend to spoil the shot. (See
cial Interpretations, with th

rnles.) This is a habit that should
cultivated, so that it is done

. out having to think about it

CULTIVATION OF HABITS.
~ in any other game or activ-

of life; repeated practice Is:
zeeessary in order to attain pro-
- .ency in shooting and in order
- develop correct habits of play.

addition to the mere technique
shooting, there are other hab-
that should be cultivated and

practiced, Among the various
habits to be cultivated are the
following:

LONG FOLLOW-THROUGH
completes the delivery. Mrs. Henderson did

not plan having foot in air; that comes naturally.

GRIP
Mrs. Henderson

grips cue between her
thumb and two fingers
with third finger behind
butt of cue.

Traynor

BODY ENGLISH
.•• some of the experts can be seen displaying the
best form for wishing one's disks to target.

AIMING
. . . twice Florida State
champion Bess Hender-
son leans to her right,
eye over the cue so she
can sight straight along
it.

SHOOTING
. Mrs. Henderson

ends her stroke with a
long follow - through.
She turns her hand with
back upward to gain
accuracy.

9



Iedge of billiards is about I-16th inch to % inch for 1 inch for light taps, or 'h inch
not essential in fore- a gentle tap (as for disk A-2 in to 3 inches for shots of medium

3ecing and planning the hits of the second diagram), or about 'force. This will of course vary
disk against another and the ~2 to 2 inches for a hit at with the skill and accuracy of
ement of the two disks after medium speed (as for disk A-3

lbe bit, and especially how to in the third diagram), and even
aim in order to attain the re- more for a fast shot.
suIts desired.
FeLL HI'fS. If it is desired

to trnock a disk directly onward, OFF CENTER. If the contact
it should of course be struck is slightly off center, that is, to
full. that is, exactly in the mid- the right or left by perhaps a
rile. A light tap moves it.·a short half-inch, the striking disk moves
distance; a hard hit moves it off a little to the side, and also
the board. slightly more forward, perhaps
When a moving disk (A) an inch or several inches. The

strikes another tEl full, the amount of movement is least for
striking disk s'ops immediately. light taps and greatest for hard
Theoretically, it should stop ex- blows.
actly at the spot where it is at Since it is rarely possible to
the instant of contact, (as for insure that the striking disk will
disk A-I, in the Iirst diagram) hit exactly full, it is best to as-
and this occurs sometimes. ~~w- SU:!1e that the striking disk will
ever, for most shots, the striking ,'.
disk edges forward slightly, move onward aoout '!4 mch to

GLES (A)

PART 10: HITS AND ANGLES (B)

If it is desired to drive a side on which it has hit the
disk diagonally to the right it is struck disk. The direction of il~
struck on the left side, and vice movement depends upon the an-
versa. The farther to the side gle of the hit, that is, how far
it is struck, the greater is the off center the hit is made, and
angle at which it is driven away the distance of its movement
to the opposite side. See figures depends upon both the angle and
4 through 6. the speed or force of the shot.
At the same time the striking If the hit is at an angle of 45

disk glances off diagonally to (he degrees (figure 4), the striking

L 7.

I !. L

1/ \ I
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X

Figure 4 Figure 6Figure 5

PART II: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE (A)

Although this shot is described
first, it is usually undesirable at
the beginning of each round of
play, because a disk placed in
scoring position with no other
disk back of it to protect it. is
vulnerable, invites attack at

A shot for simple score, that is,
a shot planned to place a disk in
one of the scoring areas and to
stop there in the open, is the
most basic of all shots and is
the one which ;s learned first by
beginners.
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the player in getting full hits,
and also with the difficulty of the
shot. It will also vary with the
speed of the court. t

E)Q
\ \
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f'
A,3

Figure 3

disk B and the struck disk F Imove at all, while the striking
move to left and right about disk D moves onward, changing
equally in direction and distance. its direction only slightly.

NEARLY FULL. For hits more
full (figure 5) the struck disk G
moves along a line GR whose di-
rection is closer to that of the
shooting line KL, and the strik-
ing disk C glances off more
sharply to the side on the line
CQ. The struck disk G moves 3
greater distance, to R, and the
striking disk C to a less distance,
to Q.
For hits farther to the side of

the struck disk, that is, thin hits.
(figure 6), the struck disk H
moves more sharply toward the
side, on the line HT, and the
·strikir.g disk D moved more near-
ly in the forward direction, along
DS. The struck disk H moves a
short distance, to T, and the
striking disk D moves much
farther, to S.
If the striking c;sk D merely

clips or grazes the struck disk I-J
lightly on the side, the latter
moves only slightly to the side,
and may sometimes not even

once, and is easily knocked off
the board or perhaps into the
kitchen.

(The terms "back," "rear,'"
"behind," and "near" are used
to mean "toward the shooter

ACCURACY. The use of a thin
hit requires great accuracy in
shooting, and involves the possi-
bility that a slight error in di-
rection may mean a corrplete
miss. Hence a thin shot shouid
not ordinarily be attempted; it is
wrong for most cases if a fuller
hit can accomplish the purpose.
Every shot in which one disk

hits another is affected by these
considerations.
The foregoing general consid-

erations are about all that is
known about angles by many
players, who then adjust their
practice by trying out hits at
various angles. It is therefore
possible to get along with this
limited knowledge.
However, for those who wish to

understand the matter well, this
caries of articles will later re-
turn to this subject and discuss
angle hits and their results in
greater detail.

or the starting area." The
terms "front," "forward," "on-
ward," "far," and "beyond"
are used to mean "in the di-
rection of shooting.")

HOW MADE. The shot for sim-
ple score is made gently so that



hits,
of the

thp.

iss
in

at

ill stop at the spot that shoot straight down the
aim is taken. To obtain court, for example, along the

direction is usually line CY in the figure.
although the direc-

Len missed by inexpe- However, if there are no other
- -ers and occasionally disks on the board, it is well to
~ shufflers. shoot diagonally across the

board, placing the shooting disk
of direction occur large- near the outer edge of the shoot-

gb carelessness in aim- er's starting area, as at D in
~ ere should be no excuse the diagram, and to aim for the

ping on the center line center X of the 8-area on the op-
e are no other disks ob- ponent's side of the board.

~~ll' ~a the board.

used passes through the 10-area,
one 8-area, and one 7-area. Then,
in case the shot aimed for the
center of the 8-area happens to
stop short, there is a chance that
it may score a 10, and if it
happens to go beyond the 8-area,
there is chance of scoring a 7.

Of course the danger of over-
shooting so as to stop in the kit-
chen should be kept in mind and
guarded against, for many shots
aimed for scoring areas do ac-
tually over-shoot and pass into

CUT AWAY or beyond the kitchen. We havee other hand, to regulate
. ance of a shot is not The diagram has about two- Sheen national champions put
and many shots are over thirds Of. the COUl~tc~t a~ay. If t emselves in the kitchen.

- . This can be reduced by th~ starting area IS visualized as The diagonal lining up of the
1 aiming, usually for the beI~g move~ toward the reader 10, 8 and 7-areas is not only suit-
of the scoring area where to ItS Iull distance from the far- able for the beginner but also
desired to stop. Still, the ther part 'of the court, there for the experienced shuffler.
se of stopping on cross. would be 24 fe~t more of the If oher disks on the board pre.

"line-itis, ' cannot be ~ourt, and then It w?uld ?e rN~~ vent or hamper using the above
ed entirely. Not even the ized that the shoot1~g ~me J?n. described shooting line some

f1 would point exactly mime with h li b d'shuf ers in the world can LX th f th art of the shoot. ?t er me may . e use , employ-
-s avoid the cross-lines. .'. e ar er p mg the same Ideas as far as

mg line, practicable, usually shooting tc
• making shots for simple some part of the board that is
es, there are many players The diagonal shooting line thus open.

ART 12: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE (B)

IT disks are placed in various But there is also lost space possible to place a standard six-
ers of the scoring triangle around the sides. This lost space inch disk. 3:ence all the space in

figures 8 and 9) it is observed may be understood if we con sid- the square is unusable, or lost
t the standard six-inch disk er two squares, respectively mea- space.

eannot be scored closely. in t?e suring five inches and s~ven inch- While a disk can be placed in
acute angles of the scormg dia- es, on their SIdes (figures 10 the seven-inch square, it can be
gram. There is lost space, espe- and 11l. moved only one inch from left to
eially m the corners. In the five-inch square it is not right, and one inch from top to

+--'7"----'1>'

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure IIFigure 10

Figure 9

Figure 15
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Figure 12 Figure 13 Figure 14
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bottom. Hence we can visualize the' three-inch margin of lost of seven inches while the disk is
the effective available space as space all around the sides of the in contact with the line.
being a one-inch square, &8 sh?wn square, and into this margin the .
at the center of the seven-mch center of a disk cannot go unless Tha~ IS, f.rom the moment w~en
squ~e.. . the disk touches or overlaps one' the. dl~k. first t?uch~s the lm~,
This one-mch square IS the of the outer lines of the square. while It IS crossmg It, and until

area where the center of the disk - the last part of the disk leaves
can move. All the rest of the the line, the disk moves a total
seven-inch square is lost space, SEVEN INCHES WIDE. Ap- of seven inches.
and this lost space constitutes a proaching the same idea in an- .'.'
three-inch margin around the in- other way, we note that, as a Th~ref?re. It may be sal? that
side of the square. disk moves squarely across a the lme IS, III effect, seven mches
Enlarging our picture to an 18- white line which is one inch wide wide.

inch square (figure 12), we see (figure 13), there is a movement We may even draw the lines as

being seven inches wide (figure
14). We find that our line the
consists of one inch of white line
and three inches of lost margi
on each side.
If all of the lines of the scor-

ing triangle are drawn as sever
inches wide, as shown' in Figure
15, we obtain a picture from
which we can draw some inter-
esting conclusions.
We note that the effective sizes

of the various scoring areas are
materially reduced.

Scoring area Area within Lost space of Reduced
white lines 3-inch margin effective
(Sq. In.) (Sq. In.) (Per cent) size

383 230 60 153
594 281 47 313
1014 353 35 661
1104 459 42 645

Relative
effective

size
1
2
4.3
4.2

It is assumed that the lines are
one inch wide (the official rules
permit lines of any width from
% inch to Ph inches>. So, for
example, we have calculated the
size of the 10-area within the
white lines and find it to be 383
squareinches,
But when the lines are drawn

seven inches wide, and the ad-
ditional area of the lost three-
inch margin is subtracted, then
the effective size of the 10-area
is further reduced by 230 square
inches, or 60 per cent, and be-
comes 153square inches. The per-
centage of reduction is greater
for the lO-area than for any oth-
er scoring area.
In this way We find that the

effective sizes of the other scor-
ing areas are 313 square inches

for one 8-area, 661 square inch-
es for one 7-area, and 645 square
inches for the kitchen.
If the various effective sizes

(next to last column) are com-
pared, 'it is found that the area
one 8-area is about twice the si
of the 10-area. So figures 2 an
1 are placed in the last colum
to show these respective sizes.
In a similar way, one 7-are

is 4.3 times the size of the 10-
area and the kitchen is 4.2 times.

PART 13: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE tci

We continue the discussion of our preceding article, again
using Fig. 15.

The effective sizes of the various scoring areas have been
calculated, excluding the areas shown as shaded. The results of
the calculations are shown in the following table, and the nature of
the calculations is described below.

lO-area
One 8-area'
One 7-area
Kitchen These effective relative sizes

are also marked on the sketch.

It is evident that these effec-
tive sizes of the various scoring
areas are important in determin-
'ing which areas to shoot for In
making scores.

Since the official rules prescribe for the shuffleboard court that
all dimensions are to be measured from the line centers, we start
out by excluding from each scoring area one-half the widths Of
the white lines surrounding that area.

PART 14: SHOOTING FOR THE SIMPLE SCORE (D)

The shaded diagram (figure 15)
explains one of the principal rea-
sons why experts regularly shoot Furthermore, in a shot aimed
for 8s, instead of for 10s. A shot for the 10-area, the possibility of
for the 10-area is tempting, on ac- making a score in another area
count of the higher score. How- beyond (in case of failure tOI lb' th 1 f

b f th II f' ' . ' n 0 serving e p ay 0 ex-ever, ecauSe 0 e sma er e - stop accurately) IS greatly re- . .
fective size of the 10-area, and for. duced by the probability of stop- per~ shufflers, It wI.ll be noted
other reasons, the most useful and: ping on the center line. Or, if their shots. for a Simple score
rewarding shot for simple score is, the disk is aimed to one side are predommantly for the 8-area.
usually to the 8-area, and mosu in order to avoid this possibility,
s~ots for simple score are sol then that part of the 10-1 For. example, in the semifinals,
aimed. area available for scoring is r,,-, the fmals, and the playoffs be-
If the shooter has the choice, duced by about half. tween semifinalists for third and

of shooting for only an sarea Th I f h .' fourth places in the State Gold,
and nothing else or only the: ie v.aue. 0 t e large 7-area.

, . . for scormg IS greatly reduced by, .10-area and nothing else, his th d g imit f th : Medal Tournament at Mirror. e an erous proximi y 0 elchances of getting a score are kit h d' I li htl Lake Club St Petersburg March- - I C en, an IS a so s ig y reo: ,. .'
better for the 8-area by approxi- duced by the somewhat greater 11, 1954,all players being experts,
mate:Iy the o?ds of two to one. length of the shot. : there ~ere observed 80 last-shots
So, III a senes of shots if he for Simple scores, the board
succeeded in getting twenty 8S For these various reasons, th~ being clear or virtually clear so
(totaling 160), he should get only' 8-area, as mentioned above, is that the shots were not affected
ten 10s (totaling 100). normally the best target for aiPY the presence of other disks.

NOT lOs, BUT 88 shot for simple score when spe-I Of the 80 shots, 77 were aimed
cial reasons do not require a for 8s, and three were for lOs,
different shot.

EXPERTS PLAY 8s
Scores were made in 64 of the

shots, or 80 per cent of the total.,
The scores were as follows:

No. of shots Area Total scores
55 8 440
2 10 20
7 7 49
16 on lines 0-- --
80 509

The average score per shot
was 509 divided by 80, or 6.36.

Of the 16 on lines, seven were
on ,the 7-8 cross line, six were
on the 8-10 cross line, and three
were on the diagonal side lines.
None was on the center line.

" '2
~ ,
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PART 15: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE (E)

ART 16: BACKSTOP (A)

H E

Figure 16

There is a natural tendency for ing the game for several months, games. A player who fails to
beginner to shoot for simple when he finds that he is not sue- score for the greater part of his
res for most of his shots, even ceeding in scoring with as many last-shots may expect to lose
gh the opponent has a scor- of his last-shots as he thinks he most of his games.
disk on the board or a disk should. His thought may go to the In exception to what is said in

ieh threatens to be developed extreme, that "the play for score the first paragraph above, when
a double (as in the fourth on the last-shot is the hardest it is too difficult at the last-shot
of Part 3). shot in the game." to spoil a scoring disk of tile op-

On the contrary, after a little ponent, or when other available
e:lperience the shuffler more oft- Perhaps he expects to score shots are too complicated or ris-

shoots to knock away any too high a percentage of such ky, it is normal to neglect the
- ring or threatening disks of shots. It has been seen in the opponent's disk or other shot, and
- opponent. preceding article that the experts to shoot for a simple score in

been seen in the illus- score about 80 per cent of them. some available part of the board.
~~v~a:xamples in Parts 2 to 5, In any case, this shot is far from For example (see Fig. 16J, it

ch of the play in shuffleboard being ~he hardest in the game, is Red's last-shot. The score is
- used by players in nullifying and faIlures. can be reduced by not critical (score about even,

plays of each other, or in careful shooting. early in the game). Since the
ing plays that are so nulli- black disk F is well protected

- : Because this is true, it oc- When used as the last-shots of by Hand E, Red cannot hit it
in many cases that the ef- half-rounds; the shots for simple directly except by a shot at a

ive scoring of a half-round is scores constitute the most regu- very thin left edge of F. A com-
de by the last-shot of the half- lar and frequent standard score bination shot to knock H ·or E
d, using a shot for simple gainers. A shuffler who reliably against F does not have high

re, after which the opponent can place scoring disks success- probability of success. Red
no further turn. fully for 70 per cent or 80 per should shoot for a simple score

There seems to come a time, cent of his last-shots usually can at X on the open side of the
en the shuffler has been play- count on winning most of his board.

Figure 17

the striking disk C hits the after the hit are less than on a
struck disk full, fast court, so that stopping
that is, direct- against a backstop is easier and
ly on center, it more accurate. On a fast court,
stops at once, on the contrary, accurate back-
with an edging stopping is more difficult be-
forward of per- cause of greater sideward move-
haps one-six- ment, which may occur with a
teenth inch up hit even a small fraction of an
to % inches, Inch off center.
depending
mainly upon This effect is particularly nota-
the force. of the ble in backstopping against a
shot.. See Part disk fairly high in the lO-area,
9, Hits and An- that is, near to the point of the
gles (A), triangle, since even a small side-

ward movement may put the
striking disk on a line.

A disk already on the board,
perhaps in scoring position or
perhaps not, is frequently used
as a backstop to stop the move-
ment of the shooting disk upon
making a full hit or nearly full
hit, and especially to stop the
shooting disk in a scoring area.

A backstop is especially useful
on a court or part of a court
where the shooter is having dif-
ficulty in stopping· at desired
points, as on a very fast court.
It thus adds to the accuracy of
the shot.

o/ \
I C I
\ /'- ,/---
Fig. 18

The same considerations apply
to slow and fast shots. In order
to backstop a disk accurately
against another, a slo oN shot is
surer, whereas a fast shot, if it
hits slightly off center, may
glance too far to the side.

HOW DISK STOPS. Assume
there is a disk F on the board
(Figure 18), and that a player
shoots at it with disk C, intend-
ing to use F as a backstop. When

. A friend has just shown us a
On a slow court the sldew~rd scrapbook in which he is pasting

movement and forward edging all these articles,

13

For example assume that the
shooter has a' good chance on If the hit is slightly to the
an empty court to make an side, the striki.ng disk ~oves_ a
eight. But he has a greater little to the Side and m domg
chance of scoring (see Figure so edges onward some~hat
17) by using E as a backstop more, to. perhaps one-half mch
when he shoots B against it. to three mches or more, depend-

ing upon how far off center the
hit is made and also upon the
force of the shot.



7: BACKSTOP (B)

Thus the shooter has used the
opponent's disk H-l as a back-
stop to score his own disk D,

1n planning to use a backstop,/ ~nd le.ave the shooting disk C
is important that there be suf- m SCOringarea.

ficient space behind the disk
nearer tb~ shoote~), for the ~iSkl But if the disk F extends only
to stop without lying on a lme. about one-half inch in rear of the

line, then the shot is not impos-
sible, but requires more accu-
racy in hitting the exact center
than most shufflers can count on
attaining with reasonable cer-
tainty.

SPACE TO STOP. In Figure 19
let it be assumed that only vari-
ous backstop shots are being
studied. There is insufficient
space for the shooting disk be-
hind disk G without stopping
on a line. On the other hand,
there is clearly enough space to
stop against disk F and not touch
the line.

WHERE BACKSTOP GOES.
In using a backstop, considera-
ation usually must be given the
direction or area where the
struck disk may be driven, es-

In the case of disk H, the Shoot-/peciallY if it might score for or
er probably cannot see well against the shooter.
enough from his end of the court
to judge the distance between the
disk and the line; in which case
he should ask a court official, un-
der Rule G-2, to tell him how
many inches of space lie between
the disk and the crossline.

An example of the use of ai

backstop is shown in Figure 21.
Disk H-l, drawn with a full line,
is tlie only disk on the board ini-
tially and the shooter wishes to
use it as a backstop. He hits it
lightly with disk D, which stops
in the 10-area. Disk H-l is pushed

If, as in Figure 20 a disk FI gently onward to position H-2,
in place overlaps a line and ex- and remains on the center line.
tends an appreciable distance.
1% inches or more, to the rear
of the line, it should be possible
to use that disk as a backstop

PART 18: BACKSTOP (C)

When two of the opponent's is on a line pointing toward an
disks G and H (Figure 22) lie enemy disk H in the kitchen or
abreast with insufficient space toward any disk A at the far
between them for a disk to pass edge of the kitchen, since either
between them, they constitute disk may act as an unfavorable
a double backstop. This is the backstop to stop the shooting disk
most perfect and advantageous in the kitchen in case the latter
form of backstop. The aiming disk happens to over-shoot its
point is exactly between the two target spot X. It is usually bet-
disks. To stop at D, against and ter to select another line along
between them, is a very reliable which to shoot, such as a line
shot. U:> Y.
BACKSTOP AT KITCHEN. A .In a similar way, a friendly

. . disk should not be knocked
backstop disk E .(Flgure 22). 10- toward or against a disk in the
cat~d at the far lme of the. kitch- kitchen or on its far edge, lest
en IS very useful for stopping an it be backstopped there to stay in
enemy disk i.n the kitchen .. It is the kitchen.
not easy to hit an enemy disk so
as to insure that it will hit the An enemy disk G (Figure 23)
backstop, but in many a case an on the near edge of the kitchen
enemy disk F-l being knocked may, however, be utilized as a
away should be directed toward backstop in order that the shoot-
such a backstop in the hope that er may not put his own disk in
the disk may be backstopped in the kitchen; hence aiming a shot
the kitchen, at F-2. for score at or toward such a
On the other hand (Figure 23) backstop is often desirable.

care should be taken to avoid
aiming a shot for simple score HANDLE WITH CARE. Also,
toward a point, such as X, which the enemy disk G on the near

'; 14
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® Figure 19 o

edge of the kitchen may simul-
taneously be put in the kitchen. I ®
Still, such a shot must be aimed
with special care, for there is
danger that, if the hit is not well
centered against the backstop,

E"

but has avoided driving H-l into
scoring position.
A similar shot was discussed in

"Unusual Shuffle Shots" October
20, 1957.

Figure 20

Figure 21

® 0
Figure 22

® 0
Figure 23

e
Figure



ting disk may glance off ger and therefore more necessity The shot must be accurately put both disks into the kitchen:;
- . . for accurate shooting than in the centered, and speed must be such AVOID LEAVING BACKSTOP. '

_ ~l gOd·l~toB t~;. kitchen. shot described above, for one or that the backstop disk will be The shooter should be especially
en Y JS f hlguk~e 24) both of the friendly disks might knocked completely through the careful, in his shot preceding a
near e ge ate itchen stop in the kitchen. In the case kitchen. A gentle hit would be last - shot by the opponent, to

- also be used as a backstop shown, the backstopped disk C dangerous as it might put the avoid leaving him a backstop to
e a 7 with the shooting also will have protection from backstop disk Binto the kitchen. help him score and perhaps to

C. There is even more dan- disk A. A gentle hit at an angle might be knocked into the kitchen.

19: GLANCING HIT

- connection with glancing hits However, occasionally, on a
erminology used by shufflers tricky board, when the shuffler is

standardized, as also ap- uncertain of his ability to stop at
to many other aspects (If a given point, he may use a
. g. This article is con- glancing hit against a disk such
rned with hits in which as E·l (Figure 25) in order to
shooting or striking disk stop his shooting disk 'from go-
res off to one side to go (0 ing too far, and to cause it to
ticular spot or in a particu- glance off to stop in a given area,

direction. as at A.
- e term "roll-over" is often Such a shot may also be par-

to apply to the case of a ticularly useful in attempting a
which glances off to a spot shot for a 10, the area in which
e it is hidden and therefore he has to stop being very small.
ected. This type of shot wi'I Since the hit against Freduces
discussed later in connection the momentum of the shooting
hiding. disk B, it facilitates stopping in

The amount of sideward move- the small area.
t of the shooting disk after If an enemy disk such as G-l
hit is dependent upon the (Figure 26) is less than six inches
. g angle, the speed of the beyond a cross-line and so allows
, and the speed of the court. insufficient space to backstop a
amount of sideward move- disk against it, a glancing hit af-

t is n~t very difficult to con- fords the means of knocking away
when It IS to. be ~a~her small. the enemy disk and also scoring

. the control IS difficult when at the same time, as at C. This
mvolves a movement of several type of shot occurs not infre-

GLANCING HIT USE. When a quently.
yer, at his last-shot, has a ACTION OF STRUCK DISK. In

::-ee shot for score, one in which connection with a glancing hit, in
is not constrained to knock most cases the struck disk is sim-
y another disk. the usual shot, ply driven away from the scoring
described in Part 11, is a diagram, but at times special at-
for simple score. tention must be paid to the cours=

o ® o
Figure 27Figure 25 Figure 26

the disk may take after being hit. into scoring area, as at H-2. Or.
For example, in Figure 27, only alternatively, G-1 might hit Hv l

disks F, G-1 and H·1 are initially on the left side and itself glance
on the board. If disk G-1 is hit .n into scoring area.
order to glance the shooting disk In order to avoid this type of
into the 10-area, there is danger danger, it would be better to play
that, as shown in the diagram, the glancing shot against disk H-1
G-1 may be driven against H-l, in the first place, as for the shot
and then H might be knocked against E-1 in Figure 25.

o
ART 20 ~- KNOCKING AWAY SINGLE DISKS (A)

If the opponent has a disk in en completely outside. or onto a should adjust the force in ac- accuracy. When chances are poor,
ing position or threatening a line, or into. the kitch~n. Al~o it cordance with the distance he is a different shot may be prefer-
ble (as in Part 3, fourth shot), should ,not ~It and spoil a frI~nd- to send the enemy disk. able, depending on the situation.
. '" ly SCOrIng disk, or knock one mto At the same time, in accordance Even against a disk in the open
first consideration IS usually the kitchen or accomplish some with the considerations of Part a glancing hit may be used, for
knock it away, in fact the other harm' th t' di k . .
ter in most cases practical- .. . 17" e opponen s IS. acts. as a various reasons and SItuations.
is com elled to do 5'0 if he SIrr:Ilarly,. what happens to the backstop for the shooting disk. The most common of these cases

p li h . shootmg disk must also be are shots in which it is desired'
reasonably accomp IS It.. planned, whether it is to be left not to leave the shooting disk as

For. a direct shot to do this, in scoring position and where, or ANGLE HIT. Instead of a full a target for the opponent or as
hit may be full or at an whether it stops on a line, hides hit to knock away a disk, an an- a guard in place of a guard be-
e. beyond another disk, glances off gle hit or glancing hit may be ing knocked away, or when it

the board, etc. used. is desired not to leave either
disk on the board, that is, when
the play is to clear the board.WHERE DISKS GO. In making If (Fi.gure 28) the enemy disk

h a shot, what happens to FULL HIT. For a full hit the F to be spoiled is partly hidden
opponent's disk is always a shot is 'aimed at the center of the by another disk E, it cannot be
ideration in planning the opponent's disk. It will send that struck with a full hit, so that a CAN IT BE HIT? Practice and

- t. His disk should not be left disk directly onward, to a dis- glancing hit is necessary. If the experience will show the degree
another favorable scoring po- tance which depends on the force amount of disk exposed is thin, of personal accuracy upon which

. 'on, but should usually be driv- of the blow. so that the shooter. this may require great shooting the shuffler can rely. The ability
o
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:t a partly hidden disk de- shoul? sig~t from the side of his
s upon the amount of the shooting disk past the intermedi-
that can be seen, upon the ate disk. . .
.er's skill and his accuracy For ex.ample, in FIgure 29, he

of the moment, upon the length shou~d sIght. fro~ the right side
of the Shot, and upon the dis- of hIS. shooting disk D, past the
tance that lies between the tar, left side of. the guard disk H,
get disk and the disk that part- (Qwar~the dIS~ he wishes to hit.]
ly hides it. The line of sight (dotted) indio

cates that if the right side of
In .ord~r for the shooter to de- ~he s?ooting disk clears H in pass-

t~rmme if. he ca? shoot past a II~g It, th~ shooti.ng disk cannot
disk to hit a disk beyond, he hit (}, but It can hit F.

PART 21: KNOCKING AWAY SINGLE DISKS(B)

In knocking away a single diSk\?e modified, for example, by aim-
to clear the board, a good aim- mg to strike on the other side of
ing point is usually one edge of the target disk.
the target disk. With the center
of the shooting disk directed at
this aiming point (Part 6,) there
is margin for shooting error, right
or left,

TOURNAMENT EXAMPLE.
Figure 30 shows a situation that
occurred in one of the semifinal
matches of the state Gold Medal
Tournament at Mirror Lake .Club

DISKS AWAY. Also, with a hit March 11, 1954. Janet Smith, the
along this aiming line, most of shooter Red, was playing against
the momentum of the shooting Amy Close, the opponent Black,
disk is communicated to the with the score at 36 to 54, respec-
struck disk to knock it away. So tively. These two outstanding
that for a shot with medium speed shufflers now stand fourth and
or faster, there is little need to second on our All-Time Roll of
be concerned about a possible Champions.
failure of the struck disk being
knocked off the board unless the
shot happens to make a thin· hit
(or a miss! n.

e
Figure 28

Janet had a 7 on the board at
A. And Amy had just played to
snuggle disk F-1 fairly close to

On the other hand less than disk A, hoping that Red would
half of the momentum' usually re- avoi? ~hooting to spoil F-1 or to
mains with the shooting disk, and put It l~ the kitchen on account
there may not be enough to of the risk of knocking it against
carry it off the board. Therefore A and spoiling that red disk. Jan-
special attention must usually be et was about to play the sixth
paid to insuring that there is suf- shot of the half-round.
ficient momentum for the strik-
ing disk to leave the board. If Red's shot were planned to

spoil F-1, it should necessarily be
made at an angle, so that F-1

Hence, in clearing the board a would not be driven against A.
speedy shot is desirable so that (This play is the one that we also'
the shooting disk will have enough usually attempt, but we have a
remaining speed to glance well to pernicious habit of spoiling our
the side even if it hits almost as own disk beyond'>
a full hit.

Again, as part of the action to In this situation, Janet shot
get the shooting disk definitely off (Figure 31) with a perfect angle
the board, it is surer to cause it t? aVOIdhitting A. But, in addi-
to move off toward the nearer side b.on, she knocked F-1 into the
ofthecourt than toward the farther k~tchen at F-2, and her shooting
side. Hence it is well to hit the disk glanced off to the right to
target disk on the outer side score at 8 at C. She had perfect
(toward the nearer cide of the results as to the directions and
court) destinations of both disks.

~ Clof!e
Opponent

54

Smith 0
Shooter

36

If, as mentioned in Part 20, ei-\ Gain for the shot: 26 points
ther disk is liable to do some (spoiled enemy 8, also gave op-
harm, the plan of shooting should ponent 10-off, and made 8 at Cl.

Figure 30
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Figure 29

@ Close

Figure 31



T 22: GUARDING (A)

H

ART 23: GUARDING (B)

th0

o
Figure 32

- one of the shooter's disks
• as B-1, B-3 or B-4 (Figures
33 or 34) lies in an advan-
us scoring position, the
play is to protect or cover

y a guarding disk or guard,
as C-1, C-2, C-3 or C-4. Pro-
d scoring disks constitute
of the best means of winning.
e guard should, as shown, be

placed as to interpose between
opponent and the disk to be
cted, and thus prevent the
nent from knocking away the
. g disk.
ISTANCE APART. It is neces-

that the guard disk be
- d at a reasonable distance

the disk to be protected,
er too close nor too far.
the two disks (scoring disk
guard disk) are so close to-
er as to be in contact with
other, or nearly ~() (as B-1
C-1 in Figure 32), the oppon-
at his next shot will simply
k the guarding disk C-1

~st the scoring disk B-1 and
. the latter. <It is asswned
C-2is not on the board.) On the other hand (Figure ~3), tected, there is almost always In general, it may be said that

Somewhat similarly, if the if the. guard C-3 is too far fro~ enough of the disk that can be the best distance for protection is
d disk is at C-2 (Fieure 32) the disk B-3 to be protected, It seen from one or the other side about five to seven feet, with six
ead of at C-1 and is only will be possible for the opponent of the opponent's starting area feet stated as a good standard
t three feet from the disk to shoot from one side 0:- the to constitute a suitable target. distance, as shown in Figure 34.

- 1 to be protected, there is some other of his s~rtin? area past ~he The effective protection given by In estimating distances, it is
teetion, but the ooponent hRSguard and still hit the scoring a guard varies with the skill of well to remember that the vari-
.derable chance to knock the disk B-3. In fact, if the guard the opponent in shooting past it ous successive lines or points on
ding disk C-2 azainst the disk is as much as eight or nine Or in knocking it at the disk be. the court ar~ three feet apart as
fig disk B-1 and spoil it. feet from the disk to be pro- yond. marked on FIgure 34.

A guard disk D, in order to be GOOD AIMING POINT. He On the other hand, if the disk
erly . located. to protect a should normally aim his disk D D must be closer to C at four
ring disk C (Figure 35), should t . t P (F' 3) b t· '.

11 b t d d· tl a porn igure 5, a ou one feet distance as when protectingaye s oppe . tree y om. h tsid th d f di k C 'li KC . f th inc ou Sl e e e ge 0 IS a disk deep in the 10-area thenme runnmg rom . e to be protected, and on the side ... '
er of the opponent's starting f hi id f th the airmng pomt should be at. away rom IS own Sl e 0 e . .

zrea to the disk to be. protected. court (in this case to the left of the edge of. disk C. And in case
l.D order to r~ach this spot, th.e C). He is thus shooting on a diag- the guard D must be placed at
ter would. like very much, If onal line that crosses the oppon- only two feet from C, the aim-
were perrm~ted, to sho~t from ent's probable line of aim. ing point is Ph inches from the
center ~f hIS opponent s. start- Then when disk D stops at six ent f C that is half - way
area directly at the disk to f t f C't '11b . t cen er c, , ..
t t d Th h th ee rom I '.•••1 '. e at a pom from the center to the edge of thepro ec e. en, w erever e D directly on the Iine from the di
~ere to stop, it would be center of the opponent's starting isk

- •t m tth~ twatYCof the oppon- ~rea to the center of disk C. This In all of these cases the aim-
s nex s 0 a . IS the standard case. ., .. .
course this is not permitted, If, as occasionally happens, it mg point IS still on the. S10P.away

the shooter should do the next is desired to place the guard D from the shooter's Side of the
thing and shoot from the at about eight feet from the disk court.

e of his starting ar~a closest C, then the aiming point is about
the opponent's starting area, two or three inches (instead of
is, always from the inner one inch) outside the edge of

ize of his own starting area. disk C.

o

.
~

Figure 33

SIGHT AS OPPONENT DOES.
An alternate method of determ-
ining where to place a guard

o
Figure 34

I
I

\it)
1\
I Figure 35:
I
I

Qg It 0
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line (shown dotted) from the cen- Score for the half-round; Red 0,
ter of the opponent's starting Black 8.
area to the disk. Resulting overall score: Red
Red was to play the seventh 69, Black 75; and Black had

GUARD BADLY PLACED. In shot of the half-round, which of won the game.
a tournament game the score course was to be followed by the
was: Red 69, Black 67. Thus eith- last-shot, to be played by Black.
er player could ~ave. won the Red shot to protect his disk C,
game with one scormg disk, but his aim was poor and his
Red had a disk in the 8-area at shooting disk stopped at D, leav-

e (Figure 38), and if the disk ing e unprotected (Figure 39).
were maintained on the board it Black then had a clear shot at
had strong chances of winning e,and played it. He knocked
the game for Red. Accordingly his away e, and backstopped his own
proper play was to protect it by disk H against it to score an 8.
a guard, preferably placed at X, Gain for Red's shot: Disaster.
about six feet from e and on a Gain for Black's shot: 16 points.

~. -; to step over to the o~p at the disk c, placing himself
_____'s side of the court and usually behind the middle of the
~ to see bow the oppone opponent's starting area.
might shoot to knock away the If there are other disks on the
disk C to be protected. The shoot- board, this method of sighting
er would sight along the line Ke from the opponent's side is espe-

PART 24: GUARDING (C)

Even though a guard disk D as to the angles that he can use
(Figure 36) is well placed direct- and therefore as to the angle
ly on the line of sight (dotted) shots he may desire to make,
from the center of the opponent's involving such results as glancing
starting area and six feet from off or rolling over into scoring
the protected disk C, it is pos- area.
sible for an extremely accurate Again, the exposed portion of
player to shoot past D and hit the partially protected disk e
an edge of e. Or he might shoot may be such as to make it high-
to knock D against e by a com- 'y probable that the opponent's
bination shot, which succeeds shooting disk, after hitting it. will
about one time in three when ~laDce off into the kitchen.
the disks are about six feet apart. Also there is the possibility that
Thus perfect protection is not :he opponent's shot rray not be

possible with a single guard disk, itraight to his aiming point, but
although a considerable degree of -nay diverge and hit the guard-
protection is afforded, which is ing disk D, and thus be ineffective.
often reasonably adequate. Finally, even though it may

happen that the guard disk D is
placed so much to the side that

PARTIAL PROTECTION. It of- :he scoring disk e can be just
ten occurs that the guard D is fully seen, still the closeness of
not exactly on the line desired,he guard disk D to the shooting
but is an inch or two to one side. line of the opponent restricts the
In such cases the opponent can 'atters freedom of shooting and
more readily hit the protected may even lead to his shot hitting
disk. he guard disk D instead of the
However, there is still partial target e.

protection, which may turn out In general, therefore, partial
to be sufficient for the purpose protection is advantageous even
in view. Although the opponent .hough it is not complete.
can hit the partially protected
disk, he may be able to hit it COVERING A 10. When the
only with an angle hit, not with shooter has a disk A in the lO-
a full hit. Hence he will be un- area (Figure 37), that disk is hard
able to use the disk e as a back- to protect. There is not enough
stop for his shooting disk. room between the disk A and
Furthermore, he is restricted the deadline KK to place a guard

PART 25: GUARDING (D)

A failure to place a guard ef-
fectively is usually costly, and oc
casionally may be decisive.

\\ 78
1

pect to end the frame with
sentially the same score as
opponent, that is, 8 to 8, or 8 to-
Instead, however, he mistak

ly shoots for an additional scot
on the open right· side of t

BIRD IN HAND. Ope of the er- board.
rors of judgment frequently seen. If the shooter were sure of m
is an attempt to obtain an addi- ing this shot, it might occasion
tional score instead of protecting ly give him an advantage. A
one lying already on the board. there are exceptional circu
For example, in Figure 40 stances when it should be play

there is a disk A lying on the in about this way.
board. It is now the shooter Red's But even if the shooter we
seventh shot. As shown above, he certain of stopping in scori
should protect disk A. If this i,-; area, as at X or Z, the opponet
done reasonably well, he can ex- would be reasonably certain t

cially useful, and in such case
the shooter should also usually
sight from one or both edges of
the opponent's starting area,
as applicable.
In sighting as above, the shoot-

D0

® o
Figure 36

and still have it at sufficient dis-
tance from A so as not to be
knocked rather readily against A.
And in addition it is very hard

to place the guard disk accurate-
ly within that restricted space.
It happens not infrequently that

er picks the spot where he wan-
to place the guard disk, usua
about six feet from the disk •
be protected, then goes over
his own side and shoots for tha
spot.

B "",,~
···· KK

® o
Figure 37

the prospective guard disk is s
short of the deadline and m
be removed. Or the disk may
too far and either hit the disk
or stop within a few inches of
Of course the shot requires S(lf.

cial attention to accuracy.

,
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spoil one of the disks, leaving no kit.chen. The opponent's chances
gain for the shooter, and he of gaining have been actually im- ,
ould often spoil both disks, or proved by the shooter.

succeed in a kitchen shot, with Again let it be said: Protect
no gain or even greater loss to the scoring disk. A bird in the
the shooter than if he had mere- hand is worth two in the bush.
Iy protecte~ his scoring disk. REPLACE GUARD. In gener-
And: again, what so ofte~ hac- al when a scoring disk has been

pens IS that the shot falls to protected by a guard disk and
make any score, stopping at V, if the opponent then knocks 'away
W or Y, whereupon ~he opponent the guard disk, the shooter should
hoots to score against A as a promptly place another guard in
hackstop and also to put A in the its place,

and spoil C-l is forced upon the
opponent by the fact that C-l is
a scoring disk.
Whereas if C is played a little

~horter, to C-2, th.en the opponent Figure 38 Figure 39 Figure 40
IS not forced to hit C-2 smce It IS

on a line. AlSO since C-2 is ~ little Occur when the opponent is an to succeed in an average of only
father from E, the combination expert and appears to be out- about one time in three tries at
shot is harder to make. standing at playing combination combination shots at six feet
The farther C is from E (as at shots, and when the situation ap- distance.

~-3), the harder _is t~e. combina- pears to favor h.is knockin.g the In general, it is to be repeated
tion, but the easier It IS for the possible guard ~lIsk C ~gamst a that in most cases the most suit-
o~ponent to .shoot past the guard deeply-placed kitchen disk E. able action is to cover the kitchen
disk C and hit E. But even the experts are found disk with a guard.
DEPTH IN KITCHEN. Again,

if the disk E lies deeo in :he
kitchen, as shown, and i-f the op- PART 27: GUARDING (F)
ponent shoots to knock away E,
there are some chances that the
opponent's shooting disk may
stick in the kitchen in case the
hit is full or nearly so.
So, if the disk is deep and the

opponent is one who has difficulty
in clearing the kitchen and tends
to stick there, it may occasionally
be a good idea to leave the way
open for him to do so if there
happens to be a good play else-
where on the board instead of
the play to guard the kitchen
disk.
This also tends to prevent the

opponent from knocking the guard
disk C against E and causing the
1iltLer to stick there in the
kitchen.
On the other hand, if the kit-

chen disk is close to the near
edge of the kitchen, there is little
danger that the opponent may hit
and leave the guard disk C in
the kitchen by driving it against SUPPLEMENTING GUARD.
. disk E as a· backstop. There is When a guard A (Figure 42) is
also less probability that the op- considered insufficiently effec-
ponent may himself stick there live to protect a scoring disk B,
in a direct hit against the kitchen the shooter should supplement it
disk. There is therefore more in order to increase the protec-
need to cover the kitchen disk tion.
with a guard. In order to determine how to

supplement the existing guard,
the shooter should sight from one
or both sides of the opponent's
starting area, to see how the lat-
ter will probably shoot. In this
case (Figure 42), it appears that
he will almost certainly shoot

PART 26: GUARDING (~)

When the opponent has a disk
E in the kitchen (Figure 41), the
shooter should usually cover it by
a guard C, in order to prevent
the opponent from knocking his
own disk out of the kitchen.
KEEP IN KITCHEN. In the

diagram, three possible positions,
C-l, C-2 and C-3, are shown for
disk C.
If the guard is placed at C-1

in this situation, about six feet
from E, usually the best distance
for protecting a disk, it is almost
certain that the opponent will at-
tempt a combination shot. This
is true because the shot to hit

o
Figure 41

COVER IT. It is recognized that
although this general procedure
of covering the opponent's kit-
chen disk is normal, there are
occasions when it is not followed
by experts. Such a variation may

x

o

If a guard to protect a disk B from the right side of his start-
<Figure 42) consists of only a ing area, as indicated by the line
single disk A, it may be good of sight (dotted), and will try to
protection, but it cannot be con- hit the right side of the partly-
sidere.j perfect protection, as hidden disk.
mentioned in Part 24. Depend-
ing upon the positions of the
disks, the opponent may be able
to spoil the protected disk B by
a direct hit, even if only a very
thin hit, or he may be able to
spoil it by a combination.
Also, if his play is a shot for

a combination to drive the guard
disk A against the hidden disk
B, he has the expectation that
in case he does not succeed in
spoiling B he may at least knock
away A, and that when Red re-
places it with another guard, the
guard may be less effectual.

Figure 42

19
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Accordingly the shooter should
olacs another disk at about C
(Figure 43) to block the oppon-
~nt's best shot. It should be so
placed that the opponent cannot
shoot between A and C.
If the opponent then shoots to

knock away both A and C, he 'llsks. The shooter can
ma:( accomplish this play ratner again .sight to see howIhis
easily with a shot aimed between den disk B may be vulner
them, but he is likely to leave to the. opponent's play, and
his shooting disk at the point X may again place a supplem
where it hits the two guarding ary disk to reinforce the g

~'"C1 !-.!J .. . ., . .
D
(.)

\
Red0® 0 e 0 Q9 0) @Black

Schneider Close
60 68

Figure 44 Figure 45 FIgure 46 Figure 47
Figure 43

Protection which is nearly per-
fect (Figure 44) consists of two
or more guarding disks B-1 and
C-l which are almost but not
quite in line with the disk A-I
being protected, in other words
in a zigzag.

GUARD TOO FAR. In Figure
Their spread from left to right 46, with only A-3 and B-3 on the

should be wide enough so that board initially, the guard disk
the opponent cannot hit the pro- B-3 is too far from A-3 to pro-
tected disk A-I by shooting at it teet it well. The opponent can
directly from either side. shoot past B-3 on one side or the
In addition, the middle disk B-1 other to hit A-3.

prevents the near disk C-1 from In this case an especially good
being driven against the scoring shot is to place the supplement-
disk A-I to knock it away. And ary disk C-3 between 'the two
at the same time the near disk disks on the board and, as above,
C-1 covers the middle disk B-1 not quite in line.
so that the opponent cannot hit
the latter full enough to drive it
against the scoring disk A-I.

away from the scoring disk. In
effect this protects the existing
guard B-2. The three disks C-2,
B-2 and A-2 should, as discussed
above, be almost but not exact-
ly in line.

In supplementing the guard B-3,
if the disk C-3 can also be placed
in scoring area, as shown, the
advantage is thereby increased.
If the opponent knocks away

one of the guarding disks, anoth-
er usually should be put in its
place.
INSURING VICTORY. In the

Yuletide Tournament, at Mirror
Lake Club, st. Petersburg, Dec.
30, 1954, there was a long and
hard-contested match between

ity that she might be able
knock E or G against B to s
the latter and save the ga
perhaps even to make a sc
in addition. In any case her
uation was desperate; she
forced to attempt any shot t
might save the game.

Close studied the case care
ly. She desired to place. a di
D so as to reinforce the gu
and prevent an effective combi
tion shot with either E or

Amy Close, (the shooter Red), against B. However this shot
fi~Te times Fl?rida State. Cham-place D had the d~nger that
pl~n, and Shirley Schneider, a might hit E or G and move
skillful shuffler, the opponent aside, thus ruining the guard
Black. opening the way for the opp:
Near the end of the third and ent to shoot directly at B, as

decisive game the score was 68 often occurs.
to 60, respectively, and the sit- Amy Close shot with the gr
uation was as shown in Figure est care, a very delicate shot.
47 except that disk D was. not placed ~er disk D perfectly, t
on the board. preventmg the opponent fro
At Close's seventh shot of the spoiling B. Close thus won

half-round she had a scoring disk game and the match.
B in the 7-area, which was enough It is interesting to note
to win the game, and this disk earlier in the same Close-Sch
was protected by a double guard der game, a failure by one of
composed of disks E and G players to place a disk accur
Schneider had shown herself ly to supplement a guard re

very skillful at playing combina- ed in the opponent making
tions, and there was a possibil- gain of 41 points in two sh

PART 28: GUARDING (G)

In this case, special attention
is needed to insure that the in-
termediate disk C-3 is so placed
that it is covered in part by the

GUARD TOO CLOSE. In figure near disk B-3. If it is off to the
45 only the scoring disk A-2 and side and close to A-3, as at X,
the guard disk B-2 (full-line cir- so that the opponent can drive
cles l are on the board initially. it against A-3, it may actually
However, the guard disk B-2 is help the opponent to spoil A-3
too close to A-2 and can be driv- instead of hindering him. This is
en against it without great dif- often called "putting a handle on
Iiculty, In this case the guard it." There is a strong tendency
should be supplemented by an ad- to do this in shooting, which must
ditional disk C-2 placed farther be watched against.
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ART 29: GUARDING (H)

Guard to prevent a kitchen shot
(treated later in the series!

After some experience, the Guard to protect a friendly scor-
uffler can usually foresee .he ing disk and prevent ,a,n op-
ot that his opponent will play ponent's shot from spoiling It.
xt. In many cases it will be This is most com~on, Ex- Filling-in to prevent the oppo-
sible and desirable to prevent amples are shown m Parts nent from hiding beyond

~ from making that shot by 3, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28 and many' disks on the board (later in
_ acing a preventive guard in later cases, the series),
, way,

PREVENTIVE PLAY. Here is
e case, shown in Figure 48.

Four disks lie on the board, A,
S, F and C, covering most of
e board near the point of the
iangle. It is now the seventh

shot of the half-round and the
shooter Red, on the right, is to
play it.
After a brief glance at the

board, it is very clear that if
the situation is unchanged when
.Black makes his next shot, he
will attempt to make a score on
the left side of the board by
shooting through the gap between
disks A and B.
A suitable play for Red would

therefore be to plug that gap by
putting a disk there, thus prae-
ically prohibiting the opponent
from scoring at all.
MANY CASES. There are many

C2SSS in which such a preven-
ive play may well be made, and
they cannot all be covered her!'.
However, some of them may be
mentior.ed, as follows:
Guard to prevent a scoring shot

by the opponent, including
the above and rrrmy other
cases.

PART 30: GUARDING (I)

Figure 48 o

Guard to prevent doubling by the
opponent (Part 4, and la-
ter),

Guard to prevent a combination
(later) ,

Guard to prevent a carom (la-
ter).

o o
Figure 50

Instead of first placing a scor- CROSS-GUARD. The standard be later hidden beyond it, in within quite a large area, as
ing disk and then a guarding disk shot is the cross-guard, as A in scoring position on the opponent's shown shaded in the diagram
o protect it, the ordinary pro- Figure 49, which is played across side of the court, for an 8 at . . '
cedure, especially at the start of the court to the opponent's side, about B-1 of a 7 at about B-2. FIgure 50, and still be reason-
a half-round, is first to place the about halfway between the point ably effective ' . . It is most
guard and thereafter to hide the of the scoring triangle and the effective at the darker middle of
scoring disk beyond it, This pro- outer side of the court. Such a LARGE SUITABLE AREA. In the shaded area, and less effec-
cedure of placing a preparatory guard is also called a "cross- general, the cross-guard is very
guard is used at the start of pilot." . advantageous for the shooter to tive toward the more lightly
about 80 per cent of half-rounds, use in hiding. shaded edges. Shooting for this
or frames, of actual play. This location. allows a disk to A cross-guard may be placed area is not difficult.

PART 31: GUARDING (J)

Figure 49

With further reference to thl0US spots around the rim of this ure 51, on or close to the dean- ponent will often be able to shoot
placing of the cross-guard, al- area and the disadvantages in- line KK, it will not usually have past it to spoil that disk. But it
though there is a large area tha cur red in placing disks there. the best effectiveness in cov.er- will still furnish some protection,
is more or less suitable for such ing the later scoring disk, since while the shot to hide beyond it
a guard, as shown in Figure 50, VARIOUS SPOTS. If the cross- it must be far from the disk to will be easier to make because
it will be well to consider vari-l guard is placed at S or T, Fig- be placed beyond it, and the op- there is less probability of hitting
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e guard disk in passing. discussed later. Alternative-
If the guard disk happens to ly, the s.hooter may supplement

stop astride the deadline, as at It by a disk at V to form a strong
S, and the opponent then is able guard V-Yo
to k?ock. it .away so that his If the guard disk is placed too
shooting disk IS stopped short of near the edge of the court F>
the deadline KK and must be U. . '. sd <R I D 16) thi at, It protects little or nothing
remove u e - , IS IS USII- of the scoring triangle, and is of
ally an advantage for the oppo- little val e H . tht b hi di k d u. owever, as In e
nen '. ecause IS IS oes not preceding case it may be sup-
r~maIn ther~ for the shooter to plemented by 'a disk at V to
hide beyond It later. form a strong guard U-V.
One of the errors in shooting

to place a cross-guard is to stop
short of the deadline, as at R, .AIJ:?ING OPPONE~T_ If the
and thereby necessitate the re- ~lIsk IS spotted practIc~lIy touch-
moval of the shooting disk from ing the point of the triangle, as
the board. at X, it will definitely favor the

opponent, becoming a Tampa
If the guard ~appens to stop guard for him (See Part 33 later)

too deep a.t t?e side of ~he boa~t.l, and allowing the opponent' to hid~
as at Y, It IS rather ineffective beyond it by shooting down the
as a guard. For any later at- side of the c rt t Z
tempt of the shooter to hide be- ou - 0 .
yond it there is only a very lim- Finally, if the disk is three or
ited area for hiding, and the four inches from the point of the
nearness of the kitchen involves triangle, as at W, the opponent
danger. Accordingly the oppo- can still shoot to hide along the
nent will usually ignore a disk outer side of the court to near
at Y. Z. Of course the shooter can also

later shoot past W on the right
LAST-RESORT USE. However, side to hide beyond it if he gets

a disk at Y may still have some a chance to try. But the oppo-
usefulness in a last-resort play nent has the first chance to hide,
toward the end of the frame, as so it favors him.

PART 32: GUARDING (K)

In the preceding article it was
mentioned that when a cross-
guard has been placed too close
to the center of the court the op-
ponent may shoot past it along
the outer side- of the court. Even
when the cross-guard disk A
(Figure 52) is at its normal po-
sition, about halfway between the
point of the triangle and the side
of the court, a shot by the op-
ponent is still possible to E, al-
though difficult. This play is
sometimes said to be "down sui-
cide alley."

ADJUST CROSS-GUARD. If it
appears\ that the opponent is good
at such shots, the guard should
be placed a little nearer to the
edge of the court, as at X.

If, on the other hand, it de- half-round to be a cross-guard.
velops that the opponent is weak In case the opponent knocks away
at hiding alonz the outer edge this guard, as often occurs, and
of the court, 0; for some reason if there is no strong reason for
does not attempt such shots, or if a different stat, then this shot
the court is so slow along t.he for a cross-guard should usually
sides (as frequently is the case) be repeated on the shooter's next
as to make such shots imprac- turn, and similarly for his third
ticable, then the shooter can well turn of the half-round, as dem-
place his guards a little nearer onstrated in Part 5. However, it
to the middle of the court, as would obviously be seless to
<;ItY. place a cross-guard at the sev-
In this case also, the position enth shot of the half-round.

of the guard may advantageously If the player who shoots first
be somewhat nearer to the dead- for a half-round fails to place a
line, as at Z, where it allows good cross-guard or to accomp-
more room for passing and leaves Iish an effective shot requiring
more of the 8-area available for the attention of his opponent,
hiding. then the latter may well ignore
As previously mentioned, it is the first play and place a cross-

usually best for the first shot of a guard of his own for use in hid-

PART 33: GUARDING (ll

The Tampa guard or "Tampa TAMPA GUARD. The shooter
pilot" is another type of prepar- Red places the Tampa guard at
atory guard beyond which it is A (Figure 53) on his own side
proposed to hide a scoring disk. of the board, adjacent to the
It is similarly suitable for the point of the triangle, and with
first shot of a half-round, and for the edge of the disk just touching
later replacements. the point or about an inch or two

A
U V WX' I I I Ix8r

z
III IK T K-=----s

@ R 0'10

Figure 51 I Figure 52

ing, and if it is knocked away
the next shot he should usua
replace it promptly. Here ag
it obviously would be useless
place a cross-guard. at the si
or eighth shot of the half-ro

OPPONENT'S DISK STIC
Thus, as shown above, whenev
the shooter places cross-sua
and the opponent regularly kno
them away, the shooter may v«
continue to place cross-guards.
is to be expected that eventua
one of the opponent's shots
strike a cross-guard with a
hit and stick in place, appropt
ately located as a guard lnst
of the guard knocked aw
Thereupon the shooter can hi
a disk beyond it.

from the point. He hopes with a point by going to the middle
later shot to hide a scoring disk the opponent's starting area
beyond it in the 8-area or 7-area sighting over disk A (dotted IL
on his own side, as at W or X. toward W or X. A disk placed
If a disk is to be hidden beyond such a spot will be hidden fr

A, the shooter Red can note the the opponent, hence the Tam
hidden area and select his aiming. guard furnishes protection for

22
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the other hand, after the
guard has been placed,
opponent Black hides a

by shooting on his own side,
disk would have to be on
center line in order to be hid-
as at Z, where it could not
. It could, however, consti-
preparation for a later dou-
by the opponent (See Part
Also, there is a possibility of
. y hiding a disk in the 10-
as at U, a difficult shot.
if the opponent were to try
ce a scoring disk on his

side of the board, as at Y, it
be exposed to being spoiled

e shooter.

the scoring diagram and is not
a guard, but is simply a target
for the opponent's next shot to
knock it away.
If, finally, the Tampa guard is

two or three feet short, at T, at
or near the deadline KK, then it
leaves a covered space beyond it
which is available to the opponent
for hiding in scoring position at
about the center of the 10·area.

Fi<Jure 53

?0\

K K

can hide, the player has = The Tampa guard, for reasons
to sight similarly from his own shown above, is far less used
side of the court. than the crossguard.

opponent Black as to be ef- replies repeatedly seen on the
fective, the shooter Red should courts of important tournaments
reply to it in such a way as to are I, 2, 3 and 4 (shown in bcx i,
prevent the opponent from taking A record was made of 112 shots,
advantage of it and hiding a scor- played in reply to effective cross-
ing disk beyond it. The preventive guards, in four large inter-district
action may be taken ill several tournaments of 1955, played by 13
ways, which have various de- expert shufflers. Not more than
grees of desirability, depending to shots were taken for anyone
upon the situation, the score, the player, in order to avoid over-
s.yle of play of the opponent the. e.np.iasizing the preference of any
shooter's skill, and the shoot- one player.
er's preference.
Of the available choices, the

most common are listed below.

TAMPA UNRECOGNIZED. An
advantage of the Tampa guard
is that many a player does not
realize the value of it for hiding
when it favors his opponent, and
he therefore takes no steps to
spoil it.

The great On the other hand, such a play-
antage of the Tampa guard er even more frequently fails to

zaat the disk must be placed recognize such a guard when it
~ much greater accuracy than happens to be favorable to him-
cross-guard If, for example self, especially if such a guard
e 54), the disk is placed happens to be of the opponent's'
to five inches to left of A, color as later discussed. The ten-

a Q, on the point of the scor- dency is then to spoil the enemy
triangle, it is badly placed, disk rather than to hide he·
equally on both sides of the yond it.
r line, and is equally ad- A precaution against such er-
geous to either player, while rors is as follows. When a player

opponent has the first chance is in doubt as to whether a disk
=tilize its protection. anywhere is useful as a guard

the disk is placed four or beyond which to hide one of his
e inches toward the outer side disks, he has only to go over to
the court, as at R, it then be- the opponent's side of the court

es a cross-guard favorable to and sight over the disk to the
opponent and unfavorable to space beyond it to determine if
shooter. he can hide a disk in that cov-
the play over-shoots by two ered area.

three feet, as at S, it is within In order to see if the opponent

o

Among the various choices, the
prevalence of their use is indio
cat'::':! by the various percentages.
(See box).

However, it should be men-
tioned that in social or informal
play the action to fill-in is at
least as prevalent as that of
clearing the board. Also, there
are shufflers who have a preju-
dice against clearing the board.

DISCUSSIONS. Choice No.1,
to clear the board, has been dis-
cussed somewhat in Parts 20 and

FiQure 54

Y ®E

RT 34: GUARDING (M)

the opponent Black has
- d a suitable cross-guard E
'1,gUre 55), the shooter Red re-

to it; he acts to 'counter-
it.
t if the guard is so placed

'0 be ineffective, the shooter
of course ignore it, and may
place a guard of his own or
e some other shot applicable
e situation. See also Part 31.

..,Jso, if the guard is defective
offers some advantage to the
er Red, he normally will
to gain from the advantage.

REPLY TO CRO~S-GUARD. If
~ eross-guard is so placed by the

EXPERTS' CHOICES. Among
these choices, the more standard

x

Figure 55 o
23

Reference
To Fig. 55

Pct.Action

-Clear the board
_-Put the guarding disk into the kitchen
3--Knock away the guard and place another

favorable to the shooter As at X
4-Fill-in between the guard disk and the center

line As at Y
~Hide along the outer edge of the court As at Z

70%
15%

12%

31b
0%



outer edge, has been mentioned I Choices Nos. 3 and 4 will
in Parts 31 and 32, and will also treated in the next two arti
be discussed later under "Hid- also under the general heading
ing." "Guarding."

Choice No.2, to put the guard
disk in the kitchen, will be dis-
cussed later under "Kitchen."
Choice No.5, to score along the

21. and has also been illustrated
in Part 5. It will also be further
discussed later in the series.

PART 35: GUARDING (N)

will stick, that is backstop
against E and stay there or close-
ly nearby (see Part 16), This is
serious.
If this happens, and the shoot-

er's disk is thus left in the place
of the guard disk knocked away,
the opponent can utilize it just as
well as if it were his own disk
and hide beyond it. Thus the
shooter's play to spoil E is not
only wasteful. but is definitely
harmful.
If there is an inaccuracy in

striking speed or striking angle,
it may cause one of these various
bad effects. Because of the un-
certainties, the experts use few
such shots b tournament play.
NOT RECOMMENDED. Those

who attempt this shot will find
DISADVANTAGES. But stop- that they sometimes do it sue-

ping at almost any other positio cessfully and obtain advantage
on the line EA will probably af- from it. But let them also count
ford an advantage to the oppo- the number of times the shot goes
nent Black, allowing him to hide wrong.
beyond it (See also Parts 31 and We once favored this type of
33). shot and played it regularly for
In addition, because this shot about nine months, but finally

uses light force, there is consid- reached the conclusion that its
UNCERTAINTIES. However.] erable chance, in case the shoot- use brought more disadvantages

this shot is very uncertain, be·1 ing disk hits fairly close to' cen- than advantages. The shot is not
cause it not only involves striking ter of the guard disk E, that it recommended for regular use.

Suppose the opponent Black
has placed a cross-guard, as at
E, Figure 56. Among the various
possible replies is that of shoot-
ing to knock away the opponent's
cross-guard and to glance the
shooting disk to the position of a
guard favorable to the shooter
Red, as at A. This continues the
discussion from the preceding ar-
ticle.

the enemy disk at the desired
angle, but also, and more diffi-
cult, it necessitates stopping the
shooting disk accurately after
moving several feet. after the
hit. And stopping after moving a
given distance is, as has been
seen, subject to much inaccuracy.
There is no bad effect if the

shooting disk goes farther than
is contemplated, as it will then
be too far out on the. side of the
court (to left of A in the dia-
gram), and be merely ineffective
as a guard beyond which to hide.
Of course it is well if the disk

stops at the desired position of
the cross-guard A, or of a suita-
ble Tampa guard at X that is fa-
vorable to the shooter.

SUBSTITUTION. This is an in-
teresting shot. When successful it
not only spoils the opponent's
guard and prevents him from uti-
lizing it, but it also substitutes
a guard advantageous to the
the shooter, seizes the initiative
and forces the opponent to play
to spoil it.
The shot is a glancing hit (see

Part 19), with light force. It re-
quires great accuracy in shoot-
ing, both as to angle and speed.
If it could be accomplished re-
liably and regularly, hardly any
other shot would ever be used in
this situation.

PART 36: GUARDING (0)

When the opponent Black has the open side of the board, and Ifar easier than clearing the
placed a cross-guard, as at E especially that it will hamper the board.
in Figure 57, he of course hopes opponent in case he tries to bunt
he later ma~ b~ able to shoot E into scoring position. . SHOOTING VARIATIONS. If
past E to hide in the area be- Although. the shooter may aim however, the disk happens t~
yond E. !or a particular spot A, yet as stop about as far forward as the

m other shots he IS usually un- t f h
FILLING-IN. One of the stand- bl t t I th I th f th cen er 0 t e 8-area, as at Z,
d I· t thi it ti a e 0 con ro e eng 0 e it may permit the opponentar rep res 0 IS si ua IOn to shot with complete accuracy, and . .

be made by the shooter Red is h h t t h Black later to glance off It into. .. . suc a s 0 may s op anyw ere .to fill-in that IS to place a disk f V t Z scormg area beyond the guard" rom 0, or may even over- E d h hibetween the cross-guard E and h t d h t th . t an per aps idden or partly. s 00 or un er-s 00 ese porn s. hidden b E
the center line, and thus block It is important in most cases y .
the path of Black's later shot that care be taken to keep the Again, if the shooting disk
to~ard that hiding area (see also filling-in disk just to right of the stops at. a point away !ro.m the
Part 4).. center line, as discussed below. center lme, by .several mcnes to
This type ot shot is occasion- The filling-in disk is effective the shooter s Side of the board,

ally used by tournament play- in blocking the opponent's way if as at T, the opponent may be
ers, and is the preference of it is placed anywhere from point able. to sneak .past .It on the l~ft
many non-tournament players. W to point Y, on a line just off to hide a scormg disk beyond It.
The shooter places a disk at the center line and on the shoot- Also, if the shooting disk stops

point A, approximately III the po- er's side of the court. Since this two or three feet short of point
sition of the Tampa guard, but allows some variation in depth of W. as at V: the opponent can
preferably a little deeper. The the shot and still retains useful- hide beyond It.
advantages of being farther for- ness of the play, the play is If the filling-in disk happens to
ward than disk E are that the rather easy to make, but it nev- stop in a scoring position, as a
shooter Red will be able later ertheless has some weaknesses X, Y or Z, or to the left of U,
to shoot freely past it toward as discussed below. Still, it is or in such a position as to threat-
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en a double, as at U, then t
opponent is usually forced
knock it away, and the desir
result of preventing the oppone
from hiding is usually, thou
not always, accomplished.
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G-IN WEAKNESSES.
eonnection with a series of'
s to place and maintain fill-
c disks, some weaknesses,

-:: develop, of which the fol-
- ,g is an example (Figure 59>.

-•.ad: first plays a cross-guard
E. Red fills-in with disk A,

ppens to stop about ,six ~he advantage of the player who on the left, a good opportunity to pecially wide of the point of the
beyond the 8-10 cross-line. IS to, have the last-shot., hide there. triangle, as at E, he may fill-in
knocks it away and sticks. Still anoth~r, we!lkne~s IS that For the play of the shoote partly by placing. a disk A in
ce for an 8 at F, when, the filling-in disk ,s~o'ps Red, it would not be certain that the position of 'the T m d

alongside the opponent's initial h Id 1 b h isk a pa guar ,~ must now spoil the scor- . "e wou c ear away ot dis s E This hampers the opponent's pos-, , ,cross-guard E, as at X in FIgure, .
g. disk F by knocking It awa~, 60, the opponent can frequently and F with o,ne shot, while to sible later attempt to hide be-
_:Je d?es ~o with a full hit bunt his guard disk E into knock _aw_ax ,eIther one of them yond E, although the disk A may
ch sticks m place and blocks scoring .area probably covered would leave the ottier to cover a not bar such attempt. If E were
Black's path to, t~e ~rea, be- by a double' guard, as will be spot beyond it for Black to hide two or three f~et farther fO,r-
,E, t~en ,the fIllmg:m slt~a- discussed later in the series. in In this case the best solution ward, as at X, It would be still
IS maintained. But if he hits f 'R is t ni' t b t X harder for the opponent to score

an angle, then F is knocked For these reasons the filling- yorb etd IS °th I d-I~bal ag ou d °dr by hiding beyond it.
d h h ti di k does l i ,,' , e ween e ou e uar anan t e s 00 mg IS oes in process IS little used in tourna- 'th' •. t I'

t k it I th t th' " e "en er me.a e IS P ace, so a e ment play, when clearing the
=-) is opened for Black to make' board is more generally used, as The situation offers to Spill-'
idden score beyond E (unless, shown in Part 34, SPECIAL FILLING-IN, A spe- man, playing Red, a. later pos-
.e other shot is forced' on him Still th ' hi cial case of filling-in is occasion- sibility of hiding beyond A, as
tb it ti , I ere are cases in w IC 'I' t Z b h ti b tAde si ua IOn), filli '" t' I I I' .ally used by Carl Spillman SIX a , y s 00 mg e ween an- , I mg-in IS par ICUaer y app rea- , , , ' d E Obvi I th t di k A dSome such way of reopening bl ' I b times National champion an ' VIOUSY e wo IS s ane in tournament pay, as e-, t I f hi tway for Black to score af-I topmost all-time shuffler. It oc- mus eave room or im 0
two or three shots occurs ow, curred, for example, in the semi- play between them,

"-Wer often, This constitutes a finals of the Farnham Fox Tour-
=eakness in this method of play, GOOD FILL-IN, In Figure 60, nament at Clearwater, Jan. 27,
Another weakness is that this, two disks E and F lie on the 1955,

edure has the tendency to board and constitute a strong
umulate a number of disks on double guard protectin,g the area'[ W~en (Figure 6~)
board, and tends to weaken beyond it and affordmg Black, pent s cross-guard IS

T 31: GUARDING (P)

the opponent Black has
a cross-guard E (Figure

and the shooter has then
-, as with disk. A, then

nent is likely to knock
_ disk A in order to open

the way to the area be-
..:: so that he can ,hide there
ustrative example in Parf

r' this is done, the shooter
put another disk in place

process of knocking away
ing-in disk and replacing

.• another may be repeated,
~er, there is no point in the

t's knocking it away for
ird time (with the seventh
• as he will have no use Ior
afterward,

ART 38: HIDING (A)

As we have seen in Parts 2
d 3, when one or more disks
on the board and form a

guard such that another disk can
be hidden in a protected scoring
position beyond (often called a
"hide"), a shot to do this is
highly advantageous, As men-
tioned before, protected scoring
disks constitute one of the princi-
pal means of winning,

@E
A

e o ® o e o ® o
Figure 58 Figure 59 Figure 60 Figure 61

In general, it is concluded that
filling-in is relatively easy, but

his oppo-I is very liable to develop weak-
placed es~ nesses,

If such a guard does not eXi,;t":lareas are shown as protected more' than one guard disk,
it is usual to try to establish from an opponent shooting from This sighting from the oppon-
one whenever opportunity occurs. the left side of the court. . ent's area should not be neg-
as seen in Parts 30 to 33, On the court itself, in order t~ lected; it is surprising how much

determine where these protecte better it is thus to use the op-
PROTECTED AREAS. The va- areas lie, the shooter should go tn ponent's point of view,

rious diagrams (Figures 62, 63, the middle of the opponent's A protected area rarely pro-
64) show several oft-seen po- starting area and sight over the' vides perfect protection (see also
sitions of guards, desirable or Uti- guard, Often it is well also ~o Parts 24 ano 27), A part of the
desirable, together with the pro-. 'sight from one or both edges of area beyond the guard cannot be
tected areas beyond them, These his area, especially if there is reached by direct hit; in each
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diagram this part is shown dark- also select his aiming point with-
est. Outside of this is a fringe in the protected area, such as
on each side where no more than one of the black spots indicated
half a disk can be seen, and by X or Y in Figure 62, the
where only angle hits can be point where he expects to put
made. These fringes are more his own disk.
lightly shaded. Having selected the aiming I

Th d kl _ shaded protected point, th~ shooter goes back ;0
e ar y . I di k hIS own SIde of the court, usually

area ?eyond .any sing e - S placing his disk at the extreme
guard IS not WIde enough to con-
tain the whole of a disk. Also, outer edge of his own starting
since the opponent can shoot at area. He aims and shoots for the
a slight angle from either the aiming point. (Such a shot to
right or left side of his starting hide is sometimes called a
area, each protected area be- "sneak")
comes narrower the farther
away it extends.

A disk lying in the space im-
mediately beyond a guard, even
though not practically reachable
by a direct shot, can be spoiled
by knocking the guard disk
against it with a combination-
shot. In addition, nearness to the
kitchen. at the far end of the
protected area, adds a danger.

PLANNING, HIDING. While
sighting from the opponent's
starting area, the shooter should

PART 39: HIDING (a)

II
'I

HIDING IN 7-CORNER. How-
ever, the shot can often be played
with reduced kitchen danger by
using an aiming line LDM that
passes through the short diagonal
painted line NN at the edge of
the kitchen, so that if the disk
over-shoots and stops abreast of
the kitchen it will be safely on
a line. The shot must be made
from the extreme outer edge of
the starting area.
This shot is difficult, and is not

commonly attempted in the mid-
dle of a half-round, but it is more
likely to be used for the seventh
shot, much as a last resort, when
there is no really good shot to be
played.
It is particularly interesting to

note that in the match between
Miriam McDavid, then 1955 Na-
tional Open Champion, and Mary
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Shooting from the outer edge
of the starting area enables the
shooter to keep his shooting line,
such as LX or MY in Figure 62,
as far to the side as possible and
hence as far as possible from
the guard disk A or B so as not
to clip such guard disk in passing
and spoil the shot. a frequent
error.

:Ii:

L
M 0 e o ~e

Figure 62 Figure 63 Figure

Another effect of this error is
to displace the guard disk, A or
B, and spoil the guard for later
use. On the other hand, another
frequent error is to shoot so

wide of the guard disk that the jWill avoid keeping his eye on
shooting disk misses the pro-. guard disk while shooting.
tected area. stead, he should fix his eye
In order to avoid such errors, the aiming point beyond, and h

it aids in accuracy if the shooter it there.

\
\
~\

\
\
\
"t o ®®
Figure 65

The most usual areas where IScalise, twice National openl ror Lake Club March 10, 1955,
shots are played to hide are the Champion, playing in the State each of these skillful players left
areas beyond normal cross-guards Gold Medal Tournament at Mir- her opponent few opportunities to
and Tampa-guards (Parts 30. 33
and 38). However, a special case,
is the shot to hide in a corner be-I
yond a guard C that is ]ocat~dl L \N i I J
near the edge of :1 court, as III
Figure 65. Note the protected
area beyond disk C in Figure 63
of Part 38. Only a small part of
the 7-area is available and is 0
course near the kitchen.

E
y~

Figure 66

hide except deeply in a 7-cor
and each skillfully and succ
fully took advantage of sev
such opportunities by hiding
t.he corners.

o

HIDING AT EDGE. When
opponent Black has placed
cross-guard on -the shooter's l-

of the court, as at E, Figure
a play for a score along the
of the court may be conside
especially if the cross-guard --
too close to the center line. (
also Parts 31, 32 and 34.)
If the guard is well-placed,

at E in Figure 66, this "sui -
alley" shot is difficult; the
is long, only a small part of -
7-area is available, and the kil
en danger is imminent.
Another disadvantage of

shot is that it leaves the
placed cross-guard to be
thereafter by the opponent,
hampered, to hide his next
beyond it. Thus, even if the
er succeeds in hiding his disk
in scoring area beyond E, the
ponent can still utilize the
guard for hiding one of his
disks.
Furthermore, the sides

courts are often slower than
the center, so that a shot
the edge is liable to require
cia! accuracy and adjustrne
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64

e on the
. g. In-
eye 011

and hold

7-corner
succes
severa;
'ding i

close to the center line, as at Y'jShot of a half-round, when the i
such a shot along the edge of the shooter has no further play to
court is little used. It is most make and this seems to be the
likely to be used for the seventh best he can attempt.

ed the opponent for hiding.s;Jeed to this slowness, and even
it may stop short at some

:xrint such as X, where it may
d to the protected area afford-

Therefore, except when the op-
ponent's cross-guard is placed too

ART 40: HIDING (C)

One method of hiding a disk is hit on the left side and his shoot-
a glancing hit, as 'shown in ing disk glanced to the left be-

"'1gure 67. Disks E, F and G are yond and in line with the tWI)
eady in position. By shooting disks A and B, thus obtaining a
disk C at G so as to hit It on ..,

- I ft id th shooting disk C well-protected scoring disk (This
e Sl e, e. was a so-called "roll-over" al-

caused to glance inward to a ..'
ring position beyond E and F. though there IS no rolling.)
ere it is well protected

DANGER. When the shooter
Red has a good disk B, Figure
69, hidden beyond a good cross-
guard A, with some extra 1"00:11

between, there is a temptation to
try to hide another disk b'ltwercn
A and B, as at C. With careful
shooting, this can be done. How-

GLANCING, HIDING. An ex- ever, the. shooter should be
Ie in whidch such adsd~?t te; especially careful not to hit the Red

e was use as an a I. 'or.:~" ~ 0 ~Black Andel'son0 (8) 0
ent in a shot. for another guard disk ~, for to do so. WC~I]j SpUlJIIan Sho'ote%' •

ose is shown in the following not .0~IY SPO:I th" shot to h~de "he Fi ure 67 Figure 68 Figure 69
- , Figure 68. additional disk C but would also g . .

knock away the existing guard when the shooter IS to play the WIll not be allowed to stay in
In th ifi I . th Sta and expose the already-hidden seventh shot of the half-round. he place, but it can be expected to

e serm ma s of e. te . frequently has little hope of ac- force the opponent to shoot at it.
Id Medal Tournament. [it 1'1 dIS1<B. cornplishing anything. and needs and is likely to prevent his scor-
aersburg, March 11, 1954. the Also, the shooter should care- to grasp at almost anything. If ing against it as a backstop. or

ter Red, Gerald Anderson. fully avoid stopping at some ~e h<l;sany place to hide a scor- may e,ven lead to hi~ not scoring
r rated ninth in our An-Time point such as X, where. as mg disk, su~h IS usually the b.est at all If he shoots at It.

lb d' P h di k shot. Even If the chance to hIde. . .
of Champions, had a cross-d€S~~1 ~ ';~t t art 2~: t e IS is a poor one, it may be the best ~anous me~hofs I of tld~g
d at A and a disk on the ~'OUtt' aCIhIa e

dl
SPOI~~~ f B by available shot and the time w Ich hare ~artIc.u aIr dY ahPPd,ICa.e

,. pu mg a an e on it" or ilse to take a chance at sue a time me u e I mg m
at B. while his op- in a combination shot to knock . the corner of the 7-area (Part 39),
a disk in the 7- the disk at X against the disk hiding alona the edge of the court

at B. Even though a disk cannot be (Part 39), hiding by glancing hit
hidden well, an opportunity to (above), or partial hiding in the

.snderson knocked away the SEVENTH-SHOT HIDING. As hide one part-ally may be advan- lO-area, as descri bed in the next
y disk G with a glancing will be discussed more fully later, tageous. Such a shot prohably article.

:r there were only one disk F
the guard it would obviouslv
more difficult to cause disk
to move sideways from G to a
, t near C and covered by F

.5ee Part 19).

- crossline
nt had
at G.

RT 41: HIDING (D)

_ - mentioned in Part 33, a Many players would simply see
- us weakness of many shuf- a black disk, an enemy disk, and
is their frequent failure to proceed to knock it off the board.
nize a Tampa guard when Actually, it is just as good a

~ located so as to favor them, guard beyond which to hide as if
'ally if it is of the opponent's its color were red. A"d the shoot-
_ Figure 70 shows a black er should shoot to hide a disk at
F located in the position of about point X, in the protected

:-ampa guard favorable to the area beyond F (compare with
zer Red. The opponent may Figure 62 of Part 38l.
put it there by mistake, or
y have been knocked there HIDING IN 10 - AREA. An op-
previous shot. ponent's Tampa guard E (lying

on his side of the board, Figure partially, and the opponent will be
71) does not ordinarily afford a able to hit it.
good place for the shooter to However the disk affords the
hide. But f~l' ~he seventh shot. special ad~antage that the op-
when ~he,re IS httl~ cha.nce of ac- ponent is forced to shoot to spoil
complishing anything, It may be it If it . tl hidd hI . I IS par Y I en e can-
~dvantageous, The shooter, play- not hit it full to us it a b k-
mg from the extreme outer edge . , es a ~c
of his starting area, places his stop for scoring, and he has little
disk at D. He hardly hopes that or no chance of putting it in the
his disk will stay there to score, kitchen. In addition, there is
for the disk can be hidden only some possibility that the opponent
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may bappen to hit the wrong disk sibility that the opponent may
E and. glance away leaving the score with a combination to
disk D to score a 10 for the knock E against D, but there
shooter are chances that he may still

. leave Red with a scoring disk in
Ot course, there is some pos- the lO-area or B-area.

PART 42: DOUBLE (A)

A double is a shot in which
the shooting disk strikes a non-
scoring disk lying on one of the
lines of the scoring diagram, and
leaves both disks in scoring po-
sitions.

There are several types of dou-
bles, some fairly easy, and some
very difficult. All require del-
icacy of touch, and most of them
require considerable accuracy in
direction.

Even though inaccuracy in
shooting may cause failure to ac-
complish a double completely,
that is, to score both disks, there
is frequently a good chance that
one or the other of the disks may
score.

Accomplishing a double fre-
quently' leaves one or both of
the friendly disks unprotected by
guards, so that the opponent can
probably knock away one of them
by a simple hit, or perhaps both
of them in one shot by means
of a combination or a carom.

In order to make it more dif-
ficult for the opponent to accom-
plish a successful combination or
carom, it is well when practic-
able to leave the two disks of
the double well separated to front
and rear, and also to right and
left.

FRONT·AND·REAR DOUBLE.
The simplest and easiest form
of the double is the front-and-
rear double. In Figure 72, disk A

PART 43: DOUBLE (B)

A very favorable opportunity
to accomplish a double develops

occasionally in the situation of
Figure 73. With a disk A in
cross - guard position, Red has
previously shot to hide disk B
beyond A, but the disk has
stopped on the 7-8 cross-line at
B-1. Only A and B-1 are on the
board.
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lies initially on a cross-line at
A-I, it being the only disk on the
board.

Thp. shooting disk B is aimed
directly at the center of A-I" and
is shot gently, in order to tap
the latter lightly onward to A-2,
in scoring area beyond the cross-
line but short of the kitchen. At
the same time the shooting disk
B backstops against disk A-I and
remains in scoring position short
of the line.

Gain for the shot: 15 points.
If the first disk A-I were on the
8-10 cross-line, the gain should
be 18 points,

TARGET DISK. It should be
remembered that the striking
disk may hit slightly off center
and not stop instantly, but may
move onward perhaps one-quar-
ter inch to one inch, after this
gentle hit (Part 9). Therefore, in
order to accomplish this double,
it is important that enough of the
target disk extend. across the line
toward the shooter for an inch
or more, so that the shooting disk
will be backstopped clear of the
line.

If the. disk extends toward the
shooter by only about Yz inch,
the shot is still possible, but dif-
ficult, and the shooting disk must
be very accurately centered on
the target disk.

Since the shooter rarely can
see well enough to determine how
much of the disk lies over the
line on the side toward him, he

Assuming that the shooter Iled
gets another chance to shoot in
that area, he now attempts a
front-and-rear double, shooting
gently at B-1 to knock it onward
to B-2, while the shooting disk is
backstopped in scoring area
at c.

PROTECTED DOUBLE. The

F

e
Figure 70

should ask a court official under
Rule G-2 for information as to
the location of the disk.

VULNERABLE. While the
front-and-rear double is the eas-
iest and most certain to make.
it is usually also the most vul-
nerable after it has been made,
since both disks can frequently be
knocked away by a single shot,
although there are occasions when
the opponent succeeds in spoil-
ing only one of them. It is usual
to play for the double even though
it will be in the open, and to
hope that one of the disks may
be safe,

great advantage in this play is
that both disks B-2 and C are pro-
tected by A. Otherwise this is es-
sentially the same as the double
described in Part 42.

On the other hand, the oppo-
nent Black should have foreseen
the possibility of this shot, and

I
I
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Figure 71

®
Figure 72
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d have prevented it. A suit-
preventive would have been

put a guard disk at X. to fill-
and to blockade the path that
would want to follow.

The opponent should of course
knock away these disks, but if he
should fail to do so, Red may gain
greatly from this situation.
With his shooting disk C he

hits B-1 on center (Figure 75),
and C stops in place as it hits,

SECOND ATTEMPT. Occasion- for an 8. B-1 is tapped onward to
y the situation shown in Figure B-2, where it hits A-I and stops

--= arises. The shooter has had a as it hits, also for an 8. A-I is
A-Ion the 7-8 cross-line, and pushed gently o~ward to A-2, fO.r

- tried for a double but hi ~ 7. Th~ result IS thus two addi-
" ' s tional disks for a total of three

• ting disk has stopped short scoring disks. Gain for the shot:
B-1, failing to make the dou- 15 points. Score remaining on the

board: 23 points.

RT 44: DOUBLE (e)

The two disks are thus separ-
ated more widely from front to
rear, and this makes it harder
for the opponent to spoil both
disks with a single shot. .

""Den a disk lies on the cen-
line, as at A-I, Figure 76, a
t-and-left double from the
er line can be accomplished
striking it at an angle so that
disk moves to the right and
other to the left, both going
scoring areas.

namely the right edge of the tar-
get disk C-l in Figure 77. the re-
sult is to drive the struck disk
farther forward, as to C-2, and
to cause the striking disk to
glance off more sharply to the
side and for a shorter distance,
as to D.

Figure 73 Figure 74 Figure 75

TGHT-AND-LEFT DOUBLE.
this case, the disk A-I is hit
the right side and knccked
"'-onally to the left to A-2. At
ame time the shooting disk
s diagonally to the right This is generally a surer shot

3. Gain for the shot: 16 points. than when using the thinner hit
with aiming point an inch out-

- making the above-described side the edge of the target disk,
the two disks have moved as in the preceding case. How-

=::. about equally in angle and ever, if the shooting disk happens
ceo The aiming point for to hit too near the center, the

. a shot has been, as Will be result is liable to be that both
when we. return. to the mat- disks will be left on the center

of angles 111 detail, about an line
to right of the right edge .
target disk. In general, an aiming point at

_' the edge of the target disk, or
~r the above .doubl~ has perhaps a half-inch outside the

made, the two disks A-2 and edge will probably give satisfac-
ean .be knocked away often tory 'results for most such cases.

single carom shot, some-
with ease, by hitting first

disk and glancing over to
other.

In case the available space for
the movement of one or both
disks is limited, the shooter
should consider the directions in

~ER AIMING POINT. If which the disks will move and
erent aiming point is used, how to adjust the angle of hit

r 45: DOUBLE CD)

Figure 79, the disk A-I lies
interseeeron ..at the center

and the 7-8 cross-line. No
disk is on the board. De-
g upon how much of the

in the right-hand 8-area,
saooter should be able to es-

whether he can hit the

disk by aiming about two inches to risk knocking the target disk
to the right of center of the tar- into the kitchen or off the board.
get disk, glance slightly to the If there is insufficient part of
right, and still remain in the 8- the target disk A-I in an B-area
area for a score. This hit will for the shooting disk to hit it and
drive the target disk diagonally still remain in the 3 - area, the
to the left, as to A-2. shot should be treated as a right-
The shot is gentle, so as not and-left double on the cross-line,

DOUBLE FOR VICTORY. In
the Gasparilla Tournament, at
Tampa, Feb. 4, 1954, Henry Ba-
dum, the shooter Red, three
times National Open Champion,
was playing against Donald De-

o ® o
Figure 78Figure 76 Figure 77

so that the disks will move in is so close to the kitchen as to
suitable directions. be dangerous. After the neces-

sary hit at an angle, with both
D~UBLE .IN KITCHEN. When disks moving diagonally onward,

a disk A-I lies on the center line one or both of them may go into
between the two 7-areas (Figure the kitchen. Obviously, such a
78), and not close to the 7-8 cross- shot ordinarily should not be at-
line, then the play for a double tempted.

as will be described in Part 47.
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The !"corp w=s 61-72, respec-
tively. Facing Badurri at his last-
she was the situation as shown
in Figure eo. He had a disk A-I
lying on the center line, and he
could see only a thin slice of it Alternatel h ld I f
because it was largely blocked y, e cou p ay or a
off by the disks G, F and E. score on the open left side of the

board, a type of shot in which
With Dewart's score at 72, the he had been successful in about

latter needed only one score to four attempts in five. If he shot
win the game, and would have for a score and made an 8, the
the last-shot in the next half- score in the game would be 69
round with good chances of then to 72, with the opponent, as men-
winning the game. tioned above, having a good

chance to win with his last-shot in
Badum could play the difficult the next frame.

thin shot tor the right-and-left
double on the center line, shoot- Badum made
ing along the line indicated by shot for the
the arrow. If he made the dou- plished it, and

r
wan. the opponent Black,
winner of that tournament
preceding year.

PART 46: DOUBLE (E)

A shot for a double from a diag-
onal line made by Blair Ilderton
in the Gasparilla Tournament
was described in our Notable
Shots column in The Times
Jan. 12, 1958. This type of shot
is here covered in more detail.

In Figure 81 the shooter Red,
playing on the right, has a disk
at A·l lying on one of the diagon-
al outer lines of the scoring trio
angle. It is the only disk on the
board.

Red has an opportunity to doub-:
Ie with this disk. He desires to
knock disk A-I into scoring area
at about point A-2 and inside the
diagonal line. Also he wants his
shooting disk to glance off A-I to
the left and stop in the to-area
at B.

When played correctly the gain
for the shot in this situation is
18 points.

AIMING POINT. In order for
the shooting disk to glance to the
left, the hit must be to left of
center. But it must not be too far
to the left.

Assume tentatively an aiming
point at about two inches to Jeft
of center. Using a hit with this

.aim, the struck disk will slide
along the side of the triangle
without quitting the line, and will
therefore not go into scoring
area.

Accordingly, the correct aim-
ing point is about one inch from
the center of the target disk A-I,
and on the side toward the cen-
ter of the court, that is, in this

I'I

'l'~·l(
IJ, •
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thel ble, for 15 or 16 points, it would'
the bring the score in the game to

76 or 77 points and he would win.
If he missed the shot for dou-
ble, he might score a 7 on the
open left side of the board, or
perhaps stop in the kitchen or go
off the board.

his decision. He
double, ace om-
won the game.

particular situation, the aiming
point is one inch to left of cen-
ter of the target disk.

THREE CHANCES. From the
foregoing, it is plain that great
accuracy in shooting is nec-
essary to accomplish the whole.
Yet a variation of an inch to one
side or the other should score
one or the other of the disks,
but not both, so the shot should
still be profitable.

Hence there are three chances
to score: With the target disk,
with the shooting disk, or with
both.

STARTING SPOT. If the shot
Is made from M, at the extreme
right side of the starting area
for this case in which the target
disk lies initially on the right
side of the triangle. it improves
the chances for the shooting disk
to glance to the side.

Similarly, if the target disk is
on the left side of the triangle,
as at Z, it is best to shoot from
the extreme left edge L of the
starting area. In the latter situa-
tion, the chances of general suc-
cess are somewhat poorer.

TARGET DISK. The shot is
easier and more certain if more
of the target disk lies within the
triangle, as at A-2 in Figure 82.
If the target disk lies almost en-
tirely outside the triangle, as at
A-3, there is little likelihood of
success.

SPEED, DISTANCE. The shot
should be gentle. Its force should
be proportioned to the amount

\

e o
Figure 79

EE
Figure 81

@Black
Dewart

72
Figure

e o

Figure 82
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t the disk A-I overlaps the clear of the diagonal line. Of
If most of this disk lies in- course, care must be taken not

e the triangle, as at A-2, the to over-shoot, with accompany-
zcuck disk should be driven ing kitchen danger.

ut a foot.
!f, on the other hand, the disk AREAS. There must be room

almost wholly outside the for the shooting disk to glance to
- gle, as at A-3, that disk the side into the scoring area and

be driven about four or five remain there, and some margin-
to reach a scoring position al space is needed for inaccura-

RT 41~DOUBLE (F)

striking angle of about forty-five there is not enough room- for the a position on a line as to threaten
.degrees (45 degrees). After the disks, then probably some other a later double, the shooter should
hit, the two disks move onward shot 'should be selected. ordinarily spoil it as soon as
and diagonally outward into the This double is difficult to ac- practicable, usually by knocking
7-area. A-I moves to A-2. The complish, and seldom used. the disk away. If the enemy disk
s~lOoting disk glances off to the A shot of this type was made is in the open. this should be
SIde ~o B. . by Henry Badum against Farrell easy /0 .accomplish, generally by
ThIS double d~mands space be- Bruner in the 1956 Full Moon direc .. hit. .

yond the cross-line for the move- Tournament and was described Instead of knocking away the
?1e?t. ~f the disks. If the disk A-I in our colu~n -of Notable Shuffle threatening disk, the double
IS initially located so that the Shots Jan 21 1958 perhaps may be prevented by
final location of B is liable to be .,. placing a guard to blockade the
on the center line, then the shot way to hitting that disk. An ex-
should probably be planned for PREVENTING DOUBLE. In ample of this was shown in the
B to cross the center line and general, when one of the oppon- seventh shot of Part 4.
stop on the- other side of it. If ent's disks has stopped in such i

Sometimes a friendly disk A-I
..:lgure 83) touches a cross-line

lies almost entirely beyond
without enough of the disk
IWingin rear of the line so that
front-and-rear double (Part 42)
be made. Under these circum-

zaces, it may be possible to
ase a right-and-Ieft double from
cross-line, as shown in the

gram.

ow MADE. The center of the
ing disk is aimed approxi-
ly one inch from the edge of
target disk, thus making a

RT 48: DOUBLE (G)

.!Ihough the occurrence of a
ble situation for scoring a
de is usually unintentional

- develops through the unfore-
stopping of a disk on a line,
there are some cases in
doubles can be prepared

ionally.

articles to several times their
size.

EXAMPLE. A suitable situation
for preparing a double is illus-
trated in Figure 84. Two guarding
disks F and E, the only disks on
the board, cover most of the op·
ponent's side of the scoring dia-
gram. Disk E also covers much
of the space along the center line.
The covered area beyond the

guard F·E does not include a
practicable scoring area for use
of the shooter. And on the right
side of the board, the opponent
would be able to hit any red disk
placed in scoring area.
If a red disk is placed on the

center line at B, it becomes a
suitable basis for a later shot to
make a double, and it lies in a

advan~ag~ of a preparatory partially protected area.
on a Ime IS that an unwary .
inexperienced opponent may After the dl~k B has been
--, ignore it as not dangerous laced on the Ime, the opponent
erefore may not shoot to may be led, in. order to. prevent
:t, whereas he would almost a double, to spoil disk B If he can

~ be led to strike at a see part of it, as he can, or to
,g disk. put a guarding disk to block it,

as at Y or Z. Or perhaps he may
ver, these articles cannot take some other shot.
many of the errors of
t that players may make. If the opponent fails to prevent
so would enlarge these the double, or to take some other

PARING A DOUBLE may
ne by shooting to stop on

center line between the two
; it is an easy shot. On

ether hand, to prepare a dou-
the diagonal line is hardly

'cable, and to attempt to
e a double on a cross-line
be foolish, due to the diffi-
of stopping on such a line,
in the case when an ene-

~k can be used as a back-

•

cies. This eliminates a case in 7-.area, there is too much kitchen <{.
which the target disk is very danger to make such a shot ordi-
close to the point cf the triangle. narily practicable.
The double can be accomplished Another shot of this type was

against a disk located on the side described in our column of No-
of the a-area, as in the above- table Shuffle Shots Feb. 9, 1958,
mentioned shot played by Ilder- when the shooter attempted a
ton. double on the diagonal line, but
On the other hand, if the tar- scored only one of his disks for

get disk lies en the side of the an8

\V

Figure 83® o
E The preparation of a double,

such as outlined above or
perhaps played in some other
manner, may not always be a
valuable step toward making a
double, as most opponents will
probably shoot to prevent a dou-
ble, but it does tend to take the
initiative away from the opponent
by pressing him to take just that
action.

@ Figure 84 0
action demanding the attention of
the shooter, then the latter is free
to complete the double
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PART 49: TRIPLE (A)

The triple is related to the dou-
ble, but with an additional disk
scored.

The situation inviting a triple
occurs inadvertently, that is, the
disks lying on the board which
can 'be used to accomplish a
triple have reached their places
in an unforeseen manner.

A TRIPLE. Figures 85 and 86
show an example of a triple.

In Figure 85, disks A-I and B-1
lie on the beard initially. The
shooter Red plays to make his
tri ple (Figure 86).

His shooting disk hits B-1 and
stops immediately at C for alD.
B-I is knocked onward and makes
a right-and-left double with disk
A-I. B-I glances off A-I diagon-
ally to the right and stops for an
8 at B-2. Finally A-I is pushed
to the left to A-2, for another 8.

Gain for the shot: 26 points.

® 0 ® 0 ® 0 ®
Figure 85 Figure 86 Figure 87 Figure

ANUTHER TRIPLE. In Figure
87 there are initially only two
disks on the board, A-I and B-l,
both lying on the center line.

The shooter Red plays (Figure lat C for an 8. B-1 is driven on- ff 8 at B-2. A-I is tapped
88) to hit B-1 slightly to right of ward and slightly to the left to onally to the right to score
center, after which the shooting hit A-Ion the left side, and to t A-2.
disk glances to the right to stop glance off to the left for a score Gain for the shot: 23 poi

PART so: TRIPLE (8)

In Figure 89 there are initially \ s-i. The shooter Red plays for al The shooting disk Chits B-I hits are generally undesir
two disks on the board, A-I and triple. . .., "" with a thin hit (FIgure 901, the the former case is not highly

aiming point being about 2% ornmended.

inches to right of the right edge, .In this second
of disk B-I. Disk C then goes on other hand, neither the first
to make a front-and-rear double nor the second hit involves a

VARIATION. The following is afar an 8. B-I is knocked ag .

variation of the triple shown A-I, and stops at B-2, also for

above. Since the former was 8. Finally, A-I is pushed onw

based on a thin hit against the to A-2, where it scores a 7.

first disk struck, and since thin Gain for the shot: 23

with disk A-I.
hit, and this play

more desirable andAs disk Chits B-I, the latter is

pushed to the left to B-2. Then The initial situation is the s

as C hits A-I it stops against the" as in the foregoing case, as sh
latter to remain in the 8-area for in Figure 89.
a score. Finally, A-I is tapped on-
ward to A-2, for a 7.

Gain for the shot: 23 points.

The shooting disk, aimed

the left edge of B-l (Figure

strikes it and glances off to

® 0 ® 0@ 0

Figure 89 Figure 90 Figure 91
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points.

ART 51: TRIPLE (e)

Still another example of a
::riple is shown in Figures 92 and
_ As shown in Figure 92, there

TIe only two disks on the board,
-1 and B-1. The shooter plays
knock B-1 against A-I gently.
The shooting disk hits B-1 (Fig-
e 93), and stops against it for

~ 10 at C. B-1 is knocked against
--1, and stops at B-2 for an 8.
-1 is tapped onward to stop at
2 for a 7.
Gain for the shot: 25 points.

ANOTHER TRIPLE. In a sit-
tion of a minor tournament
e were initially three disks
the board, C-l, B-1 and E-1

Figure 94). The shooter Red
27 points behind at the time

• this shot, which was the last-
t of the half-round and which

_ ved to be the last play of the
~e. The opponent had the
- ing score on the board, the

- at E-1.

The ordinary play would have
n to shoot to put E-l in the

itchen and thus save game.
- wever, the shooter thought

t he might not only save the
;'"'.,ane but also win the game in

same shot. So he shot for a
- Ie.

o ® o ®
Figure 92 Figure 93 Figure 94

ART 52: HITS AND AiNGLES (C)

DISTANCE. But these are very
eral indications, and it should
possible to provide a more
ate determination as to how
to hit a disk to move it

a certain distance.
the shuffler has no doubt

o ® o
Figure 95

~F

·

········0D
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ing disk C stops at C-2 when it
hits E-1, and E-1 is knocked on-
ward toward E-2.
In accordance with a long-es-

tablishsd principle of physics.
the momentum of disk C is com-
municated to disk E-1 and the
distance it moves is the same
distance as C would go if E-1
were not there, that is, to E-2.

AIMING. Applying this princi-
ple to the orivinal problem,' the
way to shoot to move E-1 in a
straight line to E-2 is to aim at
point E-2, beyond and directly in
line with the center of E-1, keep
ths eye 011 that point, and shoot
with the thouzht that the shoot-
er wants his shooting disk to go
to E-2. Then when the shooting
disk hits E-1, the latter will move
to E-2.
In further application (third

sketch in Figure 96). if it is de-

Some general and preliminary realized, the determination of
siderations concerning hits how hard to shove a shoot-
angles were presented in ing disk in order to make it at-

ts 9 and 10. It now appears tain a given spot is found by
• . able to return to that topic fixing the eyes on that spot and

cover it more fully, in view concentrating on the idea that
the subjects of Bunt, Kitchen, that is the target spot. The mus-

Combination, soon to be des, based on previous shots 01)

:reated. the same court, unconsciously
As was said in Part 9, if it is adjust themselves to the dis-
. ed to knock a disk directly tance, and the shot is accom-
ard, it is struck in the center plished.
t is. with a full hit. If it is to On the left of Figure 96, disk
moved only a short distance A-I is shot to reach A-2, there
is of course struck lightly; if being no disk in the way. It
is to move a long distance. it reaches A-2.
truck harder.

glanced slightly to the left to the shot failed. E-1 was moved ticable plays, even though com-
stop at C-2 for a 7. B-1 was onward only slightly to E-2. And plicated should be remunera-
knocked against E-1, where it the opponent won the game. tive.'
stopped in place at B-2 for a 7. Sometimes such complicated
These three scores completed shots are presented, and are ANOTHER TRIPLE was de-

the triple, for a gain of 22 points, even sometimes forced upon a scribed in our column of Notable
disk hit C-1 to but this was not- enough to over- player at the end of a half-round Shuffle Shots, March 9, 1958,
(Figure 95) and come the opponent's lead. or at the end of a game, as a showing a complicated success-

ced very slightly to the right Red had hoped also to tap E-1 forlorn hope in a difficult situa- Iul triple by Paul Cole in the
stop at D. C-1 was driven into the kitchen, really making tion. At these and other times, 1955 Florida State Championship

gainst the left side of B-1, and a quadruple play, but this part of attention to searching for prac- Tournament.

In the center of the same fig-
ure, the disk C-1 is shot with ex-
actly the same force and it is
therefore shot to go exactly the
same distance. However, disk
E-1 is in the way, and it is hit
exactly on center. As has been
seen in other cases, the shoot-

Figure 96
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sired to put a disk F in the kitch- the target disk. The shooting
en, the shooter should aim at disk will stop when it hits, and
paint P in the kitchen, on a the struck disk F will go on to
line directly over the center of the kitchen.

Applying still further the same
principle, if either of two disks
is to be put in the kitchen, and
one disk is at a distance of one

PAR" 53: srrs AND ANGLES (D)

By making a detailed study of
angles it is desired to show how
the shuffler can find a simple
and practical method of selecting
and utilizinz aiming points
which will enable him to make
reasonably accurate angle shots.

STUDY DIAGRAM. In Figure As all billiard players know, if
97 there is shown a disk B-l strik- it is desired to drive a billiard
ing another disk E-l at an angle.' ball in a given direction it should
Disk E-! has been lying on the be struck on the opposite side.
court. Disk B-! has been moving Similarly, the struck disk will
along the shooting line LPM. move directly away from the
Positions of the disks are point T where it is hit.

shown at moment of contact or of It should be noted that the
impact. The centers of the disks point of contact T is not the
are marked by dots. at B-! and same as the aiming point P, and
E·l. The disks are of course six must not be confused with it.
inches in diameter. It is along the line from B-!
Point P is the aiming point through T and E-! toward E-2,

(see also part 6). In the drawing that is, the line joining the disk
it is about two inches to left of centers and extended onward
center of the struck disk E-l. toward E-2, that the struck disk

. .. is always driven. Let this be
. DRIVEN LINE. The .lme join- called the "driven line." It is an
ing the center~ of the disks pass- important line.
es through point .of contact.T be- The shooter often plans where
tween the two disks, and IS ex- he expects to drive the struck
tended onward to some point E-2'1 disk, and this driven line always

shows its direction.

SCIENTIFIC. Discussions 0'
hits and angles are in accord
ance with principles long estan-
lished in the science of physics.
The discussions are desisned to
be as simple as practicable and
yet explain the ideas which '"
good shuffler should understand ..
In several instances, instead of

exact mathematical accuracy,
some approximations have been
made for simplicity, but the ap-
proximations are generally more
accurate than the shuffler's aim
and shooting.

PART 54: HITS AND ANGLES (E)

Figure 97 shows the aiming struck disk is driven away along
line LP, the line along which the the driven line.
~hooter should aim. And, as sum- These various terms are used
ing . that the. player ~hoo~s frequently in these articles in
st~alght along his airnmg lme. in connection with shots involving
t~IS cas~, It IS. also. th~ shooting angle hits.
line. This shooting line IS extend-
ed to some point M. In the sketch the striking angle

is approximately 20 degrees. This
is about the same angle by which
each of the diagonal side lines
of the- court diverges from the
center line, and is a most im-
portant angle to remember.
If the striking angle were

foot from the kitchen while
other is at nine feet from
kitchen, then the same il
would be used for either shot &1:3

r
I /
IJ~lv
INi;!
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4~~~/Jo~ I1.r:
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Figure 97

wider, perhaps 30 degrees, 45 de- It is a general rule that
grees, or 60 degrees, the struck wo disks always move a
disk would diverge more to the from each other along li
right side. which make an angle of 90
RIGHT ANGLE. The line from grees with each ether, as sh

B-l to B-2 is drawn perpendicu- above for the driven line and
lar to the driven line, that is, glance-off line. Change the stn
at a right angle with it (90 de- ing angle as desired, this will
grees, or corner of a square), main true.
Let this line from B-! to B-2 be (This is theoretically corr
called the "glance-off line," also although there are differen
an important line, along which due to the fact that the disks
the striking disk will always not perfectly resilient 'in a set
move as it glances off the struck tific sense, but these differen
disk. can be neglected.)

STRIKING ANGLE. The angle
MBE between the shooting line
LPM and the driven line BE, is
called the "striking angle," also
sometimes the "angle of hit." It
shows the angle at which the

PART 55: HITS AND ANGLE'S (F)

For some of us who may be in size, angle DEF is 20 degrees,
rusty in our book larnin', it may while other angles are shown as
be well to review the matter or 30, 45 and 60 degrees. And there
angles. is also 90 degrees, or a right
Figure 98 shows various angles, angle, or the corner of a square.

each marked with the correspond- This last angle can bf> divided,
ing number of degrees showing for example, into two angles of
the size of the angle. For ex- 45 degrees <last sketch of Fig-
ample, angle ABC is 10 degrees ure 98).

In considering angles, the shut- is shown in Figure 99. It is
fler should not be frightened by angle YWZ between the cent
the thought that they are unduly line of the court and one of
complicated. The application be- diagonal side lines. It is app
comes really quite simple, as will imately 20 degrees. that is, ab
be seen. the same as angle DEF in

ure 93. It is easy to see and
TWENTY DEGREES. The most remember since it is there on

important angle to be considered court, ma;ked in part by pain
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s.
:1 there is a disk A lying on

of the diagonal side lines
tgure 99) and it is desired to
. e that disk along the line to
toward X, the aiming point
e is two inches from the cen-
of the disk and in this case
eft of center. (See also Fig-
97 in Part 53.) The driven
AX makes an anale of 20
es with the shooting line
coincides with the diagonal
line.

701' simplicity, it is assumed in
cases under consideration at
time that the shooting line
raight along the court, not

. onally. However, as we shall
later, many shots that are
perfectly straight along the
can be treated as if they

Figure 99 Figure 100
left of center. the striking angle is 20 degrees.
Of course, the same idea ap- In general. therefore, in order

plies in Figure 100 for lines paral- to drive a disk along a line at
lei to the other diagonal side a 20-degree angle with the shoot-
line. For any of the shots shown, ing line, or parallel to a diagonal
the aiming point for the shooting side line, the aiming point is two
disk is two inches to right of cen- inches from the center of the tar
tel' of the first disk struck, and get disk.

B E H

o INCHES. In Figure 99
also are shown a number

her lines GH. Fe and EB,
parallel to the diagonal line
- e right side of the triangle.
pose it is desired to knock
E against disk B. The line again two inches to left of cen-
E to B, being parallel to tel' of E.
of the diagonal side lines, Similarly, in order to drive disk

an angle of 20 degrees F against disk C, the aiming
a shooting line which is point is two inches to left of cen

- •a t along the court. In order ter of F. Finally, to drive G
ive E along the line EB and against H, the same location of
t B, the aiming point is aiming point is used, two inches

11
K

p sbl~
Q R T U

Figure 98

T 56: HITS AND ANGLES (G)

ntially the same method to drive a disk F at a disk B
be used for driving disks along a line parallel to the line
at an angle of 10 degrees WU, the aiming point is one inch
described in the preced- to left of center of the first struck

- icle for the angle of 20 disk F. Finally, to drive G
•••••.-- against H, along a line that is

_ also parallel to WU, and at nn
DEGREES. It has been angle of 10 degrees with a shoot-
at the. angle b~tween t~e ing line straight along the court,

cent~r lI~e a~d either of its the aiming point is similarly one
"ro:;::c.lU Side lines IS about 20 de- inch to left of center.

Half of this angle is about Likewi . F' 102'fs and is shown in Fig, . I ewise, as m. igure ,L
as the angle YWU be. disks are to be drt~en diagonally

the center line and the line, to the left al.ong ljnes EA. FB,
h ffl h ld b bl and GR. which are 10 degrees

~ s u . er. s ou e a e from shooting lines straight down
ee e this line WU on the the court, the aiming point is one
!lalfw~y betwe~n t~e center inch to right of center.
a diagonal Side line.
er to drive a disk E to AIMING POINTS. Thus far
A, along this line which there have been developed two

an angle. of 10 degrees striking angles and the corre-
center line, the aiming spondinz aiming points.

.s one inch to left of center
target disk E. The strik-

•• I;,."~Ie is of course 10 degrees. Striking angle Aiming point
10 degrees 1 inch from center
20 degrees 2 inches from center

w w

w w

Figure 102
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PART 57: HITS AND ANGLES (H)

Considering now hits at strik-
ing angles of 30 degrees (Figure
103), the same ideas can be ap-
plied as in Parts 55 and 56.

THIRTY DEGREES. The angle
YWV between the line WV and the
center line WY is 30 degrees. The
shuffler can imagine the line WV
on the court as about 10 degrees
outward from the diagonal side
line. Such angles need not be ex-
act, but merely estimated in an
approximate manner.

Angle
10 degrees

Aiming Point
1 inch from center

20 degrees 2 inches from center

30 degrees

45 degrees

bered by the fact that the two
disks diverge to right and left by
the same amount after the hit
(Figure 104). The aiming point is
41/4 inches from the center of the
target disk, or 1% inches from
the side of the disk. This can be
remembered as about four inches
for 45 degrees. It is indicated by
a dot.

TO REMEMBER. Insummar g
the aiming points for the four
principal striking angles are easy

PAIT sa: HITS AND ANGLES (I)

Figures 105 to 109 show the di-
rections and distances of move-
ment of disks after hits at var-
ious angles.
In each' case the shooting disk

B, aimed at point P and mov-
ing along the shooting line LP,
strikes the target disk E·1. At
the instant of impact the disk B
is at B·1.
In each case, the aiming point

P is marked by a dot and is lo-
cated to left of the center of disk
E·l, by distances of one inch,
three inches (or left edge), 41f4,
and for the last two cases over
five inches. These distances of
P from the center of the target

36

disk give respective striking an-
gles of 10, 30, 45, and about 60
to so degrees.
EQUAL SPREAD. Referring to

Figure 107, it is shown that, as
previously stated in Parts 10, 44
and 57, when the striking angle
is 45 degrees, with aiming point
41/4inches from the center or 1'!4
outside the edge' of the target
disk, the two disks move outward
diagonally and equally in angle
and distance.
Each of the various drawings

shows the shooting line LP ex-
tended to M, which indicates the
point to which the shooting disk
would go if disk E-1 were not in

Remarks
10 degrees is half of the 20 degree angle betw
the center line and a diagonal side line.
20 degrees is the angle between the center r
and a diagonal side line.

The disks move outward about equally in
and distance.

h-
I

I
I
1"" ry/'\~
r

Figure I/)4

to remember, and are shown in
the box.
It is also to be remembered

that what is aimed at the aiming
point is the line of the cue through
the center of the shooting disk.
(For those who desire finer ad-

justments, after mastering the
foregoing, aiming points at one-
half inch for 5 degrees, 1% inches
for 15 degrees, and 2% inches for
25 degrees may be used.)

5\
\\.

'If

THREE INCHES. The aiming
point for a striking angle of 30
degrees is three inches from the
center of the first struck disk, at
the edge of the disk, a point eas-
ily seen. It is indicated on each
disk in Figure 103 by a dot.
Thus, in order to drive disk A

onward along the extension of the
line WV to or toward X, the aim-
ing point is three inches to left THIN HITS. For striking angles i

of center of A of more than 45 degrees, it is not
Similarly to' drive disk E at F, prac.ticable to remember and use

along a line parallel to the line details. Such. angles can all be
WV, the aiming point is also classed as thin hits, (In fact ~5-
three inches left of center. Again ,egree hIts. can. often be consid-
to drive G against B, also paral: red as thin hits)
leI to WV, the aiming point is In this connection, for 60, 70
three inches left of center. and 80 degrees, the aiming points
The line WS is likewise drawn are respectively 5'14, ~ 2/3 and 5%

at a 3D-degree angle with the cen- inches from the center oi the tar-
ter line, but on the other side of get disk. The differences between
the court. And to drive H against the various aiming points in this
C, parallel to WS, the aiming range are so slight that few if
point is three inches right of any shufflers can be expected to
center. shoot with sufficient accuracy to
FORTY.FIVE DEGREES. For~:~. any distinctions among

one other striking angle, that of
45 degrees, the aiming point
should be noted. The striking an-
gle of 45 degrees is best rem em-

3 inches from center,
or edge of disk
4% (or about 4) inches
from center.
that is, 1% or 1 inch
outside the edge.

o o
Figure 103

the way. The two disks must go ing disk moves, from. B-1
shorter distances, and with this B-2.
striking angle of 45 degrees. (It is not to be expected
they go about 7/10 as far. the shuffler should try to rem
STRUCK DISK FARTHER. ber these figures, but he sh

Hits with striking angles of less remember, for example,
than 45 degrees are more com- certain distances are much gr
mon than those with over 45 de- er than certain others. )
grees. For a hit with a striking Similarly for the striking a
angle of 10 degrees, as in Fig- of 20 degrees, with aiming p
ure 105, the distance from E-1 P located two inches from ce
to E-2 that the struck disk moves (not shown in the figures),
is farther than in the case of the struck disk goes about three ti
,45 degree hit, and is almost as as far as does the striking di
far as the distance from B-1 And for the striking angle
to M that the shooting disk would 30 degrees, shown in Figure
have gone. It is about six times with aiming point P three ind
the short distance that the strik- left of center or at the left e
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Thus far the assumption has FIVE DEGREES. Suppose a
been made that the angle shots disk D is placed on the separa-
under consideration have been lion' triangle between the starting
aimed so that the shooting lines areas in Figure 110 and is shot
are straight along the court. The straight down the court on the
question arises as to what differ- center line at disk B, also on the
ence there is if a shooting line is center line. Then suppose that
at an angle. And how much angle that same disk D, starting from
might there be? the same point, is shot at disk

Figure '08 Figure '09

L

Figure '05

the struck disk moves nearlYl109 show two thin hits. The aim-I two inches from its edge. For rea-
twice as far as does the striking ing point in each case is more sons given in Part 57, it is con-
disk. than five inches from the center venient to consider these hits as
THIN HITS. Figures 108 and of the target disk, or more than merely thin hits.

PART 59: HITS AND ANGLES (J)

For these thin hits, the s
disks move short distances to
side, and the striking disks
onward for much greater
tances.

Continuing the discussion but little, while for a harder blOWliS desired that both disks leave
from the preceding article, and disks will move farther. the board. this can be aCCOlTI-
using the same diagrams in Again, on a fast court, theplished by the use of angle hits
Figures 105 to 109, we are con- ,disks, will of course move fast-, and fairly speedy shots. A suit-
cerned with the directions and er and farther for a shot of any able angle for use in clearing the
distances of movements of disks given force, and on a slower board is the striking angle of 30
after angle hits. ' court the distances will be short-degrees, with aiming point at the
DISTANCES MOVED. We have er. edge of the target disk.

seen the relative distances to However, for any given strik- Although the glance - off dis-
which disks will go, for example, ing angle, the distances moved tance of the striking disk is rel-
that one will go six times as far will always be in the same pro- atively short for this angle, the
as the other for a striking angle portion. For example, with a 20- speedy shot should make this dis-
of 10 degrees. degree .striking angle, the struck t.ance .long enough for the shoot-
Of course the distances that disk Will always move about mg disk to reach the alley. (See

both disks .move will be greater three times as far as the strik- also Part 21,)
or less in accordance with the ing disk.
speed of the shot, that is, for a
light tap both disks will move

GLANCING HIT. (See Part 19)
CLEARING BOARD. When it In glancing hits to make scores,

PART 60: HITS AND ANGLES (K)

C, in the extreme corner of the
7-area. The shooting lines DMB
and DNC for these two shots are
separated by an angle of about
five degrees.
Then suppose that the disk E is

placed at the extreme outer edge
of the starting area and is shot
at the target B, with shooting

line ELB. Tbe
ween the sbo . "" -
he shooting line
about five d~
These two cases

amount of angle for
correction may be
shooting lines are
straight along the coon.

it is desirable for the shOOi:~
disk to glanc., to the side.
distance of movement to the side·
depends of course upon the speec
of the shot. But it also d
upon the striking angle, as ~
be seen from the diagrams.
For example, with a hi a-
or 45 degrees, the striking
moves farther to the side
for a hit at 10 or 2D degrees..

For reasons that will - ~
later, glancing hits in w - -.
desired to glance the
isk to a given spot
rarely be used with thin .
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Within the subject of hits and (p e r hap s edging onward
angles is the question of what slightly l.
happens when two or more disks The last disk E·l receives es·
that are in contact with one an- sentially the full momentum of
other are hit by another disk. disk C and moves onward to E-2
It will require several articles along the extension of the line
to cover the main considerations JK that passes through the cen-
of this subject. ters of the disks. and ite:oes

as far as C would go if there
DISKS IN CONTACT. The sim- were no disks in its way. This

nlest situation is that of two or is the same action as that of a
more disks which are hit by a Ingle struck disk, as described
disk that is moving' along the in Part 52.
line of centers. At the end of the shot, as
In Figure 112a there are two shown in Figure 112c, there reo

disks A and Evl , just touching main two disks in contact, C and
(1~ nearly touching. A line JK is A while farther onward is' the
drawn through thq-centers of the disk E.2.
two disks. A shooting disk is THREE DISKS. In a similar
shot at the pair along the line JK way, in Figure 112d, there are
ami directly at the center of A. three disks in contact, B, G and
This shooting disk- C makes F.l, exactly in line. and a. line

a full hit against A. as shown LM is drawn through their cen-
in Figure 112b. The force of the ters. A .shooting disk is pro- At the end of the shot, aSjfirst struck disk moves onward
blow is exoended directlv along pelled along the line LM directly sh~wn in Fi~ure ~12f. there re a~ross the sho~t .interval between
the line of centers JK of the at the center of disk B. main three disks in contact, D, disks before hitting and stopping
disks. The striking disk C stops The same action occurs, and Band G, and farther onward is against the next disk .. Any inter-
as it hits and remains in place is shown in Figure 112e. Disk D F-2. mediate disk. such a G in Fig-
(perhaps after edging onwarrlstops as it hits. B remains in When several disks are almost ures 112d, e and f, does the same.
slightly). The first struck disk '. lace .. as also does G. And F·l but not quite in contact, being
A would move directly onward' s driven onward to F -2, along separated by intervals of one or~ And the last disk still moves
if it could. but it cannot because the line of cente~s LM ~nd as far several inches, the effect is much onward essentially as far as the
it lies directly against E·!, and as D would go If no disks were the same as if the disks are in hooting disk would go if there
it therefore remains in place in the wa,y. , contact. The difference is that the ere no disks in the way.

Therefore, when a shooting line
is not parallel to the center line
of the court, there are many
times when this fact can be ne-
glected. In such cases the shoot-
er can simply use the aiming
points as stated in Part 57, with-
out correction for slanting of the
shooting line along the court.

AIMING POINT. We have seen
in Parts 55-57 that a change of an
aiming point from target center
to one inch froin center causes a
change in the striking angle
of 10 degrees. Add another inch
and the striking angle is changed
again by 10 degrees. The same
occurs for the next inch of
change. Thus in order to change
these angles by 10 degrees the
aiming point is changed one inch.
Accordingly, to cause a change
of five degrees in striking angle,
the aiming point needs an ad-
justment of one-half inch.

FINER CORRECTION. On the
other hand. for those who desire
a greater degree of accuracy, a
method of applying a correction
is as follows. Suppose that it is
desired, as in Figure 111, to
shoot disk G against disk H. And
further suppose that for a shot
straight along the court, along
the line LM, if such were possi-
ble, the striking angle needed to
drive G against H is 20 degrees.
However, it happens that this

shot cannot be made. for disk A
is partially in the way. So in-
stead of starting from the left
edge Of the starting area, the
shooter places his shooting disk
at the extreme outer edge of his
starting area, with a change of
angle which we have seen to be
about five degrees, with the ex-
pectation uf shooting at G along
the line NQ.
The striking angle MGH (20 de-

grees) is then changed to the
striking angle QGH, which is five
degrees larger (25 degrees).
Hence the aiming point should be
one-half inch farther from the
center of the first struck disk.
Instead of two inches from cen-
ter, it should now be 2% inches
from center.
Occasionally in some extreme

cases a correction of as much as
10 degrees -is possible, with a

Since many players cannot ex-
pect to be accurate within one-
half inch to right or left in shoot-
ing. it would seem that they can
in most cases neglect a correc-
tion for five degrees, Also in
many cases the angle concerned
is less than five degrees and can
normally be neglected.

NL
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Figure 110

PART 61: HITS AND ANGLES (L)
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PART 62: HITS AND ANGLES CM)

The action which occurs when
a pair of disks in contact is hit
by a striking disk moving along
the line of centers was described
in Part 61. The striking disk and
the first struck disk remain to-
gether on the board while the
farther disk is moved onward.

A related type of action, but:
also somewhat different. may oc-
Cur when the striking disk is not
initially moving along the line of
centers but makes a hit at an
angle.

ANGLE HIT. In Figure 1J3a
there are shown two disks in con-
tact, A and E-1, and a line JK
is drawn through the centers of
the two disks and extended. This
line cuts the near edge of disk
A a.t point S:

K

J

b c d

Figure 113

Continuing the situation" in Fig-
ure 113b and its enlargement Fig- stopped by disk E-l, is
ure 113c, a shooting disk C-I: to move, and remains
moving along the shooting line at A.
LPM hits disk A. The point of
impact happens to be at S, which
is on the extension of the line of
centers. Disk C-1 is shown at the
instant of impact, and its own
center is also on the line of cen-
ters of the other disks. that is. on
the line JK.

Most of the momentum of disk
C is communicated to disk A a
point S, with the direction of forc
along the line JSK.

The results are as follows. The
momentum received bv disk A
lends to drive it along the driven
line SK. but it is immediately

not able with the action described in Part shown
in place 61.. there is this difference. Disk Ishould

C hits A at an angle, not full. It 113b.
therefore does not stop in place

The momentum received by A against A, but glances off to the
is then instantly communicated side along the glance-off line.
to E-1. Disk E-1 is driven away This glance-off line, previously
along the driven line, that is, the shown in Parts 53 and 58, is al-
line of centers extended JK, and ways at a right angle with the
moves onward to some point E-2. driven line.

in Figure 113d. which
be compared with Figure

The foregoing general results The distance that C rnoves
occur, whatever may be the strik- along the glance-off line to C-2 is
ing angle which the shooting lin determined hv thf' striking angle
makes with the line of centers, (30 degrees in this drawinai and
provided the point of hit is at S. by the force of the blow, and the
in extension of the line of cen- 'Ylovements of both disks are in
ters of the two struck disks. oronortion to thp distances shown

in Figure 106 of Part sa
The final result is that the three

GLANCE-OFF: As comoared disks involved stop at points

PLAYS. This play is used
when it is desired that the first
struck disk A remain in place.

The play also often occurs in-
:lrlvertentlv when an attemnt is
made to clear the board of two
disks in contact. The tendency is
to hit the first disk at the point
S. in line with the centers of the
two disks. As in this esse, the
first struck disk remains in place
and the play to clear the board
is therefore a partial failure.

If it is desired to move disk A.
it must be struck at some point
other than S (in extension of the
line of centers).

PART 63: HITS AND ANGLES (N)

Another case of disks
tact is shown in Figures
and 116.

In Figure 114, the shooter Red
has a disk A-I in the kitchen.
zhile the opponent Black has two

scoring disks, E-1 and F-1, ap-
parently in contact with each oth-
er and lying in one of the 8·
areas. Thus the score which

nds on the board favors Black
26 points.

Having asked the referee, Re:l

in con- learns that the disks E-I and F-l line of centers of the two disks cept a very thin hit on the left
114. 115 are in contact. By sighting as in contact. And when, as shown side that might drive F-1 to the

well as he can without stepping in this case, the extended line of right without moving E-l. Thus
on the adjacent court mule D-8). centers is directed toward anoth- almost any strong hit against F-1
Red estimates that the extended er disk, those two disks in con- will accomplish the purpose. And
line of centers of the two disks tact are like a -loaded pistol point- if it is a full hit disk C will stop
in contact runs directly to disk ed at that other disk as a target. in place as it hits, for an 8.
A-I. Hitting the nearer disk discharg-

es the pistol. For this situation, in which it
The shooting disk C must hit is desired to spoil both E-l and

F-l at such an angle as to force F-1, the point of contact must
F-I against E-I. and this will be not be at point S. Applying the
effected at almost any angle ex- case shown in Figure 113 of Part

PISTOL. When a pair of disks
in contact is struck by another
disk, the farther disk is driven
away along the extension of the
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the right to F-2. It may be said
to be squeezed out to the side.

62. if the shooting disk were to HITS TARG~T. Most o~ tne
strike the first target disk F-l momentum IS commumcated
of Figures 114 and 115 at S (in through ~-1 to E:l. and discharg-
extension of the line of centers es the pistol, driving E-1 along
of the pair of pistol disks), that the line of centers of F -1 and .E-I
first struck disk F-1 would re- and onward toward the fmal
main in place to score for Black, target A-I.
and this would of course be un-
desirable from the point of view If the force of the original hit
of the shooter Red. t But if the is sufficient, E-l will hit A-I and
situation were different and this drive it from the kitchen. And if
were a red disk. a hit at S would the hit against A-I happens to
save the red disk.) e a full hit, E-2 will stop in the

kitchen for a 10-off for Black.
SQUEEZED OUT. On the oth-

er hand, if the shooting disk C At the end of the shot the disks
(Figures 115 and 116) hits F-1 on the board are: C for an 8, E-2
on center or a little left of center for a minus -10 and F-2 on the
instead of at S, disk F-l tends to edge of the board.
be forced onward, but it strikes
or presses instantly against E-l In this particular play, the gain
at an angle so that it glances to for the shot is 44 points.

PART 64: HITS AND ANGLES (0)

A case of disks in contact and he also modulated the speed
which is somewhat similar to of the shot so as to put disk G-l
that shown ill Part 63, and yet in the kitchen.
h~s some differences. is shown in The shooting disk D hit H-l on
FIgures 117, 118 and 119. th I ft id be' t D 1 te e Sl e, ' mg a " a
TOURNAMENT CASE. In the the i~stant of impact and then

, glancing off to the left to D-2,
Fun n Sun Tournament, at Clear- along a line at a right angle with
water, March 8, 1954, .the shooter the line of centers of the disks
R~d was ~ace~ at hIS I~st-sh.ot D-l and H-I. H-l was squeezed
Wlthl;~e situation shown In Flg- out to the right to H-2, along a
ure . line at a right angle with the
The opponent Black had three line of centers of H-1 and G-I.

scoring disks on the board, E,
H-1. and G-l, which would sc?re Finally G-l was driven onward
22 If left there. A non-scormg into the kitchen at G-2.
disk A was also on the board. The play was entirely success-
It is noted that a line through ful, except that disk H was not

the centers of H-1 and G-1 and pushed hard enough to the right
extended onward would be paral- to leave the scoring area and re-
lel to the center line. If Red mained on the board for a 7.
made a full hit on H-1, his shoot- Gain for the shot: 24 points.
ing disk would backstop against Score for the frame: Red 7,
H-1 for a score, and G-1 would Black 5.
be knocked away. But disk H-l
as explained in Part 61, would GENERAL. Enough has been
also remain in place for a score shown in the examples of disks
for the opponent. in contact to enable a player to

. apply the same principles to oth-
But if the shooter were to use er cases In general it should be

an a~ming poin~ P at the left eqg.erepeated· that: '
of ~Isk H-1 (FIgure 118), the ~It The last disk is driven away
against H-l would have a strik- along the extension of the line of
ing angle. of .30 degrees, and, centers of the last two disks of
a~ shown In FIgures 118 and 119, the set-up.
disk H-l. would be squeezed. out The first target disk stays in
to the right and perhaps driven place if the shooting disk hits at
.off the board·S, on the line of centers of the
The shooter played his shoot- original pair. Otherwise, the first

ing disk to hit H-l at an angle, target disk is squeezed to the
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side, and moves on a line per- studying the action of one disk
pendicular to the line of centers against a second, then the action
of the original pair of disks. of the second against the third,
The shooting disk stops at im- etc.

pact if the hit is full. Other- If the disks are not in abso-
wise it moves off on the glance- lute contact, but almost so, the
off line, which is perpendicular action is . approximately the
to the line of centers of the shoot- same. If the disks are several
ing disk and the first target disk inches apart, it may be neces-
at the instant of impact. sary to make allowances for di-
If there are three disks con- agonal movement of a disk as it

cerned in the initial set-up, the moves to impact with the next
solution can be worked out by· disk.



a double guard composed of disk
A-I "'1!i the shooting disk which I

When a friendly disk lies at the stops at D-3. In this case the
outer edge of a scoring area, it bunted disk is slanted a little to
- frequently possible to bunt (or the left so that the disk can stop

p) it into the scoring area. under cover of the double guard
The play generally requires After a bunt, if the bunted disk

accuracy of direction and deli- stops close to the guard. it can
cy of touch in order to strike be spoiled by knocking the guard
e disk at the correct angle and against it. If the bunted disk is

also to tap it with just enough tapped farther away, there is
force to move it the desired dis- more difficulty in keeping it in
tance line so as to hide it beyond the

guard, hence the disk is more li-
EXAMPL~?. In Figure .120 able to be in the open.

there are initially . three dlsk~, AFTER FILL-IN- B ti .
A-I, B-1 and C-1, lying on the dl-. .' ~n mg IS
agonal side lines. Disk D is particularly applicable l,n the Ire-
shown as being shot at each one. q~ent case shown m Figure .121.
hich is thus bunted into scoring Tile shooter Red has initially

area. A-I is bunted to A-2: B-1 placed a cross-guard at A-I,
io B-2; C-l to C-2. The three \~here.upon.· the opponent has
choices are presented for study. filled-I~. with E b~tween .A-l and
In the case of A-lor B-1, the the point of the triangle In order

mooting disk remains in place at ~o prevent the shooter from ,Pass-
J.-l or D-2 as it hits, and thus mg t~rough that gap to hide a
rorrns a single-disk guard pro- ~Isk In the I'. area b)eyond A-I.
zectinz the bunted disk. In or- See Parts 3. and 37.
der f;r such a single-disk guard In this case, it is often well

afford good protection, the to bunt disk A into scoring area.
unt must be straight ahead. as at A-2, leaving the shooting

If, 011 the contrary, the disk at B, w.here it forms a dou-
- t is diagonally to the side, as ble guard with E to protect A-2.
50 often occurs, then the bunted The shot should be pianned so
. k is partially or wholly unpro- that the shooting disk B will not
zected, depending upon the ex- glance too far to the left, and
ent of the sideward movement thus leave a gap between Band
In the case of C-I, the bunted E through which the opponent
- k stops under the protection of can shoot to spoil A-2. Such a gap

PART 65: BUNT (A)

ART 66: BUNT (B)

. ., knock B against A-2.
Another bu~t. IS shown In Fig- To tap the bunted disk to a

123. Initially only _disks desired distance with accuracy
and B-1 are on the b?ard. B-1 is about as easy as to reach a
put there by Red In an. at- desired distance with a shot for
pt to hide it beyond A. It is simple score.

am the turn of the shoo~er Red But if the shooting disk B di-
the opponent Black WIll have verges an inch to right or left of

- ther turn afterward. the proper aiming line, the disk
Red plays to bunt .B-1 onward A-I will be driven diagonally to
B-2. If the shot IS. accur~te, the left or right and off the ex-
shooter leaves his scormg tension of the line LB by 10
B-2 protected by a double inches if it is driven five feet,
d composed of A and ~,.and or by six inches if it is driven

should be extr€me~y difficult three feet. It will thus be com-
the opponent to spoil B-2. pletely or almost completely ex-

.\CCURACY. Good protection posed to the opponent.
afford~ to a bunted disk if In order to reduce the angular
bunt is accomplished, as in error or divergence and the

'~.e 1~4, in such a way that consequent amount of exposure,
disk A-2 stops on the exten- bunts are most often made to
Qf the line LB which is short distances. such as two to

wn from the middle of the four feet.
.ent's starting area, and at Thus the value of a bunt to

;,- distance of about five or six produce a protected disk is re-
from Bso that the opponent duced by the requirement of
not h~ve an easy shot to high directional accuracy in.

Figure 120 Figure 121 Figure 122

is liable to occur if A-I is nol
initially close to E.
NEAR END COVERED. In the

situation shown in Figure 122,
practically the' entire scor-
ing area is covered by a group
of disks E, B, F', A-I and G, dis-
tributed across the court at the
near end of the triangle. Aside
from a possible kitchen shot, or
a shot for simple score to about
point X. the shooter Red is prac-
tically limited to a play to bunt

A-I into scoring area, as at A-2.
At that point it is protected by a
number of disks.
OTHER BUNTS. A shot to put

an enemy disk in the kitchen is
usually if) the nature of a bunt.
and is discussed under the gen-
eral subject of "Kitchen."
An especially interesting case

of a bunt played by Amy Close
to win a game was described un-
der "Unusual Shuffle Shots"
Nov. a, 1951.

o ® spillJnan 0
32 59

Figure 124 Figure 125Figure 123
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and A, as shown in Figure 125. A third possibility, and the
The chance of hiding a disk cue adopted by Carl, was to bunt

deeply in the 7-area at X, in the C-1 into scoring position at abou
extreme right-hand corner of C-2. This had the advantage that,
the board, was not inviting be- in case the play were well ex-
cause of the smallness of the ecuted, the opponent would be
area and the nearness of the led to shoot at it without much
kitchen. chance either of putting it in the
The most usual play in the sit- kitchen or of scoring against it.

uation would b~ a high 10 to Y, The bunt was played, and disk
a shot that might be somewhat C-2wa a tl hidd
suitable, although it would carry s pry I en.
the certainty that his opponent, The opponent could hit C-2,
who was far behind in the score, and shot to do so, but happened
would try to put him in the kitch- to miss it completely. The score
en, and might succeed. was then recorded at 32 to 66.

opponent may have to spoil it,
and if it is fairly well hidden
he may not be able to score with
his shooting disk after hitting it.

shooting.
For this reason, a bunt is of-

ten undesirable when the bunted
disk will have no other protec-
tion than the shooting disk after TOURNAMENT PLAY. In the
the latter stops at impact, and final of an important statewide
under these circumstances this tournament, Carl Spillman, top-
shot is not greatly used. most all-time shuffler, was play-
However, a bunt shot may be ing against another of the top-

useful when there is no better level all-time shufflers, with a
play available, as in the seventh score of 32 to 59 in his favor in
shot of a frame and some sort the third and deciding game.
of last-resort play is needed. In At the seventh shot, to be
such a case a well-played bunt played by Spillman, there were
may be very effective, since the three disks on the board, C-1. G

PART 67: KITCHEN (A)

The lO-off area, or kitchen, sons will overcome their un- shots. Less skilled players will of
lying across the width of the sportsmanlike attitude. course succeed less often.
board, is a constant danger t Although the percentage is not
both the shooter and the oppo- KITCHEN SHOTS. The idea of high, yet by repeatedly attempt-
nent. The area is broad from side putting an enemy disk in the ing such shots when suitable oc-
to side; five to six feet, but is kitchen should be considered in cas ions present themselves, the
relatively shallow from front to many plays, though not always successful percentage of such
rear. measuring 18 inches be- adopted and used. In many a shot shots may well attain a scoring
tween centers of lines, which is at an enemy disk it will be pos- effect that is valuable and per-
further reduced in effective depth sible, without changing the haps decisive in the game.
when the lines are. considered main purpose of the play, to Inexperienced shufflers tend to;
as being seven - inches Wide, as modulate the direction and force avoid this type of shot because
explained in Parts 12 to 14. of the shot to increase the chanc- their percentage of success is
It is not easy to strike an ene- es that the enemy disk will stop low, not realizing that the per-

my disk with the right force to in the kitchen. centage is not high even for ex-
make it stop in t.he kitchen. How- ". perts. They should be encouraged
ever, in a large proportion 'of the Thus, ~s m Figure 126,whe!l an to make repeated attempts.
plays when there are enemy enemy disk H sconng an 8 ~s to On the other hand, some shuf-
disks on the board the kitchen be knocked away, ~nd an 8 IS to flers even make kitchen shots
should be considered with refer. ~e scor~d against It as a b~ck' their preferred choice for almost
ence to two ideas, first, so as to stop (With a. gain of 1~ pomts all occasions, and constantly
avoid causing or allowing friend- for the shot), It IS an ObVIOU~ad- make the kitchen the principal
ly disks to be put in the kitchen vanta.ge to add a fur~her gain 01 objective of every shot whenever
or kept there, and second, so that 10 points by a~so puttmg the ene there is an enemy disk available
enemy disks may be knocked into my m the kltch~n. Of co.urse, as a target. This is believed to
it or kept there. there are reservatIOn.s, as Will be be excessive and unsound.
Playing for the kitchen is an seen later, con~ernmg the ad- As a principal target area, the

established and essential part of vantages and disadvantages 01 kitchen is too shallow to be suf-
the game. Yet there are some such shots. ficiently remunerative. Also the
players who adopt the childish at- The percentage of success with objective of the game is to gain
titude that it is mean and unfair kitchen shots varies greatly with the 75 points needed to win the
for opponents to knock their disks the skill of the players. Experts game, and only incidentally to cut
into the kitchen. We know that average about 25 per cent or down the opponent's score.
most shufflers make such re' about once in four shots. This per- One who has been national
marks jokingly, but there are eentage is based on a record of champion several times is report.
some who harbor a spirit of real385 kitchen shots in tournament ed to have expressed his idea
resentment. It is hoped such per- play, including long and short as follows: "A kitchen shot is

PART 68: KITCHEN (B)

As was shown in Part 52, when
it. is desired to put an enemy
disk .H-1 (Figure 127) in the
kitchen with a straight shot, the
shooter should aim at a point
P in the kitchen on a line direct-
ly over the center of the target
disk H-1. The force to be used is
that which would be necessary

to put the shooting. disk .in the with the sa~e ~orce an? put his of success are usually the best.
kitchen. The shootmg disk D opponent's disk m the kitchen.
will stop when it hits. and the When the distance of the tar- STRAIGHT SHOT. As ex-
target disk will go on to the get disk from the kitchen is plained above with Figure 127,
kitchen at P (B-2). small, the greater is the prob- the straight shot is a simple way
Thus, if a shuffler is able to 'ability of success in putting it in to put a disk in the kitchen. It

put his own disk in the kitchen the kitchen. Against a disk in is entirely suitable for the last-
(and we are all sure we can do the seven-area or on the near shot of a frame, when the op-
this), he should be able to shoot edge of the kitchen, the chances ponent will have no further turn.
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Figure 126

a wasted shot. I don't shoot for
the kitchen unless I am forced
to do so, for example, when I
am about 10 points behind in the
score."



But if the opponent is to have becomes more difficult for the
another shot, he will take advan- opponent to knock C against G-2
ge of the opportunity to play and to reverse the situation.
straight shot to reverse the Since this shot is a long one

situation, that is, to knock D before it hits G-1 there is diffi-
gainst H-2, scoring a seven with culty in attaining the desired
is shooting disk, spoiling the angle with certainty. This is es-
red seven at D and the black pecially true on boards where
itchen disk H-2, and perhaps drift curves the shooting disk to
~ving D in the kitchen, for a one side. (Drift will be covered

ictal gain of up to 34 points. It later in the series. )
i<; obvious that under, these .cir- A hit at a 45-degree (or great-
~mstances the shooter, s straight er ) angle should especially be'
ki~chen shot at H-1 IS fraught avoided in most cases because,
with danger. as we have seen in Part 58, the
ANGLE SHOT. In order to re- two disks separate on equally
uce the above - described dan- divergent lines, and may both
ger, the angle shot is usually stop in the kitchen,
more suitable" and should be An angle of 30 degrees would
st~ndar? practice when the op- give a wider spread than the 20-
ponent ,IS to have another shot. . degree angle, but if the shooting
In FI~u:~ 128, the enemy disk disk happens to diverge only an

G-1 IS initially the only dl~k on inch farther out to the side the
!he board. The shooting disk .C hit would be at about 45 degrees,
IS played to make an angle hit, with the same danger as men-
which may well. be at a ~O-?e- tioned above.
gree angle, using an airmng
point at about two inches to right A striking angle of about 20
of center of the target disk. degrees, as described above in
At the hit, the target disk G-1 connection with Figure 128, is

is tapped diagonally to the left sound. It allows some divergence
to G-2, while the shooting disk to right or left from the aiming
glances to the right to C. It thus hne, though not a great deal.

ART 69: K!TCHEN (C)

An important element in kitch-
en shooting is the "touch" of
the court (Part 7), In general,
practice is required before each
day's play in order that the shut-
Iler may attain the right touch
to put enemy disks in the kitchen
as well as to shoot accurately to
of-her parts of the court.

there is an obvious advantage if
the shooting disk can be glanced
aside to a spot, as at D, which
is under even partial protection
of another disk G that is al-
ready in place (a situation tak-
en from tournament play). The
opponent's later attempt to reo:
verse the situation is made dif-
ficult or perhaps impossible.

DELICATE TOUCH. We have It is also an advantage if the'
seen that the needed force to put enemy target disk F-2 is placed
:I disk in the kitchen by a under cover of another disk ly-
straight, full hit is exactly that; ing on the court, such as X in
needed to put the shooting disk' Figure 129.
in the kitchen. When an angle
shot is used, the shooter should BACKSTOP. If there is a suit-
USe slightly more force, but the able backstop at the far edge of
difference is rather a fine dis- the kitchen, as at Y in Figure
inction that can usually be ne- 129, or perhaps a friendly disk
~lected. in the kitchen, as at Z, it is
For straight shots to the kitch- especially desirable to try to

en, exactly the same force is re- drive the enemy disk at it, as
quired if the target disk is close discussed in Part 18 under the
.0 the kitchen or far away at the subject of Backstop. If there hap-
point of the triangle. pen to be two such backstops
Kitchen shots are always long close together, the situation is all

shots with delicate touch, and tl~e mO.re favorable for success
e therefore difficult. of the kitchen shot.

PROTECTION, In making an, KITCHEN SHOT. If the shoot-
angle hit to knock into the kitch- er is behind in the score and
EJl an enemy disk F -1, Figure 129, needs kitchen shots to even the

® c e o
Figure 127 Figure 128

o ~ o®

Figure 129 Figure 130
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si::muion in Figure 130
such a shot. An

G-l lying on the cen-
threatens a double. The

should be prevented, usual-

ly by knocking away the disk
G-l.

can be glanced to the side, prob- lection of any type of shot must
ably for a score. depend upon the general situa-

tion, especially the score in the
it must be understood, as will game.

be further discussed, that the se·
In addition, G-l can be put in

the kitchen, and the shooting disk

T 10: KITCHEN CD)

In connectionwith the question plished from time to time, but this choice depends upon the
as to whether to use a full hit are successful in onfy about 25 score and the skill of the
or an angle hit for a kitchen per cent of attempts, or about shooter.
shot, .the distance from the kitch- one time in four attempts.) . There is also involved the ques-
en ISImportant. Therefore, when the target disk tion as to the speed of the shot

is at. or ~ear the 10-area, a~ at for a shot hard enough to send
DISTANCE. As has been seen, F-1 III Figure 131, the straight the enemy disk to the kitchen

if the enemy target disk is near kitchen shot is usually accept- may also be hard enough to
the ~itchen a.nd is then. put !n 'able. In fact, there is not much glance the shooting disk to the
the kitchen with a full hit, as III room for angle shots. side and out of the 10-area in
Figure 127 of Part 68, the situa- For intermediate locations, as case the hit is somewhat off
tion can often be reversed by when the target disk E-l in Fig- center.
combination, so that an angle ure 131 is initially in the 8-area, It ma b f bl I
shot would be safer. as in Figu the straight or nearly straight to p h yth e pre erad' \ mer~{
128of Part 68. (shot is frequently played. How- 0 t Ut~ e t enery IS. gen IY

. .. ever, an angle hit is usually pre. n 0 e cen e~ me, usmg o~ y
On t.he other hand, If the dis ferred, but the size of the angle a. soft shot with the shooting

tance .IS great, as when the tar- is again somewhat restricted. disk D: and, with a ~urer chance
get disk IS at or near the 10· of scoring with that disk.
area, then after the enemy disk On the other hand, if the ene-
'has been put in the kitchen, the SPOIL A 10. When there is an my disk is in the position of the
reply of the opponent by mean enemy disk in the 10-area, as high-l0, at X, the shooter cannot
ora combination will be difficult at F-l in Figure 131, it is al- score with his shooting disk, and
whatever the angle, because a most invariably imperative to the shot for kitchen appears to
long combination is always diffi- spoil it. In addition, to try to put be the only remaining chance
cult. (Actually combinations at it in the kitchen may be very for him to make anything of the
this distance of eight or nine desirable, with a gain of 20 or play other than merely spoilingI
feet between disks are accom- 30 points for the shot. However, the 10. ® o

Figure 131

PART 71: KITCHEN eE)

When attempting a kitchen disk knocked toward the kitchen. and that disk happens to stop in a
shot against a disk about as far Thus the shooter may leave a scoring area on the way to the
away from the kitchen as the guard beyond which the opponent kitchen, the shot has failed but
point of the triangle, the shot is can hide at his next shot. the resulting situation is no worse
not only long and difficult, Figure In addition in such a kitchen as to score than just prior to thd
132, but the target disk must also shot the sh~oter cannot score shot. Whereas if the shot is made
be driven through. scoring area~ with' his Own shooting disk B or ag~inst. a non-scoring ene.my dis
larger than the kitchen. In this C. And even if he succeeds in his which IS then knocked inadver-
type of shot, the chances of giv- kitchen shot the fact that the tently into scoring position, th
ing a score to the opponent are shooter has not left a scoring disk result is to increase the oppo-
not to be neglected, and may be means that the opponent is not nent's score.
as high as the chances of putting forced to play a combination to These possibilities must always
him in the kitchen. spoil two disks, but can usually be 'kept in mind in selecting

employ' the simpler direct shot at shots. If an enemy disk is neithe
LONG KITCHEN SHOTS.When the kitchen disk. However, the in scoring position nor threaten-

attempting a kitchen shot agains stuck disk may well hamper any ing a double, and is not close tOI
a disk which constitutes a Tampa shot by the opponent to clear the the kitchen, it is often a mistake
guard E or a cross-guard F fav kitchen. to play it for the kitchen.
?rabl~ to the opponent, the s~oot- Further, the shot to put a non- However: as for all rules, there
mg disk B or C must be aimed scoring cross-guard or Tampa ~r~ exceptional cases. If a player
fairly close to the center of the guard in the kitchen takes no IS III desperate need of a kitchen
target disk i~ order to drive !t score away from the opponent, so pl~~, or if h~ is certain of his
toward the kltch~n. T~e shot IS that there is ordinarily no gain abIlity. to aVOid Ieavm~ .the en-
not a fast. shot, smce it must be of any kind if the kitchen shot emy disk m scoring position, such
made at kitchen speed. fails of success. a shot may be desirable.
Therefore the shooting disk i

liable to stick in place as it hits, In case a kitchen shot is made
and thus remain there as a guar in connection with knocking away
to take the place of the guard a scoring disk of the opponent

~~

rt-
o

Figure 132

eWHAT EXPERTS DO. As con-
cerns kitchen shots against non-
scoring disks lying at or near the
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PART 72: KITCHEN (FJ
If the opponent is on the verge (2) try to knock away the oppon-

or winning the game, the urgent ent's 7 at G, but in doing so he.
need to cut down the opponent's would risk also spoiling the op-
score is usually more important ponent'j, kitchen disk F, although
than for the shooter to add to he might possibly leave G in
his own score. This urgent need F''s place in the kitchen.
may even make it necessary to His greatest gain would be (3)
attempt long, difficult and risky to put G in the kitchen along-
kitchen shots in order to save the side F, thus cutting the oppon-
game. ent's over-all score by 20-off for
For example, if the opponent the frame. In doing th!s he. would

has a score of 67 or 68 points not e:,pect. to score with his own
and so needs only eight or seven shoo!mg disk, for he would have
points to win, and also will have t? hit G a~ an angle ~n the out-
the last-shot in the current Side, that IS, on the Side toward
frame, the use of kitchen shots is the edg~ of the c?urt.
a forced act of desperation to ~n his sele~tlOn, ~he sh~ter
save and prolong the game. evidently considered It most Im-

portant to play to the score and
DIFFICULT PLAY. In a tourn- to force the opponent's score

ament game the shooter Red, at down and away from the im-
his last-shot of a half-round, minent victory, a sound conclus-
faced the situation shown in Fig- ion. Therefore he elected to shoot
tire 133. Disks A, B, G and F at G, probably to put it in the
ere on the board, and would kitchen. Incidentally, he missed

score a net of 3-off for the oppon- the shot completely, hitting no
ent if left in place. disk at all.

3O:~~ds~~~t:~;0:~~[e H~~~ya~~~~ D:RI~T, which exists on the
, three times national cham- majority of .cou~ts, may h~ve

ion, had a score of 70 and needed, caused the mrss I~ the foregomg
y five points to win the' game. case. T~e swervl.ng of a. disk,
The shooter's choices included due to Imperceptible sloping of
1) a shot for simple score on !he court surface t?ward one Side,
the open left side of the board, IS greatest as a disk slows. down
Thich he could probably accom- near the end of .a shot. ~mc~ a
dish, and while this would raise shot to du~k a disk that IS IYI~g
. own score somewhat, the only near the kitchen must ~ecessarJlY

to the opponent would be ~low.almost to a stop Just before
- ee pOints resulting from disks It hits, the swerving ~ay .be
? and G, thus reducing his score enough to cause the s~ootmg disk

67 points. The opponent would miss the target disk.
be within a single disk's The cure is to know the direc-

3I:Ore of game and he would tion and amount of drift to be
ve the last-shot in the next expected and to .aim the shot to
-round, compensate for the drift. For ex-

Alternatively, the shooter could ample, if the drift is three inches

ART 73: KITCHEN (G)

------------------------~------------~

side, Dewart, the shooter Red,
saw the situation as shown in Fig-
ure 134. Because the opponents'
score Was within seven points of

. ANOTHl!;R CAS~. In the semi- game, Dewart needed to reduce
finals of the Fun n Sun Doubles their score by kitchen shooting.
Tournament at Clearwater, Accordingly, even though he
March 15, 1955, Don~ld De~art" could <1l make 15 points for his
the 1953 runner-up in natto~al side by a double on disk C with
closed championship, was playing relative ease, it was of more irn-
at one end .of the court against portance to make the more diffi-
Henry.Badum. . cult play (2) to put H in the kitch-
At his last-shot of a fra~e, wlt.h en. This he did successfully, mak-

the score at 68 to 39 against his ing the score 39 to 58.

eBad_
70

Figure

)0
133

i\
point of the triangle, the follow- as undesirable. tries in 160 recorded shots. One ing these together, the long-range
ing is the result of observation in Of the six attempts, two sue- of f~e players appeared to be es- kitchen shooting lost a net of nine
11 games involving 12 experts in ceeded for a total gain of 2(l pecially partial to kitchen shoot-, points in this match.
important tournaments of 1955. points, one failed by giving the ing of this kind. It can therefore be concluded
Of the more than 900 shots re- opponent seven points, and the Of these 28 attempts. four sue- that the use by experts of kitchen

corded in those games, there remaining three were ineffec- ceeded for a total of 40 points shots against non-scoring disks
were observed only six attempts tive. taken from the opponent, three near the point of the triangle is
at kitchen shots against non-scor- In contrast, in two other games gave away a total of 21 points to usually considered as not worth
ing disks lying in positions of of a match between two top-level the opponent, and four others the effort and possibly harmful.
cross-guards, Tampa guards, and experts in a statewide tourna- stuck in place at impact and al- For non-experts. the expectations
vicinity. Therefore these players ment, a very large number of lowed the opponent to make 28 from such kitchen shots should be
evidently considered such shots such attempts were made: 28 points by immediate hiding. Add- still lower.

to the right, the shot should be
aimed three inches to the left of
the point it is desired to hit.

~ Badum
68
Figure

oDewart.
39

134

he following tournament ex- game. pert shufflers, the shooter Red at him. He had· disk C in the 8-
les illustrate kitchen shots DESPERATION. In the quarter- his last-shot faced the situation area, and his opponent had a non-
as last resorts in desperate finals of the Full Moon Singles as shown in Figure 135 (Jess disk scoring disk E-1 on one of the
tions, when it appeared that Tournament at Lakeland on E-2l. diagonal side lines, at the edge of
action was needed to save March 18, 1954, between two ex- The score was 72 to 56 against the 7-area. .
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might have played
a score. and if he had

titional eight it would
file score 72 to 72. But

next frame his opponent's
would have had strong

res of winning the game,
only three points needed to

make the required 75.

shooter is reasonably sure of his
accuracy and no better shot ap-
pears available. Such a shot has
the advantage that the shooter's
disk moves off the board or out-
side scoring area so as not to be
a target for the opponent to put
in the kitchen.

MORE DESPERATION. In the
1954 Gasoarilla Tournament at
Tampa, the shooter Red, a for
mer national champion, was be-
hind in the score by 68 to 42, with
the opponent needing only one
scoring disk to win the game.

Or alternatively, the shooter
might (2) have shot to put disk
E in the kitchen, in order to cut
down the opponent's score so that
the latter could not win with a
single scoring disk in the next
frame. Also the shooter would of
course score his eight at C.

There were two disks. A andE
He selected the kitchen shot on. the board, as in Figure 136:

against E and accomplished it neither being a scoring disk. The
successfully, knocking disk E s~ooter tried to put disk E in the
from E-l to E-2. This made the kl~chen. The risks were high, and
score 62 to 64, and reduced the the possibility of success was
imminent danger of losing the low, f~r he had to knock the en-
game. ,emy d~sk through the scoring dia-

. Igram In a long shot for a small
This type of kitchen shot against target area.

a dis~ on a side line may ~lso be Actually he put the disk E into
a suitable shot for the sixth or the 7-area, to clinch the victory
seventh shot of a frame when the for his opponent.

PART 74: KITCHEN uU
Thus far discussions of kitchen a half-round is as follows, and i~

shooting have been based upon illustrated in Figures 138 and
shots made against disks that 139.
have happened more or less by Black is to shoot first in the
chance to lie in the positions half-round, and' Red is to have
where they are to be used as the last-shot. Red is 15 points be-
targets. However, kitchen shoot- hind in the score and is anxious
ing is often prepared by the to put Black in the kitchen.
shooter, as described below. Black's first play is to put a

cross-guard at E, Figure 138.
KITCHEN-BAIT. A kitchen shot Red then plays kitchen-bait to A.

may be prepared by placing a Black clears A from the board
disk as bait in the open, in the with an angle shot, glancing his
7-area or 8-area, as at A or Z in own shooting disk off the board
Figure 137, but preferably in the at the same time. Red puts an-
7-area. This is often called "go- other kitchen-bait disk at A.
ing on the board," or "playing Black similarly clears this disk
the board." from the board.
The opponent is then expected Red again places a disk at A.

to knock away this disk, using Black again shoots to clear it
an angle shot so as to clear the away, but this time let it be sup-
board and leave no target for a posed that his own disk sticks in
kitchen shot by the shooter. place as it hits. It is shown at
However, if the shooter repeats H-l in Figure 139. Red then, with
this kitchen-bait a number of the last-shot, puts the Black disk
times, it can be expected that ill the kitchen at H-2, at the same
eventually the opponent will time scoring a 7 at D.
make a full hit instead of an an- The gain for the half-round is
gle hit and will stick in place, thus 17 points.
leaving his own disk reasona-
bly near the kitchen.
The shooter can then play to

put the opponent's disk in the
kitchen.

SEQUENCE. A typical devel-
opment of the above sequence in
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side of the board, This has the bait and instead he may shoot to
advantage of making it more dif- bide a scoring disk beyond E,
ficult for the opponent, in clear- as at U or X. In order to prevent
ing away the bait, to glance such an eventuality it is probably
his own shooting disk to a hidden better in this case for the shooter

. . position at X (Figure 137) be- to play the kitchen-bait to about
DETAILS. The. closer the bait yond disk E, which latter is al- oint Y.

is placed to the kitchen, the surer ready in place as a guard. Of course, a little thought will
is the. eventual shot for the However, near the end of a show that a kitchen-bait shot
kitchen. 'game, when the opponent has a should not be used for the sev-
It is usually preferable for the considerable lead, he may neg- enth or eighth shot of a frame.

bait to be placed on the open. lect the scoring disk A placed as



'f,
NORMAL PROCEDURE. The therefore need kitchen shots tOlneedS kitchen play, the opponent\iS regularly used by practically' \
oregoing procedure is constant- reduce the opposing score and wilt logically avoid leaving his all experts to lure the opponent
and normally used by experts lead. disks near the kitchen and in the to the vicinity of the kitchen, with

when they are about 10 or 15. When the opponent has a good open. Accordingly the bait se- the hope of then putting him in
points behind in the score and lead and the shooter therefore queries is standard practice and the "hoosegow."

The process of playing for the Whenever the board was clear the State Gold Medal Tournament games, the score was 60 to 69,
itchen by use of the kitchen- or had only a cross-guard of his at st. Petersburg on March 11, respectively, It was Janet's turn,
bait sequence is repeatedly and opponent. Red regularly shot a 7 1954, all four plavers involved the sixth shot of the frame, and
constantly observed in import- or 8 as bait (except at his final used this bait sequence at one the board was clear with the ex·
ant tournaments. shots). Red's bait was normally time or another when they were ception of disk E, as shown in
TOURNAMENT EXAMPLE. placed on the open (opponent's) behind in the score, and some Figure 140.
or example, in the Sunshine sid~ of the board,: In reply to the u~ed it a considerable number af With the opponent's score with.

Skyway Tournament at st. Pe- bait, Black steadily shot to clear times. in one scoring disk of the win.
tersburg Shuffleboard Club in Au- the board. In the quarterfinals of t.he ning 75 and with the opponent's

t, 1954, two former national It happened that Red.'s kitc~en same State Gold. Medal To~rna· last-shot to come up in the next
mpions were playing against play did not. succeed m cutting ment, Janet Smith, three times frame the shooter needed a
ch other. down the opponent's lead, for no Florida State champion, t.he shoot- kitchen shot to save the game.
Red was continually behind in procedure .can be expected to er Red, :-vasplaying ag~mst Amy She accordingly played a disk to
score throughout one game, s~ccee~ umfo.rmly. B.ut Red con- Close, .five times Florida ~tate C as kitchen-bait,
Black leading him by about sistently. contlI~ued w~th that pro- champion and eventual wmner Her opponent then knocked C

to _50 points. Red was there- cedure . as being still the best of the tournament, the opponent away. but unfortunately for the
• constantly playing to cut hope he had for success. ~lack. These are two of the best opponent the shooting disk stuck

n Black's lead with kitchen OTHER EXAMPLES. Again, m the state. in place at H-l, Figures 140 and
in the semifinals and finals of, Toward the end of one of the 141. Thereupon the shooter with

PART 75: KITCHEN (I)
As was said in Part 74, it is ments of playing these shots,

usual for an experienced shuffle and amounted to about 20 per
who is behind in the score by cent of all shots played in the
about 10 or 15 points to resort matches.
promptly to kitchen play in or- . .
der to equalize the score. LAS:r.SH.OT.There IS a dlff.er-
However, very wide variations ence m kitchen play depending

from the above figures do occur upon whether the ~hooter IS. to
in the play of experts, since cas-' have the last-sh~t m a particu-
es of kitchen baiting have been la~ frame. ~f he IS abo~t 10 or 15
observed with a lag in score of points .behind, . he will us~ally
only 6 or 7 points. On the other play kitchen-bait when he IS to
hand, kitchen baiting is some. have the last-.shot, but not when
times not started until the op- the opponent IS to have the last-
ponent has reached a lead of 25 shot ..But if he is behind. by 20 to
or more points. 25 points .or more~ ~e Will usual-
Once a shuffler is definitely be. ly play kltch~n-baJt m all frames

hind in the score, it is usual for whether he IS. to .hav~ th~ last-
him to keep on playing for the s~ot or not; his situation IS get-
kitchen unless and until he ting desperate and demands
equalizes or practically equalizes strong measures.
the score. T~is ~ay resul~ in a AHEAD IN SCORE. On the
p~ayer shooting kitchen-bait and other hand, if a player has a
kitchen s.hots throughout ~ost of lead in the score, he should or.
a game m ~ase he remains con- dinarily make little or no effort
stantly behind. for kitchen shots, but should
BAIT BY EXPERTS. In 18 keep the board clear in order to

tournament f;(ames involving 21 prevent the opponent. from. mak-
experts, for 419 half-rounds of mg scores or makmg. kitchen
play, there were recorded 408 shots. At the sam~ time h.e
kitchen-bait shots and 258kitchen should endeavor ~o m~rease his
shots, for a total of 666 shots ow~ score steadily,. If slowly,
with kitchen objectives, that ~~mlY by last-shots, ~n order. to
were played by the shufflers be. fl~l1Sh the game while holding
hind in score. They constituted his lead,
about 45 per cent of the shots In this type of situation, we
played by the shufflers who were have several times lost our lead
behind in the score at the mo- when, instead of clearing the

PART 76: KITCHEN (J)

ENE.MY
OISK

F'RIENDLY
DISK

board, we accepted some entic- ility of the opponent in the line
ing chance at a kitchen shot of kitchen shooting is an import-
which did not succeed and which ant consideration throughout the
resulted in leaving an exposed play. For example, if the op-
target which the opponent then ponent is a skilled kitchen shoot-
put in the kitchen. er, it is well never to leave an

. . . exposed disk, except when play-
With the foregoing danger m ing kitchen-bait

mind, and with due caution, .
there may still be occasional ad. Again, if the opponent is.
vantageous opportunities to put a much better kitchen player
the opponent in the kitchen, pro- than the shooter, the latter may
vided this does not detract from find it desirable to restrict his
the effort to score and above all own kitchen attempts that might
does not expose the shooter's leave kitchen targets for the 01'-
disks to kitchen shooting by the ponent to those half-rounds in
opponent. In such a case an en- which he will have the last-shot,
emy disk in the kitchen mayor perhaps in an extreme case
both increase the lead and dis- he may avoid using kitchen-bait
tract the opponent's attention at all.
from knocking away the shoot-
er's scoring disks.

Also as an exception, it is ad-
vantageous to accomplish a
kitchen shot with the last-shot.
at which time it can often be
done while also making a pos-
itive score for the shooter.
OPPONENT'S STYLE. The ab-

Finally, if the opponent is a
far better kitchen shot than the
shooter, any duel of kitchen-
shooting with him should be
avoided. However, the tendency
of inexperienced shufflers is to
exaggerate this consideration and
therefore to act with undue tim-
idity.
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knocked H-1 into
at B-2, Figure HI,

scored a disk D for 3
B-1 as a backstop.

Gain for the shot: 24 pOints'l
The score was reversed to be-
come 67 to 59, and in effect the
game was saved for the moment.

ART 77: KITCHEN (K)

When one player in a tourna- ficiently successful to permit
ment has a lead in score over .kitchen shots afterward.
his opponent, he usually keeps
the board clear as much as prac- LEARNING. It is true that
ticable, along the lines illustrat- kitchen-bait played by the shoot-
ed in Part 5, scoring with his er may be put in the kitchen by
last-shots as far as possible, and the opponent, and this sometimes
at the same time trying to re- occurs. To the shuffler who is
strict his opponent's scoring also just beginning .to learn this gen-
to the last-shots. eral bait-sequence, the fear of
When that procedure is sue- this action by the opponent fre-

cessful, each of the players quently deters him from attempt-
scores about one disk per frame, ing the sequence.
and both players progress about However, observation of the
equally toward the final score play of experts shows that their
of the game. In this way the normal reply is to clear the
leading player expects to re- board, because they are more
main constantly in the lead. concerned with retaining their

lead and 'keeping out of the kitch-
en. When the less-experienced
player observes that this is so,
he tends to lose his timidity in
playing bait.

PART 78: KITCHEN (Ll

If, during the process of PlaY'j the shooter's turn, the only disk
ing for the kitchen, a good oppor- 1011 the board is a Tampa guard
tunity occurs to hide a scoring F favorable to the shooter, then
disk, that opportunity should usu- instead of playing kitchen-bait he
ally be taken. For example, in may well hide a scoring disk
Figure 142, if it happens that, at at C.

BAIT MISSED. If, during the ras the choice of two lines of
procedure of playing for the action, depending largely upon
kitchen, the opponent misses a the score.
shot at a kitchen-bait disk and
leaves it in scoring position, as If the shooter is only a few
at A in Figure 143, the shooter 'points behind, it will probably be
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CUT DOWN LEAD. The best
method of overcoming an oppo-
nent's lead is for the shuffler
that is behind in the score to use
the kitchen-bait play described in .
the last three articles (Parts 74, VARIATIONS. On the other
75 and 76). hand, suppose that the opponent
This procedure is more effec- does actually reply to the kitch-

tive· than attempting kitchenen.-bait by knocking the bait into
shots against disks the .opponent the kitchen. When he does so, his is behind in the score by 10 or
may happen to leave Just any- shot must be a gentle one, he 15 or more points he should try
where on the court, often badly usually .leaves his shooting. di~k to "dunk" his opponent, while
placed for' kitchen shots. In scormg area, and this IS accepting the risk of being

It is not \ to be expected that what the shooter wants, "dunked" himself and while
this procedure will be regularly The shooter then plays to put trying to make that risk, small
succ~~sful, for there are always the opponent in ~he ~itche~, pre!- by making it hard for the oppo-
two Sides to each game, and each erably by knocking It against hls: nent to reverse the situation.
player endeavors to counteract own kitch~n di~k as a ~ackstop The general sequence is not
the plays of the other. and knocking his own disk from easy, and requires practice to
As a measure of the success the kitchen. attain both skill and confidence

of kitchen-bait in producing tar- If it should happen that both in its use.
gets for later kitchen shots, 10 sides reach the end of a half-
games of experts were observed round with a lO-off for each, the. TOURNAMENT CASE~ sho~-
in two important tournaments scores of both sides are then far- mg what. can be. ac~omphshed In
(Fun 'n Sun and Gold Medal). ther from the finish of the game. overcoming leads In sco~e held
There were noted 192 kitchen- This is an advantage to the play, by opponents, largely With the

bait shots, which were fol- er with the lower score, for it ~id of kitchen shooting, are out-
lowed by 51 kitchen shots of the gives him more time and oppor- Iined b~low. The~cores reco~ded
same player, that is, about 26tunity to catch up. from. tIm~ to time .are .Cited,
per cent of the kitchen-bait shots showing Wide fluctuations m the
or about one in four, were suf- IN GENERAL, when a shuffler lead.

® Clol.
69

SlIlith 0
60

Figure 140

@ Clol.
59

Smith 0
67

Figure 141

Mr:Shurrle60ard

One game: 5 to 33; 50 to -7;
106to 17.
Another game: 15 to 5; 2 to

55; 47 to 39; 22 to 85. '
Another game: -33 to 50: 82

to 26.
Another game: -24 to -8; -1 to

44.



well to protect that scoring disk
with a guard, as at X.
On the other hand, if the shoot-

er is well behind in the score,
he should remember that the bait
was put there in the first place
for the definite purpose of luring
the opponent into an exposed
position. Therefore, he may well
eave it in the open to continue
its purpose, and place another
disk in another part of the board,'
as at B or even better at Y.
The last placed disk should be

SO located as to make it difficult
for the opponent to spoil both
disks with a single shot. Thus ei
ther disk may serve as bait, and
may result in a dunking for the
opponent, while the other disk
may have some chance of scor-
ing.
When the opponent has a disk

in the kitchen, the normal play is
to cover it by a guard, as de-
scribed in Part 26, although there
are exceptions.

kicks himsel
mentally, as in
the sketch, or
perhaps h e
merely grins
ruefully, or sits
down talking to
himself.
Even the ex-

pert does it. In
a match of an

important statewide tournament,
with 32 clubs participating, a top-
level expert had won one game
and had a score of 71 to 46 in his
favor, with only four points need-
ed to win the game and the
match. He had the last-shot and
a clear board, and had therefore
only to make a simple score. He
shot to make a score, and made
the kitchen.
In the semifinals of another im-

portant tournament, a former na-
tional champion put himself in
the kitchen with the first shot of
the game.
Another variation is to shoot to

SELF TO KITCHEN. Every- 'hit another disk, but to miss or
body puts himself in the kitchen graze it and stop in the kitchen.
occasionally. Perhaps he then) We have also seen a number of

PART 79: KITCHEN (M)

.•

Figure 1<44

Figure I <42 Figure 1<43
other former national champions [shoot their disks into the kitchen.

®Hall
-5

Henci""son 0
52

A frequent situation is shown in tournament play by Carl Splll-
in Figure 144, with an enemy man. several times national
disk F lying as a "cripple" 0 champion.
the near edge of the kitchen. An- '
other such cripple is at G-!. It PROTECT CRIPPLE. In view
should usually be practicable to of the foregoing, in case the op-
knock one of the opponent's disks, ponent is to have the last-shot,
as G-l into the kitchen at G-2, it is frequently well for the play-
leaving the shooting disk D for a er whose disk lies a cripple on
score of 7. the near line of the kitchen to

knock it away, as did Spillman
CRIPPLE TO KITCHEN. This in another example.

hit should be full, because an an- Another alternative would be to
gle hit would cause the shooting Cover it with a guard, as in the
disk to glance diagonally to the final march of the Yuletide Tour-
side, and might cause it to stop nament, Dec. 28, 1957, when Bess
on the kitchen line for no score, Henderson had a lead of 52 to -5
or might send it into the kitchen. over Mae Hall, and the latter
Since the disks D and G-2 must was of course ttring to equa.Iize

necessarilv be close together aft- the score by kitchen shooting.
er the above shot, it will be easy Thes~ two players are among the
for an opponent to reverse the- top-flight w0i"?en~huff1ers.
situation by a -combination shot As shown In Figure 145, Bess
to knock D against G-2, as de- Hen~erson, the shooter Re~, had
scribed in Part 68. Hence a shot a crI~ple C 01}the near line of
against a cripple should usually t~e kitchen. There were other
be avoided when the opponent disks, E, F, G and B, on the
still has another turn to play, board. Hand D were put on the
especially if he is to have the fast- board later. ..
shot unless it happens that the AI,thoughRed could hide a disk
shot' can be made under cover of in the protected ~ea beyond F
a guard such as one lying at and E, yet the CrIpple C off~red
point X ' Black an opportunity for a kitch-

. en shot to gain 17 points. Ac-
However, the best solution in cordingly Bess evidently consid-

most cases is to save the kitchen ered it more important to pre-
shot until the last-shot of the vent the kitchen shot and so pre-
frame and then accomplish it. serve her score of 52 which was
or example, this has been done so close to game. She according-

Figure 1<45

ly played a disk to D to protect disk H stopped just short of do-
the cripple. ing so, although she did make a
Mae Hall could still see a little 7 at H in the extreme corner of

-of the cripple C and played her the scoring area.
last-shot to kitchen it, but her
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has been said in the va- GUARDING BAIT. If the oppo-
rioos articles about defending nent plays kitchen-bait on an
against kitchen shooting by the open board and the .disk happens
opponent. It may be well to gath- to stop on a cross-line, as at E
er these ideas together and sum- or F in Figure 146, the shooter
marize them. may occasionally cover it by a

guard A or B.
KITCHEN DEFENSE. In gen- Since the disk E or F is a non-

eral, the defense consists in nei- scoring disk, the shooter is. not
ther placing nor leaving on the obliged to clear it from the board.
board a disk that the opponent Blocking such a disk with a
can readily put in the kitchen. guard not only spoils the effect of
When the opponent plays kitch- the bait, but prevents the oppo-

en-bait, the shooter should keep nents from doubling with E or F.
the board clear (Parts 74 to 77 The action also denies the oppo-
and later). nent the use of much of the area
A friendly scoring disk on the of the board.

board should be under cover of a As an example, such a play
guard. was made to B in order to guard
If the opponent happens to F by Clayton Hagenstad, one of

knock a friendly disk into scor- the all-time top shufflers, in the
ing area, it should be promptly 1955 Full Moon Doubles Tourna-
covered by a guard. ment.
Snuggling can be used as a de-:

fense, and will be covered later,' WASTING SHOT. When no oth-
but it is difficult to accomplish. er play appears preferable, the
Of course, if a friendly disk is: shooter may waste his shot in or';

put in the kitchen, the shooter der to prevent the opponent from
should promptly knock it away putting it in the kitchen.
(Part 8ll. For example, in the finals of
FOl' the shooter to reply to the 1954 State Gold Medal Tour-

kitchen shooting with kitchen play nament between Amy Close arid
of his own when he has the lead Gerald Anderson, both top-level
in score is to play into the hands experts, the score was 68 to 43,
of the opponent. That is what the with Amy Close, the shooter Red,
opponent wants. within one score of game.
When a friendly non- scoring Her opponent was therefore

disk on the board, for example anxious to put her in the kitchen
a cripple, forms a good target in order to save the game, and
for a kitchen shot by the oppo- of course she knew this.
nent, the shooter may well clear At the seventh shot there were
it away or cover it by a guard. two non-scoring disks on the

PART '1; KITCHEN (0)

1

o ®
Aro1er.on
43 .

o @
Clo.. Schneider

68 60

o
Cloe.
60

e

Figure 1~6 Figure 147 Figure 148

board, F and C, Figure 147 .•
The shooter wasted her shot to

D, off to the side and snuggled
near C, in order to prevent the
opponent from putting D in the
kitchen. The shot was not en-
tirely a wasted shot, because it
also formed a guard protecting 0 A remarkable case in which
against a kitchen shot, .while C both players wasted their shots
prevented D from being put in in successive turns in order to
the kitchen. avoid being put in the kitchen
A similar effect could have was described in Notable Shuffle

been obtained by clearing C from' Shots for April 17, 1958, and is
the board. shown in Figure 148. Disk C was
In another case in the 1955 wasted first, then H immediately

Florida State Championship Tour- afterward.

nament, Mary Scalise, three
times national champion, with a
commanding lead and the board
essentially clear, wasted her
sixth shot to point X, Figure
147.

When one of his own disks lies kitchen disk B should knock it kitchen; therefore a full hit ly off center (Part 9), might be
in the kitchen, the shooter mustl away and leave the shooting should be avoided. just enough to cause the shooting
usually knock it away at the disk D on the line and therefore The hit should usually be made isk to be left in the kitchen.
first opportunity. safe. at an angle of about 30 degrees, Therefore the t~pe of ~hot sho~ld
The ObVIOUS?1ethod, and .usual- In this shot, it is necessary to with aiming point at one edge be the ~a~e as If the kitchen disk

ly the s~rest, I~ to shoot directly guard against an error in direc- of the kitchen disk. were. SIXInches or more beyond
at the kitchen disk. tion which might cause the shoot- The shot should have consider- the line,
CLEARING KITCHEN. In ing disk t~ glance to the side and able speed, enough and more to When a kitchen disk is near the

knocking away a kitchen disk by into the.~Itchen. The speed sh~uld send both disks .surely out of the ide of the kitchen, as at C, the
direct hit, the shooter must guard be s~fficIeI?-tto knock the k~tch- ki~chen, even If one of them shooting disk should normally be
against the danger that his shoot en disk entirely through the kitch- might. have to tr~vel almost the imed at. the outer edge of the
ing disk.although it knocks awa~ en, yet the shot should b~ ~a.de full Width of ~he kitchen to do so. kitchen disk, and thus itself more
the kitchen disk, may itself re- r~ther gently so as to rmmrmze If a gentle hit were made, even surely glance outside the kitchen.
main in the kitchen, as so fre- sld~ward mo~ement aI?-d t.hus at an angle, there would be dan- ..
quently happens. aVOId.a possible glancmg Into ger t~at. one o~ both disks might SHOT FOR SCORE. Sometimes

the kitchen. remain In the kitchen. a direct shot to clear the kitchen
In Figure 149 there are shown . The same considerations would appears to the shooter to be

thre.e posltI?ns,. A, B .and C, for DEEP IN KITCHEN. On the apply if disk A were only about doubtful of success at the time
a friendly disk In the kitchen. other hand, the kitchen disk A four or five inches from the near of the last-shot, for example if
Disk B lies close to the near' lies deep in the kitchen, six inch- line of the kitchen. If a full hit the kitchen disk lies deep and the

edge of the kitchen, within two es or more from the near edge of were made, .the edging forward' shooter is reluctant to risk the
or three inches of that edge. A the area, and there is room for of the shooting disk at impact sticking of his shooting disk in
straight shot fOr a full hit on the the shooting disk to stop jn the especially if the shot were slight- the kitchen, or for some other
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SPOIL HIDDEN DISK. When,
as in Figure ISO, an enemy disk
F in scoring position is so pro-
tected by another disk E-1 that
the shooter cannot hit F by a di-
rect shot· except with a very thin
hit that involves little promise of
success, the best shot is usually
a combination, especially if the
two disks are fairly close to-
gether.
Another situation inviting a

combination is shown in Fig- far disk F in Figure 150 with a There are several ways of avoid;
ure 152, with two enemy scoring combination, it is best to line up .ing this latter occurrence.
disks G and H on the board. By the shooting disk in the starting If the disks are close together,. "
knocking G against H it may be area with the two target disks the shot can be aimed slightly to glance off to o~e side. This ~s
possible for the shooter to spoil on the board in as straight a line left of center of E-1 (by about ap~hca.ble especially to cases m
both with a single shot. as practicable. three-eighths inch for this case) which th.e disks are separated by
In combination shots one of the If the hit is exactly in the cen- so that the first disk E-1, instead longer distances, such as s~x feet

first and most important consid- ter of the first target disk, it will of being pointed at the center of or more. Wh~n the shot IS also
erations is to hit the first disk of be driven at the center of the the second disk F, will be point- ~ade at conslder~ble speed, the
the combination at such a striking second disk and will probably ed at one side of it. This obvious- distance of glancing off to the
angle as to drive it against the backstop against it to remain in ly requires great accuracy in side will be greater. .
second disk. The determination of place at E-2. This frequently hap- shooting a8will be discussed When the two target disks of a
this angle and the corresponding pens. In Figure 150, the place of later. ' combination are close together,
aiming point have been discussed stopping would be on the 8-10 at about two or three feet dis-
in Parts 53 to 60; and will be still cross-line. Another way is to aim for the tance, the combination is usually
further considered in this and: first disk to hit the center of the a reliable shot if carefully played.
succeeding articles. ANGLE. However, if F were second disk, expecting that the Conversely, when they are far

deeper in the 8-area, as in Fig- shot will involve some inaccu- apart, as at nine feet distance,
ure 151, to stop E-2 against F racy so as to hit the second disk it is quite difficult to hit the fax
would obviously be undesirable .: to right or left of center and disk

1'1
reason,
It may then be better to use the Iscore instead of trying to clear lects the play in which he consid-

last-shot to play for a simple the kitchen. The shooter thus se- ers he is more likely to succeed.

PART 82: COMBINATION (A)

The combination is one. of the
most interesting shots in shuffle-
board, and is frequently spectacu-
lar. A combination is a shot in
which, as in Figure 150,the shoot-
ing disk C hits one disk E-1 and
knocks it .against a second disk
F. The purpose is usually to spoil
the second disk, and frequently
also includes the intention of
spoiling the first disk.

o
Figure Figure150 Fi9ure151 152

LINE UP. In order to have the
highest certainty of hitting the

PART 83: COMBINATION (B)

In the attempt at a combination
shown in Figure 153, the main
objective was to spoil the black
scoring disk F, but the shot failed
to spoil F, as often occurs. Even
though a combination may fail in
hitting the second disk F, it will
still probably remove the near
disk E, and this should open the
way to a direct shot at F in case
the opponent fails to replace E
by another effective guard.

considerably with the situation.
Sometimes a fairly fast shot will
be used in order to get one or
both disks surely off the board.
Sometimes kitchen speed will be
used to put one or both target
disks in the kitchen.
In the often - seen situation

shown in Figure 154, there are
initially only two disks on the
board, E-1 in the 8-area and A
in the kitchen.

FORCE USED. The force to be Although there are possibilities
used in a combination will vary, of shooting directly at E-1 or A

with the purpose of spoiling just
one disk, the obvious best shot
in practically every case like this
is to play a combination to knock
E-1 against A with the quadru-
'ple purpose of spoiling E-1
.twhtch is almost certain), scor-
ing against E-1 for an 8 with the
shooting disk C, knocking E-!
against A and into the kitchen
at E-2, and knocking A out of
the kitchen. The total possible
gain amounts to 36 for the shot.

One particular element of the

o o
Figure 149

shot is that the speed should be
such as will put E-1 in the kitch-
en even if it fails to hit A.
HIGH GAINS. A related situa-

tion that is not infrequently seen
is shown in Figure 155, with a
red disk B in the kitchen and a'
black disk F in the to-area. With
the 7%-foot distance separating
the two disks, the probability of
a successful combination shot is
about one in three, as will be
shown in a later article.
However, there is no question
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scoring a 10at F, Figure 155.
that the combination should The shooter Red 'then made a

be attempted because of the al- .successful combination leaving
certain gain of 10 points in his shooting disk in the te-area,

spoiling the enemy disk F. Also spoiling his own kitchen disk and
there are possibilities of addition- leaving the opponent's disk in the
al gains, up to 40 points for the kitchen. He thus completely reo
shot. Success with this type of versed the situation, with a gain
play gives great satisfaction. of 40 points for the shot.

, On the next shot, the opponent
An example of such shooting repeated the same feat and reo

by experts occurred in one of the versed the situation in his turn,
matches of the 1954Florida State for a gain of 40 points for him-
Championship Tournament. self. These two successive shots
Black had just put Red's disk B constitute an example of high ac-
in the kitchen, at the same time curacy.

~ o ~ o ~

The question often arises as to deserves study at this time.
whether to use a direct shot or ._
combination in order to knock . In .the particular case. shown
friendly disk from the kitchen. in FIgure 156, the. two disks F
We have shown several example and ~ are about ~IX feet apart.

.. As will be shown m the next ar-of the use of a combination whe ti 1 . d t dri di kan enemy scoring disk can no IC.~, in or er 0 rI,:e o~e IS
only be spoiled but can b against a~othe~ at this distance,
knocked against the kitchen disk; the shootI~g. line must. be ac-
in such a case the use of th curate to within on:.half inch, .
combination is normal. In other words, If the shooting

. line diverges more than one-half
In another typical ca~e th.ere inch to right or left from the line

may be no enemy scoring dI~k, required for an accurate combi-
but there may be an enemy disk nation to hit the center of the
that threatens a double and needs second target, the first struck
to be knocked away, as show disk will miss the second.
at F in Figure 156. On the other hand, far less ac-
SELECTION. In deciding which c~racy is required for a dir~ct

shot to use in this case, ther h~t. ~ssu.me that the. shooting
are a number of consideration disk IS .aImed ~t the r~ght edge
to be weighed, including the scor of the kItch:n dI~k A, FIgu~e 156.
in the game, the number of late The sho?tmg line can. diverge
shots each player Is to hav about 2% inches to the right and
and who is to have the last-shot, still knock away the kitchen disk.
how deep the disk A lies in the Also the shooti?g line can di-
kitchen and whether it is near verge about 1% inches to the left
to one edge, the distance and t~ward the center of the ~itchen
angle from the disk F to th disk and the shot can still su~.
kitchen disk A, the possibility ceed. These two acceptable di-
of leaving the enemy disk or the, vergences allow a total of at least
friendly disk in the kitchen, the ~V4 inches as co~pa~ed with one
probable score that may result inch for the combination.
if the opponent is allowed to If the error to the left is more
make his double and whether the than Ph inches, in other words
shooter may be able later to if the shootng disk hits near cen-
spoil it, the result if the combina- ter, it is liable to stick in place
tion fails, the skill and accuracy and may stop in the kitchen.
of each player, and the degree But it sometimes happens that
of accuracy required for a corn- the player shoots even beyond the
-bination shot as compared with a center of the disk (to the left in
direct hit. this caseL hitting the other side is therefore surer. figure.

of the kitchen disk, and clearing NON-SCORING DISK. There On the other hand, if the two
ACCURACY. With all of the the disk from the- kitchen. Hence are some cases in which a non- 'disks are very close together, as

foregoing considerations, it is an additional allowance for di- scoring disk has been utilized, at X and Z, and if the chances
'difficult to reach a conclusion vergence can be added to the 4% such as one at G, Figure 157, to of leaving the enemy disk in the
without discussing various com- inches already counted. knock against a kitchen disk C. kitchen appear to be good, such
plex groupings of these elements. It is thus seen that the accu- ut it is usually not so good as' a shot appears justifiable, but in
However, the last-named of these racy required for the six-foot the direct shot at the kitchen disk most other cases such a shot-
considerations, that of the rel- combination is much greater than that was played by Carl Spill- seems undesirable as compared
ative accuracy of the two plays" for the direct hit. The direct shot, an in the case shown in the with the direct shot.

PART 84: COMBINATION tCl

Figure 153 Figure

o

154 Figure 155
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PART 85: COMBINATION (D)

ACCURACY. In Figure 158 the
disks E·l and F-l are three feet
apart center to center. If the
shooter aims and shoots at F-l
accurately along the line of cen-
ters JK of the two disks, the first
target disk F-l will be struck ex-
actly on center and it in turn will
hH the second target disk E-l ex-
actly on center.

However. if as in Figure 159
the shooting line happens to be at
LC, a shade more than one inch
to left of the line of centers JK,
the shooting disk C (shown at in
stant of impact before glancing
off to the left) will drive the firs
target disk F-3 SO as to just mis
E-2 (passing it at F -4), and th
combination shot will be a fail
ure.

In order for the first disk F-
to hit the second disk E-2, the
shooting line must be within on
inch of the center of F-3, whethe that success is impossible for the
to left or right. longer separations, but that the third of an inch. bination is made at an angle, as

Considering the two probability of success is lower. ANGLE. The foregoing figures shown in Figure 160, the effect of
disks . of a combination to be Therefore when a shuffler is apply to the case of a combina- the angle on accuracy is slight if
placed at various distances apart, about to attempt a combination tion in which the aiming line is the angle is small, but for strik-
it is not difficult to calculate sim with the disks nine feet apart; along the line of centers of the ing angles of over 30 degrees the
iJarly the accuracy required fa he may well ask himself whether two target disks, that is, when effect is material, and has the
the various distances. In the tal he can reliably count on shooting the three disks are lined up on a general result of decreasing the
ble there are shown typical dis- so as not to miss the center of straight line. accuracy of the play and making
tances apart and the correspond the first disk by more than one- On the other hand, if the com- the shots less reliable.

An important consideration in
the. USe of combinations is the
degree of accuracy required for
their success, and this of course
largely governs the question as
to whether such a shot should be
selected for any particular situa-
tion.

ing limiting amounts by which
the shooting line may diverge to
right or left and still cause a
hit to be made on the second disk.

It is evident that the longer the
combination, the greater will be
the difficulty of hitting the sec-
ond disk.

WHAT CHANCES? In general
it may be concluded that for sep-
arations of three feet the chances
are good, for separations of six
feet they are low, and for sep-
arations of nine feet they are
very poor. This does not mean

ACCURACY REQUIRED
IN COMBINATIONS

Distance
of disks
apart,
center to
center

Limit that
shooting
line may
diverge
and still
cause hit
on second
disk
3 inches
1 inch
1/2 inch
% inch

1 foot
3 feet
6 feet
9 feet 158 Figure 160Figure Figure159

PART 86: COMB~NATION (El

Number Number Percentage Proportion
of hits of misses of hits of success

30 4 88 pct. 7inS
35 35 50 pet. 1in2
16 31 34 pet. 1in3
12 21 36 pet. 1 in 3

4 12 25 pet. 1 in 4

97 103 48 pet. 1 in 2

In the preceding article there
was discussed the degree of ac-
curacy required for success in
combination shots. In further pur-
suance of this idea, the question'
anses as to what are the actual
percentages of success of such
shots in the play of experts.

PERCENTAGES OF SUCCESS IN COMBINATIONS PLAYED BY EXPERTS

Number of
attempts

Distance apart,
center to center,
in feet

0-2
3·4
5·6
7·8

9 or mOTe

34
70
47
33
16

TOTALS 200

of tournament places. esting and instructive, although
All of the records were drawn in an unexpected way. This oc-

from the last three rounds of th curred in the final match of the
particular tournaments, that is, ational Tower Tournament at
quarterfinals, semifinals and fi- Lak= Wales January 28. 1956.
nals (including play-offs for third The final match was being
and fourth places). fought out between two strong

SURPRISE. The observation of teams, one from Sunshine Club of
one match was especially inter- St. Petersburg composed of Carl
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EXPERTS' PERCENTAGES.
Whatis the value of knowing
such facts? It is based on the
idea of the selection of the best
shot to play in any given situa-
tion. If a shuffler has a choice
between two shots which will OBSERVATION. We have ob-
gain for him about the same served and recorded the action
score, and one of the shots is in 200 combination shots played
easy and sure with a high per-, in 25 games by 34 experts in
centage of success, while the oth-, statewide tournaments.
er is difficult and doubtful with The experts observed were
a low percentage of success, of winners of places in statewide
Course the choice should be marie tournaments, and in most cases
to play the easy and sure shot, were the winners of a number



.of two feet or less, the percent- only 25 per cent, or one shot in

.ages of success would be high, four. In other words, there were
and this is shown to be true, with three misses for each four at-
88 per cent of hits, and only one tempts.
miss in eight tries. .,. The question must anse as to
However, for distances of three whether combinations are desir-

or four feet, the percentage of able at distances of five fpet or
success in 70 attempts w~s only .more when the experts miss from
50 per cent, or one shot m two. 63 to 75 per cent of their at-
This is lower than was expected, tempts
but appears to be a sound fig- .
ure.
For five to six feet and for

seven to eight feet the percentage
is about the same for both, that
is, a hit for one shot in three.
Otherwise stated, this means that
two tries in three were misses.
It would be logical to expect

that the percentage of hits for
7-8 feet would be lower than for
5-6 feet. but it happened that the
cases actually observed did not
bear out this logic. The facts are
.recorded as they were observed.
, For distances of nine feet or
more, the percentage of hits was

It should be clear that combi-
nations of nine or more feet
should hardly ever be used unless,
heir use is forced by the situa-
ion. In fact it is apparent that
Ithe experts who were observed
sed few shots of such lenzths.

Of course there are a number
f factors to be considered in the
election of the shot for each sit-
uation, and the percentage of
probable success is one of them.
The selection of the best play to
use in any case should be the re-
sult of consideration of the vari-
pus factors.

Figure 161 Figure 162 Figure [63
W. D. Tripp, the shooter Red Ible. He succeeded, and made a

with the score 44 to 54 against gain of 15 points for the shot and
him, then played a gentle corn- for the half-round, reaching the
bination shot with the last-shot to over-all score of 59 to 54.
knock A-I gainst C-1 for a dou-

for each of the combination shots
S;:iTh:n:an" then five times nation- were the name of the player, the
ci ril2mpioo. an~ Henry Bad1?D, -distance between ?isks. and
- times national champion. whether the first disk hit or

other from KISSImmee, missed the sJlcond disk.
composed of Webster and ~anet The ultimate purpose of the

fib, each with a national 'shots such as to knock away one
championship. or bo'th disks, or to kitchen them,
There were thus a total of 10 to make a score, to clear the

national champion~hips among kitchen, etc., were too varied to
the four players: ThIS appeared to justify tabulation in any wa~ so
be an opportunity to gather sta- that statistics could be derived
tistics on the subject and to base, from them. This would therefore'
it on top-level playing. mean that a number of the plays
Accordingly a record was made classified as hits did in fact fail

of every combination' attempted. wholly or partly to accomplish
As a surprise development, It was the ultimate purposes of the shots.
found that every attempt at a The table in the box shows the
combination failed. The fact was information found.
that the four experts kept the
board so clear throughout the two COMMENTS. The results are
games of the mat.ch that there illuminatina,
was only one occasion that called Considering all 200 plays, the
for a combina!ion shot, and that experts made just under 50 per
happened to fall. cent successful, that is, one sue-
DATA. Considering the records. cess in two tries.

gathered in the 25 games, among It would of course be. expect-
. it s of data recorded ed that for the shorter distancesvarIOUS I em

PART 87: COMBINAT!ON (F)

Another situation in which ato put A it the kitchen.
combination is applicable is
shown in Figure 161, in which the SELECTION. Figure 162 shows
opponent has just bunted a black another case in which an enemy-
.scoring disk E into the 8-area, scoring disk E is covered by two
'where it is covered by two disks guarding disks F and G, and the
A and F, one red and one black. shooter has the choice of which
The evident method of spoiling; disk, F or G, to knock against E.

E is to knock one of the other Although he can make a straight
disks A or F against it. At the hot in playing F, it would nor-
distance of about four feet it rnally be preferable and more ac-
seems that whichever disk is curate to make the shorter shot
knocked at E'may possibly stop by knocking G against E.
against it and remain In place
for a score. . A VARIATION of the foregoing
Obviously, from the point of situations that is seen from time

view of the shooter Red, it would to time is that shown in Figure
be disadvantageous to enable F· 163 and which occurred in the
to score in this way, and con- final of the Full Moon Singles
versely it would be advantageous Tournament Dec. 16, 1954.
for the red disk A to score. So it With only disk A-I previously
would normally be preferable to on the board, Red had shot to
shoot A against E instead of F hide C beyond A-I, but it had
against E. stopped on the 7-8 cross-line at
However, bearing in mind that C-!. Thereupon Black had shot H

A may not hit E, but may miss to block a later attempt to dou-
and go beyond, it would be inad- ble with C-1. This left three disks
visable to use kitchen speed for on the board A-I, Hand C-l (all
the shot, for the result might be drawn with full lines.)

o ®®

PART 88: COMBINATI·ON (G)

Her only chances were either to
put F' in the kitchen or to play
a combination. The combination
would knock B or C-1 against
either G or H or both, hoping to
spoil G and perhaps put it in the'
kitchen, or to put H in the kitch-

A situation that is not only suit-
able for a combination but prac-
tically demands- one is shown in
Figures 164 and 165. This situa-
tion occurred in one of the last
rounds of the 1957 district-wide
Times-Mae Barber Shuffleboard

Tournament at St. Petersburg. F, Band C-l.
Mary Scalise, shown as playing The shooter Red, on the right

with the black disks, was leading could not see G for. a direct hit
by a score of 72 to 29, and had a and could not knock F against it
winning score on the board for a because B was in the way. Nor
7 at G. Also there were non-scor- could he see H to put it in the
ing disks on the board at E, H" kitchen.
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REVERSAL. Another combina-
tion involving a kitchen shot oc-
curs when one of the players has
hit a cripple and put it in the

SPECTACULAR FINISH. In kitchen, stopping the shooting disk
the 1939 Sears-Roebuck Tourna- in scoring area for a 7, where-
ment (corresponding to the men's upon the opponent reverses the
divison of the present Orlando situation. with' a gain of up to
Singles Tournament> the final 34 points for the shot. This type
was being contested between Har- of action was described in Parts
ry Woolman of Mirror Lake and 68 and 79.
Baker. of W.inter Haven. SPOIL DOUBLE. It was saId
As m Figure 167, Baker had. in Part 42 that the front-and-rear

on the board an advantage of double is vulnerable, in that both
30 points, with two of Woolman's disks can often be spoiled with
red disks A and B in the kitch- a single shot,' a combination. Fig-
en for 20-off, and with a black ure 168 shows a situation that oc-
disk H-l in the 10-area. curred immediately after a front-
At the last-shot, Woolman and-rear double had been made

played the combina~ion .that was by Henry Badum, three times
demanded by the situation, that, national champion, in a 1955 Yule-
is, to knock H-l against both A tide tournament match against
and B. Henry Andringa, also a former
His shooting disk hit H-l with national champion. E-l should be put in the kitch- -1. Since E-! was less than a

a full hit and stopped in the 10- The scor~ was about even, 23 en. The shot was perfectly sue- disk's width beyond the 7-8 cross-
area at D. H-l was knocked to 22, and It was the fourth shot cessful. ine, F stopped on the 7-8 cross-
against beth A and Band stopped of the ~alf-round, to be played As shown in Figure !69, the ine at F-2 when it hit E-!. Fi-
between and against them in the by Andringa, the shooter Red. shooting disk B hit F-l and ally, due to the use of kitchen
kitchen at H-2. Both A and B He shot to knock F-l against stopped as it hit to score an 8. peed, E-! was tapped into the
were knocked from the kitchen. E-!, using kitchen speed so that F-! was knocked directly against kitchen at E-2.

en, or perhaps both to spoil G ing disks F-l and G-l, which
and glance' off to put H in the were protected by two other
kitchen. disks E and H-!. No other disks
She could point her combination were on the board. The 14 points

at G, or at H, or between them on the board represented by F-l
with the hope of hitting one or; and G-l would brine, his score to
both. 74, and he would have the last-

She played her shooting disk shot in the next frame and prob-
against C-l for a combination as ably would win the game and
in Figure 165, and C was knocked match quickly.
against H, but it stopped on the Tansky could not see to hit
line at C-2 for no score. H was' either F-l or G-l, but the situa-
knocked entirely through the tion demanded that he play a
kitchen, combi~ation with the objective
Since there was no change in of spoiling either F-l or G-l or

the score lying on the board, both.
Mary Scalise won the game. His play was apparently to try

to knock H-l so as to hit between
.ANOTHER CASE, .shown in F-l and G-!, using kitchen speed,

Figure 166, .was described to us in the hope of spoiling and kitch-
by Carl Spillman, topmost all- ening one or both target disks.
time shuffler. He was playing
against Lew Tansky, also an ex- H-! was knocked first against
pert player, in the third and de- F-l and glanced to hit G-l, then
ciding game of the final match ~topped against G-l on the ce~tef
of the Florida State Champion- line at H-2. F-l was knocked into
ship Tournament at Sarasota the kitchen at F-2, G-l stopped
Feb. 6, 1958, and the score was on a line at G-2.
60 to 41 in his favor. Gain for the shot: 24 points,
On the board he had two scor- Gain for the half-round: 10 points.

-PART 89:COMBINATION (H)

Among the various cases in
which a combination is played
against a double target beyond
the first struck disk, the follow-
ing play has been described to
Us by Dwight K. Hubbard, one of
the all-time greats.

Gain for the shot: 50 points,
and with them the game, match
and tournament.

PART 90: COMBINATION (I)

t
® 0 I8l 0 ~ 0Scalise Scalise SpUlman Tansky72 29 79 29 60 - 10 41

Figure 164 Figure 165 Figure 166
The game was prolonged, butlgame and match and state cham-
Carl Spillman eventually 'Won the pionship,

\
~
Badum
23

o
Woolman

e
Bad=

o
A.OOringa

o
Andringa.

22

Figure Figure Figure167 168 169

A special type of combination'liS shown in Figure 170, and OC-'ltiallY on the board, and laYlshooting disk C to hit B-! 011 the
which approximated the action of'l curre~ in a social game. O~l? 'about three or four inches apart. r~ght side, and then the s~ooting
disks in contact (Parts 61-64), two disks A-I and B-1 were mI-., The shooter Red played the disk glanced off to the right to
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C. B-1 was knocked diagonally to driven directly against the cen-
the left against A-I and then ter of the second disk, it is liable
glanced further to the left and to stop as it hits, for a score.
stopped in the 10-area at B-2. At for the opponent, and this can atl
the same time A-I was tapped times be avoided, especially
lightly onward to A-2. when the two disks are close to-
Gain for the shot: 18 points. gether, by aiming to hit the first.

disk off center so that it will in'
ANOTHER COMBINATWN, turn hit the second disk off cen-

involving disks fairly close to- ter and glance to the side with-
gether, is shown in Figures 171 out scoring.
and 172. The score was not crtt- That Vias done in this case.
ical, at 10 to 7. The shooter was The shooting disk was aimed to
Larry Schoch, then national open the right of center of H-1 and
singles champion, who was play glanced off to the right to score
ing against Jerry Anderson, an- an 8 at D, Figure 172. Disk H-1,
.other top-level shuffler. It was in having been hit to right of center,
the 1954 Dimco-Gray Tourna- was driven diagonally to the left
ment at Lakeland. to hit G-1 to left of .center and

. then glanced off to the left out
.At his last-shot, Larry had a ,of scoring area to H-2. G-1 was

disk C .on t~e board for a 7, ~smoved diagonally to the right
shown m Figure 1~1, while hi s and stopped on the intersection
opponent had two. diSks,. G-1 an of lines at G-2.
H-1, for 16 potential pomt?, sep- The shot was made with gentle
arated by about 8 to 10 inches, force. This allowed D to score
edge to edge. instead of glancing out of the
As discussed in Part 82. when scoring diagram as would have

a combination is to be made and occurred for a speedier shot.
the first enemy target disk is This also resulted in G not be-

PART 91: COMBINATION (J)

When a di~k is -:ve~lhidden. and aiming point about 11/2 inches
must be spoiled, It IS sometimes ouside the left edge of the first
rea~hed more r~adily by a combi- target disk G. The shot was sue-
n~tlOn played diagonally from the cessful, both disks G andC were
Side ~han by a long combination spoiled and the game was saved
that IS more nearly in a straight .
line, as shown in one case in SACRIFICE? In a tournament
Part 87. game the score was: Black 63,
DIAGONAL COMBINATION. In Red 32. Each player had a scor-

Figure 173 there is shown a situ- ing disk in the 7-area, at B-1 and
ation as seen by Ralph Black- F, Figure 174, which would bring
man, the national closed cham- the score to 70 against 39, putting
pion of the year in the Gateway Black within one scoring shot of
to the Gulf Doubles Tournament winning the game. Also the oppo-
. at. Gulfport. March 17, 1957 in nent Black hadtwo disks G and
the play-off for third and fourth E protecting the scoring disk F.
places. In this situation it was impor-
As indicated in the diagram ~ant f.or Red to spoil Black's scor-

with the score 71 to 53 against his I~ng disk F, even at the sacrifice,
side, his immediate opponent H. need be, of his own scoring
Edna Robbins had the advan- disk B-l. .
tage. She had a scoring disk GOne P?sslble shot. wa~ to knock
on the board that would bring B-1 against F, as In Figure 175.
the black score to 78 points and At the striking angle of about 60
game if left there, but it was in degrees, it wa~ necessary to use
the open and exposed. There was an

f
airmng point 5% inches to

also a red disk in the ~dtchen, le:t of the ~eft edge 0 f B-1, a very
protected by the double guard thin shot, In fact so thin that an-
composed of Hand B. other ~14 inch to the left would
It was imperative for Red to result. In a miss.

~poil the black scoring disk G If ~IS shot were to diverge to
In order to save the game, and the right alm?st two inches, it
also it was of course desirable to would still drive B-1 against F
put it in the kitchen either di- because B-1 and F were close to-
rectly or by knocking it against gether. .Also the s~ooting disk
the kitchen disk C in order also ~ould still pass G Without hitting
to drive C from the kitchen. It. The total permissihle diver-
Blackman played the combina- gence to left and right would

tion as indicated. The striking therefore total about 2314 inches.
angle requir~d was about 45 de- In contrast, for a longer com-
grees or a little larger, with an bination to drive E against F,

5.6

e o eAnderson
10

® (.)
Anderson L. Schocl!
10 7

o
L. scl-ocn

%.2.

Figure 170 Figure 171 Figure 172

ing driven far enough to hit and t Gain' for the shot: 24 points.
spoil the friendly disk C. Gain for ths frame: 15 points.

® 0 ®Robbins Blackman 63
71 53

o Q9
32 63

o
39

Figure 173 Figure 174 Figure 175

with a distance of about 6%. feet B-1 against F, as in Figure 175.
between the disks, it would re- He made his shot and spoiled F,
quire the divergence to right or also actually leaving B in scor-
left be less than one-half inch ing area at B-2 after backstop-
(Part 85), or that the total .di- ping it against F. So he did not
vergence allowable would be IIm- make a sacrifice.
ited to one inch, as compared Gain for the shot: 7 important
with 2% inches above. points from the opponent's pros-
Thus even the thin-hit combi- pective score.

nation against the side of B-1 HANDLE ON IT. Another vari-
would have greater promise of ation of this type of combination
accuracy and success than the is in the situation after the oppo-
longer and straighter combina- nent has put a handle on a hid-
'tion to drive E against F. den disk, as described in Parts
, The shooter played to knock. 28 and 40.



A spectacular combination was Or (2) he could attempt to put
played in the final of the men's the black disk H-l in the kitchen.
doubles of the Full Moon Doubles This would be a fair idea, but
Tournament at Lakeland Dec. 16, it would be much better if com-
1954. bined with the next possibility.
The final match was being Or (3) he could try to spoil the

played between one team com- red disk G-l by means of a com-
posed of Carl Spillman and Ralph bination, driving H-l or B
Perreault, of Sunshine Shuffle- against it.
board Club in St. Petersburg, and Or (4) he could combine (2)
another team comprising W. D. with (3) by playing a combina-
Tripp and Ben Arnett of Oak- tion to try to put both H-l and
ridge Park at Lakeland. All fou G-l in the kitchen.
players were experts, and have In general, if one disk is driven
since been ranked as 1, 7, 25 and against another in a combination
26, respectively, in our All-Time shot, anyone of a number of var-
Roll of Champions. Both teams iations may occur. Either or both
wer s outstanding in their doubles disks may score, stop on a line,
teamwork. stop in the kitchen, or leave the'
The Sunshine team had already board. These results may develop

in many different variations. The
won one game, and was leading resulting possible scores will vary:
in the second game by a score Figure 176 Figure 177
of 55 to 6, widely.
Tripp, shown in the diagram on It would require extremely ac- When there is an opportunity 54 to 59, with Oakridge ahead.

the right, playing Red, was di- curate shooting to insure the sue- for putting two disks in the kitch- However, after this the Sunshine
rectly opposed to Perreault, while cess of any particular one of the en with a combination shot, the team of Spillman and Perreault
their partners were of course at various possible shots. But the shuffler does' not count on mak- forged ahead to win the game,
the other end of the court. As shooter would probably try for ing !t, but he tries ~nyhow: hop- the match, and the tournament.
shown in Figure 176, Perreault the, most ad~~n.tageous of the mg for success once in a while.
had a black disk G-1 in the 7- va:lOus possibilities and hope, to Tripp played. his combi.nation WITH A CRIPPLE, such as G-I
area, well protected by black disk gain by some one of the van a- to d~lve H-I ak~amst G-l, with' ap- in Figure 178, belonging to the
H-I and red disk B. It was tlOonfs·th· 'b'l't"t Pf·roxtlrd~akteIHY1 Itchend speed. t Tthheopponent and lying on the near
Tripp's last-shot of the frame. .. e various POSSI I lies,. I irs IS. - was. riven a e, line of the kitchen, and another

IS Improbable that Don Tnpp s~cond disk G-I With exactly. tile enemy disk H-l in scoring posi-
POSSIBLE PLAYS_ As we ex- considered each one. However, right angle ~nd spe~d. Both disks tion nearer the shooter, a com-

amine this situation, we see that his team was far behind in the separated vlld~ly, Figure 177, and bination to put both disks in the
there were several possible plays score, in a difficult and losing bot~ stopped in the. kitchen, The kitchen is invited. The disk H-I
open to Don Tripp. situation, demanding a series of audience was astoDlsh~d and ap- is played to hit G-l at about the
He could (1) shoot for a score kitchen-pl~ying attempts on the plauded loudly, and It may be right or left edge.

of 8 on the open left side of the part of hIS team which are the tha~ Don was a~most as as- The percentage of success in
board, in which case the over-all usual m~asures to reverse a tonished as th,e audience. such shots is quite low, but a
score would reach 63 to 14. But commanding lead by the oppo- The ,net gam. for the shot was kitchen shot is often tried in sucb
this would bring the opponents nents. 27 points. Gain for the half- a situation and it costs little to
closer to the winning score of 75, COMBINATION AND kitchen, ~ound: 20 points, Resulting score add the possibility of making it
which would be an advantage for So Tripp evidently decided to at- m the game: 35 to 6. two in the kitchen. By repeatedly
the opponents even though the tempt a combination to put both The Oakridge team then con- attempting such shots when the
Oakridge team would gain a lit- of the opponent's disks in the tinued to gain on their opponents opportunity appears, success is
tle. kitchen, striking H-l first. until they reached the score of occasionally attained.

PART 92: COMBINATION (K)

P/,RT 93: COMBINATION eLJ

Occasionally a situation devel-
ops in which a triple combination
is possible. In such cases the
shooter will usually play for a,
double combination that is part of
the triple combination, and will
hope that the triple may result.

A TRIPLE COMBINATION'i
played against three disks in di-

I rect line, was played in The
Times Bay Area Tournament, at
St. Petersburg, Oct. 20, 1954. The
score, in a hard-fought game, was
about 52 to 52.
As shown in Figure 179, the

shooter Red ,at the sixth shot of
the half-round faced a situation in

which the opponent had a scoring
disk E-l for a 7, well protected
by a double guard consisting of
a red disk partly on the line at
B-1 and a black non-scoring disk
.at G·!' The three disks were in a
straight line.
H G-1 were driven against B-1

it appeared probable that it would
tap B-1 into scoring position, and
in addition there were .chances
that B-1 would hit E-1 to spoil
the latter and perhaps' put it in
the kitchen.
The shooter played to make the

combination (Figure 180), and
succeeded, with a most encourag.

o
Tripp

6
Perreault
35

o
Tripp

6

o
Perreault
55

Figure 178

ing "pop-pop-pop." The shooting
disk hit G-l on center and stopped
at D. G-1 hit B-1 and stopped on
the line at G-2. B-1 hit E-1 and
stopped at B-2 for a 7. E-1 was
knocked out of the 7-area and into
the kitchen at E-2.
Gain for the shot: 24 points. The

opponent Black did not recover,
and shortly afterward the game
was won by Red.
FOUR DISKS were involved as

targets in a spectacular combin-
ation made by R. H. Roby in one
'of the matches of the Florida
State Championship Tournament
at Lakeland February 1957, and

was described to us by him,
The opponent had won the first

game and was no only far ahead
in score in the second, but had
a big prospective gain lying on
the board which be hoped to re-
tain. As shown in Figure 181, he
had a lead on the board of 27
points, having a 7 at F-1, with
two of the shoo ers disks A and B
in the kitchen. These disks were
protec ed by two non - scoring
disks Hand C-!. '
It looked bad for Dick Roby,

whose last-shot was then to be
played, The court was slow and
there was much drift, which was
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also variable in amount.
Among the shots that he could

play were a double with C-!. In
doing so, he could try to point
C-l toward F-l and the two disks
in the kitchen with the hope that
it might spoil one '0r more of
them. For the double, he would
ordinarily playa rather gentle
shot in order that the disks would
not fly off the board.
Instead, he played a fast shot,

intending rather to spoil as many
of the three scoring disks as he
could.
As shown in Figure 182, the

shooting disk hit C-1 and glanced
only slightly to the right, fortu-
nately stopping for an 8 at D.
C-l was driven against F-1, where
it stopped (or a 7 at C-2.
F-l happened to be hit at the

right angle to drive it between
and against A and B, where it
stopped in the kitchen at F-2. Fi-
nally, A and B were driven out of
the kitchen.
Gain for the shot: 52 points.

This is the largest gain for a sin-
gle shot in tournament .play of
which we have a record.

@ 0 ,.® 0 . ~ Rob:r0' @ Rob:r0

Figure 179 Figure 180 Figure 18.1 . Figure 182

PART 94: COMBINATION (M)

In a minor tournament the .Anderson, the shooter Red, a
shooter Red encountered the sit- top-level player, opposed Wil-
uation shown in Figure 183, with Ham Norris, a skillful shuffler.
his own disk B in the kitchen The score was 68 to 73, respec-
and one of the opponent's disks tively,
E close to it on the near line of At Anderson's last-shot the sit-
the kitchen. Only these two disks uation was as shown in Figure
were on the board (not disk C). 184, with Ncrris having an 8 on

• the board at H which would win
DANGER. The ~hooter ~anted 'the game if left there, so Ander-

to knock away his own kitchen son was forced to spoil H. Also,
disk B, and the. obvious w~y was the shooter needed just one score
to knock the enemy disk Efor himself in order to win the
against it. a reasonable shot game.
However, there was danger. Among his choices he could
Red shot gently rn order to (1) knock away disk H by di-

tap E against B and leave Erect hit with a bare chance of
in the kitchen However. his putting it in the kitchen and lit-
.shooting disk failed to hit EUe chance of scoring with the
properly, merely grazing it and shooting disk.
moving it aside but not off the The six-foot combination (2) to
painted line. His shooting disk knock B against H had ahout two
glanced off slightly to the left to one odds for failure.
.and stopped in the kitchen at C. The short combination (3) to

The shooting disk therefore hit C on the right side and knock
had the desired kitchen speed, it against H, spoil H, and per-
for it stopped in the kitchen. but haps make a double with the
it did not follow the desired shooting disk and disk C or
shooting line. Or perhaps, as dis- make a score with either, ap-
cussed in Part '72 and later in peared much more inviting.
th~ series, there was drif~ which He played for the third choice
rume? th~ shot by swer.vmg the to make the double and combi-
shooting disk to the left Side. nation at the same time. His
COMBINATION, DOUBLE. In shooting disk hit C on the right

.the quarterfinals of the Sunshine side and knocked it against H
'Skyway Tournament at St. Pe- to spoil the latter, but he did
tersburg Aug. 30, 1954, Gerald not succeed in scoring with
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184 Figure 185 '
against F.
Accordingly, Red should block

the line LB from the center of
the opponent's starting area to
his disk B, by placing a guard
on this line, about at C. This
definitely prevents the combina-
tion, although it necessarily
leaves the way open for Black
to shoot directly at F in order
to clear away his kitchen disk.

o THE R COMBINATIONS.
Later on, under the subject .of
Tactics - Selection, there will
be shown other examples of
combinations.

0~
I Norris

73
Figure 183 Figure

either of his own disks.
Gain for the shot: 8 points,

and the game saved .
PREVENTING Combination.

In Figure 185 there is shown a
situation strongly favoring Red,
who has a scoring disk at B,
while his opponent has a disk F
in the kitchen. No other disk is
on the board.
The shooter foresees that at

Black's next shot he will try to
spoil B or F or preferably both.
To spoil both, which would of
course give him the largest gain,
Black would want to play the
combination to knock B



PART 95: CAROM (A)

ANGLE. The most useful an-
gles are those which involve
glancing sharply to the side. as
in Figures 186 and 187. Because

USES OF CAROMS. The ca- of the inaccuracy and unreliabili-
rom, like the combination, is ty of thin hits, as have been dis-
therefore useful in knocking away, cussed several times (Parts 10,
two disks. Also, as will be shown 50 and 57 to 59), attempts at ca-
later, it may be used for glanc- roms which involve thin hits,
log off one disk in order to such as shown in Figure 188,
reach and knock away another should usually be avoided.
disk that is hidden and well pro- There is no certainty and little
tected by a guard (su~h as one probability that the shooting
composed of several disks): and disk after hitting the first disk
whic~ cannot be reached more F i~ Figure 188. will follow the
readily by some other play. desired line JL. It is more lIable
The situations that call for the to make a miss, perhaps along

use of caroms occur less often the line JM or more widely to hitting the first target disk F, medium speed, there are many
than those calling for combina- the right, or similarly along the Figure 186 or 187. The conse- misses in carom shots, and the
tions. Also the carom is general- line JK or more widely to the quence is that, in order to have carom is usually difficult unless
ly more difficult to ~ccomplish. left. . enough remaining force to carry the disks are close together.
Therefore the carom IS less used Some shufflers Will prefer to the shooting disk far enough to
than the combination. attain their judgment of where to hit the second target disk and

aim by simple trial and error still be able to drive it as far as
ANGLE AND FORCE. The key and by the experience gained necessary, considerable extra

elements in a carom are, first, that way. However, the next ar- force must be put into the shot
to strike the first disk F at art ticle will discuss this in more de- from the beginning.
angle which is suitable to cause tail
the shooting disk to glance in the
direction of the second disk, and FORCE. As to the matter of
second, to insure that the shoot speed or force, most of the force
ing disk has sufficient remainin of the shooting disk is lost in

A carom, as shown in Figure
186 or 187 is a shot in which the
shooting disk strikes ODe disk F,
glances off it, and strikes anoth-
er disk G. It is a glancing hit
(Part 19) with the added purpose
of hitting a second disk.

PART 96: CAROM (8)

'1'11<' angles and arnung points
to he used in carom shots are
not so simply, accurately and
satisfactorily determined as in
rho case of combinations.
Because a detailed explanation

h complicated and involves
,;ornc approximations, it is
omitted. and ~1 method if,
described here in terms of actual
<:It·ps to 1)(' taken.

METHOD. In Figure 189 the
I\\'0 disks F and U are to be
knocked away by a carom.
The first step is to look Oll tlit'

board and to visualize a line FG
joining the two disks.
Also visualize a line KF par-

;111('1 to the cross-lines of the
court.
i;:stimatC' the anglo K1<'C; be-

Iween the two lines, In l<'igl1rt·
IS!! it is 20 degrees.
In Figure l!lO there. are three

other angles. 10, :lO and 4" de·
grees.

THE DISTANCE between the
two target disks is of course an
important element in the ease or
difficulty of making a carom. It
is obviously easier to make a

This requirement usually ne- double hit in the situation of Fig·
cessitates a rather fast shot. And ure 187, with the disks close to-
because fast shots tend to be less gether, than in that of Figure
accurate than shots at slow or 186, with a wide separation.

speed to reach the second disk
and hit it with enough force to
accomplish the desired result.

Figure 186

o

Figure 187

The angle KFG has now been
estimated. If the disks are more
than 1wo feet apart, edge to edge.
Ihis is the striking angle.
If the disks are two feet apart,

or somewhat less, the estimated
angle KFG should be increased
by ahout 10 degrees to obtain the
striking angle, as 30 degrees.
If the disks are a foot or less

apart, edge to edge. the est!
mated angle KFG should be in
creased by about 20 degrees to
obtain the striking angle, as
about 40 degrees.
Using various striking angles,

the corresponding aiming points
are the same as for combina-
tions, namely:

Striking
angle,
degrees
10
20
30
45

Aiming point,
distance from
center of disk

1 inch
2 inches
3 inches

4Yt inches

The aiming point is to be t Only the above four angles or
located, as shown at P in Figure pproximations thereto need or-
191, to left or right according as dinarily be considered in estimat-
the carom is to glance to left or ing angles for caroms.
ight.

G3~,

~( .
K~rf····· ·:(i9F3

G4~.

t;{-.--.:t- ".

K·" ··':·@'4
4

Figure 190

o o

Figure 189

Figure 188

Figure 191
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PART 91: CAROM (C)

Since the combination shot Is
more accurate and reliable for a-
head-on shot <Part 851, while the
carom is more accurate for shots
glancing sharply to the side, the
dividing line as to choice is at
about 45 degrees, as indicated in
Figure 192.
.To spoil both E and G, a com-
bination is more suitable than a
carom, and to spoil E and F the
carom is better.
At about 45 degrees, the divid-

ing line, there is not much ad-
vantage either way as far as
accuracy is concerned, although
the combination will probably be
a little more accurate Either
shot involves a rather thin: hit.
Near the dividing line, any

choice is also affected by other
elements of the. situation, such as
whose disks are to be struck,
whether scoring is to be attempt-
ed, etc, (
For example, in Figures 1~3

and 194 it is desired in each l':1SC'

to spoil lwo disks and each in-
valves a shot with striking angle
of about 45 degrees.
In Figure 193, it would be: a

mistake to use a carom and to
glance the shooting disk against
the kitchen disk A, because the
shooting disk. might thereby be
left in the 'kitchen. The combi-
nation is more suitable.
On the other hand, in Figure

194 a combination would knock
G against F, with some possi-
bilily that the G might stop
against F for a score. In the use
of a carom the shooting disk D
might well stop against F for a
score, as shown.
In making the choice, another

consideration is the area to which
the shooting disk will go at the
end of the shot; for example,
whelher it may stop in a protect-
ed area for a score.

Still another considcr.uion may

PART 98: CAROM (D)

scribed in Part 18.As previously mentioned, a con-
sideration in playing caroms is
the distance between the two tar-
get disks. For distances of four to
five feet, carom shots may be
considered as long and difficult.
In the figures shown here the

distances are short. In Figure 195
the disks E and F are abreast.
The aiming point for a carom is
determined as in Part 96. A shot
with such an aiming point should
result in the shooting disk hitting
E with a full hit or nearly full
hit and therefore it should stop
against E, as at point C.
Also, since the two disks are

abreast, the carom would be suc-
cessful if the first hit were made
against E instead of against F.
However, the shooting disk C
would then be stopped on the
center line instead of in scoring
area.
Of course, in case the two tar-

get disks are abreast and less
than six inches apart, as at G
and H in Figure 195, so that no
disk can be shot between them,
,the shot is simply a straight shot
for the mid-point between the two
disks. These two disks then con-
stitute a double backstop, as de-
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REACH "EHIND GUARD. A
typical carom is shown in Fig-
ure 196. A scoring disk F of the
opponent lies in the 8-area and is
so well protected by a triple
guard composed of disks A, E
and G that the shooter Red has
no chance of hitting it directly or
by combination. The disk C lies
off to the side and outside of
scoring area.
The shooter can play a carom

off C and hit F to spoil the lat-
ter, as shown in the figure, and
perhaps may also make a score
for himself, also as shown.

A similar type of carom might
alternatively be made if a disk
were located at point X.

ANOTHER interesting carom
from the 1954 Gold Medal Tour-
nament is shown in Figure 197.
The shooter played his shoot-

ing disk against the enemy scor-
ing disk G, knocking it from the
board. At the same time his
shooting disk glanced to the left
to hit B-1 .and stop against it for
an 8. B-1 was tapped onward to
B-2 for a 7. The carom resulted

o 0®

Figure 192

o 0 o
Figure 193 Figure 194

be that one or the other choice
may result in driving a disk so
as to spoil a friendly scoring

disk. The locations of other disks
onthe board mav alsu affect the
choice in -othcr wavs.

® 0 ® o 0 0
SpillJDa.n And.rson

Figure 195 Figure 196 Figure 197

in a double for Red.
Gain for the shot: 23 points.
PREVENT CAROM. When the

shooter desires to prevent the op-
ponent from making a carom, the

usual method is to sight to deter-
mine how the opponent will at-
tempt the shot and to place a
guard to block the line of the
probable shot.



PART 99: CLEARING THE IOARD(Al

Clearing the board <also called ing of the shooting disk.
"cleaning the board") is illus-
trated in Parts 5 and 74. Keep- Th~ shot should use at least
in the board clear consists of' m~dlUm. speed and .frequently u:se
a g sequence of shots to knock fairly high speed, I~ ord~r to m-
away disks so that the board re- sure that the shooting disk shall
mains clear or nearly so, and to leave. the board a~ eac~ shot.
continue this process throughout Clearing ~he board IS easier and
h If- ound 0 a series of half- more reliable on a fast court

a a r r than on a slow one, because on
rounds. a slow court a shooting disk is
THE PURPOSE is in general more liable to stick.

to ke.ep fro!D the board a~y disk WHEN USED. A shuffler keeps
or disks liable to be disadvan- .
t t th hoot r because the board clear when he IS ahead A G)
ageous 0 e s e in the score or about even <See y
they ma~ offer t?e opponent an also Parts 75 and 77-) (If he is
opportunity to gain a sc?re or to materially behind in the score,
gain an ~dvantage leading to a by about 12 to 15 points or more,
score, as I~ the. case of the cross- he usually avoids clearing the
guard E in FIgure 198, or the board, as that tenos to help the @ 0 @ 0 ® 0
Tampa guard F. opponent)
The disks knocked away are .

usually enemy disks, but occa- When the shooter is ahead or Figure 198 Figure 199 Figure 200
sionally friendly disks when these about even and is to have the
offer advantages to the opponent, last-shot in the frame, he em-
such as in the case of a disk ploys his first three turns of the yond the initial guard in case the clearing the board and frequently
stuck at X, beyond which the op- frame to keep the board 'clear, opponent leaves it there and also misses or sticks, he may be
ponent can hide, or once in a simply contenting himself with allows him a chance to make forced to abandon its use until
while a disk, such as a cripple knocking away each of the op- that shot or to hide in any other he has practiced further with it,
at B which the opponent might ponent's disks, wherever placed, protected area that may develop, and in the meantime substitute
put in the kitchen <Part 79>. if they form any danger or or to take advantage of any er- the procedure of filling-in (Parts
Occasionally the question arises threat, such as a guard E or F, rors made by the opponent. 36 and 37).

as to whether an enemy guard, Figure 198, or enemy kitchen-bait At the seventh shot the shooter
as at E in Figure 199, alone on F in Figure 200. is liable to be faced with an GENERAL USE. Of course.
the board, should be knocked For these half-rounds he can open board and so with a situa- both players can and usually do
away or disregarded. The stand- reasonably hope to keep the tion in which he can hardly hope use this procedure of clearing
ard for judging is that the disk board clear and make scores at for much success. Any scoring the board, which tends to reduce
should be spoiled if it can or the end of most of the frames disk that he could place would be the variety of the game some-
probably will be used by the op- with his last-shots. This therefore fully exposed and perhaps suit- what. However, then: are still
ponent for scoring or for hiding has the effect of deferring the able as a backstop or as a tar- many varied and interesting de-
as at F in such a way as to scoring to the last-shot of each get for the kitchen. velopments of such play. Most
embarrass the shooter. The de- frame. His shot is then usually in the expert shufflers use this type of
cision depends upon the ability On the other hand, when the nature of a last-resort play. He play.
of the opponent, ~nd on the drift. shooter is ahead ~r about even, should generally shoot for a cen- Among some players there is a
If the ans~er. IS doubtful, the and the opponent IS to have the ter - short, at or near the point prejudice against clearing the
safest solu~lOn IS usually to clear last-s~ot. and is not o~ the verge of the scoring triangle, as at Y, board, with which prejudice this
away the disk. of wmnmg, the action of the Figure 200. The center _ short writer does not agree.

shooter is different. will be discussed in detail later. Those who have watched the
THE TYPE OF SHOT is the His first play is usually a energetic and effective clearing

angle hit <Parts 5, 19, 21, 59 and guard. that is, a cross-guard as SKILL. If the shooter is not of the board regularly used by
74), each shot being aimed usu.al- at A, Figure 200, or a Tampa. reasonably good at simple scores Miriam McDavid, four times na-
ly at the edge of the target disk Then for the succeeding shots he' with his last-shots, he should not tional open singles champion, will
and preferably at the outer edge, usually keeps the board clear of use this procedure except mere- smile at the remark she made to
Figure 198. Each shot should be any disks placed by the opponent, Iy as a method of keeping the op- us a couple of years ago with a
well aimed in order to avoid a as at F, Figure 200. At the same ponent's score low. twinkle in her eye, "I don't be-
full hit and the consequent stick- time he is prepared to hide be- Also. if the shooter is weak at lieve in clearing the board."

PART 100: CLEARING THE IOI4RD (I)

Keeping the board clear is no/ ent can use it as a guard and pect of the-tactics of keeping the B in Figure 202 <considered as
easy. In fact it is difficult to do hide beyond it, that shot is not board clear is the ease with the only disk on the board), the
so without slips or failures. only a failure but is an assist- Which a player may be diverted development of a possible kit-

ance to the opponent. from this type of play. Aside chen shot, or other occurrences,
.S,!,ICKIN.G. The. most serious The same thing appl.ies equal- f~om the simp~e difficulty in con- may divert the .shooter's atten-

difficulty in keeping the board .ly when the shooting disk misses sistently shooting angle shots to tion from keeping the board
clear is the sticking of the shoot- the target disk E and leaves it clear the board and not leave clear, whereupon he finds him-
ing disk. Even though the oppon- in place as a guard. the stuck disks, there are other self no longer following that pro-
ent's disk is knocked away, when No player is exempt from such and more subtle difficulties. cedure.
the shooter's disk inadvertently failures. Even the top experts The appearance of a partly fa- An example of this was men-
remains stuck in its place, as at make them occasionally. vorable guard inviting the snoot- tioned in Part 75, in which a re-
A, Figure 201, so that the oppon- DIVERSION. A surprising as- er to hide beyond it, as beyond mark was made concerning the
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loss of a lead in score because ent's kitchen-bait shots stopped
the shooter was diverted from on a cross-line at F, Figure 203.
clearing the board into an at- Spillman promptly hid a disk at
tempt at a kitchen shot, where- C. Most experts play to hide In
upon he was promplty put in th situations like this.
kitchen by the opponent. One of the characteristics of
For another example, in Fig" keeping the board clear is that

ure 202, assuming both Band F the shuffler who has a well-de-
on the board, the Shooter might veloped habit of its use will tend
try to put F in the kitchen and to ignore opportunities for scor-
to glance to the left under cov- ing (such as beyond B in Figure
er of B, yet fail to glance to the 202) unless he can make a well-
left and thus may leave his protected score, and he may
shooting disk C exposed to a kit- sometimes even ignore good op-
chen shot. portunities.
In order to be able to clear the .

board effectively, the procedure VALUE. As sh?wn in Parts 7~,
should not only be practiced but 75 and 80, clearing the b~ard IS
it should be applied with deter- the normal ~efense. against .a
mination. shuffler. who IS playing the kit-

chen-bait sequence to put the
HIDING. However, a diversion shooter in the kitchen. It is also

from the procedure is not always a defense against other types of
wrong, for a shuffler should con- kitchen shooting.
stantly be prepared to take ad- As also later discussed, when
vantage of really good oppor- there is drift which favors the op-
tunities, especially to hide a ponent, the procedure of keeping
scoring disk. the board clear in order to spoil
For example, in the 1956Cham- the opponent's guards is of spe-

pion of Champions Turnament cial value.
'(and on other occasions) Carl The use of the procedure in the
Spillman was keeping the board doubles game is discussed later
clear, while his opponent played under the subject of "Teamwork
kitchen-bait. One of the oppon- in the Doubles Game,"

PART 101: CLEARING THE BOARD rei

The procedure of Clearing the the box. This table is based upon
board has a great numerical ef- 736 half-rounds of tournament
fect upon the score play.
Whenever a large score is

made in a single frame it must PROTECT A LEAD. When the
necessarily be accdmplished shooter has a material lead in
with a number of disks on the score, one of the opponent's best
board" that is, a player scores ossibil.ities of catching up in the
with several disks. score IS by means of kitchen

play, and another is by shots in-
FEW DISKS SCORED. If on volvinz several disks to build UP

the other hand the board is kept i
clear and is clear or essentially Number Number Pet.
so at the last shot of a half- disks half-
round, one player can score only scored rounds
by simple scoring, usually for 8 0 152
or 7 points, and for not more 1 368
than 10 points. The probable av- 2 169
erage score is about six points 3 33
per half-round for each player 4 13
when he has the last shot, as 5 1
shown in Part 14.
Largely because of the preval-

ence of keeping the board clear,
the number of scoring disks is
generally low. It is interesting to
observe how many disks are
scored per half-round in impor-
tant tournaments, as shown in

has no suitable targets for kitch- should expect to maintain that
en shots or for doubles, or for advantage. and should hope to
complex shots involving possi- reach the end of the game while
bilities of multiple scores. See retainmg that advantage.
also Part 86. Thus the score of For example, suppose that the
each frame is limited to one score is: Red 54, Black 13_ If
disk on the last - shot. As Web Red keeps the board 'clear so
Smith says, "Keep it simple." that each player makes an 8 or 7
Of course, in forcing this situ- on each round, alternating ,with

ation on the opponent, the shoot- the possession of the last-shot.
er usually also subjects himself in two half-rounds the score will
to the same general condition, probably advance to about 62 tq
so that in keeping his opponent's 21, then in two more half-rounds
score low he also keeps down his to about 69 to 29, and shortly af-
own advance in score. terward to game at about 76.
BOTH SCO'RES ADVANCE. Again, if the shooter is to have

As a result of keeping the board the last-shot and is within one
clear, the general effect on the score of winning, that is, with a
over-all score is for both play- score of 67 or more, he should
ers, if they score a reasonable n~rmally keep th~ board . cl~ar
percentage of their last-shots, to WIth the expect!ltlOn ?f winning

736 100 I increase their scores slowly, the last-shot. ThIS applies in gen-
without large jumps toward theeral, regardless of what may be

. . ' f' 1 ' the score of the opponent.
hIS score qUIckly.. . m~ game score. NOT INFALLIBLE. Still, it
The player having the lead m SInce they may expect to ad- must be remembered that the

score can therefore do ~uch to, vanc~ . about equally under such procedure of keeping the board
protect that lead by. keeping thel condlt~ons, the player ~ho has a clear is not infallible, because
board clear so that the opponent material advantage In score -many things can happen.

20.7
50
22.9
4.5
1.8
0.1

TOTAL

62

o ~e o 0 o
Spillman

3928

Figure 20 I Figure 202 Figure 203

There is great vafue in the won by using this procedure. It
play of keeping the board clear, does not always win, for no pro-
consistently used. Numerous cedure does this, but it has solid
tournament matches have been value.



PART 102: WASTING THE SHOT

It is sometimes desirable fur ;)
player to waste his shot, pri-
marily in order to prevent the
opponent from using it as a tar-
get of some kind and especially
as a target for a kitchen shot
or as a backstop for scoring.
Another suitable occasion is at

the last-shot of a half-round
when there is enough score on
the board to win the game for
the shooter, and therefore it is
undesirable to risk spoiling any
of the scoring disks or to risk go-
ing into the kitchen. Wasting the Sixth shot with board clear,

• shot is clearly in order. later in the series.
The shot may be wasted in- Seventh shot with board

tentionally in a number of ways, clear. later in the series.
including the following (Figure Snuggling, Part 80 and later
204): (1l Shooting through the in the series.
court without stopping, as along
line Z. (2) Shooting diagonally. FAILURE TO ~ASTE. The
off the side of the court, as on importance o~ wasting the shot
a line to and beyond X. (3) Play- can best be )ll~strated by some
ing to stop well to the side of the examples of failure to do so.
court and outside of scoring In a tournament match the
area, as at W. (4) Snuggling at score was: Red 68, Black 73. Red
Y against some disk A already had a 7 and an 8 on the board
lying at the side of the court. to make his score 83, while
(5) Playing to stop short of the Black had a 7 to make his score
deadline, as at V. 80. It was Red's turn to play,

and it was the last-shot of the
AS EXAMPLES of the meth- half-round. He had the game

cds of wasting the shot, one of won, and had only to waste his

our topmost greats, in a state-
wide tournament, wasted two of
his shots over the side of the
court. In another similar tourna-
ment he wasted his shot by hav-,
ing it stop short of the deadline.:
Examples of wasting the shot

are also shown and discussed in'
the following articles:

shot in order to insure victory.
However, he attempted another
type of shot, spoiled his own 8.
and lost the game at 75 to 80.,
In an inter-club match, th

shooter had the game on the"
board and should have wasted
his last-shot, as for the preceding
case. Instead, he shot for a score,
his shooting disk stopped in the
kitchen, and he lost the game.
One of his teammates remarked,
"Tommy should be shot." Anoth-
er teammate replied, "Don't
worry, his wife Mary (who was
his partner) will take care of it."
<The names have been changed
to protect the innocent.)
In a very important match, the

final of the National Open
Singles Championship in the sum-
mer of 1937, the shooter had the
winning score on the board, and
needed only to waste her last-
shot in order to win the cham-
pionship. She played her abot
without enough care, and stopped
in the kitchen, thereby failing to
win the championship and also
losing her opportunity. for in the
succeeding play her opponent
won the game and the champion-
ship.

Several cases of wasting the
shot to avoid being put in the
kitchen, Part 80.

PART 103: CENTER.SHORT AND HIGH 10 (A)

A center-short is a shot placed
at or near point X in Figure 205.
It is short of the point of the
triangle and about in line with
the center line of the court.
A high 10, also called a "Scotch

10" or a "shallow 10," is 'a disk
lying in the lO-area, as at Y in
Figure 205, but not deep enough
in the triangle for the opponent
to use it readily as a backstop
for a score.
These two are related in sev-

eral respects, but obviously have
important differences.
As will be shown, it is some- HIGH 10. If the shooter makes

what preferable to shoot for a, a 10, high or low, the opponent
center-short than for a high 10. is normally forced to spoil it.
One of the related aspects is And if a high 10 is well placed

that, in plays made for center- he cannot expect to make any
shorts, a small percentage of score in his favor but by a long
high 10s may result. Converse- kitchen shot. Of course there are
ly, when plays are made for high exceptional cases, as shown in
lOs, center-shorts do result in a Part 105 and later in the series.
majority of cases. In order for the high 10 to be

effective, it is not necessary for
the disk to be spotted so close to
the point of the triangle that a
disk cannot be inserted by hand
between it and the point of the
triangle. .
When the opponent shoots

disk that he could place would against it, if the shot varies by
be fully exposed, appropriate as even a small fraction of an inch
a target for a kitchen shot, and from a full hit, there will be some
perhaps suitable as a backstop glancing to the side, and frequent-
for the use of the opponent. }y enough to cause the shooting
Under these circumstances the disk to touch a line. The side-

shooter's play is in the nature at ward movement varies with the
a last-resort attempt. , accuracy of the shot as to direc-
The use of the high 10 has been tion and with the speed of the

standard practice at the seventh shot.
shot when the board is clear, but Incidentally also, the value of
it is now believed that this prac- the high 10 when once in place
tice should be modified to some is greater on a fast court than
extent. on a slow court, since the side-

ward movement of the opponent's
shooting disk after a hit is great-
er, and makes it harder for
him to backstop a disk in the
narrow part of the to-area (Part
16). Conversely, scoring against
a high 10 is easier on a slow
court.
The high 10 is very hard to

place, and it has the disadvant-
age that if it is over-shot but still
remains in the lO-area it is not
only an inviting target for a
kitchen shot but is liable to af-
ford the opponent a backstop for
scoring a 10.
Still. there are some chances

that the opponent may _ knock

SEVENTH SHOT_ At the sev-
enth shot of a half-round, the
shooter is often faced with a clear
board and therefore with a situa-
tion in which he can hardly hope
for much success. Any scoring

.~
.\

e 0.
Figure 204

x0

~ 0
Figure 205
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low as to make the shot for cen-
ter-short somewhat preferable.
As an exception, if the oppon-

ent needs only a 7 or 8 to win
the game, the high 10 may be
the best last-ditch play for the

igb-lO diss into the 7-area.
As will be shown, the value of
high 10, when once in place.

is higher than that of the center-
short, but the percentage of suc-
cess in making high IDs is so

PART 104: CENTER·SHORT AND HIGH 10 (B)

The question has been raised the last line of the box.
from time to time as to whether.
it is worth while to play for high I HIGH 10s. Of the 180 Shots for
10s. One former national cham- high lOs, the number of high 10s
pion has remarked to us that she successfully made was 29.
never plays for high 10s because After these shots, the net aver-
they are so often put in the age gain for the opponents was'
kitchen. only 1.9 points, as compared with
A study of statistics of high 10s the 6.3 mentioned above for scor-

is therefore in order and has in~ on an open board. Tbereforel
brought forth some interesting these shots were unquestionably
facts and conclusions. worth while when considered by
Among many other plays there themselves.

have been recorded 180 shots fur ~ut these successful high lOs,
high 10s with the board clear or which were only 16 per cent of
essentially clear. All of the shots the whole, cannot be considered
were recorded in 40 games of apart from the rest.
statewide tournaments, in which
"the 37 players on both sides were
all experts. In fact 24 of the
shufflers were on our All-Time
Roll of Champions.
As a matter of convenience in

this study, the players for the
high lOs are called the shooters,
and the others are the opponents.

LOW AND MEDIUM 10s
were 36 in number, that is, 20
per cent of the total 180 shots.
The net gain by the opponents

in connection with these 36 shots
totaled 268 points, or an average
of 7.4 points pel shot.
Thus the opponents gained

more than the 6.3 points that
OPPONENTS' GAINS. After the Ithey would have made with the

recorded shots for high lOs, board clear.
about half of the plays by the op-
ponents made gains. These gains ALL IDs. Now, similarly con-
resulted from kitchen shooting, sidering together all of the 10s
backstopping, or simple scores. that were actually scored, includ-
On the other hand there were ing high, medium and low, the
some gains that were occasional-raVerage net gain for the op-
ly given to the shooters, as when ponents was 5.0 points.
attempted kitchen shots left disks
in scoring areas. I NEAR MISSES. Of the 180
The resulting net gains for the shots for high ios, l15 failed to

opponents have been totaled and make the iu-arca. They were
averaged, and are shown in the near misses, generally short or
box. By using these figures we to the side. Their effect was
can compare the results in the partially to obstruct the area at
various cases. or near the point of the scoring

triangle.
BOARD CLEAR. As a basis of

deter!llining ~h~ value of playing After these near misses, the op-
for high lOs, I~ IS well to ~ompare ponents made scores which aver.
~he results. With the scoring that aged 565 points. with an average
IS made With last-shots when the gain of 4.9 points per shot.
board is clear. .
In Part 14 the average score As compared With the average

under such conditions is stated of 6.3 POInts for a clear board,
as 6.3 points. This was based 011 the opponents' .scores ~ere re-
80 shots but has since been duced by 104POInts, that IS, by 22
strengthe~ed and confirmed to per cen~, because of the partial
exactly the same average figure obstructions formed by the near
by extending the series or obser- misses.
vations to 234 shots, as shown in It must therefore be concluded
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seventh shot, as in examples to
be shown later.
CENTER-SHORT. The general

effect of the center-short is that
of an obstruction at or near the
point of the triangle which re-

duces the space available for the
opponent's shot for simple score.
The opponent's last-shot may then
be spoiled by clipping the center-
short or by being crowded to the
side so as to fail to score.

GAINS BY OPPONENTS

Situation No. of
plays

AFTER PLAYS FOR HIGH IDs

Total net Average
score by net score
opponents per play

.56 1.9

268 7.4-
324 5.0

565 4.9-
889 4.9

After 29
high 10s
After low & 36
medium 10s
After 65
all10s
After near 115
misses
After all 180
shots for 10s

With board
clear, for
comparison

234 1,482 6.3

that these partial obstructions i Accordingly the scoring ad.
have been desirable, although not Ivantages are as great in shooting
of high value. Ifor centershorts as in playing for

high 10s. At the same time the
COMPARISON. The high 10s risks of making the undesirable

are very valuable when once in medium and low 10s are reduced.
place. But playing for them
brings in also the medium and CONCLUSION. It is therefore
low 10s,.which are a liability and concluded that playing for tfie
which lower the values. As shown center-short is a somewhat pre.
in the table, the average net gain fer able shot.
of the opponents "after all IDs" An aiming point about three to
is 5.0 points. six inches short of the point of
This last figure is essentially the triangle should be suitable.

the same as for the near misses, We are convinced that many
4.9, and for "all shots for lOs," shufflers now use such an aiming
also 4.9 (next to last linel.point in playing for high 10s. The
It thus appears that the near center-shorts will be made and

misses, the center-shorts, have lwill cause their expected effect,
essentially the same value as do 'and once in a while a high 10
,all the lOs, as well as for all of may appear as a by-product, but
the shots made in playing for there should be few if any medi-
110s. um or low IDs.
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attempted unless a backstop is/ For these reasons a shot for
available for the purpose. a high 7 is rarely desirable.

PART 105: CENTER.SHORT AND HIGH 10 (Cl

It is generally inadvisable to in hiding, since there will be easy, but often, there is nothing
play for a center-short with nothing from which to hide. better to play.
board clear except at the- sev- REPLY TO HIGH.IO. If the op- Also ~~~tioned in Part 70. is
enth shot of a frame. ponent happens to have a high- the possibility of merely pushing
If played at the sixth shot or 10, the shooter must usually spoil an e?em~ 10 gently onto the cen-

earlier, a shot to a point G, Fig- it. This was discussed somewhat tel' line, If there IS room to back-
ure 206,would allow the opponent in Part 70. stop against it for a score.
to hide at X. This has been dis- If the high-tn is accurately . Occasion~lly, i~stead of shoot-
cussed in Part 33, under Guard- placed, it can rarely be used as mg. to spoil a high-In, the best
ing. a backstop for scoring, but still action of the. shooter may be to
Of course, this disadvantage it must be spoiled. The shooter is neglect the high 10 and make an-

does not apply when a disk has frequently led to play it for the other. type of play such. as a shot
been placed at this spot with the kitchen, with a possible gain of for slmpl~ score, esp~cla~ly when
seventh shot, for the opponent 20 or more points for the shot. th.e substitute play IS likely to
will not thereafter be interested The nine-foot kitchen shot is not win the game.

PART 106: CENTER·SHORT AND HIGH 10 (D)

Somewhat the same effect as
that of a high 10 may be ob-
tained from a disk, such as B
in Figure 207, which has been
placed in the to-area and par-
tially hidden beyond a center-
short at E. The opponent Black
must usually shoot to spoil B,
and he can hit it, but if it has
been well placed he cannot score
against it nor can he put it in
the kitchen. The disk is there-
fore even better than a Well-
placed high 10.
HiGH 8. When a disk has been

placed as a high 8 at A in Fig-
ure 208, it partakes of some of
the characteristics of the high
10, but is generally less advan-
tageous and is less frequently A HIGH 7, shown at B or C,
used. Figure 209, partakes of the char-
When in place, it must ordi- acteristics of the high 8, with

narily be spoiled It cannot be much less value. If well placed,
scored against as a backstop it cannot be scored against by
when it is close to the 8-10cross- backstopping with a direct cen-
line. But it may be spoiled by ter hit. But it is easier to score
an angle shot, while a score may against by a glancing hi~, and
be made at the same time by also easier to put in the kitchen.
means of a glancing hit which !tis harder to place with ac-
sends the shooting disk into the curacY"and placing it is seldom

8-area on the opposite side, as
shown in figure 208. This is not
an easy shot, but is accomplished
with some frequency.
A high 8 is hard to place with

accuracy. If short or over, it is
liable to be a good backstop for
the opponent. In order to be ef-
fective in preventing the op-
ponent from backstopping against
it for a score, it must be less
than about 51h inches beyond the
8-10cross-line.
Occasionally it may be placed

by means of a backstop, if an
enemy disk happens to be at the
right distance from the 8-10
cross-line.

PART 107: SNUGGLING (Al

When the opponent has one or This is done by stopping the may knock it against E and
more shots still to play and has shooting disk just short of the leave C in scoring area.
a disk on the board, such as E enemy disk, as at C, so that the I In a similar way, a disk could
in Figure 210, the shooter may at opponent will be unable to spoil be snuggled at X against an
times gain an advantage by snug- it or knock it into the kitchen enemy disk F, lying a cripple on
gling <also called "cuddling" 01' without sacrifice of his own disk the near edge of the kitchen. In
"nestling")' E. In attempting to spoil C he that case the danger to F in-

o
G

Figure 206

eludes especially the liability of
putting it in the kitchen.
DIFFICULT. Snuggling is diffi·

cult to accomplish, as it requires
a delicate touch and accurate
shooting.
The best protection to the

o
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ggled disk occurs when it is in
contact with the other disk, but
adequate protection is obtained if
the disks are only a few inches
apart. Still, if they are as much
as a foot or two apart there is
some protection, which varies
with the skill of the opponent.

far, it will hit the enemy disk and
may knock it away, thus spoiling
the purpose of the shot, and al-
most surely exposing the shoot-
er's disk to danger of a kitchen
shot. If the shooting disk moves
the enemy disk only a few inches,
the effect is usually the same as
if the shooting disk were stopped

If the shot to snuggle goes toojshort, as desired.

PART 108: SNUGGLING (B)

Toward the end of the Sunshine
Skyway Tournament at St. Pe-
tersburg, Aug. 31, 1954, Carl
Spillman, the topmost of the all;
time greats, was the shooter Red'
and the score was at game apiece
with Spillman leading 54 to 67 in
the third and deciding game, and
needing only 8 points to win the.
game, match, and tournament.'
It was the sixth shot of the

frame, and Spillman was later to
have the last-shot.
The opponent Black had just

placed an 8 at G on an other-
wise empty board, Figure 211. G
was kitchen-bait (Parts 74-77),
placed there by the opponent with
the expectation that the shooter
would knock it away and perhaps.
leave his shooting disk there to
be put in the kitchen.
In view of his lead in score"

Spillman had been replying to
kitchen-bait with the usual pro-
cedure of clearing the board.
However, at this moment he
changed his tactics.
He snuggled his disk C gently

against disk G.
It was then imperative for the

opponent to spoil C, because if it
were left in place it would win
the game for Red. With disks
touching or essentially so, it was
impracticable to spoil C or dunk
it without sacrificing G.
. In fact, the way to spoil C

would be by an angle hit similar
to those described in Parts 63-64
(Disks in Contact) , and with
enough speed to insure that the
disk C would be squeezed out to
the side far enough to put it out
of scoring area. This was the ac-
tion taken in similar cases by
Spillman and by Farrell Bruner.
In this case the opponent did

not succeed in spoiling C. It
was left in scoring area, as was
also a black disk.
There was then no need for the

shooter to score his last-shot,
and he did not do so, for the
game was already won by disk
C, with the score at 61 to 75.

PLAYING TO THE SCORE.
The selection of the snuggle shot
in the foregoing case depended
upon the situation, including the
score. It was fully suitable to the
situation as it existed. But if the
score had been 67 to 62 and at
the seventh shot, with the oppo-
nent in the lead and still to have
the last-shot, the snuggle shot
would have been unsuitable and
probably disastrous.
The opponent would then mere-

ly have let Red have his 8 with
disk C, while he would have
played for a simple score with
the last-shot, expecting to make
15 or 16 points to bring his score
to 77 or 78, as against 75 for Red,

PART 109: SNUGGLING (el

Another example of snuggling
occurred in one of the last
matches of the 1954Dimeo-Gray
Tournament at Lakeland, with
Webster H. Smith, one of the top-
most all-time greats, playing as
the shooter Red.
The score was 39 to 63 in fa-

vor of Smith. At the sixth shot.
of a frame he saw the situation
as shown in Figure 212, less disk
C-l. Disks A, G-l and E were
on the board.

66

Smith snuggled his shooting
disk to C-l, just short of G-I, as
a protection to C-l against spoil-
ing or kitchening. It is to be
noted that the snuggling in this
case was against a disk lying on
a line instead of against a scor-
ing disk. ,
The opponent was then forced i

to spoil C-I, because to leave it
on the board would give Smith
71 prospective points in the over-
all score and he would still have]

But if the shooting disk played
to X in Figure 210 goes a few
inches too far and puts the enemy
disk in the kitchen, the shooter
has made the same misiakr- de-
scribed in Part 79, that oi putting
a cripple in the kitchen while the
opponent still has another shot
to reverse the situation and leave
the shooter in the kitchen.

e o
Figure 2' 0

oo SpUlman
54 67

and this would have won for
Black.

VARIATION. Suppose the fore-
going snuggle shot in Figure 21~
had been made earlier in the
frame, perhaps at the second or
fourth shot. Suppose also that the
over-all score were far from the
winning score, and that the oppo-
nent Black were desirous of sav-
ing his disk G for an 8 even
though also saving the shooter's
scoring disk. In that case Black's
next action might well have been
to place a guard at Y to protect
both disks.
It must also be remarked that

because of the difficulties of ac-
curate snuggling, it is only occa-
sionally used as a reply to kitch-
en-bait. The normal defense is to
clear the board.

Figure 211

the last-shot with which to win 1accomplished it to win the game.
the game.
The opponent therefore shot to

spoil C-I, but his hit drove it
squarely against G, where it
stopped at C-2, Figure 213, still
in scoring area for an 8. The
black shooting disk glanced to
the right to H. G-I was driven
out of court.
Then, with an 8 already on the

board, Smith shot for a score on
the open side of the board and

VARIATION. In the foregoing
case, on account of the great
lead by the shooter and his near-
ness to winning the game, the
opponent was forced to try to
spoil C-!. On the other band, if
the opponent were to have the
last-shot and if the score were
not so close to the winning 75
points as to force the opponent
to try to spoil C-I regardless of



his own scoring, a snuggle shot
by the shooter Red close to a
disk on the 7-8 line, as above.
would usually be undesirable.

Such' a snuggle shot would in-
vite the opponent to shoot against
it for a double score, as shown
in Figure 214, by stopping H
against C·l and having C-l tap
against G-l to move it, onward
for 3nadditional score at G-2.
The opponent's gain for the last-
shot would then be 15 points,
even though the shooter would
retain his 8.

PART 110: SNUGGUNG CD)

As seen from the preceding dis-
cussions and cases,. the proced-
ure of snuggling avoids knock-
ing an opponent's disk away at a
time when the normal procedure
for most cases is to clear the
board.

Snuggling is usually designed
to build up the shooter's score
and help it to approach the game
score, even though it may also
result in adding to the opponent's
score.

The play by the shooter is of
course planned on the basis that
it is to be followed by a shot by
the opponent.

The snuggle shot is thus appli-
cable to the seventh shot of the
half-round, in order to rnaks a
score and retain it. The opponent
will then want to make a score
with his last-shot if possible; .and
he may find that a shot to spoil
the snuggled disk may prevent

I / I

ANOTHER VARtATION. Or al-
ternatively, about as was done
in one tournament case by Ger-
ald Anderson, disk C-l in Fig-
ure 212 might be hit by the shoot.
ing disk H, as shown in Figure
215, and tapped diagonally to a
line at C-? The shooting disk
would remain at H for an 8. And
G-l would be tapped onward for
a score of 7 at G-2.

The opponent's gain for this
shot wouiu :!3 points, with 15
points gained for the half-round.

Without ruling out other situa-
tions, it would appear that an
especially favorable time for
snuggling is when the shooter is ning and has two disks to play IThe shooter then has his last-I untoward happening that may oe-
within one or two disks of win- while the opponent has only one. shot in reserve to correct any cur.

00
Smith

63
O 0Smith

:39

Figure 212 Figure 213 Figure 214 Figure 215
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him from scoring. Hence he may
sometimes leave the snuggled
disk in place and shoot else-
where.

The snuggle shot is safer for
the shooter at the sixth shot of
the frame, as his own last-shot
then remains available to reo
trieve any undesirable results
from the opponent's shot.

SNUGGLE WASTING, When
the shooter desires to waste his
shot, as discussed in Part 102,
one method of doing so is to
snuggle his shooting disk against
a non-scoring disk.

For example, in the Full Moon
Doubles Tournament at Lake-
land, Dec. 15, 1954, the powerful
team of Spillman and Perreault
had a commanding lead of about
45 to 20.

The opponents had been trying

to cut down that lead by means
of kitchen-bait and kitchen shots.

At the sixth shot of a half-
round the only disk on the board
was a non-scoring disk A, Figure
216. In order to avoid the oppo-
nent's kitchen play, Spillman
played his shot to C, snuggling
near A.

He thus prevented the opponent
from putting A in the kitchen,
made it difficult for the opponent
to put C in the kitchen, and
avoided putting C near the mid-
dIe of the board where it might
be a better target for kitchen
shooting.

A similar play by Amy Close
was described in Part 80. Other
similar plays made by Bill Fol-
berth, Jerry Anderson, Mary
Scalise, aDd others have been,
noted.

o
Sp:Ulmari

4S
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smaller than those of ordinary
players.
It may give us some encourage-

ment and instruction to examine
some of the misses and errors
made by experts, especially the
greats. All cases cited below
were in statewide tournament
play.
In many cases we have seen

expert shufflers shoot at scoring
disks lying in the open, such as
kitchen-bait. with no other disks
on the board, and miss them
completely. These cases are so
frequent that records have not
been made of many of them. But
we do not have notes of misses

ERRORS RY EXPERTS. Ev- by several of the all-time greats.
cry player makes misses and We have seen an expert shoot
other errors. The inexperienced at a disk in the open in tourna-
player should not become dis- ment play and miss it twice in
couraged because he makes succession.
misses. He can derive consola- We have seen a shuffler who
tionand hope from the fact ~hat has several times been national situation toward the end of the plicated or difficult situation.
top-level shufflers ~uch as nation- champion play for a simple score first game of a match was as' should regularly consider what
al. and state champions also make of 8 and stop in the kitchen, and shown in Figure 218. The sc.ore will happen if he makes a miss,
misses. we have seen other experts do was 74 to 72 against the shooter or if he hits at an unexpected
As to. the types of errors, they the same. Red, a top-level shuffler. angle.

are even more numerous and . The opponent Black had a· 7 In one of the semifinal matches
varied than the shots that are CAROM ~IS~. In Pla~mg ca- at G, protected by H, while the of the Sunshine City Tournament
considered sound. rtoms, °fne. at. e tmost rhequenht shooter Red had a liner at C. Feb 22 1956 one of the all-time

. . ypes a misses IS a pass t roug It R d' I t h t .,'In watchmg statewide tourna-. b t th t t di k was e s as -s a . top shufflers shot to make a dou-
ments, it has been observed that a 'tghapt te whe~n 'teh arge IS s She played to make a double ble with disk B in Figure 219.

. If' WI au ouc mg ei er. C g d I ti d if hel rv I h ki h I'practical y every type a miss or . on ,a 00 se ec ion, an I s e Disk C-1 ay on t e ItC en me.
shooting error has been per- ~Igure ~17 shows su~h a miss had accomplished the shot she Other disks on the board have
formed by excellent shufflers. W.hIChdecided a game m the 1956 would have won the game with not been shown.

. . Times Tournament. The carom a score of 81 to 87. However, .
If the best shufflers can do It, was well selected, but everybody her shot was a few inches short, The shooter mlss:d B. S?e

we c~n also. makes misses, so Red lost the and the opponent won the game made a ?ouble, b~t It wa~ with
While the experts are among game at 81 t 80 C-1, puttmg. C-1 m the kitchen

those who make mistakes, it . 0 . at C-2 and scoring with her shoot-
must be recognized that their SHORT MISS. In the 1954 Full LOOK BEYOND. A shuffler, in ing disk at D, to lose three points
percentages of mistakes are' Moon Doubles Tournament the selecting his shot in a com- with the shot.

PART 111: MtSSES AND ERRORS (AI

disses and errors by inexpert-
enced players are often caused
by defects in technique, such as
defective grip, shooting at too
high speed, loss of balance, care-
less aiming, and sometimes by
a change of mind during shoot-
ing.
There is no single and certain

cure, since there is a wide varie-
ty of errors, but the best general
curative action is constant care.
On the other hand, if shufflers

could always shoot where and
how they wished to shoot, there
would be much less fun in the
game.

PART 112: MISSES AND ERRORS (8)

One of the misses frequently
seen is to shoot to put an enemy
disk in the kitchen, but to miss
and see the shooting disk go on
to stop in the kitchen The fact
that the shooting disk has stopped
in the kitchen has demonstrated
that the correct shooting speed
has been used, although the tar-
get disk has not been hit cor-
rectly.
Figure 220 shows such a case

in which the shooting disk D
grazed Hand spoiled it, but .
glanced onward to the kitchen.' MISS. In the fmals of the same
This shot was made by one of the tournament, the shooter, a top-
all-time greats A somewhat sim-: level shuffler, had a slight lead
Hal' shot was shown in Figure 18:1 in score at 48 to 45. At a last-
of Part 94. shot he had a situation with two

i enemy disks G and H widely sep-
WRONG TARGET. In the 1954 arated in the corners of the 7-

Gasparilla Tournament the shoot-
er Red, a top-level shuffler, was
faced with the situation of Fig-
ure 221. The opponent had a
large lead in score and needed
only seven points to win the
game.
The shooter Red played to

knock away the enemy scoring
disk F. Instead, she missed F and
hit her own disk B, knocking it
into the kitchen. That shot
clinched the loss of the game.
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areas as shown in Figure 222.
The shooter shot gently at one

of the enemy disks, apparently
expecting to put that disk in the
kitchen and to remain for a score
of 7. Actually he missed, made
the kitchen with his shooting disk,
and allowed the opponent a com-
manding lead of 38 to 59. '.I;'his
miss may have been caused by
drift, which is to be discussed
later:

TWO TRIES. In the semifinal
·match of an important tourna-
ment, an expert who had been a
semifinalist in a national cham-
pionship was shooting for a
score on a clear board and put

i
'\

good and bad plays, but the de-'
cisive elements of most games
seem to be the errors. When
there are no errors of importance
by either side, which is a rare
condition, the game may be ex-

STUCK 0 f t . pected to be about even.
. ne requen errol', JI1 " •

attempting to knock a friendly When a conslderabl.e. gain IS
disk from the kitchen, is to hit it made by one shuffler, It IS usu~l.
too full (Part 811 and to leave ly becau~e of a blunder commit-
the shooting disk stuck in place ted by his opponent. The better
in the kitchen. The writer has shuffler of a match take~ advan-
seen a shuffler who has severalt~ge of the faults committed by
times been national champion do his opponent.
!hi~ three times in one afternoon Accordingly it may be said
In Important tournament play. that, in general, games are lost
ERRORS DECISIVE. Each by errors rather than won by

game is a combination of both good play.

himself in the kitchen. Then on' her opponent placed a guard to
his next shot he tried to knock protect the 7, thereby making it
away his kitchen disk and missed harder to hit and spoil the 7.
it completely. Thereupon the shooter played
An interesting and fairly fre- again, more carefull~, hitting and

quent occurrence is for a player spoiling the enemy disk.
to miss an easy shot, then to ac-
complish the desired result with
a more difficult shot. The reason
is usually because of overconfi-
dence and careless aiming in the
first place, followed later by
careful aiming and shooting.

In an important tournament a
former Florida state champion
shot to spoil an enemy 7 on an
otherwise clear board and missed
it completely. At the next shot

PART 113: MISSES AND ERRORS eCl

In the quarterfinals of an im- at ion shown in Figure 224. The
portant tournament, the shooter opponent had a prospective gain
Red, one of the top- level greats, of 27 points on the board.
faced the situation of Figure 223 The shooter, Red, played the
at the seventh shot of a frame, last-shot. It grazed Hvl gently. as
with the score at 46 to 57 in her shown in Figure 225, pushed it
favor. The obvious play was a into scoring area at H·2, then
combination to knock H against moved onward to stop in the
B, which she attempted. kitchen at D. This raised the gain
However, she made a complete of the opponent for the half-round

miss, leaving the opponent a po- to 45 points.
tential gain of 18 points, which Numerous other examples of
the latter then stretched to 26 errors are shown in the varl-
points by scoring an 8 with the ous parts of the text.
last-shot, to make the over-all
score 62 to 47, a commanding
lead. Other top-level greats have
made the same type of miss.

IN GENERAL, it may be ex-
pected that a miss or error win
usually result in a score or a gain
for the opponent. In a close game

NEVER GIVE UP, In a state- a single bad shot at a critical
wide tournament,. the sh.uffJer time may sometimes give the Ope
who had a short time previously ponent a commanding lead and
been runnerup in the national may decide the game. For an ex-
open championship was in a dif- ample, see Part 25. Other exam-
ficult situation at his last-shot. He ples are shown late,'.
shot to recover, ?ut added to the fn some cases, care in plan-
advantage of his ~pponent,. so ning and in shooting can often
that the opponent gamed 35 pomts avoid serious consequences.
for the half-round.
When we are in a difficult po- On the other hand, there is a

sition toward the end of a game, widespread saying that, if a play-
and feel that we are losing. we er makes one mistake, especially
remember these 35 points and among experts, there is little
never give up hope. Our opponent hope of winning the game. This
might happen to do the same as is generally untrue, as will be
that shooter did. seen in observing the play of ex·

perts, especially in their use of
45 POINTS. In a minor tourna- kitchen playas a means of reo

ment, a player who later was run- covery, and in noting the wide
nerup in national closed champ- variations in scores that result
ionship was faced with the situ- therefrom (Part 77).

e
46

o 0
57

o 0 o

Figure 224Figure 223 Figure 225

d. When the shooter has a scor-
ing disk on the board he
should be especially careful
not to risk spoiling it.

e. If a number of enemy disks
are permitted to accumulate
on the board, even though
they are non-scoring disks,
some development may
cause some of them to be-
come scoring disks in an un-
expected way. It is wise to
keep the board clear when
ahead in the score.

f. Errors made are often de-
cisive in the game.

CONCLUSIONS may be drawn
from the foregoing and from oth-
er similar examples, and may be
stated as follows:
a. Careful shooting should nev-

er be neglected.
b. The shooter should not count

on winning even if he has a
lead of 15 to 30 points or
more.

c. The possibilities of unexpect-
ed plays and unexpected
scoring should not De over-
looked, but should be
searched with thought.

PART 114: UNEXPECTED PLAYS

In the strict sense of the word, combination of hits and glancings
there is very little luck or chance which is caused not by luck but
in the game of shuffleboard. by an inaccuracy in the shooting
IWhat most people call luck is line or by use of a different
usually merely an unforeseen amount of force than planned.

If such a shot were studied
with sufficient care in advance
;it would frequently be foreseen,
but rarely does the shuffler con-
sider it useful or desirable to

take this trouble.
T4e writer, not being accurate,

does make poor shots, and not
infrequently. When our friends
commiserate with us about our
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At times the board may be times show him that a pot shot
covered by numerous disks, with may do more harm than good
enemy disks in scoring positions and should therefore be avoided,
covered by effective guards. A with a different type of shot
player may be tempted to make substituted, as shown in one case
a smashing pot shot, hoping below.
somehow to break up the situa- A situation which invites the
tion and knock away some of shooter to make a pot shot is al-
the enemy disks. ready disadvantageous to the
This is a play of desperation. shooter. S~ch situations ~an of-

It is sometimes called not in- ten be avoided by preventing ac-
appropriately, a "slobber shot." cumulations of disks on the
The shot is not liable to be board, that is, by keeping the

harmful to the shooter if only boerd clear (Part lOll.
ene~y disks are l.ikely to. be EXAMPLES. Recording the
spOll~d, and no fn.endly ~Isks play of experts has not produced
are liable to be put in the kitch- much in the nature of pot shots.
en. In such a cas.e, knocking The experts do not often close
around the enemy disks may be their eyes figuratively and slam
acceptable. Still, a plan for doing into the pot. At least some part
so should preferably be ma?e. of their shots is usually planned.
On the other hand, the disks The shot shown in Figure 182

on the boa~d might be so placed of Part 93 partakes of this nature.
that knocking them around m- Another shot is shown in Fig-
dis.criminately might result in a ure 227, and was reportedly made
gam for the opponent. in sociable play by Charles
Some pot shots m actual prac- Smith the 1937 winter national

tice and mainly among inexpe~i- closed' singles champion, with a
enced players have resulted m gain of 62 points for the shot.
net gains of 30 or 40 points for .
the shooter or for the opponent. ACCUMULATION. The SItua-

tion shown in Figure 228 oc-
curred in the 1954 Times Tourna-
ment. How Frank Henderson suc-
ceeded in putting his four black
disks into one a-area, in which
there was also a red one, is hard
to explain, and required accurate
shooting.
Then Jerry Anderson had a pot

shot to make.

"bad luck," we often reply, "not
bad luck, just poor shooting."
In some cases the shooter'

should figure out in advance'
what may happen in case his'
shot diverges to a line some-
what different from that which
he plans, or in case his speed is
greater or less than planned.
There are possibilities of unex-

pected and drastic developments
in play which should not be over-
looked. A slight error in direc-
tion may change the entire situ-
ation. Often this can be foreseen
and avoided. Cases of this type
have been shown in Parts 111 to
113.

SURPRISE. In one of the
matches of the 1955 Farnham
Fox Doubles Tournament, the
National Open Champion, Farrell
Bruner, saw the situation as
shown in Figure 226. The oppon-

PART 115: POT SHOT

PLAN THE SHOT. In general,
a wild pot shot is to be avoided.
It is better to substitute a
planned shot. with the chances of
gain or loss calculated in ad-
vance. The planned shot may
happen to be so complicated as
to be beyond the skill of the
shooter, but his planning may re-
sult in gain.
Again, his planning may some-
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ent had a 7 on the board at H,
and the shooter had a disk C on
the line at the side of the 10-
area.
The score was 61 to 69 in his

favor. He was about to play his
last-shot.
He played to spoil the enemy

disk H. His shooting disk nicked
his non-scoring disk C and moved
it unexpectedly into the 10-area.
to win the game for him at 61
to 79.
His amused wave of the hand

after the shot showed clearly how
surprised he was at the unfore-
seen development.

DISK MOVED? In another
somewhat similar tournament
case, the shooter. three-times
Florida state champion, clipped
a disk in passing and' made a
10 for her opponent, which de-
cided the game in favor of the

opponent.
A curious occurrence, which

happens from time to time, is
one in which the shooter has
planned his shot to hit a par-
ticular disk and has aimed to
hit it in the manner he desires,
without noticing that if his disk
follows his aim, it must neces-
sarily hit the edge of some inter-
mediate disk.

Strange developments may
then result when the shot is at-
tempted. "Who moved that disk
into my way?"

Obviously a suitable corrective
action in cases of this type would
usually be to allow a margin of
safety between the aiming line
and the intermediate disk, so
that the shooting disk could pass
with a separation of at least an
inch and preferably more.

NOT POT SHOT. In the quar-

®
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terfinals of the 1955 Fun 'n Sun
Doubles Tournament, Henry Bad-
um, the shooter Red, playing
against Ralph Blackman, saw the
situation of Figure 229 at his last-
shot.
Black had two 7s and Red had

one 7.
Many shuffiers would have

slammed a hard shot to spoil
.the black disks, and might not

have succeeded, for a study of
the disks would indicate that one
black disk would probably have
remained on the board.

Instead of a pot shot, Badum
played an 8, to raise his team
score to 65, within 10 points of
game, at the same time accept-
ing Black's gain of 14 points to
reach the score of 27.



PART 116: COURT PECULIARITIES (A) GENERAL

Most shuffleboard courts have does not know where his disks kle of rain, will slow a moving court from time to time. Difficul,
peculiarities which affect the will go. disk and will usually ruin any ties in shooting may also be
play, usually adversely. Allow- When courts are especially shot. Moisture on the bottom of caused by insects, cigarette pa-
ance for these irregularities can bad, they are avoided when prac- the disk has a similar effect. per or ash, tobacco, or other
and should be made in some ticable. When this cannot be If a disk becomes wet on its trash.
cases. done, the attempt should be made lower face it should be dried or A pine needle or blade of grass
.Before an important match, it to identify the difficulties and allowed to' dry before using. If a may roll under a disk and affect
is especially needful to learn the make allowances for them. court is wet, it should be dried a shot. If the length of the needle
peculiarities of the court on The most important factors are before play. lies diagonally to the direction of
which play is to take place, and speed and drift, which will be If there is a sprinkle of rain, movement. of t~e disk, the effect
to become used to shooting on it. covered in later articles. play should be stopped until the of the rolling, like that of a roll-
INFLUENCE. A shuffler THE LINES painted on a court court dries. In order to determine er . log lying under a he~vy

playing on the home courts with have some slight vertical thick- if a court has dried a disk should weight, ma~ be to cause .the disk
which he is familiar has normal- ness which tends to slow the be shot the le~gth of the tOpslwerve SligdhtlYff·t~tlhe shlde'ld b

' . t If d th h ayers an 0 icia s s ou ely an advantage, even though op- speed of the disks slightly as they cour. ampness en sows on I t t t h f th
posing visitors may be informed pass over the lines. the bottom surface of the disk, a er 0 remove ras rom e
of the court peculiarities. the court is too damp for play. court.
The play of a skillful shuffler One a.dva~~~ge~.~:. 'fteth.od bof If a court or part of a court is DISKS should also be checked

depends largely on being able to overcommg IS I ICU Y IS, e-r . h d duri th d ti or defects especially for chips
Place his disks accurately where fore painting the lines, to use a l~ Sf alloWf durm~ t~ ay ll'!le, hat have' started but have not

wash of muriatic acid over the tea °d ew mh e etvenmg allen off They may be founddesired. But when a court is ir- t tnarrow areas to be painted in maYk s.o amipenbl e cour as 0 hrough n'otl'ng small shiny blackregular in speed, or is drifty, es- d t t h it th f ma e It unp aya e. .
pecially if the drift is not every- or er 0 e c or pi e sur ~ce areas on the bottoms of disks and
where the same, in short, when of the .co.urt and allow the paint. DUST, LEAVES, etc., accumu- near the edges. Such chips usual-
the court is tricky, this attempted when It IS put on afterwards, to late on a court, and every court ly ruin any shot. The chips should
accuracy of the skillful shuffler sink below the general level of should be swept daily' before e removed and the edges of the
is defeated. He cannot depend on the court surface. play, and usually mote often. its smoothed by a knife blade
his touch of the court. He drops MOISTURE - on the court, During play of a match it even or emery cloth, or by rubbing
to the level of the player who such as wet spots, dew, or sprin- may be necessary to sweep the on the court. See also Part 8.

PART 117: COURT PECULIARITIES (8) SPEED

Court speed is also discussed in
Parts 7, 11, 16, 19. 39, 99, 104,
120 and 122. .
There are liable to be differ-

ences in slipperiness or speed,
in various parts of a court, from
time to time on the same court,
and between different courts.
These differences may be

caused by the finish of the court
surface, the care of the courts
including the kind and recency
of waxing, the thoroughness and
recency of sweeping. the amount
of use the court has had, and oth-
er causes.
There may also be variations

of speed due to the weather,
such as wind (which may blow
away powdered wax, or may
blow away sand sprinkled on the
court to make the disks slide, or
may blow sand or dust onto the
courtl, moist ure (as previously
mentioned I. or sunshine (to dry
the courti,
BLAME, Because peculiarities

of courts do exist, there is a ten-
dency of many shufflers to blame
their own errors on court condi-
tions. "When you are losing. the
court is always bad."
The comment is often heard

that "the court is slowing down,"
While this does occur at times,
it is often unsound as an excuse.
because it is probably the player

who has changed his speed of
shooting gradually and impercep-
tibly.
Incidentally it is easier on a

fast court to knock away individ-
ual disks and to clear the board.
Also, because less strength is re-
quired than on a slow board,
greater accuracy in direction is
usually obtainable, Conversely, on
a slow court, clearing the board
is more difficult because sticking
is more liable to occur; also
backstopping is easier.
"HOW IS THE SPEED of this

court?" is a question that may be
asked of another shuffler. There
is no way to state the speed of
the court in such terms as will
give another player enough infer-
mation to play accurately with-
out practice shooting. Such terms
as "fast," "slow," "slow along
1he sides" are helpful but not sat-
isfying. Practice play is neces-
sary as discussed in Part 7,

SLOW AREAS, Most courts are
faster along the axis of the courts
where disks are played constant-
ly, and are slower along the
sides.
Some courts may be so slow

at the sides that shots in those
areas need considerable extra
force, and it is therefore unde-
sirable to use the sides for play-

ing shots requiring a delicate
touch.
On a court that has had poor

care, a shot may pass over some
slippery spots and some slow
spots. Disks may slide over some
areas with unexpected speed, or
may stop suddenly at other spots.
The court may have materially

different speeds along lines that
are only a few inches apart. For
example, shots made with the
same initial speed on two lines
about eight inches apart might go
to distances differing by as much
as 20 feet. In play on such courts,
accurate shooting is difficult 01'

impossible.

EXAMPLES. In order to deter-
mine variations in speed of the
surfaces of certain courts, a cat-
apult was used to shoot a disk
with the same speed along differ-
ent lines parallel to the sideline.
The variations in distances to

which the disk traveled are shown
in Figure 230. In the diagram the
stopping points that are joined by
a line were for shots with the
same speed. The results are
shown for two different courts,
ABCDE for one court and FGHJK
for another,
CHOICE OF SIDE, When one

side of a court is much faster
than the other side, it is usually

E

Figure 230
a disadvantage to shoot from the
slow side to the fast side, most
shots being played diagonally.
The first part of the shot is
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Slowed by the court, and in the
last part of the shot, when the
disk reaches scoring area, the
speed is faster than expected.
The disk therefore tends to move
too rapidly through the scoring
area.

shuffler should if practicable se-
lect the side which allows him to
shoot from the fast side toward
the slow side.
SAND. Where sand is strewn

on the court surface to make the
disks slide, the unavoidable
movement of the sand during
'play progressively changes theUnder these circumstances the

PART 118: COURT PECULIARITIES (C) DRIFT

Shuffleboard courts should be
perfectly level, but because of
faulty construction or more often
because of settlement most of
them have a gentle slope to the
right or left which is impercepti-
ble to the eye but enoush to
cause disks to swerve slightly
off the straight line.

DRIFT. Such sideward swerv-
ing is called drift. It is under-
stood by practically all tourna-
ment players, but the vast ma-
jority of other players do not
know about it and therefore pay
no attention to it. Yet it is fre-
quently decisive in the winning
or losing of a match.
Drifts of one to three inches

are common, and on a few courts
the drift may be as much r1S a
foot.
The sideward swerving is

greatest when the disk is mov-
ing slowly in the last part of its
movement, just prior to stop-
ping.
The lower side of the court.

towards which the disks drift, is
occasionally called the "down-
hill" side. and the other the "up-

hill" side.
Figure 231 shows a court in

which the drift is to the left
(curves are exaggerated).

DIFFERENT DRIFTS. Al-
though on most courts the drift
is toward the same side in all
parts of the court, as in Figure
231, on a number of courts the
drift is toward one side in one
area of the court and toward the
other side in another area.
For example, Figure 232a

shows drift which is inward from
both sides. Figure 232b shows
drift outward toward both sides.
In another case, Figure 233a,

there may be drift on one side of
the court and none on the other.
Or again, it may be different

in direction and amount at oppo-
site ends of a court.
Occasionally the drift may be

to the left for part of the way
along the court and then to the
right farther onward, as shown
on the left side of Figure 233b.
CHANGES IN DRIFT. The

amount of drift may vary from
time to time. For example, there
is liable to be more drift when

PART 119: COURT peCULIARITIES (D) DRIFT~

When the existence of drift on sideways, depends partly upon
a court is known or suspected, the speed of the shot. A disk that
the direction and amount of the is moving at high speed drifts
drift should be determined by hut little.
using a number of test shots be- A disk that is moving slowly
fore starting an important match. and finally stops on the board
If practicable there should also be has the greatest amount of drift.
several practice rounds in add i- The drift increases as the disk
tion to those necessary to learn slows in its movement just before
and become used to the speed of stopping.
the court (Part 7).
It is noteworthy that many

players, and even some experi-
enced ones, have played on courts
having drift without suspecting
the existence of the drift.
The amount of the drift, that is,

the amount that a disk moves

MEASUREMENT OF DRIFT.
The amount of drift is measured
as the number of inches that the
center of the disk swerves away
from the straight shooting line in
moving and stopping at the far
end of the court.

72,.

amount of sand on any givenl'have stopped before the sand was
area of the court, and therefore blown away. The shuffler is
changes the speed of the court. forced to guess how much the

speed of the court has changed
since the last gust of wind.

In one important tournament a
number of the best shufflers were
defeated in the early rounds be-
cause of such conditions.

When there is wind the sand is
blown away, the court loses ~t,;
speed, and a shot IIiade after a
gust of wind may stop six feet or
more short of where it would

aI
I

1 V I I

a

b b

Figure 231 Figure 232 Figure 233
the court is fast, after a recent
waxing, or less when the court
is slow, as when there has been
no waxing for a long time.
If a court is given an unac-

c.ustomed treatment of waxing,

drift that was previously unsus-
pected may appear.

Finally, over a period of sev-
eral years settlement may devel-
op and cause drift where pre-
viously there had been none.

The amount and .direction of color in accordance with the rules
drift may be expressed, for ex- should choose the red side.
ample, as "three inches drift TEST SHOTS. In order to de-
to the south (left) when shooting termine the direction and extent
west" (or from ~h~ head of the of drift, the player should intent-
court). or "four inches drift to ly observe the movement of disks
the south (right) along the mid- as they slow and stop at the far
die of the court when shooting end oi' the court. In doing this it
east" (or from the foot of the is best. when practicable, to aim
court), 01' "four inches drift to the at a well-defined target at the far
north on all parts of the court." end, such as another disk 01' an
In many cases the over-all intersection of lines. Estimating

conclusion is expressed as Iol- drift without using a definite aim-
lows: "No.4 is a red court." This ing point is liable to be less satis-
means that the drift is toward factory.
the black side generally, that the Probably the best method is
red side is favo.red, and th~t the first to shoot a disk, as A in Fig-
shuffler who wins the choice of ure 234, into or near the kitchen



On a drifty court the shooting Imember these ~ifferences .and with. this drift reduced to about
disk does not go to the point at 'make correspondmg corrections .two inches for a fast shot to clear
hi h iti . d Hence precau for them. the kitchen, the aiming point

w IC I IS aime . - lwould be about two inches to the
tions must be taken to insure I. FASt: SHOT. When the shoot~r 'right of W, as at V.
that the disk does go to the right us playing a fast shot, the drift

t lwill be less. When there is a
spo . three-inch drift with a slow; GENTLE HIT. For a gentle
CORRECTION FOR DRIFT. shot, the drift for a fairly .fast 'hit, such as one to put E in the Figure 234

Having determined the direction ~hot m~y. amount t? ~bout o?e 'kitchen, Figure .235, 'Yit~ the t-;==:;;;:::=::;;;:===:;-
and amount of drift, the general inch. Similarly a. six-inch driItsame assumed drift ?f SIX inches
method of correction is to aim might be re- to the left, approximately the
by a corresponding amount ()duced . to about full six-inch correct~on ~hould be
toward the side opposite the drift. V two I n c h ~ s. made. For a full hit this meansW • • The s e drifts using an aiming point at R, six
For example,. suppose that in have not been inches to the right of the ordinary

Figure 235 the shooter Red, on measured; they aiming point.
the right, wishes to place a disk are merely esti-
at B, and that the drift is six • mated. However, such. shots s~ould be
inches to the le.ft. He should Figure 236 Suppose that selected ~mly with cautron a~d
therefore aim at a point P, six the shooter plays to spoil kitchen played with car~ 'Yhen the drift
inches to the right of target spot disk C Figure 235. The normal is as wide as SIX Inches. It has
B The swerve of the disk will . . ' . t· t d f frequently happened that a shot
then lead the disk to the desired almIn~ pom . IS a one e ge 0 to put a disk in the kitchen .has
s ot, the kitchen disk at W, as shown 'drifted past the target disk with.
p in Figures 235 and 236. (See also lout hitting it and has itself
Also, because the amount and Part 81.) stopped in the kitchen. See parts

even the direction of drift may , 72, 111-114 and 122.
be different ill different parts of With the six-inch drift assumed
the court, the shuffler must re- for the court in Figure 2.15,and

The effect of drift is especially P, and has a wide margin for the other player, on the left, the
important when shooting past a missing the guard A, yet it difficulties are great. Suppose he ~ 0
guard to hide a disk beyond it, curves around into posi ion at B. wants to hide a disk at Y, direct-
in fact this aspect of drift often beyond and in line with A. Iv beyond the guard E. If he
decides the. outcome of shuffle-. Yet the situation is rot without aims at the point Y, the drift Figure 235
board matches its hazards for this player, for 'will cause the shooting disk tol------------ __
In Figure 237 assume again a if he fails to adjust his aimi g swerve to the left and its even-

drift of six inches to the left. TIle point to P and forgetfully uses tual stopping place at X will .he
shuffler on the right can hide a a normal aiming pcint at B as 'six inches to the left of point Y, as to strike the guard E, as
disk at B beyond the guard disk for a driftless court, his shooting land not hidden by the guard E shown, and this would be an im-
A with greater ease than .on a disk is liable to ~urve Into the' In order to stop at point Y, the IPossibJe shot with the six-inch
normal court. The aiming point P guard A and spoil the shot as aiming point is theoretically at [drift. For a three-inch drift, hid-
is six inches to the right of the well as the guard. Z, six inches to the right of Y, ;jng at Y might be barely oossi-
desired stopping pgint B. but this would throw the curved ble, but there would be such a
The shooting disk is aimed at AGAINST THE DRIFT. For 'shooting line so far to the right 'small margin of space in pass-

at the far end. Then a second average may be taken as a stand-
disk B is aimed at the first disk ard figure for the drift along the
but is played to stop about a foot line.
short of the first disk. If the shooting disk fails to stop
By carefully and intently short of the first disk and hits it,

watching the sideward move- the shot should be disregarded,
ment of the shooting disk, as it indicates nothing.
shown curving to the left Whenever practicable the drift
in Figure 234, especially at the should be determined by shoot-
end of its movement, the player ing at targets along several lines,
uses the first disk as an assist- Figure 234, such as the axis or, On strange courts it is well also
ance in judging the number of center line of the court to X, the Ito ask those familiar with the
inches of sideward movement. extreme outer sides of the court .courts about the existence, direc-
Several such shots along this to V and Z, and between the cen- tion and amount of drift, or more

line are desirable, and a rough ter line and the outer lines to simply which color to select.

Wand Y. This makes five test
lines across the court. Most of
the lines should be diagonal.
Two additional lines along the
Court sides may well be added,
through T and U.
The drift should be determined

separately for each end of the
court.
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ing E that the chances of hiding
would be poor.
rt would be preferable in the

first place to try to hide in the
7-area, as at V, using an aiming
point at W. With the six-
inch drift this shot might be just
barely possible. but there are
chances that the shooting disk
would swerve into the open at
or near U or hit the guard E CROSS-GUARD WIDE. In or-
in passing. der to improve his chances of
In making this shot it might be hiding, the player who has the

desirable to direct the shooting drift against him should place
disk at some point, as R, at or his cross-guards more widely
close to the left edge of the from the point of the triangle, as
guard E, expecting that the disk at F-2.
would drift to the left and pass In contrast, the player favored
by it without hitting it. then mov- by the drift is not inconven-
ing on to the desired hiding! ienced for hiding if his cross-
point. However, it is usually best guards happen to be placed
to keep the eye on a suitable somewhat close to the center of
aiming point near the target the court, as at B in Figure 238.
spot, as discussed in Part 38. A related effect of the drift is
Another. difficulty of the shuf- that the shuffler favored by the

fler who has the drift against drift, again assumed as being six
him is that if the guard disk inches toward the left, Figure
were at F-l, Figure 238, leaving 239. has a better chance of hid-

only about four to six inches be-
tween the guard and the point
of the triangle, and if an attempt
were made by Black to hide be-
yond the guard F-l, the drift
would probably send the shoot-
ing disk onto the center line as
at G, with consequent failure of
the shot.

PART 122: COURT PECULIARITIES (G) DRIFT

In shooting past a guard to hit line (dotted) from the center of
and spoil a partly hidden disk the shooter's starting area pass-
beyond it, if there is drift the es through the centers of G and
result will vary with the speed F. Therefore, the shooter can see
of the shot. exactly the same amount of disk
For a fast shot, as we have F when sighting from each of the

seen, the drift is materially reo extreme edges of his starting
duced. On a court which has a area.
drift of about six inches for a If a shot is played to -the left
slow shot, the effect on a fast of G to try to hit F and to put
shot may be reduced to one, two it in the kitchen, the shot would
or three inches, depending upon necessarily be gentle. and it
the speed used. For this reduced would therefore curve away. It
drift, some adjustment of aiming would miss F and probably go
point may be needed, but it is in the kitchen, as described in
much less than for a slow shot. .the foregoing case.
For example, in Figure 240,. On the other hand, a shot to

with an assumed six-inch drift to' the right of G would curve in-
the left, there is a disk E in the ward to the left and toward F,
position of a cross - guard, and' and the drift would actually as-
also a disk F, farther on but ai-I sist in making the hit.
most completely visible to the
shooter Red. CONSTANT ADJUSTMENT.
If he attempts to put F in the On courts whe~e there is drif.t,

kitchen, for which he must use const~mt. attention mu~t be paid
a slow shot, he will see his shoot- to a?JustlOg f?r the dnft: This is
ing disk pass the guard E and particularly Important 10 shots
curve gently away to miss F, as. requmng ac~uracy, such as corn-
shown in Figure 240. And since ?lOatlOps, kitchen s~ots, guard-
kitchen speed is used, his disk 109 ?Isks ~l~eady In-. position,
will probably stop in the kitchen. d~ubllOg, tripling, bunting, snug-
But he can hit F with a fast gling, etc.

shot, in which there is little drift, Drift may easily ruin such
as shown in Figure 241. shots, especially since the adjust

. ments for drift may be different
SPOIL HIDDEN DISK. Again, in different parts of the court

in Figure 242, with the same and must vary with different
drift, let it be assumed· that a speeds.

7.4
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ing along the outer edge of the Isimilarly trying to hide near F
court on his own side (Part 39) has little chance to do so.
at or near B. while the opponent

~ o @ 0~ e

Figure 240 Figure 241 Figure 2042

would be to the other side and
the player on the left would have
the advantage.

An influence of drift is that
there is increased importance for
the pJayer who has the drift
against him to keep the board
clear of guards. behind. which hisl The six _ inch drift assumed
opponent can SUitablyhide. is large, but is more easily seen
In the cases that have been and understood in the diagrams.

shown, the player on the right. Of course, for lesser drifts. the
has the advantage. If the drift effect and the corrections would
were to the right, the corrections 'b(' correspondingly reduced.



FART 123: COURT PECULIARTIES (H) COLOR CHO!CE

Under the rule governing the
lagging for choice of color and
side of the court, it is customary
to play three practice shots to
the farther deadline, the practice
disks being progressively re-
moved by the court referee. Most
shufflers customarily lag on their
own side of the court and thus
avoid interfering with their op
ponents.
The fourth shot by each player

is left in place, as at Hand D.
Figure 243. The one which is

• nearer to the line, as at D, gives
its owner the right to the color
choice.
In lagging for color, it helps to

avoid uncertainties and irreg-
ularities of the court by playing
the four disks successively over
the same shooting line. Also cor-
rections of the successive shots
should be made as described in
Part 7 for over-shooting or under-
shooting.

CHOICE. Having won the right 'Vantage of last-shots.
to the choice, the most important In such a case, the shuffler who
element in deciding which side to has won the choice should select
select is the drift, and the player the color black for the standard
should select the side favored by game. He thus obtains the initial
the drift. last-shot in the first game, and in
If the drift is to the left and the third game if there are three

toward black, as in Figure 243, he ,games, and he may thereby be
should choose the right side of the able to establish an early lead in
court, or red. Of course, black score in those games. Also he
should be selected if the drift is gets at least as many lastshots as
to the opposite side, the opponent and perhaps one
In order to make this selection more.

he should have determined the For the doubles game, the
direction and amount of the drift choice of the black color gives
before lagging. as described in the increased advantage of hav-
Part 119. ing two last-shots before the op-
Occasionally a marked differ- ponents have any, with perhaps

ence in speed of the court as one or two more last-shots than
between the two sides, as de- the opponents will have in the
scribed in Part 117, may affect game.
the choice. A number of tournament play-
If the drift or other court ers keep personal notebooks

peculiarities do not afford a ma- showing which side of the court
teriaj advantage for either side to select for many of the courts
of the court, the selection should throughout the state where large
be made so as to gain an ad- tournaments are conducted.

H
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Figure 243

PART 124: TACTrCS. GENERAL (A)

We now come to the most interesting aspect of shuffleboard
play, that of tactics.

In military operations, tactics conduct the operations on the
field of battle. Strategy is concerned with the grand maneuvers
that lead armies to the battlefield. Tactics in shuffleboard re-
quire a general plan of action, and involve a series of decisions
as to the correct play to make for each shot as it comes up.

BASIC TACTICAl. PLAN. A sound general platt of action is
as follow's:

Every shot should he selected on the basis of the score ex-
lsting at the moment.

If the shooter is ahead or about even in score and if he
is" to have the last-shot, he should keep the board clear and
expect to score with the last-shot. This action includes the case
when the opponent plays kitchen-bait.

If the shooter is behind in the score by about 10 or 15 points
oJ.' more, and is to have the last-shot, he should try to even
the score by playing kitchen-bait and kitchen shots.

If the shooter is to have he first shot in the frame, and if he
is not as much as about 20 or 25 points behind. he should place
~ series of guards and hope to be able later to hide beyond one
of them for a score. He should expect the opponent to clear them

away and he should replace them with others. For the seventh
shot of a frame with board clear, the center-short is suitable.

If the shooter is to have the first shot and is behind by
about 20 to 25 points or more, he should play kitchen-bait and
kitchen shots consistently. He should expect to have his bait
cleared away, and should usually repeat it except for the seventh
shot. With clear board at the seventh shot, a center-short is
suitable.

If the opponent is on the verge of winning, kitchen 'Play
should usually be employed to save the game.

Since the situation will not always develop in accordance with
the foregoing. but will involve many varied and sometimes com-
plicated situations, the shooter should study each case and se-
lect the best shot in accordance with the score and other con-
siderations.

When a good opportunity to hide develops, the shooter should
usually take advantage of it.

He should be prepared to take advantage of opportunities af-
forded by mistakes of the opponent.

In doubles matches, both partners should play in accordance
with the score, and should both follow the same line of action
called for by the situation.

PART 125: TACTICS. GENERAL (8)

We have heretofore discussed
various types of shots or se-
quences and the situations to
which they are suitable. Our very
interesting task is now to exam-
ine situations in each of which
there is a choice of several shots
that may be played, to compare
the various possible plays, and
to try to select that play that is

most suitable to the situation,
It is in this selection that the

real use of judgment lies, the
tactics of the game.

But the more usual case is that
of the player who plans his shots
fairly well, but does not have the
accuracy necessary to execute
them. The shots do not go where
they are aimed.
We can almost hear the read-

er say: "That's me." In fact,
each player usually feels that his
planning is satisfactory, and that

if he could shoot as be plans and
where he ainas. he would be an
excellent shuffler.
This has a large element of

truth, but if most players were
to watch top - level shufflers in
action and were to plan each shot
as if they themselves were play-
ing, and were then to compare
their own selections of plays with

PLANNING. EXECUTION. A
player may be relatively poor in
planning. yet he may succeed in
winning by reason of the accur-
acy of his shooting,

15



those actually used by the ex-
pert shufflers, they would quick-
ly discover important weakness-
es in their own planning, as weIl
as in their execution.
The tournament situation

shown in Figure 244 is exception-
ally difficult as concerning selec-
tion, but the reader is invited to
choose Red's last-shot which ac-
tually won the game. Part 135
will show his selection.

THINK_ It frequently happens ideas into a complex play, Part
that the situation is complicated, 126.
and some thought is necessary. Turns remaining to be played
Also it is interesting to note that and who is to play Clem, Parts
in complicated situations, top-lev- 129, 131-135.
el shuffJers may take consider- Who will have the last-shot in
able time to plan their shots. the next frame (or in the next

two frames in doubles), Parts~or ex~mple,. Larry Schoch, 129, 135. '
tWICe. nat.lOnal sm~les champion Opponent's play, Parts 128, 137.
and SIX tIm~s FI?nda State .dou- Effect of a miss or error,
bles. ch~mplOn,. IS very d;lIbe:- Parts 111-114. .
ate m hI? planning, A:~Y Cos~ IS Court peculiarities, Parts 116-

HABITUAL PLAYS. Although outstand~ng m her ability to think' 122.
practically every play involves over a situation and to sel:ct the Expected situation on the board
some element of selection, yet it best shot, and she takes time to after the play Parts 133 140
OCcurs most often that the situa- do so. 142." ,
tion is simple and that the ap- The shuffler should cultivate It would be idle to suggest that
propriate type of shot is apparent the habit of thinking before shoot- a shuffler should consciously
at a glance. ' ing. Many errors in judgment check over all of the foregoing
Each shuffler has trained him- are made because of hasty shoot- considerations for each of his

self to use particular types of ing. shots. As mentioned above, many
sh~ts which ?e likes and u~on The most important step in se- situations are so simple as t~ ;e-
which he r~lIes, and. he avo!ds lection is, in any particular sit- quire only instant recognition
others he dlslIk~s. HIs selection uation to determine the various and decision. Again, some of
In many. cases IS controlled by possible shots, and to compare these various consideration? are
such habits. these possible shots so as to se- used by the shufflers WIthout
This is suitable, since the use lect the best one. realizing they do so.

of standard actions for standard After weighing the various con-
situations saves the trouble of siderationg applicable in a given
spending time to consider nu- <:ONSII?ERATIONS. t? be situation, the shooter should
merous possibilities and to select weighed I.n the selection mclude make a firm decision as to the
from among them. the following: shot that he wiII play.
But on the other hand there Playing to the score,. existing Although there may be, and

are advantages in occasionally score and expected gam, Parts frequently is, uncertainty as to
adding variety to the play, thus 129-132. whether the planned shot wiII be
widening the capabilities of the Ease or difficulty of each pos-' successful, the shooter should
shooter to Use different types of: sible shot, Part 127. should have a clear idea as to
shots. Possible combining of several where he wiII aim, how hard he

PART 126: TACTICS. GENERAL rei

As .previolisly mentioned, in se- is left to the reader. No answer
fecting the most suitable shot for will be presented.
any particular situation, the best In order to determine what are
shot to use may be apparent at the various possible shots in a
a glance and the decision may complicated situation, the shuf-
be made instantly. fler must recognize which shots
For example, in Figure 245, are suitable, and some may be

the score is not critical, A is the. overlooked. In searching for the
only disk on the board, and it is various possible plays, the shoot-
the turn of the shooter Red to er may look at each disk all the
play the third shot of the frame. board, both friendly and enemy,
It is obvious that he should hide and consider what possible shots
a disk at about point X. may be played with reference to
On the other hand, if it were each disk.

the turn of the opponent Black In this connection the shooter
to play the fourth shot, the nor- may well consider which disks
mal play would be to clear the are of value to the opponent. as
board in order to prevent Red scoring disks or as potential
from hiding beyond A at the next scoring disks, what scores the
shot. opponent may make by various

shots, and which disks are the
most important. He should also
consider his own disks in the
same way.

Overlooking a possible shot
my develop, for example, as
follows. A shuffler may be keep-
ing the board clear, when a suit-
able chance to hide a disk ap-

Figure 246

~ o ~Spillml.n
POSSIBLE PLAYS. At the oth-

er extreme is the tournament sit-
uation shown in Figure 246. The
shooter Red is to play the last
shot. The score is not critical.
There are at least four possible
plays, requiring some thought.
The development of this thought

Figure 245

pears, yet he automatically con-
tinues his series of shots to keep
the board clear without thinking
of the other possibility.
Or, in a different situation he
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Figure 244

will shoot, and where he wants
to go.

o ~
Clo.. 6S C01,05'

Figure 247

may be expecting that his op-
ponent will clear the board and
leave him with an expected sev-
enth shot for a center-short.
When the appearance of a disk



at the edge of the scoring tri- -vond a Tampa guard. (1) Backstop the shooting disk fler may include only one simple
angle happens to -give the shoot- COMPLEX PLAYS. In plan- (or a score. idea in each shot, it would be
er a chance even' though not a ning shots it is often possible and t f' dl better to attempt complex shots,

' bi I (2) Knock one or wo nen y .good one, to hide in the corner ?dvan~ageous ~o com me severa di k . to scorin area ,addmg more elements to the
of the 7-area, he may overlook Ideas into a single play. For ex- IS s mg. play. Some of these elements
the latter. ample, in the tournament case: (3) Knock away an enemy scor- m-ay be possibilities that are
As mentioned in Parts 33 and shown in Figure 247, the shot ing disk. hoped for rather than expected.

41, many players constantly over- may include the following in one This is further discussed in Part
look the possibility of hiding be- shot: While an inexperienced shuf- 129.

PART 127: TACTICS. GENERAL (D)

In the selection of a play to near the point of the triangle
use, the ease or difficulty of the (Part 68), To guard a scoring

disk is easier than to score an-shot, or in effect the probability other one (Part 25).
of success in accomplishing it, is

A front . and - rear double isan important consideration. easier than a double from a di-
This involves, among other agonal line (Parts 42 and 46). A

things, the skill of the shooter, direct shdt to clear the kitchen
his accuracy of the moment in is usually more accurate than a
direction and force (Part 7), and combination to do 'so unless the
his having become used to the latter is a very short combina-
particular court and having at- tion (Part 84.1.
tained the touch of it (Part 7). These comparisons could be

multiplied, but it seems apparent
EASE OR .DIFFICULTY. If that, other things being equal, the

?ne play requires le~s a~curacy easiest shot is the best selection.
In order to accomplish It th~n But other things are usually not
does another play, the former IS equal so that the ease or diffi~
ob~iously easier. Examples, of culty' of a shot must be treated
thIS have been shown at varIOUSas one of the considerations in
points in the text, and one is selection
shown in Figure 248. "
This situation came at a last- PERCENTAGES OF SUCCESS

shot at the end of the first game or odds on success, as deter-
of one of the semi-final matches mined by observation of experts
of the State Gold Medal Tourna- in playing various types of shots,
ment March 7 1958. are excellent indications as to

, ' . the probabilities of success or as 4
There was much excited talk to the ease and certainty of mak- Figure 2 8

in the grandstand before the shot. ing the shots.
Rex Fa~ewell, the shooter Red, Such observations have been
could gam about the same num- recorded and analyzed for shots
ber of points for each o.f three for simple score (Parts 14 and and was therefore selected. It are commonly taken with the
shots: (1) to k~ock H aside and 15), kitchen shooting (Parts 67, .was accomplished successfully, eighth shot.
glance. to the right for an 8,. (2) 71, 77), combinations (Part 86) to spoil H.
t? spoil Hand F by a combina- and center-short and high 10_ TAKING CHANCES. Because As. an example, if an enemy
tion.. or (3) to double on C. The (Part 104). the first six shots of a half-round scoring disk Flies hidden be-
easiest and surest ~as to double A similar benefit is gained by are so frequently spoiled by the yond a guard E, Figure 250, the
o~ C. ~urthermore, It would, and analysis of he measures of ac- two opposing players, they are shooter may ~n t~e earlier ~hots
~Id, WIn the game as he played curacy re uired for certain of less value than the last-shot. play a comb~nabon to spoil F,
It. shots' Combinations (Part 85) whereas on hIS last-shot he may

and caroms (Part 96). ' Accordingly with those first [abandon such attempts and shoot
MORE CPMPARISONS, A COMPARISON' F' 249 six shots shuff~e~s frequently at- lfor a simple score, as at X.

combination in a straight line is ,Igure . tempt more difficult plays and
easier than one of the same sho:vs a tournament case. in take greater chances, often with, The same considerations fre-
length at an angle (Part 82). A WhIC~ th.ere were two POSSlb~egreater gains in view, with the !quently apply to shooting at the
combination against two disks combma~lOnt by the sh.oO\erHRe'expectation of having a later sh~t thin edge of a partly hidden disk
near together is easier than (1) to . nocf F agams at to recover from any loss or. fal.l- lin the earlier shots, and for ~
against two that are widely sep- ~bout fI~:) :e\ ce~te~ tOga~ent ure that may o~cur, ThIS 15 simple score with the last-shot.
arated (Parts 85 87 and 91) Her'torb t t 0 nodc half flDSt usually sound practice, '• .' . a a ou wo an one- a ee,
A sh~t to score against a b~cK- with the alternative possibility Also chances are frequently In practice games, when the
stop IS us~ally easier than IS that B might hit E if it were to taken with the seventh shot, be- shooter has a choice between anshot for SImple score (Part 16), . . . h t d d'ff' It hmISSH. cause so often there IS nothing easy soan a 1 ICU one, e
.To knoc~ into the k!tchen.a The second choice, for. the else that can be done (Part 134). 'will often do well to select the

disk that IS near the kitcben IS shorter distance, had a higher . difficult 'shot in order to develop
easier than to dunk one that is percentage of probable success" On the other hand, fewer risks his shooting skill.
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PART 128: TACTICS. GENERAL (El

Since each shuffler hopes to
spoil and defeat the play of his
opponent, he should study the
play of the opponent carefully.
The objective is to counteract
the opponent's strong points and
to take advantage of his weak-
nesses.
Most shufflers observe and ana-

lyze the play of their opponents
in an incidental way, not rea liz-
they are doing so. However, a
conscious effort to do this should
be beneficial.
PRE D I C T OPPONENT'S>,

play. In observing and analyz-
ing the opponent's play, a proced-
ure that helps is, just before each
of the shooter's plays, to try to
predict what the opponent will do.
This is of high value. Sighting
from the opponent's side of the
court is frequently a help in this
connection (Parts 8, 23, 33). Such
predictions can frequently be
made with accuracy, and form a
sound basis for the shoot-
er's play.
Then again, after a play by

the shooter and before the op-
ponent's next play the shooter
should again predict to himself
what the opponent will probably
do, in view of the chanced situ-
ation. Most shufflers probably do.
this.
A simple case is shown in Fig-

ure 251. The shooter Red has a
scoring disk at B, and the op-
ponent has a liner at F. Unless
prevented, Black is certain to try

wishes, to catalog his opponent's
strengths and weaknesses.

to double with F and spoil B at
the same time. Hence Red should
place a guard at Z. After placing,
his guard well, Red will proba-
bly predict that Black will shoot
to spoil the guard at least. If it
were Black's last-shot he would:
probably play for a simple score.
Other cases of predicting and

preventing the opponent's play
have been discussed in Parts 79
and 94.
If the shooter has not yet

learned what the opponent will
probably do in a given situation,
the shooter should usually as-
sume that the onponent will use
good judgment. However, the op-
posite course is.often taken, when
the shooter makes a play that is
not the best and hopes that the
opponent Will make a mistake
and use poor judgment in play-
ing against it.

SPECIFIC POINTS. The shut-
fler should particularly consider
the ability of the opponent to ac-
complish the various types of
shots, with emphasis on the fol-
lowing;

To place disks accurately, espe-
cially in hiding.

To hit disks accuratflY, especially
when partly hidden.

To put disks in the kitchen •. and
to play kitchen-bait.

To accomplish combinations suc-
cessfully.

To keep the board clear.
Especially against inexperi-

enced opponents a shuffler
should notice the types of plays
of which the opponent is igno-
rant. Examples frequently found
are the use of the Tampa guard
(Parts 33, 41), doubling on the
diagonal line (Part 46), triple
(Parts 49-51), kitchen play in
some of its forms, such as kitch-
en-bait (Parts 74-77),and keeping
the board clear (Parts 99-10ll.
There are many cases de-

scribed throughout the text show-
ing action to be taken against
specific pl;:lYs of the opponent,
too many to cite here.

REMEMBER. After the oppon-
ent has made' a play, the shoot-
er should note the type of play
Used for the particular situation
and should expect it to be used
in similar situations later.
Mental note should especially

be made of the types of shots
the opponent likes and frequently
uses, and those in which he usual-
ly succeeds. Similarly noted
should be the shots he dislikes
and uses little, and those in
which he tends to fail.
At the end of a match, a shuf-

fler should be able, if he so

EMBARRASS HIS PLAY_ The
eventual advantages of this gen-
eral procedure are to be able, as
far as practicable, to avoid al-

PART 129: TACTICS. PLAYING TO THE SCORE (A)

'\
The idea of playing to the to select from the various possi-

score is a necessary part of the ble shots the one to be used, the
tactics of many games. It means shooter should weigh the results
that the type of play to be used to be expected from each of the
in any situation should be se- shots under consideration.
lected in view of the score as it In any given situation it is easy
exists at the time. to calculate Y,te expected gain
There is nothing new in this for each possible shot and also

idea as applied to shuffleboard for the half-round. Numerous ex-
Most experienced shufflers real: arnples of this have been shown.
ize that they must know the score . W~en the end of the game is
whenever they shoot and. must In ~Ight, the shooter should es-
select their shots accord.ingly pecially calculate the over-all
The best way to know the score score that would result to each
is to glance at the scoreboard of the players from the shots .un-
habitually before each shot. der consideration. and whether
The basic tactical plan outlined either player may win or come

in Part 124 is founded upon se- cl?se to winning. Examples of
lecting each particular shot in this are shown in Parts 28, 72,
accordance with the existing 73, 76, 88, 91, 102, 1118,109, 111
score. and many from 130to 153,

. In Figure 252 there is shown a
CALCULATE GAIN. In order situation from a statewide tour-
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lowing the opponent opportunities
to use the types of shots he likes
and in which he usually succeeds.
and instead to leave him situ-
ations involving types of shots he
dislikes and in which he is weak.
As indicated in Part 112, a

principal means of winning con-
sists is taking advantages of the
opponent's errors.
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nament ,in which Amy Close was' may be called added possibili- Accordingly, some points are I get disk and not far apart, and
to play, the last-shot. The, reader 'tfes, expectations, and some of them the shoote~ may plan ~IS s~ot SI)
should see that tnere- were at For example a tournament are merely hopes or added pos- that the first target disk wdlbe
least six different shots that shot played a; a last-shot by sibilities. aimed. between them, not with
might be played,' with varying Frank Henderson who was Flor- l the 'expectation of passing be-
scores to result, one of which Ida closed singl~s champion at MORE EXAMPLES. In a nurn- tween them, but with the hope
shots appeared to be the most the time is shown in Figure 254 ber of examples, shown else- of .hitting one or the other or
reasonable and actually won the' I' hi lan where in the text, it appears that both.
game. t :ppea~s that IS m~~nhp an certain of the elements of the There are other examples of
Again, in the statewide tourna- \\do'asbtlort e tcadromn'awmlcpl'hheplay were considered as added 'calculations and comparisons in. u ess coun e 0 ceo IS - Ibiliti th . .•. th P t 'ment situation of Figure 25S, the ing for a gain of 14 points. To pOSSII lies m e manner mm- many oer ar s.

reader may well calculate and this could be added 10 probable cated .above. Such cases ar~ LAS~-~HOT, NEXT. FRA~E.
compare the gains from various points for knocking C out of the shown m Parts 91-94,98, 115, ISO, III a?dltIon t? calculatmg. gains,
possible last-shots which Red kitchen, 10 more possible points 138,147,148,151,153and 154. as discussed m the foregoing, t~e
might attempt in order to save for leaving F-2 in the kitchen, Moreover, there .are cas-es in shooter s~ould also often conSI?-
the game or to win the game. and perhaps 7 more points for which the scoring effects of at- er who Will have the last-shot In
The actual plays selected in scoring with D, which last did ternative developments should be the next half-round" or in the

the two foregoing problems will not finally occur. considered. next two half-rounds of doubles,
be described in Part 131. and the probable effect on the

Thus, he could. reasonably For example, as ill the case score. This applies especially
A;D~~D POSSlBILITIES. In count on 14 points and might shown in Parts 88, 89, 111, 112,toward the end of a game. Ex-

addition to calculating the defi-possibly make as many as 41: 148, 151 and 154, a combination 'amples of this consideration are
nite expectations of gains, the points, of which he did actually 'or carom shot may have two tar ,shown in Parts 76, 130, 140·and
shooter should also consider what gain 34points. gets lying beyond the first tar-II43.

PART 130: TACTICS. PLAYING TO THE SCORE (Bl

A series of examples of play-
ing to the score and' of failure
to do so are included in this -and
the following articles.

same fault several times. It even-
tually developed that Black suc-
ceeded in overcoming Red's lead
and in winning the game and
match.
After the match was over we

asked Red, "Why didn't you
shoot for a score on the open
side of the board; it was all you
needed to win?"
He replied that he had not

looked at the score during the
entire match. But he learned,
and he probably never committed
that fault again.

FAILURE. A critical failure to
carry out the principle of play-
ing to the score occurred in the
Sunshine Skyway Tournament at
St. Petersburg Shuffleboard Club
on Aug. 26, 1954.
In one of the matches the play-

ers had a game apiece, with the
score in the third and deciding'
game at about 16 to 71 in favor
of shooter Red.
As shown in Figure 255, Black SHOOT 10 TO WIN. When a 10

had an 8 on the board at G, will win a game and an 8 will not
partially protected by a guard do so, it is at times desirable to
disk at H. The rest of the board take a greater risk and pl.ror

for a 10 instead of an 8. This is
was open. 'especially to be considered when
Red was about to play the last- the score is such that if the

shot. He could see enough of shooter doesn't win the game
Black's scoring disk to hit it and with the shot about to be played,
spoil it. But to leave G in place he is liable to lose it in the next
and allow the opponent to raise half - round when the opponent
his score from 16 to 24 would will have the last-shot. Also, in
be hardly any disadvantage to deciding to play for a 10, the
the shooter. Furthermore, in shooter should feel he has suf-
spoiling G the shooter could not ficient accuracy at tile moment
score with his shooting.disk. to accomplish the shot. ';
Instead of that, he could read- For example, in the quarter-

ily score with a winning disk on finals of the State Gold Medai
the open left side of the board Tournament at St. Petersburg,
and finish the game and match March 11, 1954, the shooter Red,
with victory. However, he chose Frank Henderson, then Florida
to knock away the black disk G, closed single, champion, with a
which he accomplished success- score of 72 to 65 against him,
fully. and with the last-shot to play,
He thus failed to win when he saw the board as shown in Fig-

had the chance to do so. He did ure 256.
not play to the score. In other He could expect his opponent,
parts of the play he repeated this Gerald Anderson, also a top-lev-

o @
Henderson Bruner

65 29
710 @-

Anderson
72

o
Case
67

Figure 255 Figure 256 Figure 257

el player, to make some score ;finals, when making a 10 would
with his last-shot in the next half- Ihave won the game, match, and
round, and any score would win at least fourth place in the tour-
the game for Anderson. nament, t.he shot stopped on a
On the other hand, Henderson line and failed.

would win the game if he made
a 10. He shot for the 10 and ac- AVOID TRAP, SCORE 8. In
complished it, winning the game.. Ithe final match of the 1957 Or-
In matches of the Florida State lando Doubles Tournament, Lyle

closed sincries championship Feb- ICass and R. H. Roby, playing
ruary 1955,We encountered three: Red, were pitted against Farrell
such opportunities to make game, Bruner and Joe Rowley. AU four
by means: of this shot. and ac- players are experts,
complished it for two of the three Toward the end of the first
chances, winning two games with game the situation was as shown
such shots. in Figure 257, with only disk H
However, at the third oppor- on the board. The score was 29

tunity, which was in the quarter- to 67, heavily in favor of Cass
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and Roby, and Cass was aboutlput the disk H in the 7-area in'l Cass needed an 8 to win. il
to play the last-shot. order that Cass should shoot:lt Cass avoided the trap, playing!
It is probable that Bruner had it and score only a 7, whereas for an 8 at D, and accomplish-l

PART 131: rACTICS. PLAYING TO SCORE (e)

In the quarterfinals of the 1954 It was to be Red's seventh
State Gold Medal Tournament,1 shot. He could spoil either F or
Carl Spillman, shooter Red, play-"C with reasonable certainty, but
ing against Bill Klockner, the to spoil both by a combination
1953 national closed champion, driving F against C would have
had a score of 54 to 71 in his less probability of success, in
favor. fact about one chance in three
At Red's last-shot, Black had a for the distance of about six feet

single disk G on the 7-8 cross- (Part 86>'
line, Figure 258. The shooter Even though the opponent were
needed only four points to win to make seven or eight more
the game, and the surest way points with the last-shot, totaling
to make a score was to use the 15 or 16 points for the frame, it
black disk as a backstop, even would be more important to pre-
though the play were to give the serve the shooter's score of 63,
opponent a score. near to the winning game score,
Red's shot was successful for than to hold down the opponent's

an 8, and although he gave his score, which was low.
opponent a 7 .he. won the game Accordingly Anderson played a
61 to 79, and WIth It the match. direct shot to spoil his kitchen

disk, and succeeded.

PR\'>BLEM. In Figure 260 there
is shown a situation which oc-
curred in a sociable game be-
tween four skillful shufflers, Red
was to play the last-shot.
Her combination shot spoiled H

and G, and also put E in the
kitchen. The rain for the shot
was 28 points. But a calculation
should have shown that it was
not the best shot. The reader
should determine a better solu-
tion. One will be described in
Part 133.

PRESERVE SCORE. In one of
the semifinal matches of the
1957 State Gold Medal Tourna-
ment, Gerald Anderson, a top-
level shuffler, the shooter Red,
was playing against Alton Vale,
also an expert. Anderson had
won the first game and had a
commanding lead of 16 to 63 in
the second game.
Vale was of course playing

kitchen in order to cut down An-
derson's lead, and had just put
a red disk in the kitchen at C,
while he also had an 8 at F,
Figure 259

PART 132: TACTICS. PLAYIN'G TO SCORE (D-)

In the 1954 Florida State
Championship Tournament at
Bradenton, two experts had
scores of: Black 41, Red 74, with
Reel therafere within one point of
winning the game.
As shown in Figure 261. there

was only one disk on the board.
a high 10 at H which Black had
just put there in order to divert
Red from a winning score.
The shooter Red ignored that

10 and shot for a simple score,
making a 7 at D to win the
game.
In doing this, the shooter took

no great risk. If he had failed to
make any score, the opponent's
10 would not have given the lat-
ter a winning score, but would
merely have reduced Red's lead
from 33 points to 23 points.

TWO SITUATIONS, somewhat
alike. developed in the 1957
Times - Mae Barber Tourna-
ment. a districtwide tournament
at Mirror Lake Club, in a match
between Phil Ludt. the shooter
Red, and Ralph Blackman, twice
national closed champion, the
opponent Black.
These two cases occurred at

the end of the first and third
games.

SCORE AN 8. In the first
case. the score was: Black 70,
Red 73. At the seventh shot. with
the board clear, Blackman
placed a medium 10 on the board
H, as shown in Figure 262. It was
possible for Red to score against
it. but difficult to do so. If left
ir: place, this disk H would give

80
l

ing it to win the game.

o ®
Anderson 67

63
o ®

Sp1l.l.aoan Vale
71 16

670®
Klockner
54

Figure 258 Figure 259 Figure 260

TIlE ANSWER to the problem
presented in Figure 252 of Part
129 as regards the winning shot
was for the shooter Red to bunt
disk A into the 10·area and win
the game at a score of: Black 81,
Red 82.

is less clear. The shooter tried
for a double from the diagonal
line with disk C, but made only
one score. Several experts who
observed the shot said that they
would have played for a kitchen
shot against G, also making a
7. Either play would have won
the game if it had made two
scores.

THE ANSWER to the problem
given in Figure 253 of Part 129

®
41

o ~
74 Blackan10

o ~
Ludt Blac'--zl
73 65 .

el.udt
74

Figure 262 Figure 263Figure 261



BLack a score of 80, well over the If he made a 7, the score
game score of 75. would be tied, and there 'Would
Red was about to have the last- be two more halfrounds in order

shot. He could play to spoil the to decide the tie. But if he failed
black 10 and to score against it: to score at all, he would lose the
for a 10. But while the chances game.
of spoilinz ths 10 were good, the He could be practically sure of
chances of scoring a 10 at the spoiling the black 10, but as men-
same time did not appear nearly tioned above, he had low chances
so good. or winning the game with the
Alternatively, Red might sim same shot by making a 10. His

ply knock away the black 10 chances of making .a simple
without also trying to score, a score, 8 or 7, should have been
much surer shot. If he did this, about 80 per cent. 01' about four
the over-all score would remain to one. The situation was difficult,
unchanged. and the opponent's but it appeared that the shot for
last-shot in the next frame wo.ild score had the best chances.
bring UP a good chance for Black Phil took his courage in his
to win the g.ame. hands, shot past the black 10, and
Instead of spoiling the black 10 made his 8 at D to win the first
ed could shoot for a simple game, with the score of 80 to 81.

score on the open side of the
board. If he made an 8, he would
have a score of 81 to Black's 80.
and would win the game.

43 to -18 awl had recovered to next frame would have been 65
a better than equal position at 65 tr. 74 in favor of Red.
to 74. much the same situation Black's last-shot in that next
again occurred. Again Black had frame would not have been so de-
the seventh shot and Red the cisive, because Phil could
last-shot. reasonably count on blocking the
Blackman placed a fine high point of the triangle so as to pre-

10, well up in the point at H, vent his opponent from scoring
Figure 263, impossible to score the 10 needed to make 75 and
against or almost so. If left in winning the game in that frame.
place, this 10 would give Black a After that, the following frame
score of 75. apparently enough to would again bring up the last-
win the game and match. shot for Red and again a good
Again Phil shot for a score, but chance of winning.

this time he stopped a little short. Of course the same situation
on a line at D, and failed might recur, but it did not seem
to score. Blackman won the probable that Blackman would
game and match. make a high 10 every time.

However, as Phil remarked af- In sum, the shot for a winning
terward, there was a material score to be made by Red would
difference in the two situations. in the second case have been
If Red had played merely to postponed to a time that should
spoil the black 10 in the second have been more favorable to
case, the score at the start of the Red, although not necessarily so.

SPOIL THE 10. In the third
and deciding game of the match,
after Phil had been far behind at

PART 133: TACTICS. SIXTH SHOT

The sixth shot of the half-round, Ition of the play for the sixth
with the board clear, is played ghat with the board clear are
in many different ways. Among similar to those for the seventh
experts there is not much agree-] and eighth shots, as discussed in
ment in ideas as to how it should the next two articles. Parts 134
be played. and 135.
If the shooter is behind in the The shooter must be careful

score to such an extent as to not to make a play that will
call for kitchen-bait that is the hurt his chances of making a
usual play (Parts 74-77), gain in score [or his last-shot of
On the other hand, if the shoot- the frame.

er is ahead in the score or about He should be especially care-
even and the board is clear, ful not to place a disk in such
there are wide variations in the a spot that the opponent could
play. The writer has made a spe- play with even a fair chance of
cial effort to learn what the ex- hiding beyond it. For I.'xample,
perts do. and has watched for he should not play for ~ center- If the board is essentially clear,
this situation and the correspond- short (Part 105), as this would but still has one or more disks
ing plays. Figure 264 shows some afford the opponent a hidden near the edges, the shooter some,
of the varied shots observed in area for hiding in the 10-area or times wastes his shot by snug~
this type of situation. along his side of the center line gling as described in Part 110.
The board was clear or essen- (Parts 33 and 41).

tially clear before each shot. the There is no advantage in play-
plays were made in statewide ing a cross-guard. as is often
tournaments, the players were all seen as the shooter will obvious-
experts on the All-Time Roll of ly h~ve no opportunity to hide
Champions, the opponents were beyond -it, and at times the op-
all experts, and the shooters were ponent might use it as cover for
ahead or essentially even in hiding along. the outer edge: of
score. the court (Part 39).
The players whose shots have If the opponent is afforded an

been recorded in Figure 264 are: opportunity to place a scoring
Henry Badum, J N 0 P Q; W. H. disk that is only partly hidden,
Smith, K R; Gerald Anders?n. and does so, it would usually
S; Mae Hall, L; Henry Andrin- force the shooter to attempt to
ga, T; and Olive McArt.hu~, M. spoil it. or to leave it in place as
It is true that the majority of being difficult or impracticable

the shots w~~e wasted: but the~e to spoil.
is no prevailing practice to this
effect.

ponent would of course welcome
another opportunity to make a
kitchen shot. In these circum-
stances, the shooter should espe-
cially avoid placing a disk in
scoring area or sufficiently near
the kitchen in non-scoring area
as to invite a kitchen shot by
the opponent.

·In fact. to place a scoring disk
in the open except as kitchen-
bait is frequently an invitation
to put it in the kitchen.

R
STEach of the foregoing shots

leaves the opponent free to shoot
for a center-short (which has
some advantage) or for a high
10 (which has a low percentage
of success).

In general, it must be conclud-
ed that the sixth shot with board @
clear is of little valus to accomp-
lish anything.

o
Figure 264

AVOID KITCHEN RISK. If the
CONSIDERATIONS. Some of opponent has been playing kitch-

the considerations for the selec- en-bait and kitchen shots, the op-

ANSWER. In the situation
shown in Figure 260 of Part 131~
we have the conclusion by Carl disk H as a backstop, put H
Spillman, who was watching the gently on the center line. and
game, that the best play would score a 10, thus winning the
have been to shoot against the game.
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The last-shot or eighth shot of 'such shots are successful. In on winning most of his games.A In Part 79 there was shown

a half-round, also sometimes Parts 14 and 104 it was shown player who fails to score for the ithe desirability of saving a crip-
called the "hammer" is, as all that the average score for last- .greater part of his last-shots [ple that lies in the open for
shufflers know, the most im- shots with board clear is 6.3, !may expect to lose most of his use as a target at the last-shot.
portant shot. The shuffler who based on a record of 234 shots. ·games. In Parts 99 - 101 there was
plays it should expect to make In Part 15 it was stated, among In Part 15 it was also stated shown the considerable part
the larger score and usually other points, that in many cases and illustrated that at the last- played by last-shots in the pro-
does so. the effective scoring of a half- shot, when it is too difficult to cedure of clearing the board, es-
REFERENCES. The dominant round is made by the last-shot, spoil an enemy scoring disk or pecially that the main result of

value of the last-shot is discussed using a shot for simple score. when the available shots are too the sequence lies in the scoring
and illustrated time and again in Also that, when used as the last- ldifficult or risky, it is normal with the last-shot.
this text. A number of the dis- .shots of half-rounds, the plays for to neglect the enemy disk or oth- In Part 125 there was men-
cussions are summarized below. simple scores constitute the most er shot and play for a simple tioned the need to foresee which
In Part 14 it was shown that regular and frequent standard score. side will have the last-shot in the·

the great bulk (96 per cent) of score gainers. A shuffler who can In Parts 74, 75 and 77 there next frame (or the next two last-
the last-shots with board clear reliably place scoring disks sue- was discussed the great influence shots in doubles) and their effect
as shot by experts are played for cessfully for 70 or 80 per cent of of the last-shot on the play of on the selection of the pending
8s, and that about 80 per cent of his last-shots can usually count the kitchen-bait sequence. play.

PART 134: TACTICS. SEVENTH SHOT

is in the nature of a last-resort
play, one that is not expected to
accomplish much if anything, but
is better than wasting the shot.
An example of such a shot is

one that takes advantage of any
BOARD CLEAR. There is no opportunity even if not a good

good play that can be ma?e. one, to make a score that is part-
If a disk is placed in scormg Iy hidden, as discussed in Part
area it is certain to be spoiled, 40.
and it is very liable to be put in Some of the methods that can
the kitchen. be used include a shot to hide in
The best location to place a the extreme corner of the 7-area

disk would be at the position of by aiming at the side line of
the high 10, but the chances of the kitchen as described in Part
doing this effectively are so low 39. hiding along the outer edge
that a somewhat better play is of the court as described also in
for the center-short, as described .rart 39. hiding beyond a defec-
in Parts 103-104.It is recogni~ed ~ive guard as mentioned in Part
that this is not a play of high. 33, partially hiding in the 10-
value, but it does some good as area as shown in Part 41, snug-
a hazard to the opponent's gling as covered in Parts 107-
play. 109 and a bunt such as the sev-

. enth-shot play by Carl Spillman
BOARD NOT CLEAR. Obvious- as described in Part 66.

Iy if the board is no~ clear, the The use of one of these various
disks on the board Will affect or methods may succeed only in
determine t.he shot to be made. partially hiding a disk, but if it
If there IS a good play to be is hidden enough so that the

made, of course such a play opponent cannot readily put it
should be attempted. For exam-in the kitchen yet leads the op-
ple, there may be a shot to pro- ponent to shoot at it there is an
teet a friendly scoring d~sk, to advantage. Thus the opponent
spoil an enemy scoring disk, to may be unable to score against
prevent the opponent from mak- it, or may be led to glance his
ing an advantageous shot. etc. own disk inta the kitchen, or may
As previously mentioned, it is abandon any attempt to spoil it

important to avoid leaving a and leave the score to be counted
backstop for the opponent's last- for the shooter.
shot (Part 18) or a target for a
kitchen shot (Parts 75 and 80). This is also a suitable time to

dunk a disk lying at or near an
LAST-RESORT PLAY. If there outer edge of the scoring tri-

are disks on the board but there angle, as shown in Part 73. Such
is no good shot to be played, a shot is not infrequently chosen
then a shot may be selected that by experts for use in this type

A situation that repeatedly
arises at the time of the seventh
shot of the half-round is that the
board is clear or practically
clear.

PART 135: TACTICS. LAST.SHOT
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of situation.
For example, in the semifinals

of the 1957Sunshine City Doubles
Tournament. at a seventh shot
Carl Spillman shot to put in the
kitchen a disk located at point G
in Figure 265.
In contrast, this is not ordinar-

ily a good time to put a cripple
in the kitchen, because of the op-
ponent's subsequent opportunity
to reverse the situation with his
last-shot and leave the shooter in
the kitchen, as discussed in
Part 79.
OTHER EXAMPLES. A play

occasionally seen is to play a 7
in the open when the opponent
needs an 8 to win, in the hope
that the opponent will hit the 7

and score only a 7. An attempt
at such a play was described in
Part 130.

A similar shot is shown in Fig-
ure 266, when Billy Folberth
played a 7 at D at the seventh
shot. He thus led Carl Spillman
to shoot at D instead of scoring
a 10 to win the game. However,
'Spillman's shot was for a gain
oC 14 points for the shot, a far
surer play than that for a 10.
Without studying details, which

are left to the reader. We show
in Figure 267 a seventh shot to
D. This occurred in the final
match of the 1955 Florida State
Championship.



., Toward the end of the game,
A TOURNAMENT EXAMPl.E the pair of successive last-shots

in which the last-shot dominated attains great importance, either
was shown in Figure 244 of Part in finishing the game or in sav-
125, and the reader was invited ing the game.
to select a solution. The last-shot
play actually made is shown in
Figure 268.

In choosing the color of disks
and therefore the color-lead at
the beginning of a match (Part
123), the choice is sometimes con-
trolled by the question as to who
will have the last-shot of the first
half-round, or the two initial last-
shots in doubles.

.differentiated from the figure of
6.3 shown in Parts 14 and 104and
mentioned above, which latter
figure applies only to the last-
shot with the board clear.

••

If the player having the last-
shot fails to make more than his
opponent, he suffers a lost op-
portunity valued at about four
points.THE VALUE of the last-shot is

so great that, in the long run,
most of the scores are made
concurrently with the possession
of the last-shots.

In the articles on Playing to
the Score (Parts 129-132)and the
later articles on Selection (Parts
136-153),the decisive value of the
last-shot stands out strongly.

opponents. The successive last-
shots are worth an average of
four points each, or eight points
for the pair, depending upon the
skills of the shufflers, but the
pair has a possible value that
may be much higher.

A shuffler who has the last-
shot should expect to score, and
should average about four points
per half-round in which he has
the last-shot, depending upon his
skill.

In short, the value of the last-
shot is basic.

@ 0Brashares Farewell77 80
Figure 268

Observation and recording of
the play of 13 experts in tourna-
ment matches shows that for 649
half-rounds of play the average
amount by which the score of the
shuffler having the last-shot ex-
ceeded the score of his opponent
was about four points (actually
4.26>' DOUBLES. In the doubles

game, each team has two last-
shots in succession, to be fol-
lowed by two last-shots by their

Such a lead of eight points over
the opponents who are about to
have their two last-shots is not
a considerable lead, since it
should be balanced almost at
once, but a lead of eight points
over opponents who have just fin-
ished their two last-shots is a
considerable lead and should be
stretched to a lead of about 16
points with the two last-shots
about to be played.

This is the average for the en-
tire score per half-round, and is

PART 136: TACTICS. SELECTION (A)

Some basic problems in selec-
tion, not complicated, are seen in
the following examples.

H, he could not use it as a back
stop for scoring, and the op-
ponent would gain 7 for the half-
round, to make. the score 73

CALCULATE, SELECT. In the to 69.
1954 Full Moon Doubles' 'I'ourna- But Red could (3) spoil disk H
ment at Lakeland, Paul Lennox by a glancing hit to knock it to
and Henry Andringa were play- the right and at the same time
ingagainst Don Owens and Far- glance to the left side of the
rell Bruner, all four being ex- court for a score of 8, as de-
perts. The score was 66 to 69, scribed in Part 19. The score
respectively. would become 74 to 77. This
At the last-shot of a frame, to would be practicable and would

be played by Red, the situation win the game, but it was not
was as shown in Figure 269. as sure a shot as-the next choice.
Black had two scoring disks at Finally he could (4) shoot di-
Hand F, for 15 points, which rectly at F to score against it, to
would bring the total score of the spoil it, and perhaps to put it
Blacks to 81 if undisturbed. in the kitchen. The score would
If Owens (1) spoiled both become 74 to 76 and perhaps 64

black disks with a combination, to 76. '
he could not sc?re for his side, He selected this fourth choice,
bec~use the hit at an angle the most logical, easiest and
against H would cause the sh?ot- surest, and he accomplished it
ing disk to glance to the fight fully. Gain for the shot: 24 points.
and out of sco~ing area. The Score for the frame:' Black -2,
score would remain 6.6to 6~. Red 7. Over-all score: 64 to 76,
But he needed SIX points to and the game was won.

reach game score and also need-
ed to spoil at least one of the SIMPLE CALCULATION was
opponent's disks in order to win. involved in another situation,
While he could (2) spoil disk shown in Figure 270. The shooter

o e
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Figure 269 Figure 270 Figure 271
Red, Leslie Vincent, a former na-
tional champion, was about to
play the last-shot.
Since the opponent's 8 at F

would bring the latter's score to

76 points, it was necessary eith-
er to spoil F or to make a sim-
ple score. F could be spoiled,
perhaps by a combination, per-
haps by a thin direct hit, but
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neither of these appeared attrac-I make a simple score, an 8 or a ITournament.
tive. 7, in order to win. So Vincent WHAT PLAY would you make Red was about to play the last-

shot for and made an 8, to in the situation shown in Figure shot. What did he do? And what
However, calculation showedImake the score 76 to 78, with 271? It occurred in one of the was the resulting score? The an-

that it was necessary only to Red winning. matches of the 1957 Yuletide swer will be shown in Part 137.

PART 137: TACTICS. SELECTION (I)

An interesting and valuable points, while Red had a single
type of shot, as used in tourna- disk at C for a 10. There were
ment play by Gerald Anderson. also two non-scor!ng disks A a.ndi
a top-level shuffler, is shown in B. one on each Side of the point
Figures 272and 273. of the triangle.

The black disk F had good
GENTLY ON LINE. In Figure though not perfect protection by

272 the shooter Red had a scor- the disk B. The other black disk
ing disk B, and there was also G was well protected against a
an enemy disk F-1, snuggled shot by Red. partly by being
about a foot from B: ~!!~ to snuggled against C. which would
edge, so as to make It difficult be spoiled if G were hit with a
~o spoil F·l without also spoil- full hit, and partly because the
mg B (Part 107). . disks A and B would prevent
Anderson played a delicate or hamper any shots to hit G at

shot (Figure 273) to. tap F-1 gent- an angle.
ly onto the .cente, lme at .F-2, at If the situation were left as it
the s~me .tIme backstopping the 1 th t shot of the oppon-Ishooting disk at point C. ay. e nex
This left both Band C on the ent .would probably be to ~hoot.

. . . . It h d against G m order to spoil C.
board m scorm~ ,PosItions. a A very gentle shot to score an-
the g~eat additional advantage other 10 against G, and to move
that disk !-2 lay partly. J:>etweenG lightly 0 as to put C on the
Band C. m such a position that . s 1 : s. diffi
it w uld have been difficult for line, whIle a delicate and 1 I-

o . cult shot would be very remu-
th~ opponent to ~nock C against nerative 'for Black. as it would
B m .order to spoil them. for F-2 give Black 27 points for the
was m the way. frame and save the game. Or a
FORESEE OPPONENT'S play. faster and surer shot would put

In one of the matches of the 1956 C out of scoring area. Accordingly, Close played a 136 is that the shooter Red wise-
State Gold Medal Tournament. While Red could (1) ~hoot ~()r guard to X, at the point of the ly avoided the complicated sit-
Amy Close was playing against a simple score ?n the right Side triangle. This shot accomplished nation on the right of the:::::ard,
another exoert. with score at 40 of the court, It appeared far its purpose, and Black did not played for a simple score on the
to 71. Figure 274. Amy was to more important (2) to prevent then succeed in ruining Red's open left side of the board, and
play the seventh shot. Black from making one of the score. made an 8. The over-all score in
The opponent Black had two above-described shots against G THE ANSWER to the prob- the game then became: Black

scoring disks. G and F. for 17 and C. lem shown in Figure 271 of Part 53, Red 80, with Red winning.
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PART 138: TACTICS. SELECTION (e)

In the quarterfinals of the 1954 With her first shot, Red placed
State Gold Medal Tournament. a cross-guard at A, Figure 275.
Amy Close, who was five times Black then played to knock away
Florida State champion, was disk A and missed. This was an
playing against Janet Smith. 1952 important failure. and it gave
national open singles champion. Red an opportunity that might
Amy Close had already won one have been decisive.

game, and the score was 71 to Red promptly grasped the op-
71 in the second game. portunity and hid a disk at B for

. an 8. Black then attempted a
STUDY CAREFULLY. The SIt· combination to spoil disks A and

uation, shot by shot. developed B, but succeeded only in knock-
as follows, with Black to have ing away disk A. which Red then
the last-shot. replaced by another disk at the

same spot. Black repeated the
attempt with the same result, and
Red again replaced.
This brought up Black's last-

shot. Black had three choices,
and failure in anyone of them
would lose the game and tie the
match at one game apiece.
She could (1) try again for the

combination, with about one
chance in three of success, at
about a five-foot distance.
Or she could (2) shoot for an

8 on the open side of the board.

to tie the score at 79 to 79 and
necessitate one more full round
to decide the tie. The probability
of success of this shot was about
80 pel' cent, or about four chances
in five.
Or finally she could (3i play to

score a 10, to win the game at
79 to 81. with the chances of mak-
ing this shot being perhaps 50-50.
Amy Close shot carefully for a

10, made it, and won the game
and match.
COMPLEX SHOT. In an infer-

8~
l



mal game, the situation was as
shown in Figure 276. The score
was not critical. The shooter Red
was about to play the sixth shot
of a frame.
He had several choices. He

could (1) drive B-1 against E-1
in a combination to spoil E-1 and
perhaps to score B-1, and per-
haps put E-1 in the kitchen.
Or he could (2) shoot for a

simple score on the open right
side of the board. This would have
invited a kitchen shot against it
at once.
Another possibility was (3) to

play a glancing hit against B-1 •
in order to score a 10.
However, he was ambitious and

he selected a still different shot
(4) to play a double from the
diagonal line against B-1 (Part
46), hoping also that his disk
B-1 would be knocked against E-1
to spoil it. .
His shooting disk hit B-1, Fig-

ure 277, and glanced to right for
a 10 at C. B-1 was knocked diag-
onally to the left to hit E-1, and
then stopped for a score of 8 at
B-2. Finally E-1 was tapped into
the kitchen at E-2.
Gain for the shot: 36 points.

PART 139: TACTICS. SELECTION CD)

At the final shot of the State
Gold Medal Tournament March
9, 1956, a well-remembered play
occurred.
Freda McLauchlin and Bill Fol-

berth had won their way to the
finals match by defeating the
best in the tournament.
CLOSE MATCH. Between these

two it was a long and evenly
fought match. Freda had won the
first game 75 to 72, and Bill had
won the second 68 to 81. They
were approaching the end of the
third game, with the score at 69
for Freda and 68 for Bill. Bill
wasto have the last-shot.
At the seventh shot of the half-

round, with 110 scoring disks on
the board, Freda shot for a high
10, but made a low 10 at D, Fig-
ure 278 (H being not yet on the
board).
The obvious shot was then for

Bill to use Freda's disk for a
backstop to score a 10, at the
same time knocking her disk out
of the 10 - area, preferably onto
the center line. Even if her disk
were to score an 8, Bill would
win if he were to score a 10. Still
he could not be entirely certain
of scoring a 10, since his shooting
disk might possibly glance to one
side and stop on a line.
Bill used excellent judgment

and shot his disk straight for
Freda's 10, a gentle shot to score
a 10 and spoil the black disk.

However, he shot just a little too
gently, for his shooting disk
stopped a couple of inches short
of the target.
So they both scored lOs, with

the over-all score going to 79
for Freda to 78 for Bill. Thus
Freda won the game and match
and tournament and the big gold
medal, by one point.
AN INTERESTING PLAY oc-

curred earlier in the same
match. The situation was as
.shown in Figure 279. Folberth,
playing Black, had a 7 at F,
which was well protected by the
black disks E and H.
McLauchlin had a red disk C-1

just barely on the 7·8 cross-line
and not extending into the 8-area
at all. The score was at 39 all.
Several possible choices were

open to Freda at her last-shot.
She could (1) play a combina-

tion to spoil F by knocking H or
E against it. But at a distance of
about seven feet the chances of
hitting F were about one in three
(Part 86). In other words, there
were two chances to one of miss-
ing. .
Another choice would be (2)

to try to carom from C against
F, not an easy shot.
The most usual shot would be

(3) to play for a simple score on
.the left side of the board. This
would afford -excellent chances
of placing an 8 or a 7, making

PART 140: TACTICS. SELECTION (El
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However even if the shot were
to fail to make a double, it might
result in a score by one or the
other of the two disks.
Freda accomplished the dou-

blc as in Figure 280. Her shoot-
ing disk gently tapped C-1 on the
side and glanced onward into the
7-arE'a for a score at D, while
C-1 was moved diagonally on-
ward to C-2 for another score.
Gain for the shot: 14 points.

Score for the frame: Black 7,
Red 14. Resulting score in the
game: Black 46, Red 53.

the score about even for the
frame. In playing this, the shoot-
ing disk might well be aimed di-
rectly toward the liner at C-1, so
that if the shooting disk were to
go too far, it might well hit C-]
and cause it to score a 7.

Another possibility would be
(4) to shoot at the edge of C-l
and try for a right-and-left double
on the cross-line, as described
in part 47. This shot is played
rarely because It requires very
delicate and accurate shooting.

A variation from the situations I 1957 Orlando Doubles Tourna- I team of Mae Hall and Bess Hen- I against the Orlando team of Pat
shown in Part 132 occurred in the ~ ment, in which the Mirror Lake derson was playing in the finals Hill and Louise Amrhein, all four
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being top-level experts.
The Orlando team had won

the first game and the Mirror
Lake team had a 26-point lead
in the second game with the score
48 to 74.
The situation was as shown in

Figure 281. Black had just placed
a good high 10 at H. No other
disk was on the board except ;,J.
non-scoring disk at B.

SPOILED HIGH 10. This
seemed to be one of those cases
in which the shooter would ignore
the high 10 and shoot for a simple
score to make the one point need-
ed to win the game. We do not
know why Mae did not do so.
However, probably one of the

principal reasons was the
fact the last-shot in the next
half-round would be played by
her partner. Bess Henderson, in
whom she could have high con-
dence. Also the shot to spoil H
was very sure. And the chances
were that the opponent in the
next half-round would not also
make a high 10.
Mae knocked away the black

10, leaving no score for the half-
round.
Then her partner scored 17

points in the next frame to win
the game at 48 to 91.

UNUSUAL PLAY. In the 1954
Gasparilla Tournament, the
shooter Black, Donald Dewart
was playing against Henry Ba-
dum, both being top-level shuf-
flers. The score was 47 to 6 in
favor of Black at the seventh shot
of a frame, with the situation as
shown in Figure 282, as he was
about to play the seventh shot.
The opponent Red had two

scoring disks Band C on the
board. No other disks were on
the board.

The shooter had several choic-
es, but little chance of prevent
ing the opponent from making
a definite gain for the frame.
He could (1) knock away disk

C and score an 8, which in turn
would surely be played for the
kitchen, with a possible gain for
the opponent of as much as 25
points for the frame.

Or he could (2) playa combi-
nation to spoil C and B. This is
the shot that most ~hufflers
would probably play in this sit-
uation, and would be a sound se-
lection. The shooting disk would
probably glance to one side, but
might remain on the board to
become a possible target for a
kitchen shot.

Or Black could (3) shoot direct-
ly at B and use it as a backstop
to score a 7, which would then be
reasonably protected by disk C.
Also there was a good opportun-
ity to put 13 in the kitchen.
Even if Black made only a 7,

it would stili be some advance
toward the game score of 75.
The shooter Black selected the

third choice. an unusual shot,
made a 7 and spoiled B. with a
gain of 14 points for the shot.

COLOR AND SIDE. The reader
may have wondered why prac-
tically all diagrams have shown
Red as the shooter and also as'
playing constantly on the right.
This has been done as a simpli-
fication and as a convenience to
the reader, as it has been be-
lieved that the diagrams would
be easier to understand than if
there were frequent· changes
from right to left and from Red
to Black. .
The procedure has simply been

to transpose the sides and col-

PART 141: TACTICS. SELECTION CFJ

In the final match of the Na-
tional Tower Tournament, at
Lake Wales, Jan. 19, 1955, Web-
ster H. Smith, the shooter Red,
with his wife and partner Janet
Smith, was playing against Carl
Spillman, with his partner Hen-
ry Badum, all four being former
national champions.
With the score at 77 to 88 in

favor of the Smiths, and 100
points required to win the game,
Smitty saw, at the fourth shot of
a frame, the situation shown in
Figure 284 (less disk B>. He had
a 7 on the board at A, while his
opponent had an 8 at F. Each
player was to have two more
shots with Smith to have the last-
shot.

86

The usual and natural actioa
for Red in most such cases would
have been (1) to spoil the black
disk F, probably scoring against
it as a backstop, and also per-
haps putting it in the kitchen.
However, with the Reds' lead

in score and nearness to win-
ning, it was more important to
increase the Reds' score and to
approach the winning score of
100. In fact, if Smith could pre-
serve his 7, which was already in
being, he could also hope to
make a score with his last-shot
and thus win the game. This last-
shot might also give him a later
and deferred chance to spoil disk
F.
He accordingly placed a guard
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ors where it has appeared desir-
able. Accordingly the diagrams
do not necessarily show which
color or side a player actually
used.
The foregoing case is an excep-

ception, the shooter is shown
as Black on the left, in order
not to conflict. with another situa-
tion, previously shown, from the
same tournament match.

NOT STICK IN KITCHEN. In
a 1954tournament match between
Esther Kinsella, three times
Florida State champion, the
shooter Red, and Emma Leising,
a skillful shuffler, the situation
was as shown in Figure 283, with
the score 62 to 72. Red was
about to play the last-shot.
She could (1) clear away her

.kitchen disk C, which was deep

in the kitchen, so that there 'was
a risk .that the shooting disk
might stick in the kitchen.
Or. as discussed in Part 81- she

might (2)' avoid the risk of stick-
ing in the kitchen by shooting
for a simple score, with chances
of about four to one of mak-
ing it.
The effect on the score would

be essentially the same, and the
choice depended primarily on the
question as to which shot
appeared to the shooter to be
surer.
Esther evidently concluded that

the shot for simple score would
be surer. She played for an 8 and
made it. Although she lost two
points for the frame, her score
was still no lower than 70, with-
in one stroke of winning the
game.

B to protect his disk A. Spill- became 85 to 95.
man, the opponent Black, was
then forced to try to spoil A. He CONTRAST. In another part of
shot to do so with a combina- the same match the score was
tion to knock B against A, but 75 to 92.
succeeded only in spoiling the Spillman, with his team 17
guard B. points behind, had at the first
Smith replaced the guard, and shot played kitchen-bait to E,

Spillman again played the corn- Figure 285, for it was urgent to
bination, with the same result., kitchen the opponent in order
This brought up Smith's last-shot, .to cut down the opposing score
with the board as shown in Figure and save the game. Smith left
284 (less disk B). this bait in place.
Smith's action to protect his At the time of the sixth shot,

disk A had thus brought him the the situation was as shown in
opportunity to play for a simple Figure 285, and Spillman was to
score or for a backstop shot for play.
a 7 or 8 to win the game. How- It was quite apparent that
ever, his shot for simple score Smith would want to hide a disk
did not succeed, and the score beyond and under cover of disk



In a match several times re- Or she could (2) put a guard
ferred to in these articles, the at X to protect C, and this would
quarterfinal match between Amy also add to the protection of the
Close and Janet Smith in the 1954 kitchen disk B, and should pre-
State Gold Medal Tournament, vent the double, but it would not
the score at one moment was: prevent hiding beyond disk A.
Black 61,Red 70. She could (3) fill - in beside A,
The situation was as shown in and this would prevent hiding be-

Figure 287, with three red disks yond A, but it would leave open
A, C and B, and one black disk the shot for the double on C,
E. The only scoring disk was the which might win the game for
red B in the kitchen. Red.

Finally she could (4) place her
Black was about to play the disk in the lO-area, preferably as

sixth shot of the frame. a high 10 at Z. This would force
Since the opponent Red was the opponent to shoot at it, it

within five points of the game would partially block the oppo-
score of 75, it was especially im- nent's shooting line to hide be-
portant to the shooter Black to yond A, it would hamper or pre-
prevent the opponent from hav- vent the double with C, and would
ing an opportunity of spoiling double-guard the kitchen disk B.
the kitchen disk B. Th~ shoote.r The shooter Black played a 10,
also wanted to score, If practi- and her disk stopped at Y. The
cable. opponent then knocked it away,
The opponent Red's potentiali- but did not succeed in scoring.

ties included knocking B from Then Amy, with her last-shot,
the kitchen, doubling on C, hiding scored a simple 8, making the
beyond A, and hitting the next overall-score 69 to 60, advancing
black disk to be played so as to her to within one score of game, 1954 Full Moon Doubles Tourna- of black disks at the kitchen.
spoil it, dunk it, or score against and withdrawing Red from that ment, Gerald Anderson, at his Neither would Jerry want his
it. None of these potentialities same nearness to game. sixth shot of a frame, faced the own disk to be knocked at that
was pleasant, and it would be As mentioned above Amy situation shown in Figure 288. backstop. So he wasted his sixth
desirable to .prevent as many of Close thought long befor~ make-.. shot far to the side, at C.
them as possible. ing her play.and it appears prob- With the big lead held by An- Nevertheless the opponent tried

able that she considered all of derson and his partner, the oppo- to knock it at the kitchen back-
POSSIBLE PLA~S. The shoot- the possibilities mentioned above. n~nt ~lack wan.ted to put red stop, but he happened to fail in

er thought a long time. She could She is outstanding for her delib- disks m the kitchen. And. he that shot.
(1) knock away C to prevent the eration and excellent judgment would not want to make a direct
double, but this probably would in selecting her shots. shot to ~nock 1!is o.wn disk G out WHAT CHOICES? A tourna-
expose the precious kitchen disk of the kitchen m view of the for- 'ment situation is shown in Fig-
to be knocked away. KITCHEN BACKSTOP. In the midable triple backstop formed ure 289. The score was not criti-

shot. His shot stopped at X. Then
C. An 8 in that position would Red could hardly expect to score
win the game for the Smiths. without Black being able, with
While Spillman could (1) pro- his last-shot, to spoil his action.

tect his scoring disk E, this This contrasts with the preced-
would do him little good if Web ing case, where the action was
made an 8 to win the game, and to guard a scoring disk, but in
furthermore that disk E was still this case not to do so.
useful as kitchen-bait and should Without going into further de-
not be covered up. tail, it may be mentioned that

. the match was eventually won
So It was apparent that .he by the Sunshine team of Spill-

should preven~ a shot to hide man and Badum coming from
beyond C. This could be done behind '
by (2) clearing away C, as men- .
tioned in Part 34, or (3) by fill- DESPERATION. In the 1955
ing-in as described in Part 36. Yuletide Tournament, the shooter
In view of the locations of disks Red was on a spot, as shown in
Band E, an angle hit to clear Figure 286. He could not spoil H
C might cause C to hit B or E because to hit it would merely
depending upon the angle used, drive it against A and C to leave
right or left, and might leave B it on the board to score the win-
or C in scoring position, perhaps ning points. Yet he saved the
spoiling E. game with his last-shot, which
The filling-in shot appeared to he was about to play. How? The

be surer, and would accomplish answer will be described in Part
the purpose. Spillman played this 142.

PART 142: TACTICS. SELECTION (GJ
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cal, being about even, and it was Possible choices are outlined inl THE ANSWER to the prOblemjWaS off to the side and out of
early in the game. The shoot- Parts 41, 65 and 87, but without posed in Figure 286 of Part 141 is scoring area. To his own sur-
er Red was to play the seventh consulting those parts you are in-] that the shooter Red played to. prise and that of his opponent he
shot. vited to make your own choice. put in the kitchen the disk F that' succeeded,' and saved the game

for the moment.

PART 143: TACTICS. SELECTION (H)

It was a contest between two she could put F-1 in the kitchen,
of our best women shufflers, the Black might knock it away and
shooter Red and Mae Hall, Red would save her 7 at C-l:
the opponent Black, with several and, more important, she would'
national and state championships save the game for the moment;
divided between them. Then, in the next frame, Red
They each had a game in one would have the last-shot and per-

of the quarterfinal matches of the haps be able to catch up in the.
1957 State Gold Medal Tourna- game. Or, if Red were to put F-1
ment. They were nearing the end in the kitchen, Black might shoot
of the third and deciding game, to sco~eagainst C-1 and put it in
and Mae had a lead of 13 points, th~ kitchen, to lose only three
the score being: Black 69, points herself and to make the
Red 56. score 66 to 46.
The situation was as shown in So Red used good judgment

Figure 290. Red had a 7 at C-1, and played to put F-l in the kit-
while there were two black disks chen.but it was no easy shot and
F-l and G at the right edge of she did not succeed in making it,'
the scoring diagram, one of knocking F-l to F-2, Figure 291.
which was on the line. Then Black played her last-

shot. Using C-l as a backstop,
DIFFICULT SITUATION. Red she made her winning score of

was about to play. the seventh 7 at point D, incidentally put-
s~o~, and the situation was very ting C-1 into the kitchen at C-2.
difficult. This brought the over-all score
If she (1) protected her 7 at to: Black 76 Red 46 and Mae

C-1 by placing a guard at about had won the match '
point X, Black would have the .
greater part of the board open HAD TO DO IT. In one of the
for a simple score. with about matches of the 1956 Florida State
four chances to one of acco-n- Closed Singles Championship,
phshing it and winning the game John Routh of Hollywood, the
and match. shooter Red, faced the situation
If Red did not protect C-l, shown in Figure 292.

Black would be expected to use The score was 66 to 68 in
it as a backstop for a score of his favor, and it was his last-
7, with about a 10 to 1 chance of shot. But his opponent had just
winning the game. made a double for 17 points and
If Red (2) played for a high had three scoring disks on the

10, the chances of making a high board at G, E and H, for a total
10 were slight, about one in six, of 24 prospective points which
and even if the disk were well might bring his over-all score to
placed, Black could wel! ignore 90 points.
it and st~ll shoot for a winning If Red (1) succeeded in spoiling
score agamst C-!. Hand G with a combination,
Could Red (3) save the game he could hardly hope to score in

by means of a kitchen shot? If the IO-area on account of the an-
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against him, and Black would
win.
Mter some study, he re-

marked that his only chance was
(4) to put H in the kitchen. He
played for this shot and made
10-on and IO-off, to gain 30 points
for the shot.
The score became 70 to 78, and

he won the game.

gle required for the shot, which
angle would probably send the
shooting disk off to the right side
and out of scoring area. The
score would then become 73 to 68
and the game would be saved,
but the opponent would have the
last-shot for the next frame. Also
the chances of spoiling both
disks Hand G were not high.
With E under partial protec-

tion of F, the chances were even
poorer for success of (2) a com-
bination to spoil Hand E.
If (3) he shot against H for a

10, and put H gently on the cen-
ter line, a success with the shot
would bring the score to 81 to 78

THE ANSWER to the problem
presented in Figure 289 of Part
142 was that the shooter played
his seventh shot to hide partially
in the 10-area. Then, fortunately
for him, his opponent missed the
disk.

PART 144: TACTICS. SELECTION (I)

In the quarterfinals of the 1957 65. He had been climbing up to CHOICES. In most situations
Slate Gold Medal Tournament at the existing score, and was later like this, the most suitable play
St. Petersburg, Gerald Anderson, to climb as far as 40 to 63, using would be (1) to play the comb i-
the shooter Red, was playing kitchen play to do so. .nation to spoil G and knock it
against Alton Vale, the opponent The situation was as shown in against C to spoil the latter and
Black. Figure 293. Vale had an 8 at G, perhaps to leave G in the kitchen.
Vale was far behind in the while Anderson had a disk C in Another play might be (2) to

score, which was 16 to 63, but he the kitchen, with a non-scoring spoil G by a direct hit, back-
had been farther behind at 0 to disk at A. stopping against it for a score

and perhaps putting it in the
kitchen.
But in view of the score, the

important thing to Red was to
maintain his own score of 63 in-
tact and near to the winning
score of 75. Since the opponent's
score was so low, there was little
advantage in hurting it further.,8
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Therefore Jerry played (3) a' After some consideration she
direct shot to clear C from the played the last choice and her I

kitchen, and succeeded. disk stopped at D, about one-
SEVENTH-SHOT HIDING. In f?urth hidden by E, but suffi-

the 1954 Fun 'n Sun Doubles cI.ently protected to prevent a
Tournament at Clearwater Amy kitchen shot.
Close and her partner had ~ lead The opponent then tried for the
of about 20 points in the score very l?ng carom to glance fro!ll
and was near to the winning D against F, and succeeded In
game score. spoiling D but left F in the kit-
The situation was as shown in chen ..

Figure 294 (less disk D). Only It . IS th~s apparent that the
two disks were on the board the partially hidden disk D protect-
black kitchen disk F and th~ lin- ed the kitchen disk F in effect,
er at E. Close the shooter Red by inviting the opponent to act
was about to' play the seventh otherwise than to shoot directly
shot. at F.
He.r oppon~nt Black had been A VARIANT of the preceding

playing the kitchen to save game, situation is shown in Figure 295,
a~d It appeared probable that any in a play taken from the semi-
disk Red put on the board would finals of the 1957Yuletide Tour-
if practicable be played to the nament. .
kitchen. U~der this condition Red After Carl Spillman had played
would hesitate to (1) protect the disk H at the seventh shot so
black kitchen disk by a guard that it was partly hidden beyond
at X. G, Henry Andringa, with his com- ,
She could (2) waste the shot, manding lead, wisely avoided

but did not want to do so. shooting at H, against which he
Finally she could (3) try to coul? not reasonabl~ count on simple score at Y. contestants were raised, and it

hide in the limited area beyond scoring, and frot? which he mght E~el!-.though h~ .abandoned the gave ~im the great advantage of
disk E, a difficult shot, but bare- glance into the kitchen. possibility of spoiling the oppon- reaching 74 points, within one
ly practicable. He played the last-shot for a ent's score, the scores of both score of winning.
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PART 145: TACTICS. SELECTION (J)

In one of the quarterfinal
matches of the Sunshine Skyway
Tournament in 1954, Webster
Smith, the shooter Red, was play-
ing against Henry Andringa, the
opponent Black, both former na-
tional champions.
The situation was as shown in

Figure 296, with the two black
disks G-l and H in contact in
the 8-area, and with Smith about
to play his last-shot. The score
was 64 to 73_
If the two disks were left in would not be ruled out.

place they would give the op- If the shooter thus made an
ponent a score of 80 points, per- 8 with his shooting disk he would
haps to win the game, whereas have a total score of 81, and it
if one were left in place the op- would make no difference what
ponent would have 72 points, with happened to the other disks, be-
his last-shot to come up in the cause the most that the oppon-
next frame. ent could score was 80 points.
The most obvious shot was (1) Smith played to use disk H as

to shoot to knock away both disks. a backstop, with approximately
To do this in accordance with the kitchen speed. The shooting disk
studies of disks in contact (Parts D stopped for an 8, glancing
61 to 64), disk H should be hit slightly to the left. H was left
to the right or left of a point S in place. G-~ was driven to the
lying in extension of the line of edge of the kitchen at G-2_
centers of the pair of disks The Gain for the shot: 16 points. 298' it ti hi h. . S f th h If d: 8 t 8' ure ,In a Sl ua Ion w IC oc- You are invited to figure themh~t should preferably be to the co;e or e a -roun. o. curred in the 1957State Gold Med-
right of S as there was more Smith thus won the game at 72' I T t BI k i th h t out and to select the best playh d' k' to 81 a ournamen. ac IS e s 00 - to make. Her selection of the
r?om on t ~ isk to ma e the . er and is to play the seventh shot. shot to make will be described in
hit on that SIde. A STUDY is presented in Fig. She has at least three choices.! Part 146.

This hit would drive G-! away
in extension of the line of cen-
ters, and H would be squeezed
out to the side. The speed should
be enough to insure that H would
be pushed out of scoring area.'
A good choice would be (2) to

play the shooting disk directly'
at the center of H in order that it'
should backstop against H for a
score. The speed should be
enough to send G-! beyond the'
scoring area, but kitchen speed

&0

0@s.s.~ Cl0'.
8l. ~r.

Figure 296 Figure 297 Figure 298
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PART 146: TACTICS. SELECTION (K)

UNDUE RISK. In one of the
late matches of the 1955 Cham- .
pion of Champions Tournament disk at H for an 8.
an expert shuffler the shoote; The situation then led Red to
Red, was playing 'against Mark use his last-shot to play the com-
Brashares, the 1954 Florida State bination to knock H against C-2
open singles champion. The score in order to spoil both, and per-
was 7 to 16 in favor of Red. haps to leave the black disk H
At the sixth shot, to be played in the. kitchen. The. combination,

by the shooter Red, the situation at a distance of a little over four
was as shown in Figure 299 (less feet, center to-center, had a prob-
disk C-Il, with only disk E on ability of about 50-50, or one
the board. chance in two, that the first disk
The proper line of action for H would hit the second disk C-2.

Red was to clear the board. Most But the combination failed, H I CHOICE. In one of the quar-
experts would make this plav, was knocked away and the shoot- terfinal matches of the 1957 State
and probably the shooter would .er Red scored an 8. The score Gold Medal Tournament, the sit-
ordinarily do so. 'for the half-round was therefore' uation was as shown in Figure
However, he played instead for minus two for the shooter Red 301, with three disks on the The score for the half-round

the open side of the board, ap- whereas it should have been up board at C, F and G. Red was was: Black 8, Red 7, and Red
parently for kitchen-bait, his disk to the average of four points per about to play the seventh shot. got about as much out of the
stopping at C-l on the 7-8 cross half-round (Part 135). Because of Red's great lead in frame as did Black, who had the
Iine, Red had taken an undue risk score, Black would want espe- last-shot.
The opponent, who was nine and had lost. His chances of cially to put the reel disk C in ,

points behind in the score, saw gaining by means of clearing the the kitchen, so that' Red would THE ANSWER to the problem
an. opportunity to gain by kitch- board and making a simple score want to protect C.. But also Red shown in Figure 298 of Part 145
emng the shooter, and promptly were better than the course he would not like to abandon to is that Amy Close played a front-
played to put C-l in the kitchen took. Black the opportunity of making and-rear double against E on the
Il;t C-2, Figure 300, at the same It is true that the kitchen-bait a triple on the center line with 8-10 cross-line to make 18 points
time backstopping his shooting sequence often attains greater disks G. F and the black shoot- .gain for the shot.

The basic tactical plan outlined
in Part 124 indicates that when
a shuffler is ahead or about even
in the score and is to have the
last-shot he should keep the
board clear and expect to score
with the last-shot.
However, as mentioned in Part

100, it occurs from time to time
that a shuffler is unfortunately
diverted from the most suitable
line of action, especially when an
opportunity arises, even though
not a good one, to put the op-
ponent in the kitchen.
Also, it happens occasionally

that a player becomes over-con-
fident and even goes so far as
to play kitchen-bait when he is
ahead, with the expectation that
he will gain a double-disk score
at a time when he should be
clearing the board and expect-
ing to make a single-disk score
with his last-shot.
Something like the last - men-

tioned case appears to have hap-
pened in the following case.

®E®E

o eAnderson Vale
39 0

o ®Vale
-8

~Brashares
7 16

®
Br&shares
7 14

o oAnderson
46

Figure 299 Figure 300 Figure 30 I Figure 302

gains, but the chances of doing
so are less than the chances by
clearing and scoring. Those play-
ers who use the kitchen-bait se-
quence do so because they are
obliged itoiuse it.not because they
want to do so: They have re-
course to it because they are be-
hind in the score and must util-
ize it or else submit to the op-
ponent's maintaining his lead.

ing disk.
Red therefore played to point

D-l in scoring area, the disk D-l
furnishing some protection to
disk C (Figures 301 and 302),
The two red scoring disks D-l

and C then forced Black to try
to spoil them. Black according-
ly played a combination to knock
D-l against C.
The result was as shown in

Figure 302. One of the red disks
was spoiled, but the other re-
mained on the board for a 7 at
D-2.

PART 147: TACTICS. SELECTION (l)

A situation that occurs from
time to time is one in which the
opponent has a disk G in the 10-
area, Figure 303, while the shoot-
er has a disk C-l on the center
line beyond the 8-10 line. This
type of situation may have arisen
when the opponent has knocked

-~or

a disk to C-l on the center line C-! into scoring area.
in making the 10.

Very slight differences in the
WHAT HAPPENS. The shooter angle of hiting G may send it

usually wants to score for a 10 at disk C-l at different angles,
against the enemy disk G, to and may leave G or C-l on a line,
knock G away or onto the cen- or cause G or C-1 to score or to
ter line, and perhaps to knock leave the court, in a number of

variations and with much uncer-
tainty as to what will happen.

In the quarterfinals of the Sun-
shine Skyway Tournament at
Mirror Lake, Aug. 30, 1954, Web-
ster Smith, the shooter Red, was
playing against Henry Andringa,

.••..



the opponent Black. The situatio The preceding play might be
at Red's last-shot was as shown varied by (5) using kitchen speed
in Figure 303. The score was 36 so that one or the other of the
to :4 in favor of Black. disks G and H might be put in
The shooter could (1) tap G the kitchen: but the nearness of

gently onto the center line and H to one side o~ the court wo~ld
score a 10 against it for a gain ?revent b?th disks fro~ going
of 20 points for the shot and for into the kitchen, The gain would
a score of 7 to 10 to b~ record- vary from 10to 27points.
ed for the frame. This was a del- Or the shooter could (6) knock
icate shot, but otherwise not very G against C-1, as described in the
difficult since G was very close beginning of the article.
to the cross-line. Finally he could (7) shoot at
Or he could (2) shoot against G with kitchen speed, expecting

H for a backstopped score of 7, to spoil G and probably score a
also spoiling H and trying to put 10. perhaps also to put G in the
it in the kitchen, for a gain of kitchen or to hit C-1 or Halter.
14 to 24 points. This would be a natively and make some gain
suitable ,Play, especially in view that way.
of Black s large lead in score. It. is not clear what Smitty at-
Or he could (3) play to spoil tempted, but his shooting disk

G and put it in the kitchen, for stopped for a 10 at D, Figure
a gain of 10 to 30 points; a long 304, he knocked G away, causing
kitchen shot and not easy. it to glance against C-1 and out
Another difficult shot would be of scoring area, and G tapped

(4) the combination to knock G C-1 into scoring area at C-2 for
against H in order to spoil both. a 7. Gain for the shot: 27 points.
In doing this it would probably Score for the frame: Black 7,
be impracticable to backstop Red 17. '
against G for 10 because of the CLOSER AND EASIER. Figure ent was Bob White of Sarasota. the shooter Red was able to fig-
angle required in hitting G 305 shows a similar shot, which The shot was essentially the ure the angles so as to have good
to~ard H. T?~ gain would be 17 occured in the 1957 Gateway to sl;lme, but easier because the chances of success, planning and
pomts by spoiling G and H. the Gulf Tournament. The oppon- disks were nearer each other and making the shot as illustrated.

o i&>
Smith Andri~&

0004 1,;3

o @
Smitb. Whit.
13 ~7

o
13u11&r4
~O+18

@
Andringa
:36

Figure 303 Figure 304 Figure 305

PART 148: TACTICS. SELECTION (M)

Here is another fine shot from F-1 and stopped against it for a
the 1957Times Tournament. The score of 7 at C·2. Finally, F-l
final match was being played be- was tapped onward to the kitch-
tween Amy Close of Clearwater en at F-2. Amy probably hoped
and Bess Henderson of Mirror for this, since her shot was at
Lake, both among our best shuf- kitchen speed.
flers Gain for the shot: 40 points.
Bess had won the first game, Score for the half-r.ound: Bla~k

and in the middle of .the second -10, Red 15. Resulting score m
game the score was about even the g.a~e: Bla~k 25, Red 48. .
at: Black 35, Red 33. It IS interesting to note that m

. . . the next two half-rounds of play
.The situation was as shown in Amy gained a further 33 points,

FIgure 306. ?n the bo~rd were to make the score 15 to 71, with
two of Bess s bl~ck disks, F-l a commanding lead. She then
and H.-I. for 15 pomts. A~y had went on to win that game and
one disk C-1 on the :-8 line be- the next, and thus to win the
tween the two black disks. tournament.

i&>
Henderson
:35

o i&>
Closo Henderson
)) 25

o 0
Close Close
48 47

o
Smith
62

FINE COMBINATION. Amy ANOTHER CHOICE. In the
played a combination shot, as quarterfinals of the 1954 State
shown in Figure 307. It is not Gold Medal Tournament, Amy
certain how far she foresaw the Close, the shooter Black. was
details, but the triple combina- playing against Janet Smith. the
tion was perfect. opponent Red. with the score 47
Her shooting disk hit H-1 and to 62 against her.

stopped against it for an 8 at D. It was the seventh shot of the half-round. for Red.
H-1 was driven against C-1, and half-round and the situation was It was of course urgent for Black therefore decided to play
glanced off it to the right to stop as shown in Figure 308. She had Black to clear her disk G from the combination to knock B
on the center line at H-2. She a disk G in the kitchen, while her the kitchen, and she could do this .against G, in order to spoil B
probably played to hit C-! to opponent had three non - scoring either by a direct shot at G or' and prevent the double and also
right of center in order to drive disks, A, Band C, lying on by the nearly straight combina- to clear G from the kitchen. This
it at C·2, but she may not have lines. Disk G was partly covered tion to knock C against G. How- was a more difficult combination
expected that H-2 would stop on by C, while B threatened a dou- ever, if Red then accomplished shot because of the angle, but
a line. ble at Red's next turn, which a double with B for a score of she made it.

C-1 was driven onward to hit was to be the last-shot of -the ,14 or 15, it would win the game

Figure 306 Figure 307 Figure 308
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PART 149: TACTICS. SELECTION (N)

In one of the matches of the In this type of situation, such a
1957 National Tower Doubles play would be the choice of most
Tournament, Carl Spillman and experts.
his partner were leading their op-
ponents by a considerable score, GUARD OR HIDE. In a tour-
about 25 points. nament game, Henry Badum.
At the first shot, Spillman three t.imes national open singles

placed a cross-guard at A. The champI~n, had a s~ore of about
opponent then played kitchen-bait, 60 to his opponent s 40. At the
but his disk stopped at E, on the fifth shot of a fra~e h~ saw the
7-8 line situation as shown III Figure 310.

. Only disks A and F were on the
Carl could then ~1l clear E board the. latter being in the

from the board, which he would kit he
~ave .done if it had been a scor- IT~ee~'hooter could (I) place a
ing disk. guard at about point X, as dis-
Or he could (2) place a guard cussed in Part 26, to prevent the

at X, as described in Part 80, opponent from knocking away the
thus cutting off the opponent kitchen disk F. This should in-
from shooting to double against sure cutting the opponent's score
E or from using any material to 30.
part of the right side of the Or he could (2) shoot to hide
board. . a disk at or near C, beyond the
Or he could (3) S?oot for a hid- guard disk A, for the purpose of

den score at B. This would c.:use raising his own score to 67 or 68,
the opponent to shoot to spoil B that is within one disk's score of
b~t it. might be possible to main- game.'
tam It m place to count as a An advantage of this shot is
score at the end of the frame. that the opponent would be un-
In shooting to hide at B, Red able to drive the hidden scoring

would risk the opponent's possi- disk C against the kitchen disk
hie play to make a front-and-rear F in a combination to spoil both.
double with E, but he could prob- And while such a combination
ably spoil both disks afterward shot is successful against a guard
with a single shot. X placed at about six feet from
His choice was to shoot to E. the kitchen disk in only about one

PART 150: TACTICS. SELECTION (0)

When a shuffler has made one
or more bad shots in a half-
round, while the opponent has
made good shots, a difficult and
perhaps desperate situation may
develop. The player is on the
spot. He increases the care with
which he plans his play, and he
aims with much greater atten-
tion to insure that his shot will
go where he plans.

The shooter Red had been try-
ing to put black disks in the
kitchen in order to cut down the
Black lead, but with some bad
shooting by Red, coupled with
fine shooting by Fred, he faced
the situation shown in Figure
312.
Black had three 7s on the

board at E, F and G, partly pro-
tected by the red non - scoring
disk A, while Red had the honor
of sitting in the kitchen with a
disk at C.
Red was about to play the sev-:

enth shot, with Black's last-shot:
to follow.
With the three black scoring

disks on the board, the game was
surely lost unless all three of
them were spoiled, or at least
one spoiled and one kitchened.
The situation was desperate, and
strong measures' were necessary.
Red thought he could spoil all

three black disks if he could hit
disk F at a suitable angle to
drive it in a combination against

CAROM,COMBINATION. Such
a situation developed in the third
game of one of the quarterfinal
matches of the 1956 Farnham
Fox Doubles Tournament.

The Black team was the re-
doubtable Clearwater combina-
tion of Amy Close and Fred Ga-
litz. Members of the Red team
had never won a place, and they
felt they were doing well to stay
in the tournament so long.
The Blacks had a commanding

lead in the third and deciding
game, with the score at: Black
72, Red 40.

9e2
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o 0
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Figure 309 Figure 310 Figure 311

time in three, it is impossible WHAT WOULD YOU DO? In
against the hidden disk at C. Figure 311 there is shown a situ-

. . ation that developed in the third
. An~ w~th t~e s~ore as It stood game of a quarterfinal match of
III this situation, It would be es- the 1957 Times Tournament be-
pecially advantageous to advance tween Ted Matthews and Gerald
Red's score nearer to the game Anderson. Matthews was about to
score of 75. play the last-shot of the frame.
Therefore, playing to the score, There were several choices.

the shooter hid a disk at C for What would you do? An answer
a 7. is described in Part 150.

~
GaUh
72

o ®
Bullard Galitz

40

o ®
Bullard Close

54
SpUlman0

60

Figure 312 Figure 313 Figure 314

E to spoil both disks, at the \ He figured the angles careful-
same time glancing to the right ly, The shooting disk was aimed
in a carom to hit and spoil G. about two inches to the right of



center of F so as to drive F
along a line parallel to the di-
agonal side line against E.
The shot was played at speed,

the disks moved as planned, and
the three black disks disappeared
from the board.
So the game was saved, until FIGURE IT OUT.

the next shot. Fred simply shot 314 there is shown

a scoring disk to bring the score which occurred in the match be-
to 80 and 30, to win the game tween Amy Close and Carl Spill-
and match, and thus to put the man in the 1957 State Gold Med-
Clearwater team into the semi- al Tournament. In this situation
finals. They eventually won the Spillman was to make the last-
tournament. shot. The shot he played will be

described in Part 151.
In Figure THE ANSWER to the situation
a situation shown in Figure 311 of Part' 149

is that the shooter planned 'and
executed an excellent carom to
hit G and glance off it to tbe
left and spoil A and B or both.
His own disk G was thus to be
sacrificed. He played it well,
glanced off G to spoil B, and
saved the game.

PART 151: TACTICS. SELECTION (P)

In the situation shown in Fig-
ure 315 (less disk B·2), Red was
about to play the last-shot, The
opponent Black had two scoring
disks Hand F on the board for
14 points, protected by the non-
scoring disks A, G, E, and B-1.
Red's possibilities included sev-

eral shots which did not appear
attractive to him, including: (1)
to play for a score on the open
side of the board; (2) to bunt A

_into scoring area; (3) to bunt B-1
into scoring area; (4) to play a
combination of A against H or
F; (5) to playa combination with
G or E against H or F.
He played the short cornbina-

tion to knock B·l so as to spoil
F or H or possibly both. It might
possibly put F or H in the kitch-
en, and might make a gain of as
much as 41 points for the shot.
His combination ended in a ca-

rom as shown, in which the shoot-
ing disk glanced from F to H
and spoiled both, with a gain of
14 points for the shot.

GAVE UP. In tournament play,
the shooter Red saw the score at
70 to 49 against him, with the
opponent needing only five points
to win the game and having a
scoring disk F, Figure 316, well
protected by a double guard con-
sisting of disks G and E.
The shooter Red was about to

play his last-shot.
He could save the game only

by spoiling the opponent's scor-
ing disk F or by putting one of
the opponent's disks in the kitch-
en. A suitable shot would have
been a combination to knock G
(or E) against F, with speed
modulated to stop G (or E) in
the kitchen in case it should
miss F.
The shooter evidently could not

gain enough to win with a shot
for simple score, yet he shot for
such a score on the right side of
the board. and made it.
It was an utterly useless shot;

he thereby lost the game and
the match.
He should rather have played

any shot that had even a remote
possibility of saving the game,
a shot of desperation if neces-
sary, instead of giving up tamely.
Perhaps the most important

mental attribute is determination
to win, and maintenance of that
determination through every fail-
ure or success.

®
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Figure 315 Figure 316 Figure 317
NERVOUSNESS. In this game ever, there may be something

as in most ether games, a state the matter with the player.
of nervousness in tournament
play is not necessarily to be con- ANSWER. In the situation
demned or feared. Even champ- shown in Figure 314 of Part 150,
ions become nervous. It is en- Carl Spillman shot to hit H at
tirely natural, it shows that the about kitchen speed. He scored
shuffler is intensely interested in a 10 against H as a backstop
the game, that he has a real de- and knocked H against B to spoil
sire to do well. It is better to both. In addition to the target B,
have this interest than to be cold there were also alternate tar-
and without interest. In fact, if gets at F and E which might
there is no nervousness what- be hit in case disk H did not go

PART 152: TACTICS. SELE'CTIQN (Q)

30 points.
SEVERAL SOLUTIONS. In

of the quarterfinal matches
the 1956 Times Tournament,
shooter Red was in difficulty.
shown in Figure 317. He
about to play the seventh
There were several solnti
What were they and which
would you choose? The sOOt
lected will be described in
154.

In one of the semifinal matches
of the 1957 State Gold Medal
Tournament, with Carl Spillman
playing against Gerald Anderson,
the situation was as shown in
Figure 318. The score was 52 to
30 in favor of Black, and Carl
was to play the seventh shot.
In view of Jerry's lead of 22

Carl was of course playing the

kitchen. He had got one of Jer- would leave the kitchen disk par-
ry's disks in the kitchen at G, tially uncovered to be spoiled by
and it was partly protected by the opponent. The resulting score
disk E near the point of the tri- in the frame would probably be:
angle, while there was a non- Black 0, Red 7.
scoring disk B at the edge of the Or he could (2) further protect
board. the kitchen disk by supplement-
Carl could (1) play a disk to ing the guard at E by another

hide at X, under cover of E. This disk at D. This would make it
would give him 7 points, but impracticable to spoil the kitchen

disk except by a nine-foot
bination to knock D against -
The chances of hitting G
D were about one in foor
86.) The play would also
ly obstruct any play by Blacl:: -
score on the left side
board. Red might thus
2 to 10 points, to be SIlbttal~
from the opponent's score.

---= - --= - --- ---



Carl played his disk to D. Black would be more likely to
JeITY, in view of the' poor shoot to put one of the Red disks

chances of makinz a combination B or C in the kitchen, also if
to spoil G, decided merely to practicable backstopping against
shoot for a simple score, and did it for a SCOI'e.
so, making a 7 at about point Y, If (1l Red were to protect one
Score for the half-round: Black of these, Black could shoot for

-3, Red O. the other. The red disk B, being
nearer the kitchen, would be

THIRD SCORING DISK, In the easier for the opponent to dunk;
play - off between semifinalists therefore as between Band C.
in doubles in the 1955 Florida it would be somewhat preferable
State Championship Tournament, for Red to protect B.
Farrell Bruner and Don Owens, On the- other hand, if Red were
the 1954 champions, were playing (2) to place a third scoring disk.
against another team of experts. as is often done in a case such
The situation was as shown in as this, the opponent could hard-

Figure 319 (Jess disk D), and the ly spoil all three, and Red would
score was 6 to 61 in favor of the have hope of saving one or two
Reds. Bruner was about to play of them to score.
the seventh shot. Bruner shot for another scor-
He had red scoring disks at C ing disk, at D. It covered B. Also

and B for 15 points, while a black it was a high 8, which was im-
disk F lay on a line. possible to score against by back-
Bruner of course wanted. to stopping, and difficult to score

save both 01 hIS disks, giving him against in any manner.
enough points to win the game; Black then had a difficult prob-
however, there was no way to lem. He was obliged to spoil two
protect both disks. It was well of the disks, or to spoil one and
to consider what the opponent put it in the kitchen. There we-re
would probably do. at least seven ways to accom-
The latter, at the next shot, plish the purpose.

would not be likely to try to
spoil both disks with a combin- Black played against D to put
ation, because such a shot would it in the kitchen, probably also
not cut down the over-all score with the idea of spoiling Band
of the Red team, an urgent ne- perhaps leaving both D and B
cessity for the Blacks, nor would in the kitchen, but D passed out
it allow Black to score. of court along the center line,

PART 153: TACTICS. SELECTION (R)

Toward the end of the 1958 State pass along the center of the court
Gold Medal Tournament, the sit- for a complete miss, without hit-
uation was as shown in Figure ting any disk. Thereupon the op-
321. Lying on the board were ponent Black played another 8
two black scoring disks E and to a point near E. With the re-
G, for 16 points, and a red scor- sulting 24-point increase for the
ing disk B for 7 points, while half-round he brought his score to
a red non-scoring disk lay at A. 75 points and won the game and
The shooter Red was about to match.
play the seventh shot.
The score was 51 to 59 in fa- COMPLEX SHOT. In a minor

VOl' of Red. The disks on the tournament in 1956, the future na-
board, if undisturbed, would tional champion Bill Folberth at
bring the score to 67 and 66, and his last-shot faced the situation
with one more play by each of shown in Figure 322, with the
the shufflers the game score was score at -6 to 37 in his favor.
not far away. The shoote-r's play A number of disks had been
was important. accumulated on the board, includ-
Without considering here the ing red disks Band C for -2

various possible plays by Red, points and black disks G and H
which were several, we note th.e for 15 points, while there was a
selection by the shooter. He eVI- non-scoring red disk at A.
dently chose to play for a carom While there were several pos-
to glance from G to E and to ibl h t th th t t d. t SI e s 0 s, e one a s 00
spoil both. It .w~s a na ur~" out was to shoot at H to spoil it
c~lOice, although It Involved a thin and score against it, at the same
hit, and perhaps ~ed m~y not time aiming to knock it at G
have considered It In ~he light of or B, or between them with the
wha.t would happen In case of hope of hitting one or the other.
a miss. There could be a variation in
The shooting disk happend to speed, that is, to use kitchen

94,
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leaving 15 points to be scored for tion as shown in Figure 320. The
the Reds, and making the score score was not critical <about
6 to 76, with the Reds winning even, early in the game). Red
the game. was about to play the last-shot.

What different shots could he
SELECTION. In one of the play? What would be the gain for

matches of the 1955 Farnham each? Which play was the best?
Fox Tournament at Clearwater The play that he selected will be
the shooter Red saw the situa- described in Part 153.

®:;1 o ®
59

® 0
Fo1berth

-6 53

Figure 323

o
Fo1berth

-6 37

Figure 322Figure 321

speed with the intention of leav- lion of spoiling as many of the
irrg one or both black disks in disks as practicable. Care should
the kitchen, or alternatively to also be taken not to hit and spoil
play a fast shot with the inten- the red disk C.



..
i

to put H in the kitchen; or (2)
to hit C, try to double on C,

THE ANSWER to the problem and also to spoil G and put it in
presented in Figure 320 of Part the kitchen. The shooter played
152 includes as possible shots that for the double on C and also
Red could play: (1) to hit H. spoiled G, but did not get G in
try to score a 10, to spoil H, and the kitchen.

to hit B, and finally glanced out game: Black -6, Red 53.
The shooter played a fairly fast of court. G was driven out of'

shot. Figure 323. His shooting court, and so was B..
disk hit H full and stopped as it
hit for a score of 8 at D. H Gain for the shot: 33 points.
was driven onward and struck G Score for the half-round: Black
at an angle, then caromed off 0, Red 16. Resulting score in the

PART 154: TEAMWORK

The doubles game has been de-
scribed and illustrated in Parts
2 to 5.

In the doubles game it is not
enough for a pair of partners to
play at opposite ends of the
·court and to add together the
scores they may make inde-
pendently. Unfortunately this is
what happens in many so-
called doubles matches.

In a true doubles match the
partners should play in accord-
ance with proper teamwork.

PLAYING TO THE SCORE.
'There is only one score for a
team, and both partners should
constantly watch that mutual
score and know what it is at all
times. Every play should be se-
lected in accordance with the
score of the moment, and should
follow the principles outlined in
the basic general plan in Part
124 This is the essence of true
tea;nwork.

A failure of teamwork that is
not uncommon is to see one
shuffler playing conscientiously
in accordance with the score,
while the partner at the other end
of the court plays in accord.
ance with independent ideas, and
doing the opposite of playing to
the score.

For example, if the team is
materially behind in the score-
and needs to cut down the op-
ponents' score by kitchen play,
we may see one partner trying
hard to do so, while his partner,
instead of doing the same thing,
is actually clearing the board
and thus aiding the opposing
team. He is unfairly leaving the
burden of proper action on his
partner.

Both partners should take the
same type of action under the
same circumstances. When they
are materially behind in the
score, both should play for the
kitchen. When they are ahead or
about even, they should both
generally keep the board clear
and score with their last-shots,
or otherwise follow the princi-
ples given in Part 124.

THE SELECTION of plays in
the doubles game follows the
same ideas previously discussed
in these articles. However, each
side has the last-shot twice in
succession, followed by the same
action by their opponents. With
two successive last-shots by a
team, there are usually larger
changes in the score of that
team as compared with singles.
The influence of this should be
studied and allowed for during
the game.

In nearing the end of the
game, the expected effect of the
two successive last-shots by the
opponents may add urgency to
emergency measures needed to
save the game.

EXAMINE CLOSE DISKS. At
the end of a half-round when one
player has just finished shooting,
if there is a disk close to a line
that may have led to a doubtful
decision by an official, his part-
ner should examine the disk
carefully. It is even well to ex-
aggerate this in order to assure
the shooter that the partner is
looking out for his interests.

UNDERSTANDING between
partners is important. Each

PART 155: SPORTSMANSHIP, COURTESY (A)

In shuffleboard as in other
games, everyone likes a person
who is a good sport, few like a-
poor sport. Shuffleboard is played
for pleasure and for sportsman-
like competition.

Sportsmanship is essentially

the application of courtesy and of
the golden rule.

COMPLAINING. A poor sport
constantly complains of bad luck.
Or, when he makes an error or
bad shot, he usually tries to find
some excuse, other than his own

should understand the other's
game, and each should know
what the other will do in giv-
en circumstances. Without the
use of signals, which are of
course forbidden, they should se-
lect their plays in accordance
with correct principles and mu-
tual understanding.

Another important element is
for both partners to maintain the
confidence and morale of each
other by continual steady and re-
liable play, avoiding carelessness
and unduly risky shots, by not
giving up if it appears that a
weakness or a reverse has re-
duced their chances to win, by
not becoming rattled, by not los-
ing temper and showing it or let-
ting it affect the play adversely,
but on the contrary redoubling'
their efforts to make up for any
loss or deficiency.

If the partner makes a bad
shot (as who does not?), glum or
scowling looks should be
avoided.

In some so-called teams, one
or both of the partners have con-
stantly in mind the idea of how
much each is contributing in
connection with the winning of
the game. In the true spirit of
teamwork, a player should not
know whether he has won at his
end. The only winning or losing
of which he should be aware is
that of the team.

Everyone has met players
who, while sitting at the end of
the court between plays, spend
much of their time complaining
of their partners at the other
end. It is probable that "orne of
such complaint is later com-
municated to the partners, eith-

bad shooting, for the error. We
are all human, and perhaps we
cannot avoid complaining some-
times, but constant complaining
is annoying to others.

If he wins, the poor sport may
crow over his opponent. If he

er in words or in antagonistic
attitude, and in aQY case can
hardly contribute to good feeling
between partners.

If. a shuffler must constantly
think about the criticism his
partner is liable to hand out at
the conclusion of a match, he
may lose confidence in his own
shooting and may hesitate to at-
tempt shots that he should un-
dertake. With each shot, he may
be thinking of what his partner
may criticize about the play.
This is sure to hurt mutual con-
fidence, teamwork and quality of
play.

Even though a shulfler sees
tbe need for his partner to im-
prove some element of his play,
he should usually avoid criticism
unless asked, and if he does
comment on the play he should
use the greatest tact in handling
the subject. In fact it is a good
idea to say to the partner,
"Whatever you do, don't worry.
I won't criticize you."

Going further, each partner
should take occasion to compli-
ment his partner at every suit-
able opportunity.

THE Al'l8WER to the prob-
lem shown in Figure 317 of Part
151 would be to play a carom to
glance from F to E, hoping to
spoil F, E. and G. a sound se-
lection. Unfortunately _for the
shooter, the shot happened to
pass through the gap between E
and F without touching either
disk, so the opponent gained 31
points for the frame and won the
game. See also Figure 217 in·
Part 111.

loses he may be angry. If his
disk 'is knocked into the kitchen.
he (but usually it is she) is re-
sentful.

Win or lose, a good sport is a
good winner and a good loser.
He accepts defeat pleasantly,
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with a grin. He does not crow
when he wins. He thanks his
partner and opponents at the end
of a match and shakes hands
with them. He congratulates his
opponents when they win. Occa-
sionally he may compliment his
opponent when he makes a good
shot.
TALKING.Occasionallya play-

er tries to wIn by talking in or-
der to disconcert his opponent.
This is of course in direct viola-
tionor the rules; however, this.
means little to this poor sport.
as he probably hasnever read the
rules.
Charitably it may be said that

persons of this type may he
drawing an analogy from base-
ball, in which such action is per-
missible and normal; and they do
not always realize that it is un-
sportsmanlike and illegal in shuf-
fleboard. In this respect shuffle-
board is more like golf, in which
an opponent must be silent when
his opponentis shooting.
A good sport is careful not to

speak or make a sound when his

opponent is shooting. lie may
make a remark from time to
time when neither player is
shooting or about tj) shoot. In
general, he speaks 1ittle in a
tournament. He is pleasant ana
courteous.
Talking, expecially continuous

talking, is very liable to be dis-
turbing to a player. Concentra-
tion on the play and maintenance
of a determination to win are
important, and may be disturbed
by an opponent's talk. In such a
case it should be possible to indi-
cate to the opponent in a courte-
ous way that the player prefers
not to talk.

RULES. Good sportsmanship
should lead players to abide con-
scientiouslyby the rules.
Occasionally there is encoun-

tered a player who intentionally
cheats. Such a person is con-
temptible. In tournament play,
the opponent of such a pl:t:,"-
er should call the attention of
the referee to such action.
Good sportsmanship does no~

PART 156: SPORTSMANSHIP. COURTESY (B)

Good sportsmanship on the part
of audiences should lead them to
avoid making loud sarcastic re-
marks, jeering and heckling.
Amused laughter at a wild or
curious shot is entirely natural,
but loud raucous laughter often
has the evident purpose of jeer-
ing the player. There have been
cases in which the play of shuf-
flers has been hurt by such ac-
tion.

On the other hand, Sunshine
Club of St. Petersburg and the
Orlando Club for example, have
made a practice to stop any jeer-

PART 157: CUE

See the rules for provisions con-
cerning cues. All cues have the
same g·eneral form, that is, each
consists of a shaft, with a two-
pronged fork (called the "head")
at one end, see Figure 324. Dif·
ferent manufacturers use differ-
ent designs, with variations. in
price. The cost of a cue is less
than the cost of individual equip-
ment for most other snorts.
Manv clubs own cues that are
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ing and heckling that may be
started, and the clubs are to be
commended for this attitude.
It is good sportsmanship to ap-

plaud a good shot, by whomever
it is made. It is good to support
a friend or club - mate by ap-
plause. But it is poor sportsman-
ship 'to applaud a bad shot, even
though it is made by a member
of a team from another club.

When a player is. engaged in
playing a tournament, even
though not actually shooting, he
usually wants to concentrate on
the play. To go to him for a con-

available for use by any of the
club players. However, such
cues usually receive hard usage
and are liable to become inaccur-
ate. It is therefore well for any
player who expects to continue
with the game to buy a cue of
his own.
The cue should be lizht in

weight. Most cues weigh from 7
to 13 ounces. The cue should be
as long as the full legal limit of

prevent a shuffler from playing
the game intensively, for all that
it is worth, and taking advan-
tage of all proper opportunities,
including those resulting from the
errors of his opponent. Nor does
it prevent him from appealing
when he considers that a refer-
ee's decisionis a mistake.

CROWDING.There is one type
of shuffler, who also has not
read the rules, and who stands
near the center when his oppo-
nent is shooting, places his cue
near the opponent's starting area
and crowds his opponentas much
as he thinks he can get away
with. Others move their disks
around in the starting area when
the opponentis shooting.
In contrast, the good sport is

careful to step aside, well clear
of the area his opponent may
want to use in preparing to shoot
and in shooting.Also,hestands or
sits still, and avoids moving
around while the opponent IS
shooting.
COURTESY, In gathering the

disks after a round of play, if
there is a disk that is close to a
line and which either player may
want to examine, it is a courtesy
to leave the disk in place (even
without demand) until both play-
ers have had ample opportunity
to examine it if they so desire.
However, if a player wishes to
examine a disk he should follow
the rule and specifically say so.

Also a shuffler in a tournament.
who finds that he has been reas-
signed to play again on a court
on whichhe has just been playing
should so inform the tournament
manager so that he will not have
an undue advantage.

At the conclusion of a match,
it is a customary courtesy to
thank the court officials, referee,
umpire and scorer, and to shake
hands with them. When a tour-
nament manager is not too busy,
he will often appreciate a compli-
ment on his handling of the tour-
nament..

versation is liable to distract his spots directly behind and close to
attention and to hurt his game. tournament players. It is known
Any persons who are close to that at some clubs the space

players that are shuffling should available for observers does not
avoid making audible remarks permit observers to stand back
that may affect the play. For ex- from the players' benches. This is
ample, if a shuffler who is shoot- unfortunate, and only the club can
ing for a score hears the remark, take adequate corrective action.
"He should be careful not to go in During tournaments, members
the kitchen," the shooter is liable' of the audience should not use the
to shorten his Shot, perhaps with- benches on courts next to a court
out intending to do so, and to being used for tournament play.
fail to reach the scoring area. Similarly, persons not playing in

the tournament should not use ad
Not ?nly should such remarks jacent courts for social play. Most

be ~vOlded, but members of the clubs bar these types' of action
audience should keep away from during tournament play.

six feet, three inches.
Shafts are made of tempered

aluminum allov, bamboo, Burma
cane, or other material. Most
shufflers use aluminum. Wooden
shafts are now but little used.
Sectional cues. each consisting of
two parts which are unscrewed
for easv packing and are screwed
together for playing, have some
advantage, but most players
prefer cues with shafts in one

piece. Aluminum cues may well
be shellacked or otherwise fin-
ished so that the aluminum will
not rub off and blacken the hands·
of the player.
Some cues are more flexible

than others. This is a matter for
personal preference.

EXAMINE CUE. Cues
should be examined at time of
purchase. Bent cues have been
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delivered from a reputable manu- RUNNERS. Since the rules re- '.to cause some inaccuracy in the
facturer. quire that no metal of the cue shooting.

The straightness of the shaft shall touch the court. the ends of The Question as to whether the
may be tested by sighting along the prongs usually have runners two prongs extend equally for-
it, or by laying it against the (knobs or tins) of plastic, fiher, ward may be tested by standing
straisht side of a board, table, or other suitable material, which the cue vertically on its prongs
or the like. The cue should then should resist wear and should alongside the corner of a building
be rotated in quarter turns so not be brittle. However, since or alongside another cue then
as to be observed in about fou the runners will wear out with turning the cue in a half-circle
positions. A curvature of the shaf constant rubbing on the concrete, about its shaft (1110 de=rees) so
from side to side (when in shoot they should preferably be made 3R to interchange the positions of
ing position) may decrease shoot- so as to be replaceable. the runners. If there is any an-
ing accuracy. A slight curvatur The runners should be fastened gular change in' the vertical po-
UP and down when the head lies firmly in place. and should not sition of the shaft as between the
flat will probably be of little con be loose or wobbly or likely IO two positions, then the prongs
seouence. become so. It may occur, for ex- are not true and should be cor-

The fork should be stiff and no ample, that screwed-on runners rected.
easily bent, but the metal shoul work loose. and then stand at dif- If, as is usually the case, the
be tough enough so that, • ferent angles. which may cause runners are other than round,
case it has been bent, it can be inaccuracies in shooting. An ex- they should be put on so that,
bent back into shape without cellerit method of fastening on a for example, the flat sides are
breaking. The fork is usually 0 runner is by means of a pin which perfectly vertical when the cue
some strong metal, such as steel, is driven in a hole drilled through head lies flat on the court.
or it mav be of a tough aluminum the runner and the prong. CARE. Cues should not be treat
alloy. Cast metals should be ed roughly. For example, stop-
avoided, as they are liable to b SYMMETRICAL. The prongs ping a moving disk with the
brittle. A wooden head, whic and the runners should be svm- head of a cue may break or
was the original tvpe, is old'Iash metrical on the cue. If the prongs bend the head.
ioned, wears rapidly, and has n are not true, that is, if one prong Occasionally a player may be
advantage other than cheapness. with its runner extends farther led to play a game with a defec-
Plastic heads usually stand con- forward or farther to the side tive cue. one that is not entirely
siderahle abuse, and are there- than the other, then the disk will true. He should be able to avoid
fore suitable as club cues to be not be centered exactly on the some of the resulting inaccura-
used by many different nlavers, axis of the shaft in shooting, and cies by making sure that the
but any cue so used is liable to in the forward push against the cue is· alwavs held with the
inaccuracy in shooting. disk the off-center weight is liable same face upward. See Part 6.

PART 158: OPINIONS

It is expected that there will number of present and past
be shufflers, including shufflers national champions, and have
of high ability, who will disagree played against a score of them.
with some of the thinking con- It has not been possible to treat
tained in these articles. all of the fine points and vari-

We do not claim to have origi ations of the game, Many such
nated much in the ideas presented aspects have been deleted in
in the series of articles. The main order to reduce the size of the
task has been the selection of articles and to conform to space
those which seem to be best, and limitations.
their presentation in form suit- Nor do we profess to be in-
able for study and use. The fallible. We have put our own
studies of probabilities and per- disks into t.he "kitchen," and
centages are believed to be new. we have done the same with

We lay no claim to being an ex· ideas, but we hope that this has
pert player, although we still not left material remains of error.
have hope of reaching that dis- But no matter what opinion is
tinction. But we have observed, expressed on any question, there
studied, and analyzed the play of will always be persons who will
most of the top-level players of disagree. This is healthy. It is
Florida, including a considerable to be expected on any subject of

Figure 324

interest. Differences of opiruon lect and retain the ideas which
make horse races and other con- they like and which prove use-
tests.possible. Differences of opin- ful to themselves personally. In
ion make different styles of play ;any case, their own styles of play
in shuffleboard. will be a composite of the types

It is believed that most shuf- of plays they consider best and
flers, except a few masters of 'most suitable for themselves.
the game, can gain some ideas We hope shufflers will find
from these articles, especially if ideas that will improve their play
they approach them with an open and their pleasure in the game.
mind. An open mind is a great We salute those many experts
asset. irom whose play we have

In general, it is to be under- <sleaned most of the concepts ex-
stood that, while the conclusions pressed in these articles.
presented apply to most situa-. And finally, in closing the series
tions. yet there are excepticns,of articles and thanking you for
in this game as in other aspects your attention, we repeat the
of life. brief speech we have often used

Shufflers should tryout any when called upon to speak at the
conceptions that are new to them, start of a tournament:
testing them in play. Let them S0- "EVERYBODY HAVE A GOOD

'rIME."

The roll starts with the firstj ward to August, 1958. Ithe ability of the shufflers, based I . .
Florida State Championship in In preparing the roll, the points on performance. unless they are Florida-wide or
1928, and has been brought for- assigned represent a measure of No tournaments are included national tournaments. All-Ameri-
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can and amateur tournaments
are omitted.
In the table there are shown

the number of first, second, third,
fourth and total places won in
singles and in doubles tourna-
ments, and the aggregate or
grand total of places. This is fol-
lowed in the last column by the
total number of points awarded,
which determines the relative po-
sition of each shuffler on the
roll.

POINT SYSTEM. The points
assigned for each tournament
may be 10, 8, 7, 6; or 9, 7, 6, 5;
etc., down to 5, 3, 2, 1; or 4, 2,
1, 1. The points awarded for first
place in each tournament are
shown below under Points for
Tournaments, and constitute a
rating of the size and importance
of the tournament and the inten-
sity of the competition. Second
place is given two points less
than first place.
I~. st1fhe" of the tournaments,

the more recent'<.contests are
rated higher than the earlier
meetings, mainly because the
entry lists are much larger.
Hence, for example, first place
in the more recent national open
singles is rated at 10, while in
somewhat older tournaments it is
put at 9, and in the earliest at 8
(indicated in the tournament list
as "10 or 9 or 8">.

CONSIDERATIONS. Some of
the reasons for assisning particu-
lar ratings to particular tourna-
ments are indicated herein, but
for each case there are usually
several reasons .
Certain singles tournaments=ss.

S~lch as the Dimeo-Gray, Cham-
pion of Champions, etc., are giv-
en the hishest ratings, that is, 10
points for first place.
The closed singles of the Na-

tional and Florida State tourna-
ments are obviously less severe
and are rated lower.
Doubles are generally rated

below singles. •.
As mentioned above, entries in

a tournament, or in a division of
a tournament, affects the rating
of the tournament. A tournament
which had entries of 75 to 150
in each of its divisions should
evidently be rated higher than a
similar contest which had 40 to
60, and this latter should be high-
er than a similar one with 9 to
24 entries.
A tournament comprised of

"any doubles," that is, all three
kinds of doubles (men, women
and mixed) playing together in
one competititve bracket is
more intense than if the shufflers
are separated among several di-
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CARL SPILLMAN WEBSTER SMITH AL NOTESTINE

Roll Of Champions IMenJ
Pos. Name and Club

jI-Carl Spillman, Sunshine /"
{' 2-Webster H. Smith, Kissimmee

-3-Henry Badum, Sunshine
4-Alvin T. Notestine, Orlando
5--Dwight K. Hubbard, Mirror Lake
6--T. S. Jamison, Bradenton Tr.
7-Carl Breece, Winter Haven

Ralph Perreault, Mirror Lake
9-Gerald Anderson, Sunshine
lO-Farrell M. Bruner, Oakridge Tr.
ll-Larry Schoch, Little River
12-Leslie Vincent. DeLand
13-Frank Henderson, Mirror Lake
14-Ralph E. Blackman, Clearwater
15--Jack Pedersen, Fort Lauderdale

Arthur Richards. Mirror Lake
17-Herber! Hall. Mirror Lake
IS-Fred Galitz, Clearwater

Ted R. Matthews. Sunshine
20-William Folberth. Northern Tr.
21-Ray CoIlins, Mirror Lake

Rex M. Farewell, Mirror Lake
23-Clayton M. Hagenstad, Bradenton
24--Donald W. Boyle. Winter Haven
25--W. D. Tripp. Oakridge Tr.
26--Ben H. Arnett, Oakridge Tr.
27-Arthur T. Baldwin, Del.and
2S-Wilbur W. Long, Mirror Lake
29-Donald Dewart, Sarasota
30-Henry Amrhein, Orlando
31-Henry Andringa, Pinerest Tr.
32-William Schoch, Little River
33-Blair Ilderton, Bradenton
34--Doc Howe, Sunshine
35--Charlie Edwards, Orlando
36-Ethmer M. Reid, Mirror Lake
37-George M. Johnson, Lakeland
38-Arthur Gregory, Gulfport

Richard H. Roby, Bradenton

Singles
1 2 3 4 T
27 15 9 657
16 7 12 3 38
22 9 5 2.38
8 8 2 2 20
11 .9· 8 5 33
7 2 1 2 12
5 4 2 3 14
132511
3 5 2 6 16
352111
2 1 1 0 4
3 4 2 1 10
3 3 1 2 9
241411
532111
2 3 4 6 15
o 0 1 1 2
o 0 1 0 1
3 3 1 1 8
1 3 228
3 3 1 0 7
3 1 1 2 7
o 1 2 0 3
4 2 1 0 7
03216
3 0 0 1 4
2 2 4 1 9
o 3 2 1 6
1 3 1 1 6
1 3 105
2 0 1 3 6
o 0 000
o 3 1 0 4
o 1 0 0 1
42006
2 2 1 1 6
5 1 0 0 6
152311
1 0 1 0 2

~f

Doubles
2 3 4 T A Pts

20 6 1 3 30 87 630
22 10 10 4 46 84 536
7 6 3 4 20 58 418
11 5 5 1 22 42 247
7 4 1 0 12 45 240
4 5 1 4 14 26 150
4 4 2 0 10 24 149
9 3 0 1 13 24 149
2 0 1 2 5 21 136
3 2 3 3 11 22 130
9 3 0 0 12 16 104
4 0 1 1 6 16 100

. 3 2 2 2 9 18 92
3 2 1 2 8 19 89·
0.000011 86
1 2 1 1 5 20 86
5 6 1 6 18 20 83
4 4 6 3 17 18 80
1 3 1 1 6 14 80
11 2 1 5 13 79
3 1 1 0 5 12 78
3 0 1 1 5 12 78
4 3 2 4 13 16 76
3 1 0 0 4 11 74
2 3 1 3 9 15 71
3 3 2 1 9 13 70
1 3 2 2 8 17 69
2 1 4 2 9 15 68
1 1 2 2 6 12 67
2220611 62
1 1 2 2 6 12 59
7 3 0 0 10 10 58
1 2 2 3 8 12 56
1 7 4 2 14 15 55
30003954
1 1 1 0 3 9 53
o 0 0 0 0 6 51
o 1 0 0 1 12 50
2223911 50
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en to the National and Florida tl !;::l
State Tournaments, in which the ::::1 it.
prestige ~f. t?e title of champ.ion ::;] fi'lil
In each division enhances the im- :,;! !~
portance of the play.M ;

® ~
POINTS FOR TOURNAMENTS Ml f

SING~ES: P?ints for first place. '1,'
National Wmter Open, 10 or 9 ::':
Or 8; National 'Yinter Closed, ::::1
7 or 6 or 5; National Su~mer @
Open, 7 or' 6 or 5; National jl
Summer Closed, 5 or 4 or 3; :;i
Florida State Open, 10 or 9 t!
or 8; ~lorida State C~osed, 7; tJ
Champion of Champions, 10 n
or 9; Dimco-Gray, 10, Fiesta, f1
8: Friendly City 8; De Soto j
7: Full Moon. 10 or 9 or 8: ,M
GaspariIla, 10 or 9 or 8; Gold I::::!
Medal, 10 or 9; Orlando, 10; Ii
Sears - Roebuck and Dickson- {i
Ives, 9 or 8; Yuletide, 10 or 9; ::::
20th Anniversary, Mirror::::

D~~~L~~: Points for first Place.·::1 Roll Of Champions IWomen J
Florida State, 7 or 6; State ':':'
President's Trophy. 7 or 6;::.:.:.,:. Pos. Name and Club Singles
Farnham Fox, 7; Fun 'n' Sun,
7; Gateway to Gulf, 7; National { / 1 2 3 4 T 1 2 3
Tower, 7; Sunshine City, 7; ::::Y I-Mary Ruth scalis·.e, Mirror La~ 16 16 5 6 43 9 6 6
Terrazzo, 7; Citrug Exposition .t I 2-Amy Close, Clearwater ;/ 10 13 8 8 39 10 5 8
and Orange Fest!val, 6 or 5; -x- 3-Mae Hall, Mirror Lake 16 8 4 3 31 6 8 3 3 20 51 347
Full Moon, 6 or 5; Armistice": 4-Janet Smith, Kissimmee 4 4 8 5 21 17 8 11 238 59 332
Day, 5; Kow Kapital, 6; New {:
Year's 6; Fiesta, 6; Pretty City, .:..,:,:.,':,:S-Bess Henderson, Mirror Lake 7 10 8 4 29 6 2 3 2 13 42 285
6; De Soto, 4; Friendly City, 5; 6-Florence Spink, Orlando 17 9 9 2 37 2 6 2 1 11 48 245
Hunt Bros., 7 or 6; Orlando, 6; ::I: 7"":Marie Troutman, Orlando 10 6 4 2 22 4 5 3 2 14 36 236
35th Anniversary of Shuffle-?: 8-0live McArthur, Mirror Lake 12 4 6 4 26 1 1 1 0 3 29 215 :r:
board, 6; 20th Anniversary,:r 9~Carrie Wilcox, Tampa 14 5 2 1 22 2 2 2 0 6 28 204 :f:

~~~~.£!:~s~::::~:i :1~31=~E:d'i;1:~R~~bi:b~~~:s~~:fhE:~:k' o~~552: O
2
:~9: :4 ~61~202~1

1

1

4
:2L3:~11~38:2

3
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consulted, including club officials, i:I: - na 0 InS, uns me
trophies kept in clubs and in in- I}: 14-Viva G. Notestine, Orlando 5 1 3 0 9 5 3 0 1 9 18 104 ':',
dividual possession, newspaper :f: IS-Madeline "Pat" Hill, Orlando 1 ·2 2 6 11 4 3 1 2 10 21 95 i?
clppings, and memories of shuf- r:: 16-Louise Amrhein, Orlando 1 1 1 2 5 6 2 1 1 10 15 88 .!....: .. ;

flers. Many difficulties have :f: 17-Esther Winter, Bartlett Park 2 0 3 2 7 3 5 1 1 10 17 80 ,:~
been encountered, especially :1: ";~
sbodrtage or. ~ecobrds. Some lrec-:t 18-LMOarrrayinEeHBaegaetynstBarda'dBratde'TnTr. 04 30 31 20121 32 92 41 111671188 7755:..,:',;,~..,:.,;.,."
or s are missing ecause of food 1:: '., en on r.

Si~t~eIO~r~h~ ~~;~~:iO~~e de: .,"',',:,i,:i, 21-J~aa~~:r~:~~I;~~~~or Lake : ~ ~ ~ ~ !~~~1~ ~~ ~~ :!~
ceased, but there are uncertain- . ;'$
ties concerning a number of t': 22-Gertrude DeMarse, Lakeland 1 2 1 2 6 2 1 6 1 10 16 69 ~I
thTem

h
. bl' I' I:::::: 23-G

B
race

H
Flint, LLa~tetllanRd. 01 25 14 01140 51 02. 11 13 771117 6868',.:ille pro em IS so camp icated t:; ess anson, I elver c

th~~~o ~~flte~ c~:o~?cf:rfefr has ::11·: 1~~ey~::;': ~:~~~~d ~ ~ ~ ~: :::: ~~~!: :'1
nothing to do with the Florida Or ::t 27-Martha Martin, Clearwater 4 2 1 0 7 1 2 0 1 4 11 67 ,:.,:,:,:,:
National associations. It has been :/: 0 2 11 61
prepared by the author alone. ,.} 28-Augusta McFadden, Mirror Lake 4 2 3 0 9 2 0 0 :::::
Anyone is welcome to make :::::: Eva L. Collins; Mirror Lake 3 1 1 0 5 2 1 2 0 5 10 61:f
such a list. ;,'::: Florence Johnson, Mirror Lake 4 1 1 1 7 1 0 0 0 1 8 61 H

.THANKS are due to the offi-:::::: ~~~~o~:~:n~i~~~;r~::~:~tark ~ !~~: ~:~~~~~:~...,'..,".,,".,.'..:1.

clals and individual players who::J 33-Jeanne Rae, Sunshine 0 0 2 "2 4 4 1 2 1 8 12 56
co-operated by furnishing in for- t:: 2 14 14 53
mation. ':::: 34-Mary Hinkle, Bradenton 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 3 :{

::::: 35-Katherine Skuse, St. Cloud 3 0 1 0 4 1 0 1 6 8 12 50 /:
'{ Marion Wheeler, Deep South Tr. 1 1 0 1 3 3 3 1 0 7 10 50:;:::

t.~~.~l:.,.::::::.::.::.::.::.::::::::::.'.'.'.'.::..'.'.'.'.'....,.,.,.,.::..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.::..'.'.::..'.'.'.'.'.::':::':':::' . '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ~~~~~:::;::::::::::::::.::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:::;,-,::::::::::::: ..... :.:....•... :;:::;:::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;!::::::::::;:::::::::::::;::::: ::.::::.:.::::::.::. ';!:::: :::;:::;:; ;:::;:: :::!:!:!:!:!:!:!:::::::!:!:::!:::!:!:!:!:::' ····:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::!:::::!:r:;!:!:!::;!::::::;::::::::::::::::::~~:::::~:::::::::::.~::~

MARY SCALISE AMY CLOSE MAE HALL

Doubles
4 T A Pts
o 21 64 442
3 26 65 410

CONGRATULATIONS are of-
fered to these distinguished shuf-
flers for their great records.
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